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Abstract
Heat flow, tectonic subsidence and crustal thickness distributions
in the Ligurian Basin are best explained by asymmetric lithospheric
thinning mechanisms. Over 150 heat flow measurements are made on
several transects between Nice, France and Calvi, Corsica on continental
slope and rise settings. Thermal gradient determinations are improved
using an optimization technique. Piston core data and surface sediment
3.5 kHz reflectivity patterns help constrain thermal conductivity
obtained from over 100 in situ stations. Plio-Quaternary stratigraphy
is revised using new seismic reflection profiles: a boundary fault
system associated with postrift margin uplift, a Pleistocene-age Var Fan
construction, and recent diapirism of Messinian salt are indicated.
After assessing local thermal disturbances (mass-wasting,
microtopography, and salt refraction), positive heat flow corrections
are made for multi-lithologic sedimentation histories and glacial
paleotemperatures. Using boundary-layer cooling models, equilibrium
heat flow estimates support geologic evidence for Oligocene and early
Miocene rifting. Heat flow maxima correlate well with two "oceanic"
sub-basins, suggesting that the southeastern trough near Corsica is
~5 Myr younger, consistent with the southeastern progression of
volcanism and back arc rifting in the Western Mediterranean. Tectonic
subsidence-crustal thickness trends indicate lithospheric stretching,
with heat flow supporting asymmetric sub-crustal lithospheric thinning
during the conjugate margin formation.
Thesis advisor: Richard P. Von Herzen
Senior Scientist, Wood Hole Oceanographic InstitutionTitle:
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Extended Abstract
We report 176 new heat flow measurements which are distributed on
several transects across the Ligurian Basin and margins between Nice,
France and Calvi, Corsica. Improved heat flow instrumentation provides
in situ thermal conductivity data at points where equilibrium tempera-
tures are known for over 100 gradient determinations. Analytical studies
of the in situ continuous-heating method indicate uncertainties of 5%,
comparable to those of needle-probe measurements on piston cores. Gamma
ray attenuation logs of sediment cores predict vertical variations in
conductivity and indicate possible instrumental bias for discretely-
spaced thermistor arrangements. Piston core data and 3.5 kHz reflection
records demarcate regions of predominantly hemipelagic sediment on the
slopes and turbiditic sediment on the Var fan. Mean conductivity values
correlate well with surficial sediment patterns and morphology, so that
conductivity may be reliably estimated for thermal gradient stations
without in situ conductivity. To automate as well as improve equilibrium
temperature estimates, the Golden Section Search method is used to
optimize effective origin times for heating incurred on probe impact.
Numerical modeling of probe thermal structure indicates that an initial
temperature perturbation in sediments surrounding the probe may account
for observed nonlinearities in standard temperature versus reciprocal-
time plots. This technique has the largest effect on equilibrium values
where high velocities are necessary for successful probe entry.
Heat flow measurements for the entire basin have a weighted mean of
70±28 mW m 2. Systematic regional variations are characterized by
an overall asymmetric trend in heat flow, with heat flow averaging about
20% to 50% higher on the Corsican side. Significant scatter in regional
heat flow values is mainly attributed to variability in the thermal
gradients. Sites with very low scatter (±5-10%) are located on the
continental rise and on the lower Var fan levee. High variability on
the continental slope is attributed to environments and processes of
canyon formation: microtopography and mass-wasting. To a lesser extent,
central basin values are perturbed by narrow salt structures and shallow
faults. A reliability assessment suggests that heat flow averages are
altered for sites where diapirism produces isolated high values.
Contrary to the situation for most young oceanic crust, the sediment
cover is extensive so that variability due to hydrothermal circulation
is neglibible.
New high-resolution (100-300 Hz) seismic records enable a revised
Plio-Quaternary stratigraphy for the basin and a reassessment of the
causes of margin uplift. We infer a Pleistocene age for the Var fan
development, which is about 1 Myr younger than previous estimates.
Recent margin subsidence has been affected by a "boundary fault" system
at the base-of-slope, with up to 1 km uplift near the Cote d'Azur region
of southern France. The uplift is consistent with Messinian and Glacial
paleostrand line positions and suggests that an erosional-rebound phase
occurring within the Alpine folded-and-thrusted complex is responsible
for the vertical movement. The boundary fault system is the main
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Extended Abstract (cont.)
seaward dislocation for the uplift is associated with reactivated
basement faults residing near the transition to highly-attenuated crust
(<10 km). We associate the timing and geometry of the Var fan
development with this uplift.
In order to determine equilibrium lithospheric heat flow, we account
for the effects of deposition of up to 5 km of sediments in the central
basin. Sedimentation rates are reconstructed from the shallow and deep
seismic data and physical properties are inferred from piston core and
borehole data located within the northwestern Mediterranean. We develop
a multi-layer compaction and sedimentation model to simulate the thermal
effects of the complex Miocene sedimentation history, including the
effects of salt deposition and marginal erosion during the Messinian.
Sensitivity analyses of the sedimentation model reveal that composite
media effects between the sediment layer and basement are similar in
magnitude to the effects of compaction. Basement burial rate is the
overall determining factor of the heat flow alteration, rather than
surface sedimentation rate. Overpressuring in pre-Messinian sediments
may decrease the heat flow by an additional 10%. Sedimentation correc-
tions range from 30% for the Var levee to zero for the Corsican upper
margin. Paleoclimatic corrections of 8-10 mW m 2 are also deemed
necessary for the Mediterranean Sea basins, assuming about a 4 C change
in bottom water temperature since the late Pleistocene. Uncertainties
in corrected heat flow averages due to environmental corrections are
generally <10%, which is smaller than data variability in most cases.
Differences in sedimentation rates cannot account for local variations
between stations (2 km spacing), but somewhat reduces regional
deviations between sites. The final corrected basin heat flow retains
an asymmetric pattern, consistent with the asymmetric continental heat
flow values observed on the conjugate borderlands.
Corrected values of 102 to 120 mW m 2 for northwestern and
southeastern central basin sites, respectively, are consistent with
boundary-layer cooling estimates for basin opening between 18-25 Myr
ago. These results, integrated with calculations of basement subsidence
and recent crustal thickness measurements, require a nonuniform spatio-
temporal development for the Ligurian Basin. Heat flow correlates well
with two basement troughs oriented parallel to the basin axis. Two
modes of asymmetric lithospheric thinning account for the basin
development: an intrabasinal rift jump (pure shear) and low-angle
detachment faulting (simple shear). Some progression in rifting ages
across the basin is suggested by younger volcanics on the Corsican-
Sardinian block and the general southeastern arc-trench migration for
the Western Mediterranean. The NW and SE margin heat flow and crustal
data are consistent with asymmetric nonuniform lithospheric extension
similar to that predicted by detachment faulting models. Thus, the
asymmetric development of the Ligurian is envisioned to be quite similar
to the drilling and seismic stratigraphic evidence for the multiple-
rifting history of the Tyrrhenian Basin (Mascle and Rehault, 1988).
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With our detailed environmental analysis, we may place more confidence
in tectonic models derived from heat flow than low-amplitude magnetic
anomaly patterns which favor a symmetric basin opening. Lateral heat
flow appears to be suppressed for marginal basins, despite their
generally narrow widths. Back arc extension in the Liguro-Provencal
Basin is deemed important to the subsidence history of the basin.
Negative residual basement depths of almost 1 km are explained by an
anomalously cool upper mantle maintained by the limited influence of
deep asthenospheric upwelling behind subduction zones. We speculate
that "normal" high heat flow observed in marginal basins is an artifact
of higher mantle thermal conductivity for highly-depleted mantle,
created by plate recycling and hydrous melting in the back arc setting.
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Preface
Geothermal studies of the young marginal basins of the western
Mediterranean were initiated by J. Sclater and R. Von Herzen. The
proposed work had two objectives: 1) to investigate the relations of
heat flow, depth and age in the oceanic regime of the marginal basin,
and 2) to examine relationships between heat flow, subsidence,
extensional faulting, and crustal thickness on the adjacent passive
margins. The first phase of this study was conducted in collaboration
with U. of Cambridge scientists (K. Louden, I. Hutchison and J.
Duschenes) and consisted of a heat flow and seismic refraction survey of
the Balearic and Tyrrhenian Basins; the heat flow results have been
presented by Hutchison et al. (1985) in which my contribution was the
reduction of the WHOI data (seismic results are given by Duschenes et
al, 1986).
The subject of this thesis, the heat flow and tectonics of the
Ligurian Basin, is the second phase of the Mediterranean project. Three
campaigns were performed: two heat flow cruises and one high-resolution
single-channel seismic profiler experiment. R. Von Herzen coordinated
the first heat flow cruise in 1982 with J. P. Rehault, D. L. Williams,
J. Sclater, S. Pelletier and myself participating. I was responsible
for the maintenance of the probe hardware, data reduction, and the
formulation of the heat flow results. My thesis proposal was
essentially a continuation of the Ligurian Basin geothermal study and
laid the groundwork for additional heat flow and seismic data
collection. J. P. Rehault, M. Dougherty, S. Pelletier and myself made
the second suite of heat flow measurements in 1984, with the heat flow
operations coordinated by myself. Single-channel data were collected in
1985 by J. P. Rehault and myself.
The main objective of this thesis is to present and analyze
Ligurian Basin heat flow observations in light of simple thermal models
for marginal basin formation. Before tectonic interpretations of
rapidly infilling sedimentary basins were made, a thorough understanding
of the local geologic environment was necessary. This environmental
analysis was made using bathymetry, piston core data, 3.5 kHz echo
records, 60-300 Hz single-channel reflection profiles, and deep seismic
data. From these data, I determined surface sediment thermal
conductivity patterns and general sediment thickness distributions, and
revised previous Plio-Quaternary sedimentary and tectonic evolutionary
schemes for the Ligurian Basin (Chapter 2). Data reduction procedures
included modifications due to the incomplete nature of some in situ
thermal conductivity and thermal gradient measurements (Chapter 3).
After determining the reliability of heat flow values, I applied a
multi-layered sedimentation and compaction model to estimate the effect
of the complex depositional history for the Mediterranean. A
paleoclimatic correction in addition to sedimentation corrections were
used to determine the final values. These corrected data constrain an
equilibrium heat flow contour map for the Nice-Calvi swath of the
-16-
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Ligurian Basin (Chapter 4). The asymmetric heat flow distribution is
related to the total tectonic subsidence, suggesting a nonuniform
spatiotemporal development for the basin. Thermal and elevation data
constrain the main rifting processes encountered in the basin, but
petrology and thermal (half-space cooling) models were also incorporated
in the final basin evolution scheme (Chapter 5).
The chapters comprising the main body of the thesis were conceived
and written by myself. Dick Von Herzen and Jean-Pierre Rehault will
contribute further in various publications to be produced from the four
main chapters. Three independent papers are given in the appendices,
mostly in support of the methods of data reduction. The paper presented
in Appendix 1 (Jemsek, Von Herzen, Rehault, Williams, and Sclater, 1985)
provides preliminary theories on the thermal evolution of the Ligurian
Basin. All authors participated in some aspect of the field program. I
performed the data reduction and most of the heat flow and subsidence
analyses. J. P. Rehault provided sediment thickness data and
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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Our understanding of continental margins is greatly improved since
the realization that principles developed for the thermal evolution of
the deep ocean floor also apply to marginal continental lithosphere.
According to plate tectonic theory, the thermal lithosphere is defined
as the rigid, conductive outer shell of the Earth and includes the crust
and uppermost mantle material. The asthenosphere is the low viscosity
medium beneath the lithosphere which convects heat upward and is
consequently nearly isothermal. The fundamental similarity between
continental margin formation and sea-floor spreading is that they are
both induced by an extensional stress regime created in part by the
divergence of two lithospheric plates, i.e., rifting. During rifting,
the lithosphere thins by two simple necking processes: brittle faulting
in the upper crust and ductile flow in the lower lithosphere. In order
to conserve mass, the asthenosphere moves upward to replace the
lithosphere removed by thinning processes. Consequently, the entire
column of material at the rift has an average temperature that is much
higher than normal, so that higher elevations are maintained due to
thermal expansion effects (Pratt model of compensation). Crustal
attenuation or stretching causes isostatic compensation of the
low-density crust with high-density mantle which leads to lower
elevations (Airy model of compensation).
In the ocean basins, magma production by pressure-release melting
proceeds to accrete crust in almost a steady-state manner at mid-ocean
ridges, so that the most apparent change in the ocean lithosphere is due
to the cooling and contraction of the lithosphere with age. Sclater and
coworkers (e.g., Parsons and Sclater, 1977) have characterized the
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thermal evolution of young oceanic lithosphere by boundary layer theory,
resulting in simple square root of age laws for heat flow and depth.
The subsidence rates determined for the oceans also appear to reproduce
the general subsidence history for many rifted margins (e.g., Sleep,
1971). Thus, the first-order correlation of oceanic and continental
subsidence suggests that oceanic and continental rifts maintain thin
lithosphere. Since the details of basin formation (faulting and crustal
thinning mechanisms, subsidence, doming, volcanism, partial melting,
etc.) are related to the nature of the initial thermal anomaly, heat
flow measurements are an obvious tool to study sedimentary basin
formation.
Only a few attempts have been made to match models of sedimentary
basin formation with geothermal and subsidence data. Royden et al.
(1983) found excellent agreement between heat flow, subsidence and
geologic data in the 10-20 Ma Pannonian basin system in which heat flow
correlated with rates of thermal subsidence for a number of extensional
geometries. Hutchison et al. (1985) primarily used heat flow and age
determinations to show that a progression of opening has occurred in the
western Mediterranean basins.
The primary objective of this work is to interpret the thermal
regime and tectonic evolution of the central basin and adjacent margins
of the Ligurian Basin, also located in the western Mediterranean (Figure
1.1). Sea-floor spreading, continental extension and back arc rifting
are involved in the basin development. The rifted margins of the
Ligurian Basin are one of the few geologically youthful examples with
sufficient sediment cover to enable reliable heat flow measurements.
-24-
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The abundant geologic and geophysical data in this area provide an
excellent background for geothermal and subsidence analysis.
Several different models of rifting and lithospheric heating may be
used to explain observations of subsidence, heat flow and crustal
thinning. The "active mantle" hypothesis of Sengor and Burke (1978)
considers the thermal anomaly as the causal event leading to rifting.
This implies that the early phase of rifting is characterized by thermal
doming and general uplift (Sleep, 1971; Falvey, 1974). Crustal thinning
beneath the margin (Sheridan et al., 1979; Avedik et al., 1982; Le
Douaran et al., 1984) and normal faulting in the upper crust (Montadert
et al., 1979; Avedik et al., 1982; Le Pichon and Barbier, 1987) support
models involving extensional thinning of the lithosphere during
rifting. McKenzie (1978) originally formulated the uniform extension
(simple stretching) model in which the amount of extension is constant
with depth through the whole lithosphere. Uniform extension implies
"passive" rifting by horizontal plate motions instead of "active"
vertical thinning of the lithosphere by thermal mechanisms. In order to
explain early subsidence histories from well data, Royden and Keen
(1980) developed the modified (nonuniform, two-layer, depth-dependent)
extensional model in which the upper and lower lithosphere thin by
different amounts. Proposed mechanisms for nonuniform thinning include
removal of the lower lithosphere by asthenospheric convection (Buck,
1986; Keen, 1984; Steckler, 1985) or by asymmetric lithospheric fault
block geometries (Wernicke, 1985; Royden et al., 1983).
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Heat flow on the southern French and northern Corsican margins is a
result of four factors: a) equilibrium heat flow into the base of the
lithosphere, estimated to be roughly equivalent to that beneath old
continents and oceans (Sclater et al., 1980), b) heat flow resulting
from lithospheric thinning during rifting (this flux increases with
amount of extension and decays with time), c) heat flow due to the
radioactive heat production in the rifted continental crust (Foucher and
Sibuet, 1980); and d) modification of the basement heat flow by sediment
deposition, compaction, structural heterogeneity, and radiogenic heat
content of the overlying sediments. Surface heat flow is further
modified by horizontal conduction of heat from extended crust to the
relatively cooler less extended continental block (Alvarez et al., 1984;
Cochran, 1983; Steckler and Watts, 1980) and the effects of a prolonged
duration of rifting (Cochran, 1983; Jarvis and McKenzie, 1980).
Tectonic interpretation of heat flow measurements on the thin
oceanic-type crust of the central Ligurian Basin reduces to a simpler
problem since the total radiogenic heat contribution is small. With
borehole chronostratigraphy and radiometric age determinations of
regional volcanics (e.g., Rehault et al., 1984a), a meaningful
comparison can be made between observed heat flow and age with that
predicted by thermal models for major ocean basin lithosphere. Using
sediment-unloading models, the basement depth versus age relationship
can also be tested. Complications arise due to the fact that spreading
centers and magnetic anomalies are not well-established in the the
western Mediterranean. Moreover, the sediment-unloaded basement depths
are up to km deeper than that predicted for normal oceanic crust of
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the same age (Appendix 1), similar to the negative residual depths of
the western Pacific marginal basins.
This thesis is comprised of four main chapters. In Chapter 2, we
review the geologic evolution and tectonic setting of the western
Mediterranean, with special emphasis on the late Quaternary sedimentary
development in the Ligurian Basin. The surficial geology is examined
using 3.5 kHz echo character studies to better understand the sediment
patterns of the distal regions of the Var Fan and to map the thermal
conductivity of the surface sediment. We relate margin uplift, the Var
abyssal fan development, and salt diapirism to seismic stratigraphy and
shallow structure derived from new reflection data. In Chapter 3, the
heat flow cruise operations and data processing are discussed. The data
analysis draws heavily from the error analysis of in situ thermal
conductivity measurement using continuously heated line source (Appendix
2), and the optimization of equilibrium temperature determinations
(Appendix 3). The heat flow is predictably scattered on the upper
margins where numerous gullies exist and mass-wasting is active. The
continental rise environments give the most uniform surface heat flow in
the basin, with resolution equal to detailed site measurements on
well-sedimented regions of old seafloor.
With the extensive heat flow and seismic coverage used in our study,
we are able to test concepts of thermal and tectonic evolution.
However, the geophysical significance of the heat flow data is not
immediately obvious unless the environmental influences on measurements
are taken into consideration. In Chapter 4, piston core, 3.5 kHz
seismic, structural, and oceanographic data are all considered in detail
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to minimize data uncertainties and assess the reliability of using heat
flow to evaluate lithospheric-scale processes. Corrections of up to
-30% are required to compensate for the effect of moderately high
average sedimentation rates (300 m Myr - 1) in north central basin.
Based on transfer function, oxygen isotopic, and amino acid racemization
studies of foraminifera data, we establish evidence that a 8-10 mW m 2
paleoclimatic correction is necessary for Mediterranean heat flow data.
A contour map of the final heat flow values show a very clear asymmetric
trend across the basin, indicating that the lithosphere thickness is
substantially greater beneath the Provencal margin compared to the
Corsican margin.
In Chapter 5, we interpret this asymmetric distribution in terms of
basin structure derived from subsidence and crustal thickness, and to
simple half-space cooling models which predict heat flow versus age
relationships. Within the context of back arc tectonics, the simplest
explanation of these asymmetric patterns is that a major rift jump
occurred 21 Ma during the transition from graben and continental
trough formation to crustal accretion. The well-defined heat flow
distribution provides a unique constraint on marginal basin formation
which is in disagreement with previous models of basin opening (e.g.,
Burrus, 1984; Rehault, 1981; Bayer et al., 1973), but is consistent with
the younger Tyrrhenian back arc basin which has experienced progressive
rifting toward the island arc (Kastens, Mascle et al., 1987; Mascle and
Rehault, 1988).
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Chapter 2
Geologic Setting of the Ligurian Basin;
Shallow Structure and Stratigraphy
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Heat flow and basement subsidence of small oceanic basins are
altered in varying degrees by syn-rift and post-rift sedimentary
processes. For instance, sediment deposition not only creates a load on
the underlying lithosphere, but also depresses the thermal structure due
to the advective and composite media effects of thermal blanketing of
the basement. In this chapter, we review geologic evidence for the
development of the Ligurian Basin and present new observations of the
complex sedimentary and structural evolution.
The geology and tectonics of the Western Mediterranean Basin and
associated borderlands support an Oligocene-Miocene rifted-drifted basin
formation in a probable back arc basinal setting (Biju-Duval et al.,
1978; Biju-Duval, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984a, 1985). However, Pliocene
and Quaternary stratigraphy and structures derived from and lew 3.5 kHz
and 50-300 Hz single-channel seismic reflection profiles indicate a
"neotectonic phase" within the basin. We demonstrate that the 35 kHz
echo character provides constraints on the thermal conductivity
distribution and seafloor morphology. This is critical to heat flow
determinations for thermal gradient stations without in situ
conductivity or nearby piston cores. Additionally, basin stratigraphy,
derived from multichannel reflection and refraction data and the new
shallow reflection profiles, allows for the detailed corrections to heat
flow data (presented in Chapter 4) for the effect of rapid sedimentation.
The late Miocene (Messinian) and Plio-Quaternary phase of basin
evolution is modified by complex sedimentation patterns, basement
faulting, bathyal fan development, and salt diapirism. The Messinian
Event or "Salinity Crisis" has been well-studied by drilling and seismic
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investigations (c.f. Cita, 1982), and our new reflection data is
insufficient to improve our understanding of the evaporite sequence. We
are able to revise previous conceptions of Plio-Quaternary evolution
(e.g., Rehault et al., 1984a; Mauffret et al., 1981; Stanley et al.,
1974). In particular, we discount the role of regional compression as a
major factor in the appreciable Plio-Quaternary uplift of 1 km in the
Nice region. A boundary fault system at the base of the slope is found
to accompany elevated marine terraces. We present a heuristic model
which accounts for the present Var fan morphology and construction, as
well as the distributions of the evaporites and salt structure geometry
in the basin. These observations support our interpretation of the heat
flow data introduced in later chapters.
2.1 Regional geological evolution
Three Tertiary fold-and-thrust belts surround the Ligurian Basin:
the Pyreneo-Provencal, the Alpine, and the Apennine (Figure 1). This
arrangement supports an intra-orogenic setting for the Ligurian Basin
and probably resulted in the fragmented geological provinces observed
along the borderlands (e.g., Moullade, 1978). The northern coast
consists of the Hercynian-age (300 Ma) Maures-Esterel Massif and the
French-Italian Maritime Alps, both resulting from plate convergence
during Cretaceous-Eocene times. A Hercynian massif dominates western
and central Corsica and has a geological affinity with the
Maures-Esterel Massif (Nairn and Westphal, 1968). Northeastern Corsica
(Alpine Corsica) consists of an ophiolitic complex thrust above the
Hercynian autochthonous unit during the Alpine orogeny.
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Subsequent to the Eocene collisional phase, north-northwest
subduction of the African-Apulian plate probably occurred beneath the
European plate (Figure 2.1). Early Oligocene movement of the
African-Apulian plate away from the European plate is consistent with
seafloor-spreading magnetic lineations and fracture zone patterns in the
North Atlantic Ocean (Schouten et al., 1987). Oligocene rifting of the
Corsica-Sardinia continental block and Kabyle and Calabria massifs away
from the European margin was accompanied by regional uplift in the Alps
and erosion of the Mesozoic basement in the center of the Valencia
Trough (Stanley and Mutti, 1968; Mauffret et al., 1978, 1981). At the
same time grabens were formed in the Gulf of Lion Shelf (Cravette et
al., 1974) and in the Sardinian Rift (Cherchi and Montadert, 1982), and
are probably related to other European grabens (Rhine and Rhone
grabens). Observations of these grabens and of submarine grabens on the
Cote d'Azur margin show infilling by continental or shallow marine
conglomerates and sandstones of Oligocene age (Estocade, 1978).
Oligocene continental rifting of the western Mediterranean region
was succeeded by an early Miocene rifting-drifting (Figure 2.1). The
timing of oceanic spreading is mainly inferred from K-Ar dating and
paleomagnetic measurements of Sardinia calc-alkaline volcanics (Montigny
et al., 1981). These measurements indicate that a 30° counterclockwise
rotation of Sardinia took place between 21 1 and 18 1 Ma.
Modeling of a large magnetic anomaly in northeast Sardinia also supports
a 30° rotation (Galdeano and Ciminale, 1987).
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The estimate of the drifting chronology between Corsica and Europe
is dependent on the kinematics of the Ligurian Basin opening and the
amount of decoupling between the Sardinian and Corsican blocks. From
geometrical arguments, Corsica probably had a net rotation which is 10°
smaller than Sardinia (Burrus, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984a,b), in
agreement with structural field studies that show that Corsica and
Sardinia are not offset by a large amount (Arthaud and Matte, 1977).
However, Burrus (1984) cites magnetic anomaly evidence that the
additional rotation of Sardinia resulted near the end of the drifting
phase, rather than during the rifting phase (Rehault et al., 1984b).
This discrepancy implies that the Ligurian Basin stopped spreading
either about 20 Ma or 18 Ma.
Cessation of drifting coincides with a middle Burdigalian collision
(17 Ma) in the Apennines (Apulian margin with the Corsican, Sardinian,
and Calabrian blocks) and in the Rif arc of North Africa (African margin
and Kabylian block; Figure 2.1). Development of the Gulf of Genoa on
the eastern margin of the Ligurian Basin, was undoubtedly dependent on
the kinematics of this Apennine collision. Submergence of the Gulf of
Genoa region (Fanucci and Firpo, 1981) may be related to back arc
extension in the Tyrrhenian Basin (e.g., Malinverno and Ryan, 1986;
Rehault et al., 1987). Post-middle Tortonian (11 Ma) extensional
tectonics to the east of the Ligurian Basin and Northeastern Corsica is
evidenced by the Tuscany geothermal province in Italy (Puxeddu, 1984).
Sediment infilling of the western Mediterranean basins proceeded
during the Miocene and coincided with the overall subsidence of the
region. A middle to upper Miocene compressional phase is indicated by
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thrust faults on the island of Mallorca (Bizon et al., 1978) and by
Miocene faults in the Maritime Alps (J. P. Rehault, personal
communication, 1985). A marked discontinuity took place in the late
Miocene sedimentary record as a result of the Messinian salinity crisis
(Cita, 1982). During the Plio-Quaternary when the pre-Messinian
sedimentation conditions resumed, a contemporaneous tectonic phase may
have affected the more recent evolution of the basin and margins.
Horizontal compressional stresses have been invoked to explain
seismicity, margin uplift, and reverse faulting on the Cote d'Azur
margin (Mauffret et al., 1981; Rehault et al., 1984a, Rehault and
Bethoux, 1984). New reflection data discussed in Section 2.4, however,
indicate that a noncompressional uplift mechanism is likely.
Accompanying these observations are deformations of the Plio-Quaternary
sediment by the plastic flow of Messinian salt.
Magmatism in the northwestern Mediterranean borderlands is generally
of calc-alkaline composition (e.g., Girod and Girod, 1977; Bellon,
1981). Sardinian andesitic and ignimbritic series provide a continuous
chronologic record, with K-Ar dates of the calc-alkaline volcanism
extending from 34 Ma to 16 Ma (Montigny et al, 1981). On the Provence
coast near Antibes, 26 Ma calc-alkaline volcanics (andesitic
conglomerates) are found (Bellon and Brouse, 1971).
Oligocene and Miocene volcanics sampled on the margins have a more
varied chemistry and mineralogy, but tend to be more restricted in
time. Deep Sea Drilling Project Site 123 in the Valencia Trough
produced 24 Ma rhyodacites with an evolved calc-alkaline affinity
(Riviere et al., 1981). On the southwestern Corsican margin (west of
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the Gulf of Bonifacio), an outcrop of 17 Ma porphyritic basalt
composed of 40% plagioclase and 60% alteration products (Bellon et al.,
1985) and a metabasalt outcrop (Bellaiche et al., 1979) are found. Both
of these samples have a magmatic evolution which excludes an alkaline or
shoshonitic affinity. However, the geochemical data cannot resolve
whether these samples are due to oceanic spreading (tholeiitic) or
orogenesis (calc-alkaline basalt or arc tholeiitic). A 18±0.5 Ma
basalt with distinct alkaline affinity (tristanite) is found on a
basement outcrop 400 m above the Ligurian Basin continental rise
(Rehault et al., 1988). Superimposed on the Oligocene-Miocene volcanism
are late Neogene and Quaternary alkaline volcanics in the Valencia
Trough, eastern Sardinia, Massif Central and Tuscany archipelago (Girod
and Girod, 1977). These deposits are volumetrically small and are
unrelated to large-scale tectonic movement in the Liguro-Provencal Basin.
Using geochemical discriminant graphs and normative mineral diagrams
(e.g., Miyashiro, 1975), we may infer tectonic settings for the northwest
Mediterranean magmatism discussed above. Calc-alkaline volcanism is
almost exclusively found prior to the drifting stage (>21 Ma) which
strongly suggests that incipient island arc rifting produced the initial
Ligurian and Valencia Trough system by tectonic thinning of continental
crust and upper mantle. Latter stages of Miocene volcanism (21-16 Ma)
include several volcanic series (alkaline, tholeiitic, and calc-alkaline)
and represent early back arc spreading in the central basin, and
continued arc magmatism on Sardinia. These diverse geochemical rock
types, in addition to the diffuse magnetic anomaly pattern (Galdeano and
Rossignol, 1977), are consistent with west Pacific marginal basin
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lithospheric evolution models (cf. Lawyer and Hawkins, 1978).
An ambiguity in the tectonic setting of the southwestern Corsican
margin basalts exists since their affinity may be either calc-alkaline,
arc tholeiitic or mid-ocean ridge tholeiitic (Bellaiche et al., 1979;
Bellon et al., 1985). Their emplacement either coincides with 1) the
main spreading phase associated with the rotation of the Corsican-
Sardinian block, or 2) a short secondary extensional phase experienced
between Corsica and Sardinia subsequent to the microplate rotation
(Burrus, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984a,b,1985; Thomas and Genneseaux,
1986). The first scenario suggests an offshore connection with the
Sardinia calc-alkaline volcanic series, and the second a leaky transform
fault zone with tholeiitic magmatism. A large amplitude (>200 y)
magnetic anomaly is elongated perpendicular to the margin in this region
and may result from excessive volcanism along a transform zone.
In summary, calc-alkaline volcanism and especially the
spatiotemporal sequence of divergent and convergent tectonics strongly
suggest a back arc basin formation for the western Mediterranean basins
(Liguro-Provencal and Balearic Basins). According to the reconstruction
of Rehault et al. (1984a,1985), the paleoarc-trench system has migrated
to the southeast to its present position in the Calabrian region, the
Tyrrhenian back arc basin being a direct consequence of this migration
(Figure 2.1). Although, a back arc origin for the Ligurian Basin is
probable (e.g., Burrus, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984a), a well-developed
remnant arc is lacking on Provence, and Tertiary volcanics representing
the island arc unit are completely absent on Corsica. An alternative
interpretation is that the Ligurian Basin is a boundary basin (cf.
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Taylor and Karner, 1983) which formed as a result of the collision and
reorganization of the Apulian and Eurasian plates without subduction
taking place (Tapponnier, 1977).
2.2 Surface geology
Physiography. Two main physiographic provinces shape the Ligurian
Basin: 1) continental slopes, and 2) the Var Fan (Provencal rise;
Figure 2.2a,b). The shelves of the Ligurian Basin are narrow or
absent. Numerous submarine canyons incise the margin with the canyon
walls maintaining a 15° slope. Most notable on the French-Italian
margin are, from west to east, the Stoechades, St. Tropez, Canntles, Var,
Roya, and Genoa canyons. Calvi, Ile Rousse and St. Florent canyons are
prominent on the northern Corsican margin. The canyon positions may be
linked to basement structures (Rehault, 1981; Pautot et al., 1984), with
some probably being a manifestation of Oligocene-Miocene graben systems
(e.g., Stoechades and Genoa canyons) and others controlled by offshore
alpine structures (e.g., Var, Roya, and St. Florent canyons). Canyon
formation accelerated during catastrophic sea-level drops experienced in
the Messinian (e.g., Cita, 1982), but they have also undergone important
periods of erosion during the Plio-Quaternary (Bellaiche et al., 1978;
Guillocheau et al., 1983). The continental slope is steepest on the
northwest Corsican and the western Cote d'Azur margins (over 10°) but is
more gentle on the eastern, Italian margin of the Ligurian Basin.
Just as the Rhone Fan dominates the sedimentary environment in the
Gulf of Lion and Provencal Basin, the Var and other smaller fans on the
Nice margin coalesce to form a broad continental rise influencing
, /. 
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Fig. 2.2a Simplified physiographic map of the NW Mediterranean,
including the Liguro-Provencal Basin. 1) continental shelf; 2)
slope; 3) rise and coalescent deep-sea fans; 4) bathyal plain; 5)North Tyrrhenian Basin (from Rehault et al., 1985).
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Fig. 2.2b Bathymetric map of the Ligurian Basin with 100 m contour
interval (from Pautot and Rehault, 1986; UTM projection).
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sedimentation throughout the central basin (Figure 2.2a,b). Depending
on the proximity of the Nice continental slope, the Var channel cutting
across the Cote d'Azur continental rise creates a 200 to 600 m levee.
At the base of the Nice slope, the Var channel hooks sharply in a
counterclockwise direction. The channel meanders southeast across the
central basin to the lowermost northern Corsican margin before turning
southwest to the Balearic bathyal plain. Thus, a true bathyal plain is
missing between between Nice and Calvi.
Echo character of the North Corsican Basin. Reflectivity patterns
of 3.5 kHz profiles, supplemented with bathymetry, piston core and
single-channel seismic data, are used to understand the surficial
sediment type and late Quaternary sediment dispersal pattern (e.g.,
Swift, 1985). These data have been incorporated into an echo character
map of the North Corsican Basin (Figure 2.3). Although eight echo
character types are present (Figure 2.4), only two echo 'facies' or
'associations' are identified for the purpose of extracting bulk
physical property data from the echo data. The associations include a
canyon-fan and a hemipelagic-slope facies and are mainly distinguished
by the echo character of the bottom reflector (Table 2.1). An outcrop
facies also is inferred from the analysis of complementary seismic
reflection data.
As in the Rhone deep-sea fan (Coutellier et al., 1984), the echo
character of the North Corsican Basin is useful in relating the
morphology to one of two main sedimentary processes: turbidity current
deposits and mass gravity flows. A strong relationship between the echo
character, physiography, sedimentation and bulk physical properties is
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Fig. 2.3 Map of echo character distribution in the Northwest Corsica 
Basin. Echo types given in legend (see Table 2.1) are grouped into
three echo character associations: canyon-fan (1, 2, and 3),
hemipelagic slope (4, 5, 5a, and 6), and outcrop (7 and 8).
Physiographic features noted: LVC - Lower Var Channel (thalweg
marked), LGC - Lower Genoa Channel, SS - Spinola Spur, SFC - St.
Florent Canyon, IRC - Ile Rousse Canyon, CC - Calvi Canyon. Sea
Beam bathymetry shown in meters.
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Fig. 2.4 Exemplary 3.5 kHz profiles of echo facies. The echo facies
pertain to regions shown in Figure 2.3 and described in Table 2.1.
For convenience, echo type 7 is included with the canyon-fan
association.
. .
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also established. In the heat flow analysis, the echo character map
given in Figure 2.3 mainly serves as a basis for estimating the sediment
thermal conductivity for thermal gradient stations without coincident in
situ thermal conductivity measurements.
Profiles were obtained during the 1982 DELTARHO II expedition
conducted by J. P. Rehault and G. Bellaiche (U. of Paris,
Villefranche-sur-mer), and include SeaBeam, 3.5 kHz, and single-channel
seismic profiler data. The survey net is composed of over 30 parallel
lines, 30 to 60 km in length, spaced about 1.5 to 3.0 km apart (see
Figure A5.2). The NE-SW orientation of the profiles provides sections
perpendicular to the canyons on the lower slope. This arrangement tends
to give a polarized view of the reflectivity in a region which is
inundated by NW-SE canyons. Echo types given in Figure 2.4 are related
to the examples and nomenclature of Damuth (1975; 1980) in Table 2.1.
The hemipelagic-slope facies have sharp or distinct echo reflectors
which are < 2 ms in length, and the canyon-fan facies have a prolonged
echoes typically > 2 ms. Thus, the initial echo reflection represents
the acoustic properties of the upper few meters of sediment.
The canyon-fan facies covers the lower Var channel and levee system
and the north Corsican margin canyon floors. Single-channel data
suggest that the present canyon morphology of the Corsican margin has
been constant throughout the Plio-Quaternary and is similar to the
Provencal margin canyons. The Ile Rousse and Calvi canyons (Figure 2.3)
do not transfer an appreciable amount of sediment to the lower margin
and are minor tributaries to the lower Var fan system. A notable
northward offset in echo type 1 region (lower fan channel) from the St.
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Florent channel thalweg suggests a recent shift in the sedimentation
patterns. Lateral migration of submarine channels are not uncommon as
indicated by paleochannel deposits located in profiles near the lower
Var channel (Pautot et al., 1984); they could be triggered by sediment
ponding or by upheavals due to salt diapirism (see below).
As suggested by piston core data and echo character, the intercanyon
highs are blanketed by hemipelagics. Near the base-of-slope and on the
continental rise, echo types 4 and 6 prevail indicating a stratification
by a combination of hemipelagic deposition and minor onlapping of
turbidites from the lower channel of the Var. Further upslope, echo
types 5 and 5a occur in physiographic settings which are relatively
isolated from terrigenous transport avenues. The canyon walls are
probably composed of mass flow deposits and inundated by tributary
channels to the main canyon channel; the resultant steep walls typically
have echo type a.
Sedimentation rates in the Ligurian Basin determined from piston
cores are variable, and depend on the influence of turbidity currents.
In a piston core on a 60 m knoll in the central basin, the mean
sedimentation was 150 m Myr - 1 for the last 0.06 Myr (Rotschy et al.,
1972). Therefore, in regions of steady hemipelagic sedimentation the
Holocene sediment thickness is probably not more than 1 to 2 m in the
basin. A value of 300 m Myr-1 is probably more typical of
turbidite-rich sequences in the central basin (Gennesseaux and
Thommeret, 1968). These surficial sedimentation rates are consistent
with average sedimentation rates calculated from decompacted sediment
thicknesses (see below). In comparison, average rates for various sites
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in the Western Mediterranean Basin range from 102 to 104 m Myr- 1
(Stanley, 1977). Since the penetration of the echogram is generally not
greater than 40 ms, two-way travel time, the thickness sampled is about
30 m. Therefore, the age of the deeper echo reflectors is probably less
than 0.2 Ma. This estimate is based on the assumption that there is
little reworking of sediment and that deposition occurs by suspension
settling mechanism. In actuality, over half of the Mediterranean slope
and basin sediment may be reworked to some degree (Stanley, 1985).
Some average bulk physical properties related to acoustic impedance
correlate fairly well with variations in echo character, but only in a
qualitative sense (c.f. Tucholke, 1980). Acoustic impedance is a
function of bulk density, which in turn may be empirically related to
thermal conductivity (See Appendix 2). Accordingly, a clear
relationship exists between the surface sediment thermal conductivity
and echo character (Table 2.1). Hemipelagic-slope regions have a much
narrower range of thermal conductivity and have a 15 percent lower mean
value than the canyon-fan regions. The hemipelagic-slope facies also
tends to have lower bulk density, less sand fraction, and slightly
higher water and carbonate contents.
An example of the conductivity stratification and echo character is
given in Figure 2.5 (Profile AA' of Figure 2.3). The slope region has a
more transparent acoustic structure with continuous subreflectors (echo
type 4) compared with the suprafan levee (echo type 2). The
base-of-slope feature is interpreted as an apron of reworked hemipelagic
sediment emplaced by a thin slide. The Var channel increases the
terrigenous input on the basin side of the profile, and the layered
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conductivity structure is indicative of turbidite deposition. From the
echo character, a sharp transition to the structureless hemipelagic
sediment at the base may be inferred. In this area, sandy layers
consistently have conductivities of about 1.4 W m-'lK- , while the
hemipelagic layers are about 1.0 W mlK - 1.
Lateral conductivity variability in the canyon-fan system is
attributed to small-scale topography in the bathyal region. Knolls of
several to tens of meters relief are common above salt domes in the
central basin and may account for isolated values of lower than normal
conductivity due to the restriction of turbiditic sand-laden deposition
on their crests. Conversely, sediments near the submarine channels are
almost entirely composed of sand which have high thermal conductivity.
Complementary single-channel data allow echo types 7 and 8 to be
identified as actual sedimentary or basement outcrops. Basement
structures designated as echo type 8 have magnetic anomalies and are
associated with volcanic intrusions (Rehault, 1981). Echo type 7 occurs
on the midslope of the Corsican margin which has thin or no recent
sediment cover. Erosion is probably due to downslope transport
processes which are enhanced by the basement declivity, and possibly by
uplift mechanisms and contour currents.
Contour currents are thought to influence some Western Mediterranean
margins (Mauffret et al., 1982). Recent deployment of bottom current
meters at 1800 m in the Gulf of Lion suggest that deep cyclonic contour
currents do exist and have wintertime velocities of up to 3 nunm s,
sufficient to erode hemipelagic sediment (Millot and Monaco, 1984).
However, submersible studies in the Ligurian Basin show little evidence
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for appreciable reworking of the surface sediment by contour currents
(G. Bellaiche, personal communication, 1985).
The topographic knolls and ridges in the central basin are created
by diapirism (Stanley et al., 1974a; Pautot et al., 1984; Alinat et al.,
1970). Figure 2.6 illustrates the direct correlation of 10 m knolls
with the underlying salt diapirs. The 3.5 kHz record shows deformation
in the upper tens of meters of sediment where the topographically
elevated seafloor maintains a hemipelagic-slope echo character.
According to calculated sedimentation rates, deformation or salt
diapirism has occurred recently. Since fresh fault scarps are
identified near some of the diapirs (Figure 2.6), local rates of
deformation must exceed sedimentation rates. This observation is
similar to that made by Stanley et al. (1974a) in the South Balearic
bathyal plain.
Observations of the Cote d'Azur margin and Ligurian basin. The
DELTARHO II survey included two profiles that crossed the Var Rise
(Figure A5.2) and allows a brief description of the nature of surficial
sediments. The echo types are intermediate between types 2 and 6; in
other words, they are representative of moderately thick-bedded
turbidites with continuous subreflectors. Piston core studies indicate
that turbidite sequences on the Var fan are commonly 30 cm thick
(Foucault et al., 1986), somewhat below the resolution of the 3.5 kHz
records. Shallow normal faults which strike N40E give rise to a
peculiar bench-like topography across the southeast portion of the Var
fan (Pautot et al., 1984). From the single-channel profile, the benches
-51-
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Fig. 2.6 Example of salt structures in 3.5 kHz and single-channel
profiles. Location is section BB' in Figure 2.2. Arrows are placed
over the salt structure axes.
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appear to be rotated sediment blocks, a disruption that mainly
influences the Plio-Quaternary section.
Salt intrusions in the Var fan region form 10 to 30 km long ridges
or series of elongate diapirs which are aligned in a N40E direction
(Rehault, 1981). This morphology contrasts with the circular geometry
of salt intrusions in the North Corsican Basin, where the intrusions
appear to be pillow formations (c.f. Trusheim, 1960). The Var salt
structures seem to be more penetrative (early diapir stage) and actually
outcrop at the surface to form knolls. Some knolls have cap-rock of
sulfur-bearing minerals related to the decomposition of the intruded
evaporites (Bellaiche and Pautot, 1968; Alinat et al., 1970) and may
indicate upward pore water migration associated with the diapirism.
Canyon and channel regions on the Nice margin have surfaces which
are intensely reworked by mass-wasting events, with the echo type of the
channels similar to type 1 or 3 of the North Corsican Basin (Pautot et
al., 1984). Recent submarine landslides documented on the Var upper
canyon suggest that canyon cutting is recent, estimated to be late
Quaternary age (Guillocheau et al., 1983; Gennesseaux et al., 1980;
Malinverno et al., 1987). The Var canyon walls have gullies and spurs
which set up small drainage basins with mass-wasting processes
independent of the main channel activity (Malinverno et al., 1987).
Bathymetry of the Cote d'Azur margin as compared with that of the
Corsican margin reflects the greater sediment cover due to the Var
paleo-delta system (Pautot, 1981). It is apparent that the east side of
the Var Canyon has an especially well-developed slope platform, i.e., a
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rather broad intercanyon high with subsidiary spur and gully systems
which are relatively undisturbed by mass-wasting on the bordering canyon
walls.
Geothermal implications of morphology and surface geology. The
Ligurian Basin physiographic setting and sedimentary processes described
above indicate two basic superficial environments:
1) Intercanyon highs on the upper margins. Piston core and 3.5 kHz
data indicate that hemipelagic sedimentation takes place on the
intercanyon areas. Hemipelagic sediments generally provide a penetrable
seafloor for pogo-probing and give a good indication of the average
sediment conductivity. However, heat flow measurements are likely to be
perturbed by small-scale topography and mass-wasting induced by
subsidiary gully systems. These abundant fine-scale geomorphologic
features are difficult to quantify due to the resolution available with
the conventional survey tools used in the studies (e.g., surface-tow 3.5
kHz and 12 kHz seismics; piston coring).
2) Continental rise. The entire bathyal region may be considered as
an extension of the Var fan system which is composed of turbidite-rich
sediment with a larger sand content than found on the intercanyon
regions (Table 2.1). Bathymetry, 3.5 kHz echo character, and piston
core data constrain the general conductivity patterns and forecast areas
which are likely to be incised by submarine channels, recent faulting,
and knolls and ridges caused by salt structures. Outside anomalous
topographic features, the mean sediment conductivity maintains a fairly
constant value due to the uniform layering of turbidite sequences. The
North Corsican Basin margin contributes little sediment to the central
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basin and consequently maintains a low sand content in the sediment
occupying the fringes of the base-of-slope regions. The late Quaternary
phase of diapirism is difficult to quantify but may have important
transient effects on the surficial heat flow.
2.3 General stratigraphy
Seismic data indicate that the central basin of the western
Mediterranean has undergone a temporally variable but spatially
ubiquitous sedimentation history. Tectonic subsidence and sediment
loading have resulted in 2.5 km of water overlying 5 to 6 km of sediment
(Figure 2.7a). Three main units exist (Rehault et al., 1984a; 1985):
1) 3 km thick infrasalt series, an early to mid-Miocene layer composed
of turbiditic shales and marls (Burdigalian to Tortonian, 22 to 6.1 Ma);
2) a Messinian evaporite sequence (6.1 to 5.0 Ma) composed of a 0.5 to
0.7 km thick lower evaporite layer, a 0.6 to 1 km thick salt layer
(mother bed of Mediterranean diapirs), and a 0.5 to 1 km thick upper
evaporite section (the top of this unit is the "M" reflector, an
excellent chronostratigraphic surface); 3) a 0.7 to 1.5 km thick
Plio-Quaternary unit of hemipelagic marls and turbiditic sediment which
has been subsequently deformed by halokinesis and faulting. Deep Sea
Drilling Project (DSDP) legs 13 and 42 have not drilled beyond the upper
evaporite unit in the deep basin (only on the margins) so that the
physical properties and internal sedimentation rates of the Miocene
section are not as well-constrained as the Plio-Quaternary section.
However, the infrasalt and evaporite series has been mapped in the
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Ligurian Basin and shows that this unit filled the deeper sub-basins and
buried most of the basement topography in Ligurian Basin (Rehault et
al., 1985).
The stratigraphy of the continental margins is derived from DSDP and
commercial borehole samples, submarine outcrops, and seismic studies
(Figure 2.7b). Upper Oligocene sediment in the upper Stoechades canyon
indicates fault-controlled subsidence as early as 28 Ma (Estocade,
1978). Well data in the Gulf of Lion shelf show that Aquitanian and
Burdigalian (24-17 Ma) sediments have accumulated above basement
(Cravette et al., 1974) and that their deposition coincides mainly with
thermal subsidence (Steckler and Watts, 1980; Bessis, 1986). Due to the
steep basement interface, the total sediment thickness is much thinner
on the margins than in the deep basin. The reduced thickness is also
due to the displacement of up to a kilometer of drift Miocene sediment
during the Messinian salinity crisis (Ryan, 1976; Ryan and Cita, 1978;
Cita et al., 1978; Steckler and Watts, 1980; Bessis, 1986). The
post-Messinian subsidence rates are probably of the same order as the
pre-Messinian rates (Steckler and Watts, 1980; Bessis, 1986; Ryan,
1976). Therefore, the pronounced erosion and canyon cutting on the
margins supports the premise that the Messinian Event is a result of a
major sea-level drop, which allowed shallow water evaporites to be
deposited in the central basin (c.f. Cita, 1982).
The well-known "'M" reflector, representing the top of the Messinian
evaporite sequence in the deep basin and lower margins, marks the
Messinian erosional surface on the upper margins. Seismic profiles show
that the upper evaporite layer extends farther up the margin than the
-57-
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Fig. 2.7b Multi-channel seismic reflection section from the eastern
Menorca continental margin with acoustic facies and DSDP site 372
lithostratigraphic section (modified from Rehault et al., 1984a).
Seismic line is from Mauifret et al. (1978).
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underlying salt unit and rests, in places, on the erosional surface
(Montadert et al., 1978). Eventually, the upper evaporites pinch out at
levels that are around 3.8 - 4.1 seconds two-way travel time (twtt) on
the Balearic margins, and correspond to depths which strongly support
the deep-basin hypothesis for the salinity crisis (Ryan, 1976).
Erosional products of the Messinian Event are found on some margins
(Ryan, Hsu et al., 1973) and appear as a sediment wedge beneath some
margins (Montadert et al., 1978). Such sedimentary wedges are found
below the upper evaporites and may influence the Messinian bathymetry
thus restricting the thickest salt deposits to the central basin.
Plio-Quaternary sedimentation rates in the Liguro-Provencal Basin
are somewhat constrained by available borehole data from Deep Sea
Drilling Project (DSDP) sites in the South Balearic Basin (Sites 124,
133, 134, 371, and 372 from Cita et al., 1978). The early Pliocene is
condensed throughout most of the basin for the following reasons (Cita
et al., 1978): 1) the Pliocene flooding of the basin trapped sediment
on the sediment-deficient helves, 2) the sediment supply decreased as a
result of high erosion rates during the Messinian, and 3) contour
currents removed sediment and caused occasional hardground deposits.
Late Pliocene deposits remain condensed on the lower margins but
moderate accumulation rates (> 50 m Myr - 1) took place in the deep
basin. By Pleistocene time, turbidite deposition predominates
everywhere, with accumulation rates generally lower on the slope and
shelf. Concerning the Plio-Quaternary acoustic facies, the Pliocene
unit is transparent in the lower sections and becomes more stratified in
the upper Pliocene. The Quaternary unit is well-stratified due to the
< '
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increased sediment supply created during the glacial/interglacial cycles
and the subsequent downslope transport activity via turbidity currents.
Plio-Quaternary sediments are fairly thin on the Ligurian Basin margins
ranging from 0 m on the Corsican slope to 500 m on the Cote d'Azur slope
below Nice. This reduced thickness compared to the central basin
results from sediment bypassing to the deep basin via canyons incised
during the Messinian, and to the minor erosive influence of probable
contour currents in the Western Mediterranean as suggested by hardground
deposits on the Sardinia slope (Site 133, 134; Ryan, Hsu et al., 1973)
and outcropping of pre-Quaternary sediment on the western Corsican slope
(Mauffret et al., 1982) and northwestern Corsican margin (Profile 9,
Appendix 5).
2.4 Shallow structure
The shallow structure and stratigraphy near the heat flow stations
have been analyzed using new single-channel reflection data. All the
lines have been interpreted for the purpose of making sedimentation
corrections and estimating the reliability of the heat flow data.
Structural features such as faults and salt domes have been noted and
their structural implications to the basin evolution are discussed in
the following sections. Positions of the profiles complementing the
heat flow data along with pertinent structural data are presented in
Figure 2.8 and the cross-sections are displayed in Figures A5.3-A5.26.
All sediment-unloaded, water-loaded depths referred to in this section
are simply calculated using the Crough (1983) method.
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Fig. 2.8 Location map of Ligurian Sea heat flow data and pertinent
single-channel profiles. All heat flow data in Ligurian Sea is
shown including results from Foucher et al. (1976) and Rehault
(1981), Della Vedova and Pellis (1981), and Burrus and Foucher
(1986). Seismic data is illustrated in Appendix 5. Positions of
main structural features such as the outline of the region of main
salt deformation, the boundary fault, and the Messinian evaporite
pinch out. Bathymetry shown in meters (From Pierrot, 1972; UTM
projection).
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Var fan construction. An outstanding problem in the Ligurian Basin
sedimentary evolution is the development of the Var deep-sea fan. It is
uncertain whether there was a pre-Messinian analog to the Var fan, even
though the present Var fan dominates the basin floor bathymetry. The
absence of salt structures below the lower Cote d'Azur margin suggest
that less salt may have been deposited there, yet seismic data indicate
that a large Miocene sedimentary thickness exists there. We believe a
Miocene analogue of the Var Fan is consistent with these observations.
Implications of the Messinian paleobathymetry and lack of Messinian
structures beneath the Var cone are discussed later in this chapter.
Using the acoustic facies scheme outlined above for the
Plio-Quaternary, the lower Pliocene is transparent in nature and rests
on the M reflector. Seismic profiles crossing the Var fan indicate that
a well-stratified wedge-shaped unit, denoted here as the 'Var unit',
produces the cone. Assuming an interval velocity of 2.0 km s 1
(Finetti and Morelli, 1973; Montadert et al., 1978), the Var unit has a
thickness of 1000 m on the shallowest point on the levee, 500-600 m at
the basin axis, and about 300-400 m near the Corsica rise below Calvi.
The Var unit rests on a transparent acoustic unit which is about 200 m
thick (e.g., Profile 1 and TRO/12, Appendix 5). No continuous internal
Plio-Quaternary reflector defines the transition from the structureless
early Pliocene unit to the well-stratified late Pleistocene sediments.
With respect to the regional tectonic setting, the age of the Var
unit may be established as mid-Pliocene ( 3.5 Ma) if it reflects the
rejuvenation of the mountainous borderlands (see Mauffret et al., 1973
and reference therein), or Pleistocene ( 2.0 Ma) if it is induced by
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climatic or glacio-eustatic factors. Assuming a Pleistocene age for the
Var unit, average decompacted sedimer ation rates near the levee,
central basin, and Corsica rise, are 450 m Myr - 1, 300 m Myr -l, and
200 m Myr-1, respectively. These rates would decrease by half if the
earlier mid-Pliocene age for the Var unit lower boundary is chosen.
However, a mid-Pliocene age would cause the average sedimentation rate
for the underlying transparent unit to be 130 m Myr-', more than twice
as high as the early Pliocene in the Southern Balearic DSDP holes (Cita
et al., 1978). Thus, an early Pleistocene age for the Var Fan
development is more in agreement with the borehole and acoustic
stratigraphic data.
Traced upslope onto the Nice slope, the Var unit is about 400 m
thick and maintains a 100 m unstratified Pliocene unit above the M
reflector (Figure 2.9). Since the greatest thickness of the Var unit
wedge is at the base-of-slope where the levee has formed, the Var fan
development is probably more closely associated with a deep-sea cone
formation at the mouth of the Var canyon than with a deltaic
construction on the upper slope. The idea that the Var unit is composed
of sediment originating from the North is reinforced by the onlapping
nature of the Var unit onto the Corsican rise (Profile 12; Appendix 5).
Where the Corsican rise is essentially absent, the sheets of Var
sediment juxtapose the basement rock since the northwestern Corsican
slope has thin or no Plio-Quaternary cover (Profile 5, 6, 7; Appendix 5).
Margin uplift and the boundary fault system. We describe a major
fault system in the Ligurian Basin which has a profound effect on the
margin uplift since at least the Messinian. The fault displaces the M
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Fig. 2.9 Interpreted single-channel profile from Cote dAzur margin
(modified from Rehault, 1981) showing the Messinian evaporite
sequence (M-reflector), pinchout and erosional surface. The
Plio-Quaternary stratigraphy consists of a transparent Pliocene unit
beneath a well-stratified Quaternary section which is referred to as
the Var Unit (see text). The boundar- fault has offset the
Messinian by almost a kilometer. Location is given as Profile 28 in
Figure A5.1.
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reflector going from the central basin onto the continental slope. A
similar feature on the western Sardinian margin is termed a "boundary
fault" by Ryan, Hsu et al. (1973); it may account for large throws in
the Messinian evaporite layer observed in several localities in the
Western Mediterranean Basin (Montadert et al., 1978; Mauffret et al.,
1981). The boundary fault should not be confused with the Western
Mediterranean margin classification of Mauffret et al. (1973) ("abrupt"
and "gradual" margins) which refers mainly to the margin's basement
topography across the base-of-slope transition zone. This apparent
normal fault is consistently found beneath the base-of-slope inflection
point on every profile in the Ligurian Basin (Figure 2.8), but it only
has an appreciably large throw (> 200 m) on the Cote d'Azur margin where
is exceeds 1000 m just below Nice. The boundary fault is generally
accompanied by degradation of the M reflector intensity which could be
attributed to shear deformation or possibly by dissolution of the
evaporite layer (e.g., Profile 12, Appendix 5). Because the sediment
drape thickness generally exceeds the vertical displacement, no fault
scarp is produced. We note that where the Cote d'Azur canyons intersect
the boundary fault zone, SeaBeam bathymetry shows oval-shaped
topographic depressions (Pautot et al., 1984). Such depressions may
directly result from the turbidity currents scouring boundary fault
zone, which in all likelihood consists of tectonized and easily erodable
sediment.
The boundary fault on the Nice portion of the Cote d'Azur margin is
accompanied by apparent reverse drag folding on the hanging wall (e.g.,
Profiles 15 and 17, Appendix 5). Several different mechanisms can
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contribute to this "antithetic-type" folding such as sediment loading,
differential compaction, flowage of Messinian salt toward the deep
basin, or normal faulting of the basement with incipient antithetic
faulting of the sediment cover. Correcting for the sediment load
assuming local isostasy (c.f. Crough, 1983), up to 700 m displacement
still remains across the fault zone (e.g., Profiles 15 and 17).
Additional compaction of the thicker basinal sediment due to deposition
of the Plio-Quaternary sediment may account for no more than 50 to 100 m
of this offset, depending on the thickness of the Miocene section.
Seismic sections indicate a thin or absent salt layer adjacent to the
margin. Moreover, salt deformation (elongated diapirs and salt ridges)
is only found within 15 km seaward, which is probably too great a
distance to induce a displacement at the base-of-slope. Therefore,
uplift of the Cote d'Azur margin relative to the basin must have been
accompanied by normal faulting of the basement during the late Pliocene
and Pleistocene. The 100-200 m displacement of the M reflector on the
Corsican Margin, as well as the other margins of the western
Mediterranean, may be more easily be explained by nonepeirogenic
mechanisms such as compaction of the Miocene series.
Along the littoral zone of the French-Italian Maritime Alps, marine
Pliocene beds have altitudes of 350 m in the Var river basin;
paleobathymetric studies suggest that these beds were deposited in
-350 m water depth (Irr, 1984, p. 407; Clauzon, 1978). Additional
evidence for uplift is given by marine Quaternary terraces elevated over
120 m in coastal basins (Moullade, 1978) and a shallow shelf break depth
of 110 m (Fierro et al., 1973). The altitude and number of the
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Plio-Quaternary terraces along the southeast France coastline is
greatest between Nice and Monaco where the Alpine axis juxtaposes the
margin (Moullade, 1978; Irr, 1984, p. 408).
In comparison, the neritic zone and the coastal region of
northwestern Corsica show evidence for substantially less uplift in the
late Quaternary. Levels for the highest Corsican marine terraces and
shelf break are 40 to 70 m less than the Nice shore. The Maures-Esterel
region, which is located west of the subalpine region of the Cote
d'Azur, has marine terraces similar to the northwest Corsica coast
(Moullade, 1978). Therefore, the marine terrace data are consistent
with maximum rates of uplift being limited to the Maritime Alpine
borderland.
Elsewhere on the Ligurian Sea coastlines, the minimum Quaternary
uplift indicated by the relict shoreline deposits is still much greater
than the 10 to 30 m uplift observed on the southeastern U.S. Atlantic
Coastal Plain, a region mainly influenced by glacio-eustatic effects
(Cronin, 1981). The elevated Mediterranean shorelines must mainly be
attributed to crustal displacements which may include local
tectono-isostatic effects due to epeirogenic uplift or erosional/glacial
unloading on land, and regional effects due to compression and
deformation at the Mediterranean margins via in-plane lithospheric
stress (e.g., Karner, 1986; Cloetingh et al., 1985) or hydro-isostatic
and sediment loading within the basin. The boundary fault system is a
likely slip dislocation surface to accommodate these movements.
According to the deep basin-desiccation model for the Messinian
evaporite deposition, the shallow water to subaerial conditions would
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limit the thickest salt deposits to the deepest portions of the existing
basin (c.f. Cita, 1982). Difficulties with the "bull's eye"
depositional model (Ryan, Hsu, et al., 1973) are that: 1) the upper
evaporite surface on the lower margins has been locally reworked in the
Ligurian Basin (e.g., lower section of Profile 11) and elsewhere in the
Western Mediterranean (Montadert et al., 1978), and 2) thin evaporite
deposits may occur in bathymetrically isolated sub-basins in the western
Mediterranean (e.g., Gulf of Valencia Trough and North Corsican Basin).
Nevertheless, the evaporite pinchout circumscribing the central basin is
probably a good representation of the strandline at the end of the
Messinian and should be at a fairly uniform level in the absence of
post-Messinian tectonic perturbations.
Examining the evaporite pinchout locations around the Ligurian
Basin, the pinchout level is decidedly shallower and lies closer to the
present coast of the Cote d'Azur margin compared to the north Corsican
margin situation. The pinchout is well-preserved on the Nice slope
platform above the large-throw boundary fault (e.g., Profiles 21, 24,
25, 27, Appendix 5). It is within a horizon of 2.0 to 2.4 s two-way
travel time, located approximately 12 km from the coastline (Figure
2.8). The sediment-unloaded water depth is about 1.4 to 1.7 km with the
shallowest pinchout found adjacent to the eastern wall of Var canyon.
Corsican margin pinchouts are only found on two profiles (Profiles 4 and
12; Appendix 5) at depths of 3.5 s or 2.6 km sediment-unloaded water
depth, similar to other margins in the western Mediterranean (Ryan,
1976). The distance of the pinchout to the Corsican coastline is larger
at 25 km (Figure 2.8). If we use the Corsican margin Messinian
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stratigraphic markers to model the Nice margin neotectonics, then about
1 km of uplift and a 2° seaward tilting produces the Nice margin
geometry. Thus, the pinchout level and strandline separation is
consistent with uplift of the Cote d'Azur margin and adjacent subalpine
borderland as a single block, with the boundary fault being the main
seaward dislocation.
The upper evaporite surface below the Cote d'Azur margin is slightly
elevated compared to the central basin. Between the boundary fault and
the first appearance of the salt ridges 20 km seaward, the
sediment-unloaded elevation decreases by about 400 m. This suggests
that 1) the Var rise was tilted 1° as a result of basement flexure or
faulting, or 2) a Messinian fan of similar relief existed. Late
Quaternary tilting of the upper Var fan would enhance the small growth
faults that bound the down-dropped side of the tilted bathymetric steps
which compose the southeast levee. Post-Messinian tilting is consistent
with 1-2° tilting calculated for the Nice margin, and would account for
the 1 km discrepancy between the Corsican and Nice pinchout levels.
However, this suggests that the marine Pliocene formations near Nice are
preserved at elevations several hundred meters above the previously
reported outcrops (Irr, 1984) or that the observed Pliocene beds are
deposited 300 m deeper in the upper bathyal zone.
At the junction between prominent salt structures and flat-lying
evaporites (see Figure 2.8), the upper evaporites have a
sediment-unloaded depth of 2.8 km on both the French and Corsican
sides, deepening to 3.0 km in the center of the basin. The greater
depth of the upper evaporites in the central basin where oceanic crust
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exists may indicate greater post-Miocene thermal subsidence in the
central basin, greater compaction of the infrasalt series, or a gentle
paleobathymetric trend. Although halokinesis is pervasive in this
region, compared to the elevation change on the margins, we maintain
that the central basin subsidence has not been seriously affected by
differential Plio-Quaternary vertical movements.
We infer that uplift in the French-Maritime Alpine borderland is due
to an active erosion-isostatic rebound phase (c.f. Stephenson and
Lambeck, 1985) within the young denuding Alpine mountain belt. Since
the margin side of the boundary fault and the onshore regions have been
uplifted by similar amounts, the entire width of the margin must
essentially behave as a competent crustal block. The boundary fault
serves as the main dislocation between the subsiding basin and eroding
mountain belt. This large vertical displacement may normally take place
as flexural deformation if the basement faults were not available for
reactivation at the base of the margin. This scheme implies a
dominantly nonepeirogenic source for the vertical movements.
Observations of Plio-Quaternary normal faulting at the boundary
fault is contrary to the present regional compression indicated by focal
mechanism studies in the Ligurian Basin (e.g., Rehault and Bethoux,
1984), but these earthquakes do not have well-constrained focal depths.
In terms of the bending of an elastic plate, the seismicity could be a
manifestation of plate flexure due to simple vertical loading processes
(e.g., Stein et al., 1979). The deviatoric stresses could be generated
by recent unloading in the Alps (erosion or deglaciation), loading by
basin sediments, or by uncompensated basement topography. It should be
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emphasized that the uplift implied by the boundary fault is not
consistent with the hypothesized Pliocene foundering of the deep basin
(Stanley et al., 1974b; Mauffret et al., 1973) nor with shortening of
the basement beneath the margin by reverse faulting (Rehault, 1981;
Rehault et al., 1984a; Mauffret et al., 1981).
A model for the Cote d'Azur "neotectonics" must account for both
onland and offshore structures. The Var coastal valley is a 20 km wide,
50 km long basin which has been filled with Pliocene marine beds
(Clauzon, 1978). Other Cote d'Azur coastal river valleys have Pliocene
deposits as well (see Moullade, 1978 and references therein), but there
is a conspicuous change in the apparent uplift of basins located on
either side of the Var valley. Two subalpine structural units, the
Castellane Arc and Nice Arc, are located on the western and eastern
banks of the Var valley, respectively, and their juxtaposition is
probably responsible for the Var valley. Irr (1984) and others infer
that a NNW-SSE trending fault beneath the valley has caused the Nice and
Roya Arcs to the east to be elevated 400 m higher than the western
bank. Both the Var Valley and the Var submarine canyon were deeply
incised during the Messinian desiccation and marginal erosion, with the
Var fault providing important structural control.
We define the Ligurian Alpine wedge to be composed of the borderland
segments of the Nice and Roya Arcs and the adjacent margin. The
boundary fault at the base of the slope, the Var canyon (Var fault) to
the west, and undefined eastern and northern borders delineate the
extent of the Ligurian Alpine block. This block has been uplifted a
total of at least 700 m within the littoral to bathyal zone, compared to
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about 300 m of uplift on the juxtaposed borderlands and margin
sections. The timing of the uplift is either late Pliocene or
Quaternary. We speculate that the uplift results from erosional-rebound
isostatic movement enhanced by the repeated loading of Alpine glaciers.
The Cote d'Azur Rise morphology, including the Var Fan channel and levee
orientations, are undoubtedly influenced by the segmentation of the
uplifted margin.
Lateral variability and genesis of salt structures. Using the
nomenclature of Trusheim (1960), intruded and deformed salt bodies in
the western Mediterranean basins include gentle salt anticlines, pillow
formations, diapirs with rim synclinal sedimentary features, and salt
walls. We show that specific salt structures are restricted to
different regions of the deep basin, and that their formation is
dependent on several gross geologic factors such as salt thickness,
overburden thickness, geothermal structure, faulting, and deviatoric
stresses (e.g., Mauffret et al., 1973). New seismic reflection and heat
flow data presented in Chapters 3 and 4 in addition to recent studies of
salt creep allow us to conjecture why contrasting styles of salt
structures occur within the Ligurian Basin.
Three main salt diapiric provinces are clearly identified in the
Liguro-Provencal Basin from seismic profiles presented in Appendix 5 and
previous studies (Finetti and Morelli, 1973; Mauffret et al., 1973;
Rehault, 1981, Pautot et al., 1984). As described below, dissimilarity
in the salt structure geometry exists for the lower Cote d'Azur margin
(flat-lying or gentle salt anticlines), the northern central basin (salt
ridges) and southern central basin (dense pattern of narrow salt domes
J
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or salt pillows). The three provinces are outlined below:
Province A: On the continental rise of the Cote d'Azur, salt
tectonics beneath the Var levee generally consist of small-amplitude
salt anticlines subparallel to the basin axis (e.g., Profiles 15 and
IN). A similar situation occurs on the Rhone Fan off the Gulf of Lion
margin. Pautot et al. (1984) suggest that the negative correlation
between diapirism and thick (>1 km) fan deposits results from the
stiffer bulk elasticity of the overburden below the levee.
Province B: Farther seaward, near the morphologic transition of the
Var levee to the suprafan, elongate diapirs and salt walls appear which
are -1-2 km wide (Profiles 13N and 1). These structures parallel the
basin axis (N40E) within a 20 to 40 km wide zone in the Var region; near
the Gulf of Lion, the salt diapirs tend to align parallel to the
periphery of the crescent-shaped Rhone fan (Pautot et al., 1984). Dual
1 km wide salt ridges are separated by 4 km as shown on Profile 13N
(Appendix 5). This particular salt wall overlies seismicity which
indicate N130E stresses so that basement faulting may be a source of
instability (Rehault and Bethoux, 1984), but many of the lineated salt
structures are not accompanied by recent faulting.
Province C: The southeastern half of the basin is occupied by small
circular structures (0.5 km diameter) which we interpret as incipient
diapirs or pillow formations (e.g., Profiles 3 and 8). The question of
whether these "Ligurian-type" salt structures are actually penetrative
(diapirs) or not is unresolved due to their poor seismic definition.
For instance, seismic diffraction by small-offset faults in the upwarped
overburden makes the amplitude of the salt relief unclear (Burrus and
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Foucher, 1986). The "Ligurian-type" structures are also noteworthy
because of their small spacing (1-2 km), narrow geometry, and wide
extent. Mauffret et al. (1973) and others believe that Pliocene
tectonics has induced the buoyancy-driven salt flow, but the wavelength
of the pillow structures is probably too small to be controlled by
basement faulting.
The treatise by Jackson and Talbot (1986) gives a framework by which
the western Mediterranean salt tectonics may be reassessed. Central to
their analysis is that a minimum pre-existing relief on one of the salt
layer interfaces is necessary for the initiation of buoyancy-driven
diapirism. In this manner, differential loading of the salt unit seems
to be a far more effective mechanism to initiate pillow formation than
simple density inversions alone. Thus, for diapirism to progress either
the initial relief of the salt surface must be large (>150 m) or some
near-surface gra.-ity-driven mechanism must be invoked.
Halokinesis induced by differential loading is particularly
applicable to the north portion of the Ligurian Basin. For instance,
tilting of the Cote d'Azur Rise and formation of the Var Cone produce
lateral stresses which could orient the salt ridges in Province B. In
the Var levee (Province A), gravitational slumping of the massive
Plio-Quaternary unit occurs along shallow faults which probably sole
near the upper evaporite layer (see Appendix 5; Pautot et al., 1984).
Messinian topographic relief caused by the thick base-of-slope sediment
wedge on the Cote d'Azur Rise may also enhance salt flow away from the
margin. Thus, Plio-Quaternary structures are consistent with some
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gravity-induced lateral spreading mechanism for the Messinian salt
structures near the Cote d'Azur lower margin.
Another method to achieve halokinesis is by strain induced by
regional tectonic stress. This mechanism is generally thought to be
applicable in the Western Mediterranean Basin due to the present
regional state of compression (Mauffret et al., 1981) or to Pliocene
extensional faulting (Mauffret et al., 1973; Stanley et al., 1974).
From our study of the Plio-Quaternary stratigraphy and margin uplift in
the Ligurian Basin, we doubt that regional stretching or shortening of
the crust, as suggested by Mauffret and coworkers, can account for most
of the structures. Some salt walls in Province B are linked to
reactivated basement faults (Rehault and Bethoux, 1984), but most
basement faulting is restricted to the boundary fault system (Figure
2.8) which is attributed to passive margin uplift, not regional tectonic
movements. Shallow faults in Province C are associated with fractures
above incipient salt intrusion and do not represent basement movement.
We believe that differential loading by the Var levee, tilting of the
French-Italian Maritime Alpine margin, and pre-existing Messinian relief
can explain most of the linear salt structures in the north central
basin (Provinces B).
In Province A where salt anticlines and elongate pillows form
beneath the Var levee, differential loading maintain- lateral stresses
similar to the salt ridges of Province B. The relatively mild
halokinesis may be an outcome of facies changes in the Messinian unit,
as well as in the overburden. Viscosity changes may be expected from
large sedimentalogical changes incurred in submarine fan facies. The
[s 
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Messinian analog of the Var Fan probably had a smaller percentage of
salt and higher sand and anhydrite contents in the proximal versus the
distal facies. Consequently, the bulk creep properties of the Province
A source layer would be significantly more viscous than the pure salt
deposits likely to be found in the Province B. Pautot et al. (1984)
suggest that the overburden is also significantly stiffer within the Var
levee, but the timing of initial salt movement does not coincide with
the deposition of the main Var sediment.
For the Ligurian-type structures of the southern central basin
(Province C), diapirism is mainly driven by buoyancy mechanisms since
differential loading from above can only play a minor role in the salt
flowage. Moreover, the circular geometry of the formations is
consistent with the lack of significant lateral stresses. Buoyancy has
not generally been regarded as a major factor (Rehault, 1981; Pautot et
al., 1984) because the Plio-Quaternary thickness is only 500 to 700 m
over most of the province, a thickness which is barely sufficient to
produce density contrasts for instability (Talbot and Jackson, 1986).
If a layer of dense evaporites composed of anhydrite or dolomite
(2500-2800 kg m- 3 ) overlies the salt layer (2100-2200 kg m- 3 ; see
Schreiber et al., 1973), then a sufficiently large density inversion for
instability may be achieved. This situation is highly probable for the
western Mediterranean since a 500 m thick evaporite overlies the salt
layer (Montadert et al., 1978). The fact that the Ligurian-type
structures do not appear to penetrate far into the Plio-Quaternary
section is consistent with theoretical neutral buoyancy estimates.
Ultimately, the relatively unknown stratigraphy between anhydrite and
L
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salt within the Messinian controls the internal density structure of the
evaporite sequence.
Wavelengths of 1-2 km for the Ligurian-type structures contrasts
with dominant wavelengths of 7-26 km for Gulf Coast diapirs (Jackson and
Talbot, 1986). We suggest that the small wavelength may be created by
the deposition and compaction conditions experienced in the central
basin during the Messinian. Elevated pore pressures are expected within
the infrasalt series due to the low porosity and rapid burial rates of
the evaporitic unit. Release of excessive pore pressures may initially
take place by secondary diapiric phenomena in the shaly substratum.
Extensional fractures would occur above these upwarped zones creating
permeable avenues for pore water to rise to hydrostatic levels. Using
the normally-pressured compaction model presented in Chapter 4, about
600 m of pore water per unit area would be expelled from the Miocene
unit with a present compacted thickness of 3 km below 2 km of Messinian
evaporites. Therefore, a dynamic model for release of excessive pore
pressures may be an excellent mechanism to produce initial salt relief
which later provides points of amplification for pillow growth.
Strain rate, temperature, and water are important to salt
deformation as well (Carter and Hansen, 1983; Urai et al., 1986). As
discussed above, 600 m of formation water may have passed through the
Messinian salt during its deposition; an additional 50 m of water would
have to pass through during the Plio-Quaternary assuming normal
compaction of the Miocene infrasalt series. Urai et al. (1986) have
shown that water promotes recrystallization and solution-transfer creep,
both which dramatically lower the stress sensitivity of strain rate to
A.
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that approaching a Newtonian solid. Thus, water-weakening decreases the
yield strength predicted by dislocation creep laws and is a important
factor in low-stress conditions. Ideally, the role of formation waters
within the salt unit, as well as possible overpressuring in the
infrasalt series, should be included in theoretical studies of
Mediterranean diapirism.
Despite the large surface heat flow asymmetry, the temperature
history for the Messinian evaporite sequence is nearly the same for the
three salt provinces (Figure 2.10). We have forward modeled the
Messinian evaporite temperature versus time using the known
sedimentation rates and observed heat flow values (corrected for Glacial
paleoclimatic temperature changes) for Sites B, C and D (see Chapter
3, Figure 3.1) for Provinces A, B, and C, respectively. The sediment
petrophysical properties used for the Plio-Quaternary and Miocene shale
units and for the Messinian evaporites are models B and E, respectively
(Table 4.1).
For the deep basin provinces B and C, the present temperatures for
the upper and lower Messinian boundaries are estimated to be 60°C and
~100°C, respectively. These estimates are much lower than that
suggested by Erickson et al. (1977). The temperature uncertainties are
mainly introduced by the lower Messinian boundary depth (reflector pick
and velocity calculation) and the thermal conductivity structure of the
evaporite unit (taken to be 5.0 W m-lK-1). According to Figure
2.10, the thermal hi3tory of the Messinian evaporite varies most rapidly
between the depositional period 6-5 Ma and during the rapid burial phase
2-0 Ma. During the Pliocene (5-2 Ma), temperatures are predicted to
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remain 70-80°C and 20-30°C for the upper and lower Messinian,
respectively. In contrast to the central basin, the Cote d'Azur margin
section is relatively cooler with the lower Messinian predicted to be
about 20°C cooler for Province A. In addition to a Messinian facies
changes, the lower formation temperature may inhibit the development of
penetrative salt structures in this region by increasing the internal
strength of the source unit.
Differences in the depth of burial beneath the Plio-Quaternary
overburden compensates for the NW to SE increase in corrected heat flow
from -100 mW m -2 in Province B to -125 mW m -2 in Province C (see
Chapter 4). Therefore, temperature does not appear to be an important
factor for the regional variability in salt structure shape. However,
the intrusion distance is probably dependent on depth of burial and salt
thickness. From temperature depth plots of the three provinces (Figure
2.11), buoyancy forces are most likely to be active in Province B which
maintains the largest burial depth for the lower Messinian. Province B
also has the largest wavelength and the most penetrative structures in
the basin.
High heat flow is important to diapirism since temperature decreases
the yield strength of salt, similar to water-weakening (Carter and
Hansen, 1983). Erickson et al. (1977) have noted that the higher heat
flow in the western compared to the eastern Mediterranean explains the
predominance of halokinesis in the western basins and the relatively
flat-lying evaporites in most portions of the central eastern basin.
Using the Deep Sea Drilling Project results for the Ionian Sea site 374
and a sedimentation-thermal model appropriate for old lithosphere (see
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Chapter 4), the eastern Mediterranean Messinian evaporite layer has
upper and lower boundaries with temperatures of 30°C and 40-50°C,
respectively. These values are about 50% lower than the
Liguro-Provencal estimates. In lieu of compositional changes between
the eastern and western evaporite sequences, it appears that the
Mediterranean salt requires minimum temperatures of at least 50°C to
activate salt flow.
A late Pliocene or early Quaternary age for the beginning of the
salt movement is consistent with concordant folding of the lower
Pliocene and Messinian upper evaporites seen, for example, in Profile 12
on the Corsican margin and Profile 15 on the Cote d'Azur margin
(Appendix 5). Seismic resolution of the salt structures is insufficient
to determine better account of the salt growth history, especially since
the Ligurian Basin salt structures are at an early stage of diapiric
evolution and generally do not form rim synclinal deposits. However,
formation of topographic knolls overlying some salt structures indicate
that recent rates of salt movement exceed the local sedimentation rates
of 0.1-0.3 mm yr-1. Activity is also apparent in the North Corsica
Basin where salt deformation seems to be closely linked with fault
scarps and offsets in echo reflectors (Figure 2.6).
We suggest that the thermal and pore pressure history of the deep
basin sediment are important parameters in the dynamics of salt
deformation in the Liguro-Provencal Basin. Increase in salt temperature
triggered by high Pleistocene sedimentation rates coincides with
evidence for early Quaternary deformation. According to Figure 2.10,
the early Pleistocene is characterized by over half of the source unit
/
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maintaining temperatures >50°C with the lower Messinian approaching
temperatures of 70-90'C. Recent diapirism also is in agreement with
continued temperature increases, and so increased ductility, of the
Messinian layer due to the more rapid burial rates experienced during
the last 2 Ma. The deep basin pore pressure evolution is linked to the
compaction history of the lower Miocene substratum. The upward
migration of formation waters associated with normal compaction is
restricted to some extent by the impermeable Messinian evaporites.
Excess pore pressures may have been released by faulting or diapiric
episodes in the substratum, source and overburden. Such dynamic
processes could easily have produce the pre-existing relief which is
necessary for diapirism to proceed by buoyancy processes. Continued
upward pore water migration during the late Quaternary may produce
excess heat above salt structures (Keen, 1983), which may cause a
transient perturbation to the near-surface thermal environment (see
Chapter 4).
Implications of the Plio-Quaternary geology. Heat flow and
subsidence calculations will depend in varying degrees to recent crustal
movement and sedimentation patterns. From borehole data, we infer that
the age of the Var fan is approximately Pleistocene. The start of rapid
construction is probably about 2.0 Ma, which coincides with the
commencement of Alpine glaciation. The "Var Unit" can be traced
throughout the Ligurian Basin and so is a consistent acoustic
stratigraphic unit to implement for basin-wide the sedimentation rate
calculations. A Pleistocene, as opposed to a mid-Pliocene age, leads to
systematically larger sedimentation corrections to the heat flow data,
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especially since the heat flow is more sensitive to the post-Miocene
rates than to the mid to late Miocene rates (see Chapter 4).
To improve our understanding of the subsidence on the margins,
reference levels of the Messinian evaporite pinchout, and littoral and
neritic features of Pleistocene and Recent age are investigated. We
identify a circum-base-of-slope basement fault which has been
reactivated in a normal sense. This "boundary fault" is the main
dislocation surface in the flexural system composed of the basin and
borderlands. On the basis of these paleobathymetric data, the Cote
d'Azur margin has been uplifted by almost one kilometer. The uplift is
consistent with erosion-isostatic rebound phase within the Alps. An
additional secondary mechanism may also be invoked to explain the
smaller uplift (less than 200 m) observed on the other Mediterranean
margins. Thus, the main Alpine uplift implies that the subsidence along
the Cote d'Azur margin may be too shallow landward of the normal fault.
Seaward of the boundary fault, the subsidence is affected little by the
borderland uplift. We suggest that a causal relationship exists between
the Alpine uplift along boundary faults and the Var fan development and
morphology.
The Messinian salt features delineate the region inundated by
diapirism (Figure 2.8). Heat flow and shallow seismic reflection
observations lead us to redefine the development of these salt
structures. Tilting of the Cote d'Azur continental rise and the Var Fan
build-up created differential loading of the salt in the north part of
the Ligurian Basin. This loading provides an excellent mechanism by
which linear salt structures are produced. Basement faulting oriented
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parallel to the margins also enhances the N40E direction for some salt
walls. The small circular salt structures in the south central basin
("Ligurian-type diapirs") are unaffected by near-surface stresses caused
by margin uplift. We suggest that their high spatial density results
from Messinian relief caused by abnormal pore pressure evolution within
the Miocene substratum and the consequent deformation associated with
the release of the overpressuring. Actual pillow formation is
accelerated during the late Pliocene to present due to the rapid burial
and geothermal warming of the salt. Cooler formation temperatures and
Messinian facies changes restrict diapirism beneath the Var levee.
Since the role of salt structures on the surface heat flow is not
certain (see Chapter 4), it is prudent to consider different salt
provinces and erosional surfaces as heat flow subregions which have
undergone similar histories. Further discussion of salt structural
development and the interaction of structures with the surficial thermal
regime is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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A total of one-hundred and seventy-six heat flow measurements were
collected in the central basin and margins of the Ligurian Sea. Over
100 of these heat flow stations are accompanied by in situ thermal
conductivity measurements using the technique developed in Appendix 2.
The stations are generally located within a broad swath between Nice,
France and Calvi, Corsica. A shorter transect parallel to the trough
axis (N40E) increases the number of measurements off the Corsican
margin. Heat flow data on the margins enable a comparison between the
geothermal character of thicker less extended continental crust to that
of the highly-attenuated or oceanic crust of the central basin.
Additionally, about a dozen piston core stations were made across the
basin. Needle-probe measurements of conductivity and water content
measurements on the cores supplemented the in situ conductivity data set
in areas where few in situ values are obtained. Some cores were taken
as part of an experiment to calibrate and estimate the reliability of
the in situ conductivity measurements (Appendix 2).
The pogo-probing survey technique was employed with the WHOI
outrigger-type heat flow probe. Spacing between the heat flow
measurements is generally 1 to 2 km, except where environmental
conditions warranted otherwise. Areas directly overlying diapirs in the
central basin are generally avoided. Coverage on the Var Fan is limited
to areas outside of the main channels which consist of impenetrable
sands. On the margins, measurements are concentrated on intercanyon
highs which have a sufficiently thick cover of mainly hemipelagic
sediment. We attempted to avoid measurements on canyon walls and steep
slopes since mass-wasting and basement outcrops are more prevalent.
.,
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The heat flow data are grouped into 6 main regions based on
geographical distribution, physiography, and crustal structure (Figure
3.1). Further division of the data set into 17 'sites' emphasizes local
variability and the strong dependency of heat flow values on the
sediment structure. Generally, each site occupies a roughly uniform
stratigraphic section and has similar geothermal structure. Region A is
located on the upper continental slope of the Cote D'Azur, landward of
the boundary fault at the base of the slope. The upper northwest
Corsican margin (region F) is defined as the portion of the margin which
has a basement depth shallower than 3.0 s two way travel time (twtt).
Regions B and E are located on the lower margins of France and Corsica,
respectively; their seaward limits are defined by the first appearance
of significant salt structures. Oceanic crust occurs beneath region C
in the north central basin, and transitional or oceanic crust underlies
the south central basin shown as region D. The results of the heat flow
measurements are summarized in Table 3.1.
3.1 Field program
For completeness, details of the field operations, navigation, and
instrumentation used in the Ligurian Basin campaigns are presented
below. Many aspects of the WHOI heat flow system used in this study are
described in Appendix 2 and in reports of field experiments made
elsewhere (e.g., Von Herzen et al., 1982; Detrick et al., 1986).
Logistics. In September 1982, heat flow measurements were made on
the abyssal plain and lower continental margin of the Ligurian Basin;
preliminary results are presented in Appendix 1. Due to the success of
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Fig. 3.1 Location map of Ligurian Sea heat flow groups. Weighted
regional means with standard deviation and sample size are shown
(in mW m 2 ). See Figure 2.8 for further details.
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the first phase, a second heat flow phase followed in September 1984
which concentrated measurements mostly on the margins. A third and
final phase of the field program consisted of single-channel reflection
seismic profiles to provide control on the sediment thickness and
structure. Extensive reflection seismic data collected before 1982 (cf.
Rehault, 1981) enabled the heat flow survey to take place prior to the
1985 reflection seismic survey.
The Laboratoire de Geodynamique Sous-Marine in Villefranche-sur-mer,
France offered excellent accommodations for oceanographic expeditions in
the Ligurian Basin. The R/V Catherine-Laurence, operated by the
University of Paris VI and harbored at the Port de la Darse outside the
Villefranche laboratory, was used exclusively in the field operations.
The 21 m oceanographic research vessel has an A-frame style winch
located at the aft of the ship which facilitated deployment of the heat
flow probe and piston coring apparatus. Deck space was also sufficient
for the mounting of the Villefranche lab's air gun generator and
compressor assembly.
Excursions were conducted out of Calvi and Ile Rousse ports of
Corsica as well as from Villefranche-sur-mer on the Cote d'Azur,
France. Because of its small size, the R/V Catherine-Laurence is
normally used for day-long research ventures; but, once heat flow
operations were proceeding well, we implemented 36 hour sessions. This
facilitated multipenetration surveys in the central Ligurian Basin which
required a 4-6 hour transit period to arrive on station. Unfortunately,
the architecture and size of the Catherine-Laurence was not particularly
well-suited to conduct heat flow work during marine weather conditions
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of "mer agite". Perhaps 25% of the available ship time was spent idle
due to adverse weather conditions experienced during the normally calm
month of September 1984, mostly affecting operations in the southern
Ligurian Basin.
Navigation. LORAN C was utilized for navigation on all three
campaigns, with values of latitude and longitude obtained by graphic
conversion of the LORAN C coordinates. An estimate of the accuracy of
the positioning is made by comparing results of two western
Mediterranean sLrveys which included both satellite and LORAN C
navigation. In Spring 1985, the site survey for the Ocean Drilling
Project Leg 107 was performed in the Tyrrhenian Sea (40°N, 12°E). Using
the more reliable satellite fixes to correct the LORAN C-derived ship
track positions, an average shift of 0.3 to 0.4 km is required in the
Tyrrhenian Sea, with maximum shifts of 1.0 km. All the shifts are to
the North quadrant. Hutchison (1983) obtained similar results between
the LORAN C and satellite positions derived for sites in the Balearic
(40°N, 5E) and Tyrrhenian Sea (40N, 11°E and 37°N, 13°E).
A check on absolute positioning for the Ligurian Basin surveys is
made by comparing the 12 kHz bathymetric data obtained underway with
that determined by the SEADOME (Pautot et al., 1984) and DELTARHO II
(unpublished map) SeaBeam cruises which had satellite navigation.
Roughly equivalent depths (10 m) for the 12 kHz pinger records and
the SeaBeam bathymetry have discrepancies which require average
horizontal offsets of about 400 m, with some station positions differing
by up to 900 m. These magnitudes are comparable to that found for the
southern Balearic and Tyrrhenian Seas surveys, but the orientation of
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the shifts are not systematic to the north and instead appear to be
random.
Accurate absolute positions are important in correlating heat flow
data with bathymetry and with subsurface structures inferred from
single-channel reflection profiles. The horizontal offset of the
instrument to the ship is generally minimized by taking the following
precautions before probe entry: 1) checking the trawl wire angle for
non-verticality and 2) monitoring the real-time graphic recorder for
change in the direct and bottom reflection arrival times of the
telemetered acoustic data. If a nominal 10° angle from vertical between
the ship and bottom instrument occurs, a horizontal displacement of
500 m exists in the 2500 m deep central basin. The wire angle problem
is of less importance on the upper margins where the water depth is
smaller. Using relative pressure readings of the instrument and the
underway 12 kHz data, depth discrepancies of up to 70 m depth are
sometimes found in regions of about 5° slope, 15 mof which is accounted
for by the effect of the slope on the depth sounding. This translates
to unresolved location differences of at least 500 m.
Instrumentation and data acquisition. The WHOI marine geothermal
measurement system implemented in the Ligurian Basin consists of the
digital heat flow instrument (DHF), weightstand, and probe barrel with
up to 7 outrigged thermistor elements mounted individually between fin
struts. The DHF instrument is contained in one pressure case and
includes a digital high-density magnetic tape recorder, analog acoustic
telemeter, battery package, and electronic circuitry which are
documented in the WHOI DHF-6 Instruction Manual (unpublished report).
? 
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The DHF instrument was developed in the early 1970's and featured the
digital recording package composed of a voltage-to-frequency converter
and a data-to-tape output. Subsequent modifications to the DHF in the
late 1970's include programmable multiplexing of the data sequence, high
density (615 bits per inch) tape drive, dual-axis analog tilt switch,
and pressure transducer.
As discussed in Appendix 2, a heater-control circuit board was
installed for in situ conductivity measurements and was initially used
during the R/V Shackleton 1981 (Hutchison et al., 1985) and R/V
Catherine-Laurence 1982 heat flow cruises. Heating was programmed to
turn on for 10 minutes at a prescribed interval, i.e., every 60
minutes. A revision of the DHF for the 1984 cruise was the addition of
a microprocessor-controlled circuit board for in situ conductivity
determinations. The microprocessor monitors the pressure channel and
applies continuous-heating only after the pressure becomes stable (i.e.,
in the bottom) for a preset period (5 minutes) during which the
pertinent data for the equilibrium temperature is collected.
The DHF instrument was located in a 750 kg weightstand constructed
by the Villefranche laboratory; the weight was increased to a total of
1000 kg in 1984 to increase penetration capabilities. The thermistor
assemblies have a cable hookup to the DHF endcap and the cables pass
through the hollow interior of the central probe barrel. The outrigger
positions are located about every 60 cm along the probe barrel. The
outrigger fins place the thermistor 70 mm from the central probe barrel
and 50 mm from either fin strut (Figure A2.2).
,
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Different thermistor probe designs were implemented for each of the
two heat flow cruises. In 1982, a biaxial probe composed of a heater
element juxtaposed to a thermistor probe was employed. In 1984, the
probe and cable systems were modified so that the heater and thermistor
were contained in one probe housing. The implications of these two
designs for in situ thermal conductivity determination are discussed in
Appendix 2.
The "Villefranche" probe barrel or central strength member consists
of two coupled sections of 0.95 cm wall, chromium-molybdenum alloy
steel, sealed at the end with a solid nose cone. The upper section has
a 762 cm O.D. and is 3 m long. The lower section extends the barrel
length by 2.5 m. With a smaller 6.35 cm O.D., this lower section gives
the probe barrel an overall tapered design to facilitate penetration.
In practice, two probe configurations are prepared for deployment, the
5.5 m "long" probe with 7 thermistors and a 3 m "short" probe with 4
thermistors. The long probe is preferred because of the potential
availability of more and deeper sediment temperature points for thermal
gradient determinations. When the long probe experienced bending, the
point of maximum curvature was always just below the couple. The short
probe consists essentially of the upper barrel section of the long
probe. Being more robust and stout, the shorter version was not
susceptible to bending and was more successful in penetrating hard
bottom sediment without tilt.
On the basis of records from a Precision Graphic Recorder (PGR), the
probe s generally lowered to -100 m above seafloor. At this level in
the wat r column, water temperatures are monitored to calibrate
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"zero-gradient" thermistor temperatures. The probe is lowered to the
seafloor at a speed controlled by the winch. After penetration, the
probe temperatures decay at a rate dependent on the amount of frictional
heating produced on impact, as well as on the ambient subseafloor
temperature. Steady-heating proceeds for a 10 minute period usually
after a 5 minute period of stable pressure readings. Thus, the
instrument is generally in bottom for a period of 15 minutes to obtain
temperature and conductivity data. After the instrument is withdrawn
from the seafloor, the thermistor temperatures are again monitored in
the water column before moving to the next pogo station.
Two problems incurred during the survey were partial penetrations
and post-impact instrument disturbances. To increase penetration depths
in the central basin near the main channel of the Var deep-sea fan, the
short probe was used with a high impact velocity. Both the piston core
recovery lengths and the penetration depth of the pogo probe are often
reduced by over 50% in these areas (< 2 m). About fifty attempted
penetrations in the central basin (within sites C2, D, D2, and D3) were
unsuccessful due to the rigid seafloor sediment. At the expense of both
fewer and shallower temperature points, the short probe is used where
the sediment thickness is thin to the point of exposing basement
outcrops, i.e., the upper continental slope of northwestern Corsica.
Post-impact instrument disturbances are generally caused by the ship
either drifting or pitching excessively during the measurement period.
This movement subsequently affects the trawl wire tension, pulling the
probe apparatus and perturbing the sensor temperatures. Rough seas are
enhanced by the "Mistral" wind from the northwest direction and-surface
,
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currents of over knot exist over the Ligurian Sea margins (Bethoux et
al., 1982). Despite attempts to compensate for current and wind
conditions by maneuvering the ship and increasing the length of the
instrument attachment wire, ship drift occasionally caused substantial
disturbances to measurements.
3.2 Data reduction
Marine heat flow is determined from four basic data sets: 1) the
temperature-time record for each thermistor point located at a
particular depth z in the sediment, 2) the reduced equilibrium
temperature T(z) and thermal conductivity K(z) derived for each
thermistor point, 3) the heat flow results of individual stations
determined by the statistical analysis of the individual point T(z) and
K(z) measurements, and 4) contour mapping or regional mean heat flow
estimates determined from a distribution of stations. In practice, the
most complicated step in the data reduction process is to determine the
in situ thermal conductivities and equilibrium temperatures (see
Appendices 2 and 3). Standard techniques have previously been applied
to the WHOI outrigger-type heat flow data (e.g., Von Herzen et al.,
1982). Herein, the specific analysis of the Ligurian Basin data with
their various sources of error are discussed.
Equilibrium temperatures and thermal conductivities are determined
by methods based on the temperature-time behavior of the thermal
probes. The input variables are multiplexed in a repeating programmed
data sequence with a total length of approximately 30 seconds. A
different variable is sampled every 2 seconds. Among the data variables
~ ,~ , / ''
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are thermistor resistances (up to 8), high and low calibration
resistances, pressure, tilt reading, record label (time reference), and
an external variable (usually heater current status). Thus a data set
comprised of temperatures as a function of time is produced, with each
thermistor read every record sequence (30 s; depending on the number
of input variables programmed). Thermistor resistances are measured
using a Wheatstone bridge-type circuit using a separate multiplexer.
The out-of-balance voltage of the bridge is converted to frequency and
recorded as a number of counts on magnetic tape at an equivalent
temperature resolution of 0.0007 K. For real-time monitoring purposes
as well as recording a backup copy of the data, the voltage amplitudes
are also transmitted by acoustic telemetry to the ship as a time offset
in a pinger pulse pair. The thermistors are calibrated in the lab so
that their resistance is a known function of temperature. All
thermistors used for a given measurement have resistances equal to
within 1% at -13 C, the approximate bottom water temperature of the
Ligurian Sea. This ensures that a -1 K range is sufficient for medium
resolution (0.002 K) recording of the telemetered data on the PGR. In
the lab, the magnetic tape is decoded. With the known resistance in
the DHF bridge, the counts are converted to resistances from which the
temperatures are found using the calibration curves for each
thermistor. For about 10% of the stations, bad data recording or
inoperative tape recording required the usage of the lower resolution
PGR records are digitized and converted to temperature-time data.
Temperature gradient measurement. Equilibrium temperatures are
normally estimated according to the asymptotic expression of the
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cylindrical heat decay function F(a,T) (Bullard, 1954; Jaeger, 1956).
We modified this approach somewhat by optimizing the origin time of the
impact with the Golden Section Search (GSS) routine (cf. Appendix 3).
Uncorrected reciprocal time versus temperature plots are commonly
observed to be slightly convex upward, whereas theory predicts them to
be linear after about 20 probe thermal time constants from impact (one
probe time constant = r 2/K = 8 s, where r = probe radius = 1.5
mm and K = sediment thermal diffusivity 310- 7m 2 s-').
The intercept of the regression line is equal to the infinite-time or
equilibrium temperature (t - 1 = 0 as t ). A time advance of
several probe time constants linearizes the curve, essentially causing
the temperature decay to appear as if the probe had penetrated about 30
s before the actual impact. Finite difference modeling of the impact
heating phenomena shows that the time advance may be an expression of an
initial thermal disturbance in the sediment annulus contained within
several probe radii of the probe surface. By modeling various initial
conditions, the optimization is justified as an improved equilibrium
temperature estimate. However, the accuracy of the GSS result may
decrease if excess water is introduced in the disturbed zone.
Additionally, the GSS method requires high resolution and reasonably
noise-free data. The most valuable application of the optimization
routine is realized in an almost real-time automated heat flow data
reduction system (e.g., Fang et al., 1987; Villinger and Davis, 1987).
The GSS method is applied to all stations in which at least one
thermistor has a nonlinear reciprocal time vs. temperature plot. The
GSS method normally does not have a large effect on the measured thermal
..
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gradient. In a few cases, interval thermal gradients (temperature
differences between adjacent thermistors) are reduced by 30%. For
comparison to the zero-shifted results, the mean thermal gradients
change little except for site Dl which has a 9% smaller mean value using
the GSS optimization.
After the equilibrium temperature Ti is obtained for each
thermistor i, individual errors ei are assigned as the square root of
the sum of two terms: 1) the square of the uncertainty in the
intercept, determined by the t-test at 95% confidence level, and 2) the
square of the error due to temperature drift (change of the thermistor
temperature during the measurement period), as indicated by measurements
in near-bottom waters both before and after bottom penetrations. The
latter errors are almost always insignificant, i.e., less than ±1 mK.
The relative thermistor depths zi are known to within 5 mm, so
that zi is considered the independent variable in thermal gradient
calculations. The depths are corrected for the tilt of the pogo probe
in bottom using the cosine of the nonvertical component given by the
two-axis analog tilt meter. True tilt is obtained from the geometrical
relationship of two apparent tilts measured in approximately orthogonal
directions using Earle's formula (Ragan, 1973, p. 6). The majority of
tilt values are less than 10° and produce negligible uncertainties in
the thermal gradients, although for a few scattered stations with a tilt
range of 20° to 30°, the gradient uncertainty may be as large as 5%.
The tilt uncertainty, generally being small, is not taken into account
in the gradient errors.
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Temperature gradients are determined by assuming that T(z) is a
linear function represented by n data points (Ti,zi) with associated
uncertainties e, where i=l,n. However, simple least-squares fits to
the Ligurian Basin data are not always adequate because of the
appreciable inconsistencies in data quality between the different pogo
profiles and individual measurements. For instance, some
temperature-time records have high noise levels due to either bad data
recording or post-impact instrument movement. To complicate matters
further, 25% of the penetrations have less than 4 thermistors available
for linear regression analysis.
For such conditions, formal error estimates of the unweighted and
weighted least squares fit (Bevington, 1969; Press et al., 1986) are
unrealistic. The regression in the unweighted scheme assumes that all
Ti have standard deviations equal to unity (ei = 1) so that gradient
uncertainty is mainly determined by data variance (sum square of the
deviations). No information concerning the independent error e is
included in the gradient error. Furthermore, a formal error
determination for two data points is impossible because the degree of
freedom is zero. The weighted scheme, on the other hand, has a slope
coefficient variance which is given by a formula which includes a factor
equal to the sum of e 2 but contains no information on the lack of
fit (Bevington, 1969; Press et al., 1986).
To emphasize both the uncertainty of T and the lack of fit in the
gradient error estimate, we use an unweighted least squares fitting
which assumes that there are two repeat measurements for each thermistor
temperature, defined by the upper and lower confidence limits, T+ei
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and T-ei, respectively. Two-point replicates give the same
solution as the normal (single-point, no replicate) unweighted least
squares fit, but the standard deviation of the fit is changed since the
influence of e is reflected in the data variance. For n thermistors,
the gradient errors are determined at an 80% confidence level with 2n-2
degrees of freedom (Appendix 4). Although a 95% confidence limit is
valid, it is occasionally found to be too stringent a test for stations
with n=3 since the resulting fractional error may become greater than
unity.
Replications of temperatures are justified because each temperature
is determined from a series of 7 temperature-time points. Moreover,
the two-point and three-point gradients are assigned realistic
uncertainties, and two thermistor penetrations are incorporated into the
normal data reduction scheme.
The final gradient values with uncertainties are presented in Table
A4.1. Most gradient differences between the weighted and unweighted
(replicated) solutions are smaller than 1 mK m °1 , and only 9 stations
have differences larger than 5 mK m-'. It can be subjectively argued
that, in these cases, the weighted gradients are disproportionately
influenced by one "good" data point if the particular temperature
uncertainty is less than 1 mK. The optimized equilibrium temperatures
tend to have errors which are already small (< 2 mK) so that the
individual uncertainties are approximately the same. The temperature
point is usually discarded if the error is > 10 mK. A total of 19
individual thermistor temperatures are deleted, with errors attributed
mainly to large temperature drift, unresolved recording malfunctions, or
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apparent in-bottom instrument disturbances. Thus, although gradient
estimates derived from weighted least squares fitting may hypothetically
be more correct, the unweighted scheme is preferred.
Plots of the gradient data and regression results are presented in
Figures A4.1 - A4.21. If the sediment is not in equilibrium with the
bottom water temperature (BWT), then appreciable nonlinearities in the
surface sediment temperature profile may exist. Nonlinearities
attributed to BWT changes are observed in the southern Aegean Sea (E.
Mediterranean) where negative gradients occur in the upper meter of
sediment (Jongsma, 1974). In addition to BWT changes, recent deposition
or erosion of sediment by slumping or turbidity currents may affect the
surface sediment temperature profile (cf. Chapter 4). For example, an
October 16, 1979 turbidity current resulting from a major submarine
slide off the coast of Nice, France broke two submarine cables crossing
the Var channel in the Ligurian Basin bathyal plain (Gennesseaux et al.,
1980). This event and other undocumented but recent events have
undoubtedly affected the uppermost sediment thermal equilibrium to some
degree. Nonlinear thermal gradients may also be produced by small-scale
topography (> 2 m relief) associated with submarine gullies and
channels, as well as a number of other sources (cf. Noel, 1984).
To prevent bias in the gradient determinations from superficial
phenomena, we employ an optimization routine which is based on knowledge
that the lowermost thermistor temperatures are more indicative of the
unperturbed heat flow. Accordingly, the upper thermistor temperature is
deleted if so doing results in a lower fractional error in the linear
regression. The overall linearity of the Ligurian Basin gradients is
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apparent in that optimization only improves the gradient fit for 12
stations. Nevertheless, the subtle curvature of the temperature profile
is evaluated in a qualitative sense in Table A4.1 (i.e., convexity,
concavity, or sigmoidal). Systematic curvatures related to particular
water depth horizons or areas of the seafloor cannot be readily
distinguished from the data on the margins, although convex upward
profiles are more common in the central basin. This could be due, in
part, to thermal conductivity values increasing with depth.
Thermal conductivity measurement. One-hundred and two heat flow
values are determined with in situ thermal conductivity values derived
by the measurement technique described in Appendix 2 (Table A4.1).
Additional conductivity values are obtained by laboratory measurements
made on 14 piston cores (Table A4.2) and are supplemented about a dozen
other core values previously obtained by other investigators
(Table A4.3). Needle-probe measurements (Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959)
are made in conjunction with gamma ray attenuation porosity estimator
(GRAPE) ogs to ensure that the needle-probe measurements are not biased
due to sampling of low-density, water-laden zones where core separation
or internal slumping has taken place. If the sediment grain thermal
conductivity is obtained from water content and laboratory conductivity
measurements, GRAPE-derived conductivity profiles give very good
estimates of the bulk thermal conductivity structure (cf. Appendix 2).
Conductivity profiles of the in situ data (Figures A4.1 - A4.17) and
the needle-probe conductivity data (Figures A4.22 - A4.24) show a high
degree of stratification for stations in the central basin influenced by
the Var Fan. Since significant stratification exists, an analysis of
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the reliability of the mean conductivity determination is made using
synthetic conductivity profiles (Appendix 2). Given the 0.6 m spacing
of the outrigger probe, discrete sampling of sediments does not always
produce an adequate data density. Representative profiles of the
turbiditic channel and hemipelagic slope deposits show that the maximum
potential error in the mean conductivity is probably less than 15% and
5%, respectively (Appendix 2). An encouraging result is that the group
mean of 15 in situ stations located on a levee in the Var Fan (site B)
has a suprisingly small standard deviation of ±4% despite the fact
that individual in situ profiles show high vertical variability.
Station conductivity values in Tables A4.1 and A4.2 are calculated
as the harmonic mean (inverse mean resistance). As with thermal
gradient determinations, the individual conductivity means are assigned
errors at 80% confidence levels using the t-test. Since the
needle-probe measurements are rarely quoted with individual regression
errors, we use an unweighted mean calculation for the in situ data as
well. Measurements with an uncertainty greater than about 10% were
rejected as being unreliable. Oly 15 of the in situ measurements (over
500 total) are discarded; 7 of these are from the uppermost thermistor
indicating the greater susceptibility of the upper probe barrel position
to instrumental errors.
Field calibration of the the mean in situ conductivity values is
made by comparing to mean values of needle-probe measurements made on
nearby piston cores. Closely spaced (< 3 km) comparisons are available
for the Ligurian Basin at four localities (Table A2.3). All show good
agreement with no apparent systematic differences. The in situ
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conductivity vs. depth profiles indicate that up to a meter of the
surface sediment may be missing from the piston cores.
Heat flow stations without in situ data result from inoperative or
occasionally unreliable turn-on mechanisms for the heater current.
These stations are assigned mean conductivity values using the 'nearest
neighbor' value. Physiography and surface sediment obtained from the
3.5 kHz, bathymetric, and piston core data are also used to assess the
horizontal variablility of the sediment conductivity (cf. Chapter 2).
Conductivity patterns indicate that some regions have mean conductivity
differences of about 20% between pogo stations separated 1 km
(Table A4.1). These differences may be explained by local physiographic
control on surface sediment grain size distributions.
The Var Fan (basinal) sediments have a wide distribution of
conductivity values but the slope (marginal) sediments are laterally
fairly homogeneous (Figure 3.2). Hemipelagic sediment with a mean value
of 1.15 W mlK -1 predominantly covers the continental slope on the
intercanyon areas. Sandy sediments concentrated in the submarine
channels of the fan have a mean of about 1.4 - 1.5 W m-'K -1 . A
levee in the Var Fan composed of a mixture of hemipelagic and turbiditic
sources has an intermediate value of 1.25 W m K- . Knolls on the
basin floor may restrict sand-laden turbidite deposits to their
periphery so that isolated low conductivity values may be sampled on
their crests (Section 2.2).
Sharp lateral conductivity contrasts are found at the transition
from the slope to the basin floor off northern Corsica. The
base-of-slope transition is most pronounced for Corsica where turbidites
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Var fan (regions B, C, and D) and elsewhere on the slope and rise
(regions A, E, and F).
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terminate sharply against the slope from a seaward direction and
sediment input from the canyons is insufficient to form sedimentary
aprons at the base-of-slope. Thus, the continental slope bevels against
the nearly horizontal basin floor with a continental rise being
essentially absent. Conductivity patterns are estimated from piston
cores and 3.5 kHz echo character to define local surface sediment
patterns (e.g., Figure 2.5). Revised heat flow estimates using
conductivity patterns reduces the original mean heat flow of site E3 by
about 10%. Thus, knowledge of the surface sediment distribution in the
North Corsican Basin (Figure 2.3) improves conductivity estimates, and
consequently the heat flow determinations are presumably improved in
accuracy.
Rather than assume regional mean values for stations without in situ
conductivity, we use information from the nearest piston core or in situ
station. A 'nearest neighbor' approach is taken because of tlhe
sometimes predictable lateral gradients in conductivity which may occur
within the sites. If a large difference in neighboring values exists, a
local mean is assumed. The assigned values are subjective but are
appropriate for the Ligurian Basin where the intricacy of the surface
conductivity distribution precludes simple contour mapping. Errors of
the assumed conductivity (AK) are based on the following 3 grades: 1)
AK = 0.1 W mlK -1 where there is direct evidence for uniform mean
conductivity within 5 km of the station, 2) AK = 0.2 W m-K -'
where there is indirect evidence that uniform mean conductivity exists
within 5 km, 3) AK = 0.3 W mK - 1 in regions where significant
lateral and/or vertical variability exists. Again, these choices of
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error for assumed conductivity values are subjectively determined to be
compatible with the 80% confidence limits chosen for the in situ values.
3.3 Heat flow results
Heat flow calculation. Individual heat flow values are calculated
as the product of the harmonic mean thermal conductivity and the thermal
gradient and results are listed in Table A4.1. Heat flow uncertainty is
determined by the root sum square of the fractional errors in the
gradient and mean conductivity. Where in situ conductivity is
available, the heat flow has also been calculated using the Bullard
(1939) method where the linear regression of temperature versus the.
cumulative thermal resistance produces a slope value equal to heat
flow. Excellent agreement is obtained between the two approaches: the
heat flow differed by no more than 2 mW m 2 in all cases. Nonlinear
temperature gradients usually resulted in nonlinear Bullard plots which
suggests an environmental origin for curvatures observed in the
temperature profiles. However, the highly variable conductivity-depth
profiles indicate that such detailed analysis of heat flow with depth
may be unwarranted since resolution of in situ depth intervals (60 cm)
is fairly low.
Due to the availability of many measurements in a small area, heat
flow means yield a simple yet accurate summary of the results. A
weighted mean for each of the groupings is preferred due to the
variability of the data quality and the care with which the conductivity
and gradient uncertainties are determined. The heat flow means
presented in Table 3.1 are weighted inversely proportional to the
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fractional uncertainty in individual values (see Hutchison et al.,
1985). Alternatively, weighting with respect to the absolute
uncertainties decreases the mean value giving undue importance to
scattered but accurate low values. Since heat flow stations which do
not have in situ conductivity values are assigned appropriately large
errors, weighting emphasizes stations with in situ values over those
without. In particular, the mean calculation for region D downweights
the data of site D since only one in situ conductivity station is
available. Considering all data, some groups have unweighted and
weighted means which differ by ±15%. This large discrepancy is due to
the dispersion of the data created by environmental disturbances.
Therecore, careful examination of the reliability of individual
measurements is required.
The philosophy behind the "unweighted" uncertainty is that the error
of each heat flow value is random and therefore is approximated by the
standard deviation of the group heat flow (Table 3.1). Alternatively,
the "weighted" uncertainty is calculated as the root of the sum of
AQt 2 where AQ± is the individual error of station i
(Bevington, 1969; Press et al., 1986)o Statistical formulas which
compensate for the randomness of unequal individual errors as well as
the randomness of data with equal uncertainties are not readily
available in the literature. Thus, the error of the regional means is
simply taken as the standard deviation of the data. The conductivity
measurements may have 5% bias due to the instrumental errors (Von
Herzen and Maxwell, 1959; Appendix 2), but this systematic error is not
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included in the final heat flow uncertainty since it is small compared
to the data variability.
Observed heat flow patterns and comparison to other data. The 176
measurements have a weighted average of 70±28 mW m 2; this number is
not geophysically relevant because corrections for environmental effects
have not been made. By examining the heat flow in smaller groups,
significant variation in regional heat flow across the basin is evident
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.1). This variability is elucidated when histograms
of conjugate regions are compared (Figure 3.3a-c). The most obvious
trend observed is the disparity in heat flow between the NW half of the
basin (mean of 64 mW m 2) and the SE half (mean of 84 mW m). The
variation parallel to the margins is fairly minor compared to the heat
flow maximum centered along on the NE-SW line passing through sites D1,
D3, and E3, and a heat flow minimum beneath the Var Fan (sites A3 and B).
Our data may be compared to 35 regionally coincident measurements
(Table A4.3) made by other investigators (Foucher et al., 1976; Rehault,
1981; Della Vedova and Pellis, 1981; Burrus and Foucher, 1986).
Excellent agreement exists for heat flow values measured in the northern
part of the Ligurian Basin (region B and C). The consistency
substantially decreases for measurements in region D. The data obtained
by other investigators are highly scattered in region D and may partly
result from the large number (7 of 11) of partial penetrations with only
two points available for gradient determinations (Table A4.3). Despite
the fact that almost half of our measurement attempts in region D
consisted of failed penetrations due to hard substrate of the Var Fan
main channel (Figure 2.3), our data have significantly improved the
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regional heat flow estimate. Furthermore, seismic data show that
exceptionally high values in region D are probably influenced by salt
structures (see Figure 2.8, Appendix 5). Few or no measurements within
regions A, E and F have been made by other investigators. Although the
various heat flow data sets complement one another, only the new data
(Table 3.1, Table A4.1) are used in the analysis because of the
generally adequate sample size, the known consistency of the error
evaluation, and the general lack of seismic detail for the other data.
To assess the tectonic significance of the Ligurian Basin data,
environmental factors are carefully considered in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Environmental Disturbances and Heat Flow Corrections
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An environmental analysis is made in order to understand the
variability within the heat flow groups nd assess the data
reliability. Local variations in heat flow are attributed to
topographic disturbances, mass-wasting, thermal refraction by salt
structures, and to a lesser extent, pore water migration along shallow
faults above salt intrusions and bottom water temperature changes.
Contrary to most young oceanic crust, the extremely thick sediment cover
suppresses variability due to hydrothermal circulation: but the high
depositional rates also require substantial corrections to the heat flow
data for the effects of sedimentation.
In order to determine the unperturbed values for the reliable heat
flow measurements, sedimentation rate histories and physical properties
are obtained from seismic stratigraphy and borehole data. A multi-
layered sedimentation and compaction model is developed which estimates
the plane-layer effects of the Messinian salt deposition in the central
basin, and the contemporaneous erosion on the margins. The resolution
of the sedimentation parameters (porosity, compaction, thermal
conductivity, radioactivity, burial rates, etc.) and the sensitivity of
the heat flow results to these parameters are evaluated. Effects due to
compaction (variable velocity of two-phase flow) and to thermal
blanketing (advective and composite media effects) are isolated in the
sensitivity analysis. Paleoclimatic corrections for bottom water
temperatures which are higher today than during the late Pleistocene are
also made. Systematic errors resulting from these corrections are taken
into account and are combined with the data variance to produce total
uncertainties in the corrected heat flow means. The final heat flow
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values indicate that, similar to the observed heat flow, an overall
trend from low to high heat flow exists from N to S across the basin.
4.1 Causes of local heat flow variations
Despite the dispersion of nearby thermal conductivity values (Figure
3.2) and the occasionally large measurement errors incurred with partial
penetrations, it is clear that heat flow variability is mainly due to
environmental disturbances of the thermal gradient. For example, the
standard deviation of the regional mean conductivity never exceeds
±10%, whereas a few sites have mean thermal gradients with standard
deviations of greater than 30% (Table 3.1). Additionally, some sites
on the upper margins (Al, F, and F2) have heat flow means which vary
from -50% to over +100% from other sites in the region. Since each
group defines an area of fairly uniform sediment ccver and crustal
structure, most of the short-wavelength, high-amplitude variability
cannot be attributed to deep thermal structure.
Histograms of the heat flow groups indicate a data distribution with
four four outstanding features (Figure 3.3): 1) apparent bimodal
distribution for some sites (e.g., site A2) located on the upper margins
(regions A and F), 2) relatively low data scatter on the lower margins
(regions B and E), 3) presence of outliers (spurious values whose
occurrence are highly improbable in the limited sampling of normally
distributed data) found on the upper margins and central basin, and 4)
asymmetry in heat flow values observed between the northern and southern
central basin (regions C and D, respectively) as well as the conjugate
margins.
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The fact that the local heat flow variability decreases substantially
from the continental slope onto the continental rise suggests that
shallow thermal disturbances are closely related to canyons which
inundate the slopes. Two likely environmental disturbances associated
with canyon systems are topographic relief and mass-wasting processes.
Recent bottom water temperature changes may also alter surficial
gradients. High-conductivity salt structures in the central basin
concentrate heat flow above their centers by 2 to 3 times the regional
value. These various factors are discussed below as they pertain to
particular fluctuations in the heat flow patterns.
Topographic effects. A spectrum of topographic features produce two
end members in terms of their influence on shallow geothermal
gradients. One scale has relief with a wavelength less than a few heat
flow probe lengths and gives rise to nonlinear gradient measurements
(Lachenbruch, 1968). The other scale of topography is that which ranges
from the large relief of canyons (200 to 400 m) to the short-wavelength
10 to 100 m relief of gully systems on the canyon walls (Malinverno et
al., 1987) and possibly on the relatively unexplored intercanyon highs.
If the 5 m probe is located greater than two probe lengths away from
this medium-scale relief, little gradient curvature will appear. The
topography however may cause an anomalous mean gradient depending on the
steepness and height of the relief (Lachenbruch, 1968).
If a random sampling of a hilly area is made, the overall mean
thermal gradient will be slightly lower than the equilibrium because the
horizontal heat flow has not been measured. Using the Birch (1967)
method of exact solutions to topographic approximations, Abbott et al.
(1986) have shown that the heat flow on narrow intercanyon regions and
in the canyon axis should have values of 50% and 125% of the regional
value, respectively. A small heat flow profile within site A2 (stations
L84S12.3, 4, 5; Profile 16, Appendix 5) which crosses a narrow
intercanyon high produces amplitude variations in agreement with these
results. Thus, pogo-probing on narrow intercanyon highs can seriously
bias the heat flow results.
Three stations in site A2 (L84S4.1, 2, 3) are within 1 to 2 km of
the steep eastern wall of the upper Var Canyon and have a heat flow less
than 50% of the regional mean; horizontal heat flow due to this proximal
topographic disturbance could explain this large deviation. However, if
measurements are made beyond 1 km (5 slope heights) away from the
canyon walls, the heat flow should only be decreased by less than 5% of
the regional mean (Lachenbruch, 1968). Most measurements on the Cote
d'Azur margins are taken on broad platform areas between major canyons
(see Profile 16), so that the effect of the rugged canyon topography is
theoretically small. Similar values of low heat flow are occasionally
measured on the Cote d'Azur slope away from the major canyons (e.g.,
site A2: L84S4.9&10 and site A3: L84S5.4).
Given the available bathymetric control in the locality of the
measurements, these low values cannot be conclusively linked to
small-scale topographic highs. Sea Beam bathymetry (Pautot et al.,
1984) indicates small ridges of less than 50 m relief within the
platforms. Negative topographic features on the intercanyon highs tend
to be wide bowl-shaped gullies; therefore, no apparent topographic
counterpart to these acute ridges is found which could give
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complementary high heat flow. Using the method of Lachenbruch (1968),
dimensions of the submarine aretes may be estimated by assuming that
linear gradients are observed at the center of plane ridges that are
isosceles trapezoids in cross-section. From the observed heat flow
anomaly of 50% below normal, the ridges must be at least 70 to 200 m
wide at their base. Their height would range from 15 to 50 m and, more
importantly, the slope of the ridge flanks must be greater than 30° .
Such conditions cannot be discounted from the available topographic
maps. Thus, the low values of the bimodal heat flow distribution found
on well-sedimented, broad intercanyon platforms on either side of Var
Canyon (site A2 and A3) may easily be explained by the occurrence of
submarine aretes.
On the upper northwest Corsican margin, variations of over 3:1 are
observed between high and low heat flow values (site F and site F2).
To produce such scatter, topographic features such as channels or steep
basement outcrops must be more common on the Corsican margin than on the
Cote d'Azur margin where a thicker sediment cover serves to smooth the
bathymetry. At any rate, rough small-scale topography cannot be
adequately assessed with the survey techniques used in this study and
consequently weakens the geothermal assessment of the steep and
sediment-starved continental slopes of northwestern Corsica.
Effect of sedimentary processes. For sedimentation and erosion to
account for the variability of heat flow on the margins, mass-wasting
must be invoked since, within the resolution of the seismic records
(Appendix 5), differences in average Plio-Quaternary sedimentation rates
can explain no more than 5 to 10% of the observed heat flow deviations
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(Appendix 4). Many studies confirm that canyons of the Provencal margin
are avenues of downslope sediment transport and that mass-wasting is
presently active within gullies observed on canyon walls (Malinverno et
al., 1987; Gennesseaux et al., 1980; Guillocheau et al., 1983; Pautot et
al., 1984; Pautot, 1981; Bellaiche et al., 1978). Moreover, regional
seismicity (Rehault and Bethoux, 1984) provides an excellent triggering
mechanism for destabilization of sediments resting on steep slopes
(e.g., Booth et al., 1985). Continued tilting and uplift of the margin
crustal block along the boundary fault system (Chapter 2) may further
enhance slope instability.
Besides creating steady-state topographic disturbances by deepening
or widening canyons and gullies, mass-wasting of the slope also causes
transient perturbations to the seafloor heat flow. Mass-wasting
processes include erosion and scarp formation on upslope regions and
mass transport deposits (gravity-driven) on downslope regions. While
slide or glide blocks can remain relatively intact, mass or debris flows
have high degrees of plastic deformation during their transport and
emplacement (e.g., Nardin et al., 1979). The fluidal flow regime of a
turbidity current entails total mixing of the sediment grains and
entrainment of bottom water. Thus, mass-wasting may have a variety of
effects on the surficial heat flow, tending to increase heat flow in the
source region where erosion is taking place and decrease the heat flow
in regions of net accumulation.
Simple conduction theory can model the effects of mass-wasting both
at the source and at the site of deposition. Rapid removal of sediments
brings warm, buried sediments to the surface thus causing elevated
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temperature gradients at the seafloor. If a half-space with thermal
diffusivity and temperature T = aoz has a thickness do removed,
the initial temperature structure may be given as
T = 0 z=0 t>0
T = ao(z+do) z>0 t=0
The subsequent temperature with time is
T(z,t) = aodo { erf(U) } + aoz
and the thermal gradient at any point z is
aT = ao { 1 + do exp(-U 2 ) } (4.1)
az (rt)" 2
where U= z
(4ict)1 z
(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 58-62). Surface heat flow results from
the sudden erosion of 10 and 100 m thicknesses of marine sediment are
given in Figure 4.1. Convex upward nonlinearity over the length of a
5 m probe would only be noticeable within about 10 years after the
event. Results for sudden erosion are approximately linear on a log-log
plot of fractional change in heat flow versus time since erosion
(Erickson, 1970; Abbott et al. 9 1986).
The effect of sudden mass deposition can be modeled as a unit of
thickness do overlying a half-space with equilibrium gradient ao.
The initial conditions may be written as
T=0 z=0 t>0
T=boz 0<z<do t=0
T=ao(z-do) z>do t=0
where bo is the internal gradient of the deposit. From general
solution given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 58-62), the temperature
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with time can be expressed as
T(z,t) = boz - boz { erfc(V) + erfc(W) } +
2
ao { (do+z) erfc(V) - (do-z) erfc(W) } +
2
Kt 12 (ao-bo) { exp(-Wz) - exp(-V 2) }
Tr
and the thermal gradient as
_T = bo + 1 (ao-bo) { erfc(V) + erfc(W) } -
az 2 (4.2)
bodo { exp(-V2 ) + exp(-W2 ) }
(4rIt)T/2
where V = do+z and W = do-z
(4Kt)1/ 2 (4 t1/ 2
The value of bo is indicative of the transport mechanism and
mechanical deformation of the unit. bo=O implies a turbidity current
deposit where the fluid support of the grains causes the sediment
temperature to be equal to the water temperature (Von Herzen and Uyeda,
1963). bo=ao implies a slide deposit with little or no internal
deformation of the block (Abbott et al., 1986). Plastic deformation of
the mass block, similar to that envisioned for a debris flow (e.g.,
Nardin et al., 1979), may be represented by bo>ao, i.e., the mass
block is thinned in a laminar fashion subsequently raising the mean
temperature. The results for a sudden mass deposit converge at a rate
which is dependent on the thickness of the deposit, regardless of the
initial thermal gradient (Figure 4.2). Also, for a given mean initial
gradient, a characteristic minimum heat flow value is observed at a time
dependent on the layer thickness.
Using the thermal models of sudden mass deposition or removal, the
local variability within the margin can be reassessed. Emplacement of
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thick mass deposits (100 m) are not as likely to occur on the slope
as on the rise. Although slumping or, the upper slope may initiate
turbidity currents, the flow will generally by-pass the slope platforms
and empty onto the rise and bathyal plain via submarine channel systems
(Stanley et al., 19R0). A quick examination of the hemipelagic
sediments sampled on the slope indicates that the sediments have little
reworked material (M.P. Aubrey, personal communication, 1985) and are
unstratified as far as physical properties are concerned; therefore,
turbidity current deposits are probably rare on the intercanyon highs.
Slumps with little or no internal deformation (bo = 1) probably occur
along submarine aretes situated at the head of the gully networks which
dissect the slope platforms. It is not very likely that slumps can
account for the 50% reduction in heat flow occasionally observed on the
Cote d'Azur slope (Figure 4.2). Moreover, seismic data do not show any
substantial slide formations. These observations are compatible with
topography being the major geothermal disturbance on the intercanyon
highs.
Situated below a steep upper slope escarpment on the northwest
Corsican margin (Profile 7, Appendix 5), site F1 has extremely low heat
flow with associated seismic evidence for a decollement surface located
100 m below the seafloor. In this case, a mass deposit could be argued
to have occurred within the last 3000 years. A null gradient measured
at one station in this site (L84S7.2) could be a result of recent
deposition of a well-mixed gravity flow associated with the slide.
Environmental perturbations within site F are also indicated by the
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large variability of in situ thermal conductivity values, apparent
penetration depths, gradient curvatures, and bottom water temperatures.
Regions of high and variable heat flow are thought to be influenced
by erosion and are generally located on upper slope regions and canyon
walls (e.g., sites Al and F2; Figure 3.1). Seismic profiles on the
Corsican margin strongly suggest that there has been erosion by contour
currents sometime during the Plio-Quaternary (Chapter 2), but in situ
conductivity values indicate normal hemipelagic sediments presently
cover the slope. Thus, these regions of variable and overall high heat
flow are either unaffected by the winnowing action of bottom currents,
or else contour currents were active prior to the late Pleistocene. As
indicated by the chaotic nature of the seismic reflection data and the
lack of repeatability in heat flow values between stations superimposed
upon one another, small-scale topography also is very important in these
regions. However, topography alone cannot explain the high regional
heat flow.
To attain the amplitude of the anomaly in these sites (+70%) by
sudden erosion processes, unrealistic scenarios of sediment removal are
necessary. For instance, 100 m would have to be removed within 1000 yr,
or a somewhat maller thickness would have to be eroded within the last
100 yr (Figure 4.1). These rates of removal would strip away all
sediment if continued for 10 kyr or more in the past and therefore are
not a likely mechanism. If mass-wasting is active in the form of debris
flows9 then these slope regions can be considered as avenues of sediment
transport where erosional and depositional events alternate through
time. As shown in Figure 4.2, some mass deposits may actually increase
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the heat flow temporarily depending on the nature of the sediment
deformation.
Effect of bottom water temperature variations. Similar to other
surficial perturbations, bottom water temperature variations (BTV) at
the seafloor may cause overall gradient anomalies in addition to
gradient nonlinearity. Long-term BTV (> 10 yr) will lead to mean
gradient anomalies which are proportional to the amplitude of the net
surface temperature change (e.g., Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986).
Depending on the amplitude of the temperature change, short-term BTV
(< 10 yr) are likely to be reflected in nonlinear temperature profiles
measured in the upper 5 m of sediment. Fortuitously linear gradients
may also be created by nonuniform BTV histories or by a combination of
environmental factors. Thus, to accurately assess short-term
variations, BTV need to be monitored for 4 to 5 yr at the site of the
geothermal survey (Beck et al., 1985). BTV information over such a
continuous period is not readily available in the northwest
Mediterranean, but knowledge of the Ligurian Sea hydrodynamics and
temperature structure from physical oceanographic studies allow some
insight on the potential short-term effects perturbations.
The Ligurian Sea is a semi-enclosed marine basin and hydrologically
a concentration basin with evaporation exceeding precipitation (Bethoux
and Prieur, 1983). The circulation pattern and the stratified
temperature and salinity structure of the Ligurian Sea reflects its
restricted access to adjacent basins. Atlantic Ocean surface water (0
+ 100-200 m) inflows via the Straits of Gibraltar (Wust, 1961; Lacombe
and Tchernia, 1972) and intermediate water (200 m + 800 m) inflows
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through the Corsican channel and the Straits of Sicily and Sardinia
(Bethoux et al., 1982). Intermediate water, which is actually composed
of warm saline water from the Eastern Mediterranean Sea outflow, lies
above a transition layer (800 m 1500-2000 m) and the colder deep
water (>1500-2000 m).
Most deep water in the Western Mediterranean Sea is thought to form
in situ within the Ligurian Sea (MEDOC, 1970; Bethoux and Prieur, 1983;
Lacombe et al., 1985). During the wintertime, strong northwesterlies
lead to evaporative cooling of the northwestern Mediterranean surface
waters, creating a dense, saline layer which eventually becomes unstable
and convects. The general circulation pattern of the Ligurian Sea is a
cyclonic gyre which creates a doming of the isopycnal surfaces; during
the winter, a nearly unstratified isothermal water column void of
intermediate water appears at the center of the gyre (Miller et al.,
1970; Lacombe and Tchernia, 1972; Bethoux and Prieur, 1983;
Taupier-Letage and Millot, 1986). This unstratified core further
enhances wintertime deep water formation, allowing the surface-cooled
water to sink to various levels (Gilmour, 1972) sometimes forming a
bottom layer (Lacombe et al., 1985). During the spreading phase, the
winter water mixes by diffusion and salt-fingering so that the deep
water maintains its homogeneity. Thus, the deep water formation in the
Ligurian Sea is a variable thermal phenomena which takes place somewhat
in concert with the seasonality of the thermocline and the general
circulation.
As far as bottom water variability is concerned, the temperature
anomaly and residence time are the most important parameters. The 1962
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through 1964 Gostan (1967) monthly series of CTD data indicates that the
seasonal temperature variability between Nice and Calvi is not periodic
and is instead related to the severity of winter storms such as in early
1963 (Gostan, 1967). Exceptionally severe winter storm events may icad
to large amounts of deep water formation and an overall warming, but not
every winter has catastrophic oceanographic winter events. Thus, the
near-bottom water layer may have important implications on the surficial
geothermal gradients throughout the Ligurian Basin.
The bottom water layer is variable in both space and time and has
anomalous temperatures of up to 0.05 C (Lacombe et al., 1985). Its
"patchiness" has been noted in several studies (Sankey, 1973; Swallow
and Gaston, 1973). The actual residence time of the bottom water is
poorly known, but could be from a few months to a couple of years
depending on the volume of winter water formed and the degree of mixing
during the winter phase (Taupier-Letage and Millot, 1986). From
Gibraltar outflow studies, the renewal of the entire deep water layer
has been estimated to take 100 yr (Wust, 1961).
Near-bottom water temperatures collected during the September 1982
and 1984 heat flow measurements show an intricate vertical temperature
structure with small-scale temperature inversions (± 0.02 C) in the
bottom water 50 m above the seafloor. Horizontal water temperature
gradients and dissimilar bottom water temperatures are also observed
across the central basin. The temperature inversions are consistent
with the fine-scale layering observed in CTD data and could be
maintained by warm saline layers interfingering with the homogeneous
deep water (Gilmour, 1972; Lacombe et al., 1985). These features are
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probably transient structures due to temperature and salinity diffusion
processes. The asymmetry in the deep water temperatures is related to
the surface circulation patterns and the tendency for deep water
formation to occur in the northern Ligurian Basin (Taupier-Letage and
Millot, 1986). Although the general cyclonic circulation chiefly
concerns the intermediate and surface waters (Bethoux et al., 1982), the
deep water temperature structure may also be influenced by deep contour
currents (Millot and Monaco, 1984).
Using theory similar to Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the effect of BTV
step changes can be estimated. If a half-space with present surface
temperature of zero, thermal diffusivity and equilibrium temperature
gradient ao has experienced a step change in temperature, the
subsequent temperature at time t is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p.
58-62)
T(z,t) = aoz - T { erfc(Ui) }
and the thermal gradient is
8T = a + T { 1 exp(-Uf) } (4.3)
8z (rt) 1/ 2
where Ui = z and T is the relative temperature before the
(4Kt1 )1/2
step change. If the temperature anomaly occurs over a number of
intervals, then a series of n "box" models beginning at t+j and
ending at t predicts the gradient to be
n
aT = ao + Tj{ 1 exp(-U') - 1 exp(-Ui+,) }
8z i=l (rrti) / (rt+I) '
Heat flow effects due to BTV step changes simulating the dissipation of
+0.05 °C bottom water are given in Figure 4.3. Changes of more than 10%
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Fig. 4.3 Nondimensional heat flow versus time since instantaneous
dissipation of anomalous bottom water. The temperature of the
saline "winter water" is 0.05 K above equilibrium, and the curves
represent 3 month and 2 year residence times (box model) and a step
change of this amplitude. Heat flow results are calculated at I m
depth in medium of =3_10- 7 mz s-' with an equilibrium
gradient of 70 mK m-1. Dots show times beyond which the heat flow
at 1 m and 5 m depth are within 10% of one another.
I I - I- ~i 
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in heat flow with depth over the length of a 5 m probe would only occur
up to 8 months after the event, depending on the residence time of the
winter water. If the bottom water temperature history is essentially a
step change rather than a box-type temperature-time curve, then a 10%
gradient anomaly would be observed after one year. A linear change
instead of a step change increases the magnitude of the gradient
anomaly, depending on the rate of dissipation and the time since normal
surface temperatures have resumed.
Depending on the amplitude, spatial extent, time since dissipation,
and residency of the winter water, the BTV effect could cause a 5-10%
bias in the heat flow measured across the central basin. No correction
for this effect on the gradients is attempted due to the incomplete BTV
record. Monitoring of the bottom temperatures within a swath between
Nice and Calvi would help define the role BTV may play in the local
variability.
On the margins, short-term BTV are only evident in shallow water
(< 500 m) stations where seasonal warming causes significant gradient
nonlinearities and negative gradient anomalies. Overall, the gradients
are fairly linear and most nonlinear gradients could just as well be
attributed to other environmental factors, namely small-scale topography.
Temperature changes over the last thousand years could lead to
overall systematic errors in the gradients but would not contribute to
local heat flow variability. Within the Mediterranean Sea basinal
regions, but outside of areas of deep water formation, Erickson and Von
Herzen (1978) have made borehole heat flow measurements more than a
hundred meters below the seafloor. The general agreement of the
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borehole determinations and nearby surficial measurements suggests that
BTV within the last hundred to few thousand years have not affected the
heat flow results by more than a few percent. Furthermore, within the
resolution of the older instruments (0.5 C), the measured western
Mediterranean deep water temperature has not changed within the last
century (Lacombe et al., 1985).
Effect of subsurface structures. As shown in many marine geothermal
studies (Von Herzen and Uyeda, 1963; Sclater et al., 1970; Von Herzen et
al., 1972; Lewis and Hyndman, 1976; Hutchison et al., 1985; Burrus and
Foucher, 1986) thermal refraction due to buried media with dissimilar
conductivity can lead to large temperature contrasts at depth and
variation of heat flow values at the surface. The shape and amplitude
of the variation depends on the position, configuration, and
conductivity ratio of the media (Selig and Wallick, 1966; Lee and
Henyey, 1974; Pinet, 1987). Low conductivity sediment ponds contrast
with the igneous basement and can lead to large heat flow variations
(Sclater et al., 1970). However, thermal refraction due to basement
relief influences very few values in the Ligurian Basin and is probably
a second order effect compared to other factors.
Diapiric salt structures focus heat above their centers at the
expense of the peripheral heat flow, and therefore are a major source of
variability in the central basin where the Messinian salt has mobilized
(cf. Chapter 2). Many numerical studies of Mediterranean salt diapirs
have shown the heat flow anomaly pattern above single structures and
Ligurian-type diapir fields (Erickson et al., 1977; Hutchison et al.,
1985; Burrus and Foucher, 1986). Using a steady-state 2-D finite
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difference scheme to model the composite media, Hutchison et al. (1985)
reproduced the maxima/minima ratio of 1.5:1 observed on the Balearic
Rise across an undulating Plio-Quaternary/Messinian boundary. The
maxima/minima ratio could range from 1.3:1 to 2.2:1, depending on a
depth of burial of 500 or 0 m, respectively (Burrus and Foucher, 1986).
The overall amplitude of the anomaly may decrease by 8% when diapirs are
spaced closely (Pinet, 1987). The vertical heat flow averaged over
these salt structure fields must be conserved for a horizontal seafloor
surface, so that no systematic bias results from thermal refraction. We
note that the numerical experiment by Burrus and Foucher (1986) does not
show heat flow conserved above the diapir field although they suggest
otherwise.
Since accurate heat flow averages are reasonably assured by these
theoretical studies, no numerical modeling of the thermal refraction has
been attempted. Nevertheless, several problems with determining the
exact relationship of heat flow to the salt need to be addressed in the
Ligurian Basin. First, the upper boundary of the salt formation is not
clear in most seismic profiles (see Chapter 2; Appendix 5) such that the
height and width of the salt structures remains unresolved; are they
penetrative domes (diapirs) or pillow formations with fractured
overburden? Second, the 2-D seismic sections give only incomplete
coverage of the narrow salt structures, especially since the positional
uncertainty is probably greater than the 500 m half-width of most salt
structures in the south central basin. The areal density of the salt
structures is indicated by the perpendicular crossing of Profiles 3 and
8 (Appendix 5). Only in one case is it possible to correlate high heat
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flow with an individual salt structure. This isolated diapir is buried
200 to 300 m and has a 500 m radius (see Profile 12, Appendix 5); the
thermal anomaly of 1.8:1 seems appropriate for this refraction geometry
(Pinet, 1987).
As far as the geothermal haracter of central basin sites is
concerned, there is a good correlation between high heat flow and
moderate variability where multiple salt structures are clearly visible
(maxima-minima ratio of 1.6:1, sites D and D3). Lower and more uniform
heat flow re observed where local salt structures are generally absent
within a few kilometers of measurements (maxima-minima ratios of 1.3:1,
sites C and D2). Although these maxima/minima ratios in surface heat
flow are within the range predicted by refraction models, the higher
mean value and variability seen in heat flow associated with the intense
halokinetic regions may result from transient thermal effects.
Transient heat sources resulting from diapirism may be attributed to
two mechanisms (Keen, 1983): advective heat transport by the hot rising
diapir, and the upward migration of fluids from below and along the sides
of the diapir.- Halokinesis has undoubtedly been active during the late
Quaternary since topographic knolls and surface faulting require rates
of deformation to have exceeded the recent average sedimentation rate of
150 to 300 m Myr- 1 (Chapter 2). From observations of anomalously high
levels of hydrocarbon maturation sampled above domes on the eastern
Canada margin, Keen (1983) cites fluid circulation as a likely heating
mechanism assuming that reasonably high pore water advection rates may
be maintained for 3 Myr. Alternative mechanisms fail to produce the
observed maturation levels. The heat of an intruded diapir will
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dissipate in an order of magnitude less time (Keen, 1983; Pinet, 1987)
and thermal refraction does not sufficiently elevate temperatures above
the dome (Keen, 1983).
An attractive source for the migrating fluids in the western
Mediterranean is the interstitial component of the Miocene sedimentary
series below the salt (infrasalt series). This fluid is normally
expelled during compaction processes. However, the rapid deposition of
low porosity Messinian salt and evaporite sediment would inhibit pore
water from migrating upward to a hydrostatic level. Faulting is common
above and around the salt intrusion (Appendix 5), and would provide
permeable pathways for the warmer pore waters beneath the salt layer to
percolate upward and bathe the salt dome.
If one assumes that most of the seismic diffraction of the salt
structures is due to fractures in the overburden, then the
high-amplitude variability in surface heat flow would have to be
explained by upward fluid migration as well. In this case, the average
heat flow of random measurements over a halokinetic field may yield a
value greater than the true regional heat flow. Some indication of
upward pore water movement is given by the convex upward temperature
profiles in sites D and D3, whereas nearby sites with little salt
deformation do not show any systematic tendency. Unfortunately, the
shallowness of penetrations, high stratification of the conductivity,
fine-scale topography, recent bottom water temperature variability, and
the uncertain development of the Var Fan main channel leave the
explanation of gradient nonlinearity quite unconstrained.
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Reliability of measurements. From the analysis of the local
variability, criteria are established to reject particular values which
are highly unreliable indicators of the regional heat flow.
Measurements are sufficiently numerous so that the removal of spurious
values will not seriously decrease the statistical certainty. Such
reliability assessments are routinely made for randomly-placed heat flow
measurements in ocean basins with nonuniform sediment cover and rough
topography (Sclater et al., 1976a; Parsons and Sclater, 1977). Near
mid-ocean ridge crests where basement outcropping is common, scattered
heat flow results are enhanced by the effects of hydrothermal
circulation in the permeable upper oceanic crust (e.g., Lister, 1972).
For the Ligurian Basin study, unreliable data are defined on the
basis of water depth and microtopography, as well as the structure and
acoustic character of the shallow sediment. Four classes of
environmental disturbances are designated: oceanographic, sedimentary,
topographic, and salt refraction. The sign of the heat flow anomaly is
positive for salt diapirs, negative for oceanographic effects (warming
of shallow <500 m bottom waters), and is of both signs for sedimentary
processes ((+) = erosion or (-) = deposition) and topography ((+) =
canyons and gullies, or (-) = ridges and spurs). Two statistical
categories are used to exclude data as well. Values are considered
statistically unreliable if they are outliers (ie., values greater than
two standard deviations from the regional mean) or if the fractional
error determined for the individual heat flow value exceeds unity.
On the basis of seismic data gathered subsequent to the heat flow
surveys, four entire sites are deemed unreliable (sites Al, F, F2,
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and F4). Basically, the procedure only reduces the number of
measurements on the upper margins, where 50% of the data are
qualified as unreliable. Only one value on the lower margins is
identified as unreliable, emphasizing the good environmental setting
provided by continental rises. Whereas both high and low values are
excluded on the upper margins, generally only spurious high values are
omitted from the central basin, where 9 of 58 are unreliable. All
values obtained in halokinetic regions are retained except for outliers.
"Reliable" averages serve to give more realistic estimates of the
regional heat flow, a smaller dispersion in the data, and a better
working data set for heat flow corrections (Table 3.1). The resulting
means are interesting in that despite the number of values rejected on
the upper margins, the regional mean value has remained the same with
the scatter generally reduced. In the central basin, only site C2 and
D3 have been improved due to the removal of high values directly
associated with steep scarps or diapirs. Perhaps if the density of heat
flow measurements were increased by an order of magnitude, the data
distribution would reflect the probability of extteme values and their
relationship to the mean value. In the principal ocean basins, the
preponderance of lower-than-normal heat flow values resulting in a
log-normal distribution has been attributed to ur.ndulating topography
(Birch, 1967). Likewise, the heat flow distribution in areas of
faulting, diapirs, or mass-wasting may give curves characteristic of the
spatial (steady-state) and temporal components of heat loss. Clearly,
the analysis of heat flow distributions will require adequate control on
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the variety of environmental factors encountered in the particular
physiographic setting.
4.2 Corrections for sedimentation and erosion
Sedimentation and compaction model. Steady sedimentation lowers
near-surface sediment temperatures and insulates the basement system
with a low conductivity layer. This "thermal blanketing" effect
depresses surface heat flow. Hutchison (1985) developed a
one--dimensional numerical model which incorporates thermal blanketing
with sediment compaction processes, such as two-phase advection and
increasing bulk thermal conductivity with burial. Simple analytical
solutions for a moving half-space exist (Benfield, 1949; Von Herzen and
Uyeda, 1963), but tend to over-estimate the real situation of an
accreting and compacting sediment/basement system if the decompacted
sedimentation rates are applied to a homogeneous semi-infinite solid
(Hutchison, 1985). Herein, the Hutchison model has been modified to
include systems of several lithologic units composed of variable
sedimentation rate histories, with each lithology defined by its
thermal, compaction, and physical properties.
Assuming local thermal equilibrium between the pore water and
sediment matrix in a compacting medium, the conservation of energy is
satisfied by the one-dimensional advection-diffusion equation
pbCbaT a (KbaT) - (bCbVg + PwCwVd)8T + A (4.4)
at az az az
where T is temperature, t is time, z is depth relative to the
sediment/water interface, and A is the internal heat generation per unit
volume. p, C, and K are the density, heat capacity and thermal
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conductivity, respectively, and the subscripts b, w, and g signify the
properties of the bulk wet sediment or basement rock, the pore water,
and the sediment grains, respectively. Vg is the burial rate of the
sediment grains, or the velocity of the grains relative to the
seafloor. At z=O, Vg becomes the sedimentation rate; at the base of
the sediment column, Vg represents the basement advection rate. Vd
is the darcy velocity or the volume flow rate of the pore water relative
to the sediment matrix (Smith, 1971)
Vd = (V - Vg) (4.5)
where * is the porosity and Vw is the average fluid velocity in the
same reference frame as the sediment matrix.
Porosity and the bulk physical properties are obtained from
empirical relations. Porosity is related to depth by an empirical law
+(z) = oexp(-z/X) (4.6)
(Athy, 1930) where o is the surface porosity and is the
characteristic depth, i.e., the depth at which the porosity is reduced
to 37% of o. Both basin subsidence (e.g., Sclater and Christie,
1980) and hydrogeological studies (e.g., Bethke, 1986) typically use
Equation 4.6 to characterize sedimentary units with hydrostatic pore
pressures (normally-pressured), with o and reflecting the
particular lithology. The bulk heat capacity per unit volume is
calculated as
PbCb = pwCwO + pgCg(1-4) (4.7)
and the bulk thermal conductivity is determined by (Woodside and
Messmer, 1961)
Kb = Kg [K,/Kg] ¢() (4.8)
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Note that the thermal diffusivity is equal to pC/K. Changes in
the physical parameters due to temperature are not included in the
model, namely, the temperature dependence of Kg and the effect of
thermal expansion of water on Vd. The sensitivity of the heat flow
solution to Darcy flow and thermal conductivity are discussed later in
the text.
For a constant sedimentation rate Vo maintained over a period t,
the height of the sediment grain column is
Zsg = o(l- 0o)t (4.9)
Sedimentation rates may be found by decompacting the sedimentary section
using the method of Sclater and Christie (1980). Similarly, the
basement depth B is found by adding the volune of water contained in the
sediment layer
B = Zsg + {~o - +(B)} (4.10)
which can be solved by functional iteration. The mass of the sediment
layer per unit cross-sectional area is
M = pgB - (g-Pw)X{ - (B)} (4.11)
and is essentially obtained from the average porosity of the layer.
One-dimensional equations of continuity are used to determine the
velocities of both phases (Smith, 1971)
a {pg(1-4)} = a {(1-)pgVg} (4.12a)
at 8z
a {pg+} = {+Pwvw} (4.12b)
at az
Since porosity is only a function of depth, the velocity is calculated
in a straightforward manner from the mass conservation equations,
assuming incompressibility of the solid and fluid phases, perfect
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permeability of the porous media, and inviscid fluid flow. The velocity
equations within the accreting layer are determined by solving Equation
4.12a and 4.12b with appropriate boundary conditions. The sediment
grain velocity is determined by the prescribed sedimentation rate at z=O;
the water velocity is constrained by the burial rate determined at the
base of the sediment column. For a one-layer system, the velocities are
Vg = Vo(l-4o) {(l-(z)}- (4.13a)
Vw = Vo(l-oo) exp[(z-B)/X] {-O(B)} - 1 (4.13b)
(Hutchison, 1985). Both the fluid and solid phases have velocities
which are depth-dependent according to the simple hydrostatic adjustment
of the pore water due to pore volume reduction during compaction; the
fluid velocity is indirectly time-dependent since the net water volume
of the sediment column is a function of its height.
Using the mass conservation Equations 4.12, we have derived
advective components for sediment systems with multiple layers which
take into account for differences in compaction rates and sediment grain
properties across lithologic boundaries. Consider a sediment system
with n layers; the top layer is designated as layer in and the bottom
layer i=l, with each layer defined by their respective compaction law,
sediment grain properties, and depositional rate. For the top layer
MI and B parameters are equivalent to that given above (Equation
4.10 and 4.11), with B referring to the depth to the lower boundary
of layer i and M equal to the mass of the overburden above the B'
horizon. An additional parameter Z defines the depth of a uniform
section which produces an overburden mass equivalent to the mass of
layers i+l through n (M'+l), but with layer i parameters; this enables
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calculation of the porosity at the upper boundary of layer i by
rescaling of the depth in the compaction law (Equation 4.6). For the
upper layer = =0, but for layers i<n
Z = M+ /p - (-pw/p.) X{ (Z)-} (4.14)
which may be solved by functional iteration. Therefore, given a
multi-layered sediment section, the porosity structure of the unit
between Bz+l<z<B is
i(z-B'+l+Z~) = Oexp[-(z-B'+'+Z)/X'] (4.15)
The vertical height of the solid phase of layer i is
Zig = V(l-o)t' (4.16)
where t is the total duration of the layer sedimentation event.
Recursive relations of B and M for layers i-l to i=l are found
using equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.14, and 4.15 to give
B = B+1 + Z + [~'(Bi-B'+l+Z!)- (Ze)] (4.17a)
M = Mi + pg(B'-B'+') + '(p,-pw)[~ (BI-B ++Z,)-~'(Zl)] (4.17b)
Again, B may be found by functional iteration. V is determined
by equating grain velocities across the stratigraphic boundaries so that
for in
= V'(B'+') [l-(Z)]/[l (z-B+ 1+Z)] (4.18)
The recursive relation for V is determined by the equivalence of
Vw and Vg at the basement horizon B. Thus, within the bottom
layer, the pore water velocity is
V = V(B') exp[(z-B')/X'l] (4.19)
At all other lower boundaries (i=2 to in), the condition
+*(B'-B' i+Z) Vw(B') = ' (Ze- ) Vw-'(B') (4.20)
must be satisfied, which implicitly requires that all layers have
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nonzero porosity in order for the velocities to be bounded.
Consequently, the succeeding layers (i>2) have water velocities
V = V-l(B') exp[(z-B4)/Xi] (Zi) '(B 1 -B'+Ze) (4.21)
Note that in the above relationships, V and V are functions
of depth and time, and B and Z are dependent on time alone.
The physical model of the basement is much simpler than the sediment
medium. As in most lithospheric thermal models, no distinction between
crust and lithosphere thermal properties is made so that only mantle
lithosphere constants (Ko, p, C) are needed (Table 4.1).
Two options are incorporated into the model, geopressured zones and
erosional events. Geopressured zones, sediment sections with
overpressures generated by the overburden, is easily simulated by
arresting the compaction process below a stratigraphic boundary and by
setting the fluid and solid phases of the sediment to have velocities
equal to the basement. Erosion models are assigned appropriate sediment
rates prior to erosion and an upward velocity and surface removal rates
during the erosional event; we assume that sediments do not decompact
due to the removal of overburden.
To solve the heat transport equation (4.4), an implicit finite
difference scheme is employed (Hutchison, 1985; Beaumont et al., 1982).
The difference equation is derived by requiring that heat flow be
continuous across each node (Hutchison, 1985, Appendix). A nonuniform
spatial grid spacing is made by an exponentiation transformation
y=z' /N with N=2 (Hutchison, 1985). Computations with a noninteger
value of N lead to spurious results for unknown reasons. Boundary
conditions are taken to be constant temperature at the surface (z=O) and
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Table 4.1 Physical Constants for Sedimentation Corrections
BASEMENT - MANTLE LITHOSPHERE
density Po 3300 kg m- 3
heat capacity Co 1170 J kg-1K-1
thermal conductivity Ko 3.14 W m- 1K- 1
PORE WATER
density Pw 1020 kg m - 3
heat capacity Cw 4180 J kg- 1K 1
thermal conductivity Kw 0.67 W m-K '
COMPACTION MODELS AND SEDIMENT GRAIN PROPERTIES
NW Mediterranean lithologic models A B C Evaporites
surface porosity 0 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.10
characteristic depth ) (m) 1000 1500 2000 10,000
density pg (kg m 3) 2700 2700 2700 2400
heat capacity Cg (J kg-lK-') 900 900 900 800
thermal conductivity Kg (W m-K -') 2.5 2.25 2.0 5.0
heat production Ao (pW m- 3) 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
Heat flow influence min. ave. max.
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is either constant heat flow or temperature at the base of the model
(usually z = 250 km). For geologically reasonable sedimentation rates,
the time step length for a grid spacing of y=10 was generally
inconsequential using constant basal heat flow. However, using
lithospheric ooling models (e.g., Lister, 1977), initial conditions
equivalent to a thermal age of 1 Myr gives results within 2% of
analytical solutions at 10 Myr with a 0.5 Myr time step, and <1% for a
0.1 Myr time step. Thus, although the implicit technique is
unconditionally stable (Forsythe and Wasow, 1960), model results are
much more sensitive to time-stepping for perturbations consisting of
high temperature gradients produced in the initial or boundary
conditions (e.g., young initial thermal age or recent surface
temperature changes) than to the advection rates realized in most
sedimentation problems.
Since an Eulerian coordinate system is used, the nodes move with
respect to the sediments making the grid parameter assignment a
"bookeeping" task. At each time step, the physical parameter system is
updated according the compaction model and sediment input. The thermal
conductivity for grids including more than one lithologic unit or the
sediment/basement interface is calculated as the harmonic mean thermal
conductivity.
General sensitivity study. The general parameter dependence of the
sedimentation model results are reviewed in light of the large
corrections required for the Ligurian Basin data. Previously, it has
been shown that increasing thermal conductivity with burial and
radiogenic heat production of the sediment grains will decrease the
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effects of a given sedimentation rate on the surface heat flow
(Hutchison, 1985; Lucazeau and Le Douaran, 1985). Basic sensitivity
traits for the one-layer model which are addressed include the effects
of pore water movement, composite media effects, and the
compaction-induced changes in sediment physical properties and burial
rates. The multi-layered model is applied to the western Mediterranean
situation where a substantial salt layer is sandwiched between two
comparably thick clastic/pelagic units. We note that in this chapter,
heat flow is plotted in nondimensional heat flow Q/Qo where Q is
the equilibrium heat flow in the absence of sedimentation, but the
result is discussed in terms of the correction Qo-Q/Q. Accordingly,
the observed heat flow Q would require a 43% correction to predict Qo
if a 30% alteration resulted from sedimentation (Q/Qo=0.7,
Qo/Q=.43).
1) Effect of pore water flow. For a sediment system obeying Athy's
Law (Equation 4.6), the maximum darcy flow rate is achieved when the
sediment thickness is larger than 1-2 X, with the highest darcy flow
at the sediment boundary layer. Although the pore water advection is
accounted for in the governing equation, itE contribution to the
temperature structure is not well understood. Most sedimentation
studies have ignored the fluid phase (De Bremaecker, 1983; Lucazeau and
Le Douaran, 1985). Chenet (1984) has mentioned that pore water
advection is probably only important at high sedimentation rates
(>1000 m Myr-'). Although Hutchison (1985) provided one-layer
formulae for two phase flow, he did not address the significance of
darcy flow on the temperature structure.
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By setting Vd=0 in the heat flow equation, advective heat due to
pore water expulsion is neglected and a "conductive" medium is
simulated. In analogy to the nondimensional Nusselt number for a
convecting medium (the ratio of the total heat transport to the
conductive heat flow), we consider the same number for two-phase flow in
a compacting medium which characterizes the thermal effect of darcy
flow. The Nusselt number has been calculated for relatively high
sedimentation rates in Figure 4.4. Only a 1 to 2% increase in heat flow
due to pore water expulsion is experienced for very rapid sedimentation
rates of 1 km Myr-', with extremely high rates (10 km Myr- l) showing
a larger darcy flow influence. It is clear that for geologically
reasonable sedimentation rates sustained in monolithologic deep-sea
conditions, the advective heat transport by compaction-driven fluid
expulsion may be disregarded. When low-porosity sediments are rapidly
deposited onto high-porosity compacting sediments, a situation similar
to that in the central basins of the Mediterranean during the Messinian
salinity crisis, we show that upward pore water migration is important.
Disequilibrium compaction occurs when sediment systems normally
governed by Athy's law (Equation 4.6) deviate from their expected
equilibrium porosity distribution, causing pore pressures to be elevated
above hydrostatic levels. Overpressuring may easily occur for large
sedimentation rates due to permeability constraints on the pore fluid
expulsion. Depending on the porosity-permeability relationship,
disequilibrium compaction leading to lithostatic pore pressures are only
likely for sedimentation rates over 1 km Myr- 1 (Bethke, 1986). It is
only fortuitous that both disequilibrium compaction and heat advection
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Fig. 4.4 Nusselt number of surface heat flow (see text) versus total
sediment thickness for high sedimentation rates ( mm yr- =
1 km Myr-'). Physical constants used are X=2000 m, o=0.5,g=2.5 W~~~- m-lK - .Kg=2.5 W mK-', pg=2700 kg m 3, Cg=l kJ kg-lK-1.
Pore water advection due to compaction of sediment of uniform
lithology does not generally influence heat flow.
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by pore water are consequential at similarly high sedimentation rates.
Two-dimensional considerations of the heat flow sedimentation
corrections are probably minor. Excluding thermal refraction effects
due to dissimilar conductivity, lateral heat flow may result from water
circulation driven by forced convection (related to compaction or excess
hydraulic head by continental aquifer continuing offshore) or by free
convection (large-scale hydrothermal flow within the sediment column).
Gravity-driven horizontal advection can generally be neglected because
of the lack of continuous sedimentary units from land to the central
basin. Compaction-driven flow due to large anisotropic permeable
sediment has been modeled for sedimenting intracratonic basins; little
influence on the temperature structure of the basin is found, even at
the edge of the basin where the hydrological barrier created by the
shallow basement concentrates the lateral flow upward (Bethke, 1985).
Hydrothermal circulation systems have been invoked to explain North Sea
bottom-hole temperature data (Andrews-Speed et al., 1984), but the
permeability of most marine sediment is probably too low to support
vigorous convection. However, fault zones may provide permeable
pathways for water circulation between the surface and more permeable
units at depth. Acquisition of more reliable borehole temperature data
are required to accurately assess the water circulation problem in the
North Sea (Barton, 1984) The Ligurian-type diapirs referred to in
Chapter 3 may also have water circulation concentrated in shallow faults
and fractures above and around the salt intrusions. This effect may
over-estimate the equilibrium 1-D compaction result discussed later.
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2) Effect of thermal blanketing. While many basin evolution and
thermal maturation studies have included the thermal effect of low
conductivity sediments overlying the higher conductivity basement rock,
the basic effect of composite media on the advection solution has not
been adequately investigated. Figure 4.5 illustrates solutions to a
moving uniform half-space for media of two extreme geological materials,
pelagic sediment and mantle lithosphere. Thermal blanketing is modeled
by accreting noncompacting pelagic sediments onto the mantle basement.
Juxtaposition of highly contrasting media leads to corrections 2 to 3
times greater than either uniform half-space situations. Apparently,
the sediment layer tends to maintain a gradient which is reduced due to
the already low equilibrium gradient of the high-conductivity basement.
This implies that dissimilar media produced by sedimentation enhances
the heat flow alteration due to the moving uniform half-space effect
originally discussed by Benfield (1949).
We define "thermal blanketing" as the effect of lowering heat flow
and sediment temperatures by deposition of low-conductivity sediments
onto high-conductivity basement. De Bremaecker (1983) came to a similar
conclusion concerning sediment thermal history for sedimentation rates
>100 m Myr -1, but the importance of the advective and composite media
components of thermal blanketing was not brought out.
Some remarks on the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity
and its effect on the heat flow may be inferred from these results, with
reference to the model of Lucazeau and Le Douaran (1985). We know that
at sediment temperatures <200 °C, thermal conductivity decreases with
temperature (Clark, 1966). We estimate that the average sediment grain
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Thermal Blanketing Effect
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Time (Ma)
Fig. 4.5 Effect of thermal blanketing on heat conduction through
a layer over a halfspace. No compaction is included in the
accreting layer. Low conductivity (K) medium has thermal constants
which are 25% of the high K example, the high K medium has mantle
lithosphere properties (Table 4.1) and the low K layer simulates
pelagic sediment properties.
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conductivity decreases by 10% from 0 to 200 C. Also, the basement
thermal conductivity has a steady increase in thermal conductivity with
depth due to the increasing importance of the radiative component of
thermal conductivity at temperatures >200 °C (Schatz and Simmons,
1972). The basement conductivity value in Table 4.1 is the mean
lithospheric thermal conductivity so that the upper basement rock will
be lower than that included in our models. We believe that the change
in the sediment conductivity and upper basement thermal conductivity due
to temperature probably cancels each other in terms of the thermal
blanketing effect on heat flow.
3) Effect of compaction constants. To determine sedimentation
rates, the sediment thickness determined by seismic stratigraphy is
usually decompacted to produce average interval sedimentation rates,
i.e., the actual surface sedimentation rate through time is not usually
well-constrained. Therefore, heat flow differences resulting from
equivalent sediment thicknesses of 5 km deposited in 20 Myr are analyzed
with extreme, but geologically reasonable, choices of compaction
parameters o and X (Figure 4.6). This approach indicates that
the maximum uncertainty in the heat flow correction due to the given
range of o and X is l10%. Thus, moderately large systematic
errors may result from assuming compaction constants: this error is
enhanced for larger sedimentation rates.
Several features of the heat flow-vs. time curves should be noted
(Figure 4.6). The abrupt slope change at 1 Myr in the low X/high
o case is understood by observing the burial rate profiles
(Figure 4.7). The basement velocity of the low \/high o sediment
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Dependence on Compact on Constants
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Fig. 4.6 Heat flow versus time for various compaction parameters o
and X (in meters). Physical properties are given in Figure 4.4.
For a given sediment thickness deposited uniformly according to
Athy's law. Low o and low alter the heat flow the least
and high *o and high the most. Constant basal heat flow
assumed.
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Fig. 4.7 Burial rate profiles for the range of compaction parameters.
The surface sedimentation rates Vo are given in units of
m Myr - 1. See Figure 4.6 for further details.
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is reduced by 75% of the initial rate after about 1 km of sediment is
deposited ( Ma), so that a rapid change in the basement burial rate
accounts for the inflection. Therefore, in terms of heat flow, the
basement burial rate is a much more accurate indicator of the system
advection rate than the surface sedimentation rate. Basement burial
rates for all compaction curves decrease to about 250 m Myr-' after
-2000 m of sediments have been deposited. The shallowing of all the
heat flow vs. time curves is due in part to the slow decrease of the
apparent basement velocity as well as changes in the layer conductivity.
Changes in bulk thermal conductivity of the sediment layer with time
qualitatively mimics the shape of the heat flow vs. time plot
(Figure 4.8). For instance, the lowest bulk conductivity curve given by
high o and high X gives a mean conductivity value 55-65% of the
other three curves. The fact that the low conductivity sediment pile
produces the largest surface heat flow effect is consistent with the
major influence of composite media effects in thermal blanketing. Thus,
sedimentation effects on heat flow may be thought of as a complex
interaction between basement velocity and the layer/basement thermal
conductivity contrast, and not necessarily the superficial sedimentation
rate and the detailed variation of the sediment conductivity with depth
as suggested by Hutchison (1985). We have not inciuded mineralogic
changes in our results. Since the high o/high X is associated
with sediment of lower grain density and lower grain thermal
conductivity, the maximum thermal blanketing effect may be even greater.
4) Multi-layered sediment systems. Multi-layered compaction models
allow for a more precise account of the evolution of sediment and pore
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Bulk Conductivity of Sediment Layer
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Time (Ma)
Fig. 4.8 Sediment layer bulk conductivity (KB), relative to the
basement value (Ko=3.14 W mK- 1 l), versus time. The relative
ordering of the curves mirrors that of the heat flow vs. time plot
(Figure 4.6), including the crossover point at 6 Ma.
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water velocities, as well as the conductivity structure of the sediment
column. Due to the larger number of variables from the one-layer case,
it is difficult to ascribe the relative contributions of the burial
rate, thermal blanketing, and pore water movement to the surficial heat
flow. However, it is clear from nunerical experiments that pore water
expulsion is a more important factor in a multi-lithologic compacting
media than in an uniform compacting layer, especially when there are
large contrasts in the compaction parameters between adjacent units.
Boundaries between highly contrasting lithologies probably represent
significant permeability changes and, in addition to rapid sediment
loading, are a main cause of disequilibrium compaction (e.g., Bethke,
1986). One of the most impervious sedimentary rock types is
evaporites. Sedimentation corrections to Ligurian Basin heat flow data
have uncertainty attributed to the compaction of the early to middle
Miocene infrasalt series which underlies the thick late Miocene
evaporite formations. In this case, the multi-layered compaction model,
given by Equations 4.17-4.21, allows for some reasonable estimates of
heat flow.
An example of the heat flow history for the central Ligurian Basin
is presented in Figure 4.9. A three-layer section composed of 2 km of
infrasalt series terrigenous sediment (early to mid-Miocene), 2 km of
evaporites (very late Miocene), and 1 km of terrigenous sediment
(Plio-Quaternary) is deposited assuming both a geopressured and a
normally-pressured infrasalt unit. In order to compensate for later
compaction, the normally-compacted infrasalt series must have higher
sedimentation rate but lower basement burial rates during the Messinian
-160-
Overpressuring of Infrasalt Series
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Fig. 4.9 Surface heat flow alteration, sedimentation rate (Vo) and
basement depth (B1) histories in the central Ligurian Basin for
normal (N) and overpressured (0) pore waters of the infrasalt
Miocene series (see text). The final stratigraphic situation for
both cases is 2 km of sediment (20 to 6 Ma), 2 km of Messinian
evaporites (6 to 5 Ma), and 1 km of sediment (5 to 0 Ma). The
terrigenous units use the parameters of model B (Table 4.1).
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than the geopressured case. At the onset of the Messinian evaporite
deposition, the infrasalt unit dewaters during normal compaction,
causing higher heat flow due to rapid pore water advection through the
low-porisity salt. Conversely, the geopressured case depresses the heat
flow by a larger amount during the Messinian episode due to the lack of
upward pore water movement, lack of porosity reduction of the infrasalt
formation and higher basement burial rate. If the salt has o=1%
instead of 10%, the result changes little; but if the salt o is
equal to the underlying sediment then pore water effects would cease to
be a factor, similar to the one-layer case. The difference between the
two pore pressure examples amounts to 10%. We take the generally high
seismic velocities associated with the infrasalt series to be evidence
of the compacted state of low porosity sediment. If the infrasalt
series was initially overpressured, the excess pore pressures may
decrease with time due to dewatering processes. Since this transient
reduction of pore water pressure would be associated with smaller
basement velocities and upward pore water movement, the final heat flow
alteration in the geopressured case may very well decrease to the
normally-pressured case. The role of fluid circulation due to
fracturing above salt intrusions (e.g., Keen, 1983) may be related to
the overpressuring problem if the source of upwelling pore waters is
from the units below the Plio-Quaternary.
Sedimentation rate histories are also complicated by the occurrence
of erosion on the margins during the Messinian. The Messinian
unconformity is identified by seismic stratigraphy (Ryan, 1976;
Montadert et al., 1978) and borehole data (Steckler and Watts, 1980;
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Hsu, Montadert et al., 1978) and can be interpreted as an erosional
vacuity or a depositional hiatus. An erosional vacuity requires a
higher depositional rate for the infrasalt series to compensate for that
removed by the Messinian erosion, whereas a depositional hiatus implies
little or no Miocene sedimentation prior to the Messinian. Two models
for the Messinian lacuna are illustrated in Figure 4.10. In either
case, the late Messinian includes a short period of rapid evaporite
deposition which onlaps the unconformable surface. One kilometer of
Miocene sediment erosion corresponds approximately to a 4% decrease in
the heat flow correction (Figure 4.10). We confirm that the effect of a
large surface temperature anomaly (15 °C) due to subaerial exposure
during the Messinian is insignificant (Hutchison et al., 1985).
Parameter estimation: Northwestern Mediterranean Basin. The
compaction parameters for the Ligurian Basin are determined by physical
property data obtained in Northwestern Mediterranean boreholes
(Figure 4.11). The porosity data illustrate the applicability of Athy's
law to the nonevaporitic sediment of the Mediterranean; a slight
overcompaction at 1500 m indicates the unconformable Messinian surface.
Given a stratigraphic unit of known thickness, it is apparent that the
minimum sedimentation correction is given by low values of o and
X and maximum corrections by high values of o and (Figure
4.6). Accordingly, three porosity-depth curves (A, B and C) are chosen
to represent the parameters used in the minimum, average, and maximum
heat flow corrections (Table 4.1). As indicated by the borehole studies
(Hsu, Montadert et al., 1978), the Plio-Quaternary and infrasalt series
are lithologically equivalent.
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Fig. 4.10 Heat flow alteration and sedimentary evolution of a typical
upper margin site located just seaward of the Messinian pinchout.
late Miocene unconformity is modeled as a depositional hiatus (N) 
by an erosional vacuity (E). Sediment model B is assumed (Table
4.1) except for the thin layer of evaporite deposited above the
unconformity (5.2 to 5.0 Ma). Constant basal heat flow is assumed.
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Fig. 4.11 Porosity versus depth for Northwestern Mediterranean sediment
from the Autan, Tramontane and Mistral wells, in the Gulf of Lion
(Bessis, 1986) and Menorca Rise DSDP site 372 (Erickson, 1978).
Curves A, B, and C are the minimum., average and maximum estimates,
respectively, of the porosity using Athy's law (Equation 4.6) which
correspond to the parameter constants in Table 4.1.
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The thermal properties of the compacting sediment compiled in
Table 4.1 are derived from new piston core analyses, DSDP data, and the
geophysical literature. Using water content, bulk density, and
needle-probe conductivity measurements obtained on Ligurian Basin cores
(Appendix 4), we apply the technique described in Appendix 2 to find
representative grain properties. The sediment grain thermal
conductivity ranges from 2.0 to 2.5 W m K-', the grain density is
about 2700 kg m 3, and the porosity () is 0.5 to 0.6. These
values are consistent with measurements of Menorca Rise DSDP Site 372
sediment samples (Erickson, 1978). Variations in heat capacity are not
very well-known for the sediment so that a constant average value is
estimated (e.g., Mongelli et al., 1982).
To determine radioactive heat production of the sediment, we
consider continental measurements of granites on Corsica and
Maures-Esterel (Lucazeau and Maihle, 1986). Since the terrigenous
sediment consistently has a carbonate content of about 50% (Erickson,
1978; Rehault, 1981), the average sediment grain radioactivity is
probably quite reduced from the average granite concentrations of
2 pW m-3 found on Corsica (Lesquer et al., 1983). Moreover, the
provenance of the detrital sediment of the Var bathyal fan is the
Mesozoic sedimentary units within the French-Italian Maritime Alps which
are predominantly calcareous. Therefore, a maximum concentration of
1.0 W m-3 is estimated for the sediment grain heat production.
The effect of this parameter range is displayed in Figure 4.12 for
the approximate central Ligurian Basin situation (5 km of terrigenous
sediment deposited in 20 Myr, evaporitic sediments not included). The
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Deep Basin Uniform Sedimentation Models
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Time (Ma)
Fig. 4.12 Heat flow depression due to sedimentation using sediment
models A, B, and C for compaction (Table 4.1; Figure 4.6) with a
constant basal heat flow. Curve A' is obtained with a constant
temperature bottom B.C. with an initial lithospheric thermal age of
1 Myr. 5 km of sediment is deposited in 20 Myr for each curve with
sedimentation rates ranging from 414 m Myr -1 (model A) to 544 m
Myr-1 (model C).
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uncertainty in corrected heat flow due to sediment physical and
compaction properties is on the order of 7% with the average model B
taken as the best estimate. This uncertainty is reduced to 5% if the
salt layer is incorporated in the model; for small sediment thicknesses
typically found on the margins, it is only ±2%.
Evaporite compaction and physical properties are notable for their
low porosity, high thermal conductivity, and lack of radiogenic heat.
The salt parameters in Table 4.1 are slightly reduced from previous
estimates (e.g., Beaumont etoal., 1982) in order to account for the
large temperature dependence of salt conductivity (30% decrease from 0
to 100 C; Clark, 1966) and.the probable contamination of the evaporites
with terrigenous sediment.
Sedimentation rates for each heat flow station are derived from
sediment thickness data (Table A4.4) using the sediment model B in the
decompaction calculation. Sedimentation is assumed to have commenced at
21 Ma for all heat flow groups in the Ligurian Basin. Mainly from the
work of Ryan (1976), Steckler and Watts (1980), we estimate that between
1 km to 0 km of sediments were eroded from the continental slopes during
the Messinian. Therefore, we assume an average value of 500 m of
Miocene sediment was eroded from the marginal regions of A, E, and F.
Regions B, C, and D assume that equilibrium compaction is maintained in
the infrasalt series and that the transient thermal effects of water
circulation due to 2-D compaction, diapirism and faulting are negligible.
Data for the Miocene sediment are given by multi-channel reflection
profiles (Finetti and Morelli, 1973; Montadert et al., 1978, Mauffret et
al., 1982) and seismic refraction experiments (Fahlquist and
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Hersey, 1969; Le Douaran et al., 1984). In accordance with these
studies (see Chapter 2), Rehault (1981) has constructed isopach maps of
the infrasalt Miocene series and Messinian evaporite in the Ligurian
Basin. He assumed average velocities of 4.0 and 4.4 km s- 1 for the
evaporite and infrasalt Miocene sediment, respectively.
Despite the large thicknesses, the uncertainties in the Miocene
sedimentation rates produce relatively small changes in the resultant
heat flow corrections. For instance, Miocene infrasalt thicknesses of
2000 m instead of 3000 m causes only a 3% change in the heat flow
correction. If the sedimentation commenced 5 Myr earlier (e.i., 26 Myr
ago), the correction would be reduced by about 2%. However, if the
sedimentation occurs 5 Myr later (16 Myr ago), the recalculated
Miocene rate would the correction to 3-4% higher. The sediment physical
and compaction properties chosen for the Messinian sediment (terrigenous
Model B or the evaporite model) makes <1% difference in the final
correction, although the heat flow discrepancy in the early Pliocene may
be 30%. Apparently, the Messinian Event occurred sufficiently long ago
and short enough duration that its composition does not alter the
present heat flow. Also, Messinian sedimentation rates are high
regardless of the compaction model assumed for the infrasalt series.
The Plio-Quaternary sediment thicknesses listed in Table A4.4 are
determined by assuming an interval velocity of 2.0 km s- 1, and shallow
seismic data for each station are located in Appendix 5. Integration of
published velocity profiles (Montadert et al., 1978) with "M" reflector
travel times gives a negligible difference in the sediment thickness
estimates, except for the few stations where the Var levee deposits show
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>1.0 s two-way travel time. In these instances, a slightly higher
velocity of 2.5 km s - 1 may be justified: this 25% increase in
sediment thickness creates a 5% higher correction for measurements on
the Var levee.
Heat flow sensitivity to the post-Miocene sedimentation rates is
much higher than for the Miocene deposition, especially on the Var Fan
where the Pleistocene rates are higher than elsewhere in the basin. A
Pliocene unit of about 200 m thickness is defined throughout the
Ligurian Basin (Chapter 2), and generally leads to slightly higher
sedimentation rates for the Pleistocene ("Var Unit"), consistent with a
2 Myr origin for the Var Fan. A uniform Plio-Quaternary sedimentation
rate produces a correction which is 5% less than the two-stage history.
If the base of the Var Unit is assumed to be 1 Myr old instead of 2 Myr,
a 5% higher correction results. Away from the Var levee proximal
region, the uncertainty in sedimentation rates becomes smaller due to
the similar thicknesses of the upper and lower Plio-Quaternary sections.
Processes of lithospheric thinning and subsequent passive cooling
are established in the Western Mediterranean by both heat flow and
subsidence data (Appendix 1; Ryan, 1976; Hutchison et al., 1985).
Therefore, the bottom heat flow boundary condition in the thermal model
is taken to be a constant temperature condition of 1333 C similar to
accepted asthenospheric estimates (Parsons and Sclater, 1977). The
initial conditions are set to the thermal structure of a cooling
half-space of a particular thermal age using the boundary layer model of
Parsons and Sclater (1977) and Lister (1977).
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A 10% smaller heat flow correction results when a 1 Myr old
lithospheric plate as opposed to a very old plate (> 100 Myr old) or
"equilibrium" plate with constant heat flow at the base is used to
define the initial temperature structure. To decrease bias due to the
initial thermal conditions, the McKenzie (1978) uniform extension model
is incorporated in the initial conditions by assigning older initial
thermal ages for the upper margins and younger thermal ages for the
central basin. We find that the thermal age is a good approximation for
the thermal conditions of lithosphere stretched by an amount B13 according
to the empiricism
to=143 3-2 (4.22)
where to is the thermal plate age in Myr. Using the initial
temperature structure given by the plate model at time to
(Equation 4.22), the heat flow of the McKenzie (1978) model is predicted
to within 2% for post-rift times of 15 to 25 Myr ago and 3 values of 2
to 10.
The value of for each region, where 30/13 to 35/B km is the
thickness of the attenuated crust, is estimated by using the following
lines of evidence which are developed in greater detail in Chapter 4:
1) direct seismic observations of the Moho depth, 2) total tectonic
subsidence calculations, and 3) by assuming the crustal thinning rate is
approximately linear with position across the margin (Le Douaran et al.,
1984). Resulting initial thermal ages for the upper margins, lower
margins, and central basin are 35, 9, and 4 Myr, respectively, and
correspond to the crustal thickness estimates of Table 4.2. Using
variable initial conditions to model general trends in lithospheric
-171-
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thinning reduces the fractional uncertainty in the heat flow value from
-10% to <2%.
The above scheme leads to internally consistent sediment corrections
for the margins and central basin of the Ligurian Basin. Heat flow
results for the Western Mediterranean are checked by comparing
corrections for nearby surface and borehole measurements subjected to
different sedimentation rate histories. Downhole temperature
measurements at DSDP site 372 (Erickson and Von Herzen, 1978) and a
subsequent suite of pogo heat flow stations (site D; Hutchison et al.,
1985) are both located on the Menorca Rise. Situated on the western
Balearic Sea margin, the Menorca Rise occupies a transitional geologic
setting similar to that of the north Corsica Basin margin. Site 372 has
a heat flow of 103±6 mW m -z, about 10% higher than the mean value of
92±10 mW m 2 at site D of Hutchison et al. Although the two heat
flow sites are within 10 km, Site 372 occupies a thinner sediment
section than site D, so that a smaller sedimentation correction results
(Figure 4.13). Also, erosion at DSDP site 372 is documented by
stratigraphic studies of the core samples (Cita et al., 1978), whereas
salt deposition is maintained during the Messinian at site D. With
reasonable burial rate reconstructions for infrasalt series at site D1
(Hutchison et al., 1985), a better match in the equilibrium heat flow
estimate is made. The difference in sediment-corrected heat flow
between the two sites is reduced by more than half of the observed
difference, with 109 and 113 mW m-2 being the mean values for sites D1
and 372, respectively.
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Fig. 4.13 Heat flow alteration and sedimentary evolution of two nearby
sites on the Menorca Rise, western Balearic Basin. Sedimentation
model B is assumed (Table 4.1) and an initial thermal age of 9 Myr
is used with a basal temperature condition. The discrepancy in the
final heat flow alteration almost compensates for the difference in
the observed mean flow at each site (Erickson and Von Herzen, 1978;
Hutchison et al., 1985).
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Sedimentation correction results. The following assumptions are
made in the final sediment corrections assigned in Table A4.4: 1)
One-dimensional lithospheric cooling has been active since 21 Myr ago
with an initially cooler thermal structure in the central basin than on
the margins. 2) Early Miocene sedimentation began everywhere at 21 Myr
ago. 3) The terrigenous sediments have compacted according to Athy's
law with model B properties for the nonevaporitic sediment, i.e., no
overpressuring is present in the infrasalt series and diapirism has not
caused hydrothermal circulation. 4) Erosion of 500 m of Miocene
sediment occurred on the margins (regions A, E, and F). 5) The Pliocene
is a period with lower average sedimentation rates ( 100 m Myr- 1)
compared to the Pleistocene (> 300 m Myr-').
The group averages of the individual corrections range from about
30% for sites B, C1, and C2 to 2% for region F on the Corsican upper
margin (Table 4.2) . The fact that the corrections are made
individually (Table A4.4) does not particularly improve the data
consistency, with the standard deviation for some sites slightly
increasing after the corrections. This implies that only in rare
instances will steady sedimentation account for local variability.
Errors in the compaction and thermal properties of the sediment (i.e.,
application of sediment model A or C) are estimated at 5% for region C
and decreases to zero for region F. In addition to these physical
property uncertainties, an uncertainty of at least 4% results from
assumptions in the initial temperature structure and sedimentation rate
histories. Thus, the mean sediment correction for the
thickly-sedimented north central basin (region C) may range between 22%
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and 40% due to systematic uncertainties. Other sites have appropriately
smaller correction uncertainties, except perhaps site D which is
inundated by Ligurian-type salt structures (cf. Chapter 2). These salt
intrusions may introduce extra heat due to the upward advection of hot
salt and water circulation associated with the fracturing of the
overburden.
4.3 Corrections for paleoclimatic temperature variations
Inference of late Pleistocene bottom water temperatures. In the
Mediterranean Sea, the process of wintertime deep water formation is
sensitive to climate and water budget, which in turn controls the
hydrography. Thus, sea level and climate changes may seriously alter
the circulation and deep water temperature history (Bethoux, 1984).
Although a continuous paleotemperature record for the Mediterranean has
not been established, there are several lines of evidence which indicate
that late Pleistocene bottom waters were an average of 3 to 5 °C colder
than today.
First, western Mediterranean Sea deep water temperatures may be
inferred from glacial winter sea surface temperature estimates for the
last glacial maximum (18 kyr) based on planktonic foraminifera
assemblages (Thiede, 1978; CLIMAP, 1981; Loubere, 1982). Presently, the
~13 C deep water originates from the winter surface water of the
northwest Mediterranean Sea. If the process of glacial deep water
formation was similar to today's, then glacial bottom and wintertime
surface water temperatures were the same. Faunal data from 18 kyr
suggests that there was a maximum 6 to 7 °C decrease in the winter
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surface water temperature during the last glacial period (Thiede, 1978;
Loubere, 1982). Tyrrhenian Sea planktonic assemblages from the late
Pleistocene ( to 1 Myr ago) also indicate that wintertime temperatures
were 6 to 8 °C less during glacial episodes (Thunell, 1979). However,
because these assemblages lack an exact modern analog (Thiede, 1978;
Thunell, 1979; Loubere, 1982), it is difficult to assign an estimate of
error to the inferred bottom water temperature change.
Second, glacial maxima and minima are reflected in the oxygen
isotopic composition 6180 record of the foraminiferal tests, i.e.,
glacials have heavier or more positive 6180 values than
interglacials. The Mediterranean Plio-Quaternary 680 record can be
correlated with that of the major oceans but has a 1/oo enrichment
in 680 for Globigerinoides ruber in the western Mediterranean
(Vergnaud-Grazzini, 1985; Thunell and Williams, 1983). The change in
6180 values during glacial periods is function of 1) seawater
oxygen isotopic composition (6180w) which changes primarily due to
continental ice formation, and 2) temperature at which the calcium
carbonate formed (e.g., Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973). Thus, accounting
for the 680w variations, paleotemperatures may be derived from
the 6180 record. Salinity and the evaporation/precipitation
conditions have a unique signature in the Mediterranean Sea, which
further affects the 6"5Ow, and so the paleotemperature estimate
from the 6180 value. For instance, a 1 to 20/oo 6180
depletion is detected in the planktonic foraminifera found in the
eastern Mediterranean sapropel formations; this isotopic signal is
linked to an increase in isotopically-light fresh water run-off
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maintained in the surface waters (Vergnaud-Grazzini et al., 1986). From
the oxygen isotope values of the last glacial maximum Vergnaud-Grazzini
et al. (1986) suggest that there was a 4 °C temperature difference for
the eastern Mediterranean bottom water. Additionally, Zahn et al.
(1987) estimate that up to a 5 °C decrease occurred in the Mediterranean
outflow at the Strait of Gibraltar. No paleotemperature estimate is
formally made for the western Mediterranean deep water.
Third, paleotemperatures are inferred from amino acid racemization
data (Miller et al., 1986). This innovative technique essentially
measures the average in situ paleotemperature of sediment core samples.
Conservative estimates of the eastern Mediterranean paleobottom water
temperatures relative to the 0-18 kyr average is -2 °C for 18-82 kyr,
and +0.5 C for 82-135 kyr (Miller et al., 1986). Since the CLIMAP
(1981) studies indicate a larger temperature change in the western than
for the eastern Mediterranean, these values probably represent minimum
values of the late Pleistocene bottom water variation in the western
Mediterranean.
From these observations, a generalized temperature history is
constructed for the western Mediterranean (Table 4.3). The 0-18 kyr
temperatures are taken from a paleoclimatological study near the Strait
of Gibraltar (Poutiers and Faugeres, 1987; Poutiers, 1987) in which the
bottom water is inferred as being 5 °C lower at the last glacial maximum
(18 kyr). The paleotemperatures include a gradual warming from 18 kyr
to 12 kyr, and a small cooling event (Younger Dryas event) at 10 kyr
(Vergnaud-Grazzini et al., 1986). The Holocene bottom temperatures are
relatively stable as indicated by the isotopic record. However, the
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Table 4.3 Bottom Water Paleotemperature Estimates
Time Interval
(kyr B.P.)
0- 8
8 - 10
10 - 12
12 - 15
15 - 21
21 - 82
82 - 135
135 - 700
700 -
Deviation of Temperature
(°C relative to present)
0.0
-2.5
-4.0
-3.5
-4.5
-4.0
-1.5
-3.0
0.0
- -
------------------------------------------
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apparent Holocene isotopic stability may be an artifact of isotopic
changes due to ice volume and temperature effects offsetting each other
(L. Keigwin, personal communication, 1987). The average temperature in
the glacial period between 21 to 82 kyr and the last interglacial period
of 82 to 135 kyr are derived from the racemization study of Miller et
al. (1986). Late Pleistocene (0 - 900 kyr) temperatures probably
reflect the similar temperature variations of the recent 100 kyr
glacial-interglacial cycle (Hays et al., 1976). For geothermal
purposes, an average paleotemperature is sufficient to model the period
between 135 kyr and 700 kyr ago. According to a Tyrrhenian Basin
6180 record extending to the early Pleistocene, the glacial
intensity has waned and the average 6180 values are similar to the
present (Thunell and Williams, 1983).
The bottom water paleotemperature model (Table 4.3) has a late
Pleistocene (prior to 10 kyr) average of -3 C below present. This
estimate is consistent with the average late Pleistocene values of
1.7°/oo for G. ruber (Thunell and Williams, 1983), the recent value
of 0.46°/oo (Vergnaud-Grazzini et al., 1986), and the assumption
that the temperature effect contributes almost half of the isotopic
shift in the western Mediterranean (e.g., Keigwin and Thunell, 1979).
The 18 kyr paleotemperature is accepted with a rather large 2 °C
uncertainty in both the sea surface fauna and 6180 estimates. We
are encouraged that a number of studies which use three different
methods concur on the general amplitude of the temperature shifts.
Paleoclimatic model results. Paleoclimatic corrections to
Mediterranean basin heat flow data were first applied by Ryan et al.
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(1970). Since that time, the glacial effect in the Mediterranean has
largely been ignored, or judged too dubious to use in new heat flow
interpretations. The evidence summarized above for a simplistic thermal
history record (Table 4.3) strongly suggests glacial corrections should
be universally applied to Mediterranean Basin geothermal data.
The analytical theory for the gradient anomaly due to surface
temperature variations is given by Equation 4.3. The Ligurian Basin
requires examination of composite media in order to reduce uncertainties
of 3 mW m-2 which result from assuming that the basin is a
half-space composed of either homogeneous sediment or basement
material. The finite difference model of Hutchison (1985) is easily
configured to account for surface temperature changes, with a numerical
time step of 100 yr required to achieve an accuracy of <2% for the
paleotemperature model results. The calculated surface heat flow
anomaly during the last 25 kyr is shown in Figure 4.14. The sudden rise
in temperature at 8 kyr, being the most recent change, accounts for the
majority of the anomaly. The temperature history prior to 135 kyr
creates about 15% of the gradient anomaly assuming that temperatures
similar to today were maintained prior to about 700 kyr.
The paleotemperature correction for each site is compiled in Table
4.2. The continental slope sites have a slightly higher correction
because of the closer proximity of the high conductivity basement. The
errors are assigned as 40% of the correction; this assumes that the
shape of the trend is correct but that the peak amplitude at the last
glacial maximum is in error by at most 2 C.
W. Mediterranean
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Paleoclimatic Effect
Temperature (C)
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Fig. 4.14 Anomalous heat flow resulting from variations in the late
Quaternary bottom water temperatures. 0 to 25 B.P. bottom water
paleotemperatures are relative to present (See Table 4.3 for
complete history).
25
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4.4 Corrected heat flow results
Mean values of the corrected heat flow are presented in Table 4.2;
only the reliable heat flow stations are considered. The site means are
calculated by averaging the individually corrected heat flows given in
Table A4.4 (weighted with respect to the fractional measurement error)
and adding the paleoclimatic correction according to the formula
Qcor = Csed (Qobb. Q.iim)
where Qcor is the mean corrected flow, Csed is the sediment
correction factor, Qobs is the mean observed heat flow, and Qcli is
the paleoclimatic correction. These corrected heat flow data are used
to construct a heat flow contour map for the Ligurian Basin
(Figure 4.15). Contour placement is determined on a fit-by-eye basis
using the site mean and centroid locations and also individual values.
In this manner, smooth trends are readily apparent.
The uncertainties are considered to be a combination of random
errors given by the variability of the observed data and systematic
errors due to the corrections. Systematic errors have not been treated
with mathematical rigor, but the root sum squares of the random and
systematic errors give reasonable estimates of the final uncertainties
(Taylor, 1982). In this manner, the site errors 6Qsite are
calculated as
&QSt = {8Qcor + (Csedd*Qobs) + SQcim}'
where Qcor. is the 95% confidence limits for the mean of the
individual corrected values, and SCSd and Qclim are the group
estimates for the systematic uncertainty in the sediment correction
factor and the paleoclimatic correction, respectively.
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Fig. 4.15 Contour map of the final corrected heat flow in the Ligurian
Basin. Continental values are from Lucazeau and Mailhe (1986).
Heat flow in mW m-2.
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If the total error of the site corrected means is 10%, then our
data presumably has important constraints on lithospheric thermal models
of marginal basin evolution (e.g., McKenzie, 1978; Royden and
Keen, 1980). Although we acknowledge that the systematic errors are
somewhat arbitrary, most of our sites have reasonably small final
uncertainties of 9-12%. Thus, our results seem significant in terms
of testing basin evolution models. In comparison to detailed geothermal
studies on mid-plate swells, the mean heat flow of sites on the Bermuda
Rise is measured to 2-6% at the 95% confidence level (e.g., Detrick
et al., 1986). Environmental corrections may make the total uncertainty
a few percent higher so that, using the pogo-probe technique, the
geothermal resolution of well-sedimented marginal basins is only 5%
higher than that of "ideal" mid-plate oceanic environments. This
encouraging result is achieved by our ability to measure heat flow with
fairly good reproducibility, despite complications due to bathyal fan
construction and salt diapirism.
The most significant difference in the heat flow data between
mid-plate regions and marginal basins is the higher magnitude and
variability of the thermal conductivity in small-basin seafloor
sediments (-1.0-1.4 W m K - 1) compared to the dominantly pelagic
sediments of most mid-plate regions (-0.7-0.9 W m-' K-'; e.g.,
Langseth and Von Herzen, 1971). In fact, due to the lower thermal
conductivity values and small sedimentation effect, the measured thermal
gradients are actually higher (60-80 mK m- 1) on the Hawaiian Swell
region (Von Herzen et al., 1982) than in regions B and C in the northern
Ligurian Basin (45-60 mK m-l; Table 3.1). In this manner, the
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constraints given by in situ thermal conductivity values and surface
sediment distribution studies, in addition to the accurate sedimentation
and paleoclimatic corrective models, are invaluable to the fairly
high-resolution results we have obtained.
Despite the substantially higher sedimentation corrections in the
northwestern half of the basin, there remains a significant asymmetry in
equilibrium heat flow estimates, with the environment-corrected values
increasing by over 50% from the northern margin to the southern central
basin (Figure 4.15). A heat flow minimum of -75 mW m- z is located
beneath the Cote d'Azur margin, whereas the northern Corsican margin has
a heat flow of -95 mW m -2. Within the central basin, the average
heat flow is 105 mW m- 2 with a linear heat flow maximum of
-125 mW m -2 found in the south central basin. One exception to the
relatively smooth basin-wide trend is site D2 which shows relatively low
corrected heat flow of -95 mW m-2 in the middle of the central
basin. This region may be affected by the proximal setting of the Var
main channel. However, the overall heat flow pattern in the central
basin correlates extremely well with the basement topography given by
the isochron map of Rehault et al. (1984). Two structural troughs
oriented N40E are clearly defined by sediment-unloaded basement depth
map (cf. Chapter 5). The basement high which separates these two
troughs has been interpreted as a volcanic feature or paleo-ridge (Le
Douaran et al., 1984; Burrus, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984), yet it is
associated with the lowest heat flow in the central basin.
As suggested by uniform extension model (McKenzie, 1978), the heat
flow and subsidence trends are related. Except for site A3, there is
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generally good repeatability in values between sites which are located
on NE-SW lines parallel to the basin axis. The heat flow decreases by
about 20% going from the oceanic central basin onto the continental
margins, a trend consistent with less-attenuated lithosphere beneath the
margins. However, the heat flow of the lower and upper margins appear
to be roughly equal which suggests that uniform extension may not be
applicable without some modifications to account for second-order
effects of thinning in the mantle lithosphere.
Heat flow decreases by about 20% going from the margin onto the
adjacent continent so that the heat flow asymmetry is maintained on the
continental borderlands as well (Figure 4.15). The continental heat
flow measurements by Lucazeau and Mailhe (1986) and Lesquer et al.
(1983) are not corrected for paleoclimatic, erosion and hydrogeological
perturbations. It is possible that these factors may combine or act
individually to alter the heat flow by as much 10 mW m -2 (e.g.,
England, 1977), but it is doubtful that they account for the discrepancy
between two borders. Heat flow of 58 mW m-2 on the Maures-Esterel
region is taken to indicative of the reference thermal state of
Hercynian-age crust; Corsican heat flow is 30% higher at 76 mW m-2 and
is thought to result from Western Mediterranean tectonics. Using
similar radioactive heat distribution models, the higher Corsican heat
flow probably results from a thinner lithosphere beneath Corsica than
the Provencal region in Southern France. Lucazeau and Mailhe (1986)
state that high mantle heat flow beneath Corsica is consistent with
-30 km normally thick crust (Hirn and Sapin, 1976) having elevations
in excess of 3000 m in northern Corsica. Thus, any tectonic model for
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the evolution of the Ligurian Basin must account for this asymmetric
trend. The relationships between heat flow, tectonic subsidence,
crustal thinning, and age of rifting is investigated further in the next
chapter.
-1.88-
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Chapter 5
Structural and Thermal Evolution
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A simple structural and thermal evolution is derived using
observations of asymmetric distributions of corrected heat flow,
subsidence, and crustal thickness. The tectonic subsidence is
calculated from deep refraction and reflection profiles using local
isostatic sediment-unloading schemes. Although crustal thinning is
predominantly a result of an extensional mechanism, we qualify the
extension estimate on the basis of possible magmatic additions to the
crust. Some chronological constraints on the basin opening are given by
volcanic and stratigraphic data. We develop thermal age estimates for
the central basin which are consistent with the observed asymmetric
structural trends and geologic ages, but which conflict with previous
interpretations of the local magnetic anomaly pattern and basement
structure. Due to the thick sediment cover in the central basin, heat
flow is better resolved than the tectonic subsidence, so that heat flow
is actually a better relative age estimator within the central basin.
We suggest that two models satisfy the observations: a temporal model
based on a rift jump from the northwestern to southeastern part of the
basin, and a geometric model which emphasizes that rifting proceeded by
asymmetric subcrustal lithospheric thinning and crustal detachment
faulting. A significant trade-off between the time of rifting and the
subcrustal lithospheric thinning in the nonuniform extension model
allows for a spatiotemporal model which has the rift jump and crustal
detachment schemes as end members of a series of possible rifting
scenarios.
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The probable back arc setting for the Northwestern Mediterranean
Basin is important to the subsidence history of the margin as well as
the central basin. Anomalously large residual depths are inferred to
result from zero-age crustal depths which 1 km deeper in back arc
basins than on major ocean basins. A 125 C decrease in the average
upper mantle temperature beneath marginal basins explains the depth
anomaly. Thin crust contributes little to the depth anomaly and changes
in the 0 C "reference" mantle density due to presumably higher degrees
of mantle depletion actually causes a decrease in the total depth. From
the fairly linear heat flow vs. (age)- 2 and depth vs. (age)"2
plots obtained for marginal basins, we speculate that the most
significant geochemical change due to hydrous remelting in back arc
basins is incurred in the thermal properties, not the reference density,
of the bulk mantle rock.
5.1 Basin structure
Abundant geophysical surveys allow good estimation of the basement
depth and crustal structure within the Ligurian Basin. We implement two
sediment-unloading methods to calculate the tectonic subsidence, with
discrepant results obtained for the thickly sedimented central basin.
Two main troughs are indicated by the basement structure, both being
parallel to the basin axis.
The deep seismic and heat flow data support the existence of an
asymmetric basin structure, but the gravity and magnetic data do not
necessarily require a similar interpretation. One of the tenets of this
study is that in the Ligurian Basin, contrary to most regions of the
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ocean floor, heat flow provides a significant and independent constraint
on the basin evolution and deep structure. This opinion is maintained,
despite the environmental considerations elaborated in Chapters 3 and 4,
because the other geophysical observations are also degraded due to the
complex geologic evolution of the Mediterranean region.
From data discussed below, we have assigned the average tectonic
subsidence, crustal thickness and probable crustal type for each heat
flow group in Table 4.2. The uncertainty in the mean crustal thickness
includes the thickness range encompassed by each site.
Tectonic subsidence. In the subsidence analysis employed here, only
the present total tectonic subsidence (TTS) is calculated (Sawyer,
1985). A subsidence history analysis (e.g., Steckler and Watts, 1978;
Sclater and Christie, 1980; Royden and Keen, 1980), where basement depth
through time is estimated by unloading sediment younger than a given age
and decompacting the remaining sediment column, is not practical for the
Ligurian Basin because the paleobathymetry is not known, except perhaps
for Messinian time and for synrift Oligocene sediments in the basal
sediments of St. Tropez Canyon (Rehault et al., 1984a, 1985; Bessis,
1986).
The main assumptions involved with using seismic stratigraphy as a
tool to study basin subsidence have been outlined by Celerier (19865.
According to his analysis, the error in the TTS calculation is the
culmination of uncertainties due to the following: 1) identification of
the basement reflector, 2) mass calculation of the sediment column, and
3) implementation of an appropriate isostatic compensation model.
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Multichannel and deep refraction seismic data provide good basement
depth information for most of the Ligurian Basin. The main profiles of
the deep seismic data are shown in Figure Al.l. Good agreement exists
between the basement isochron maps of Rehault (1981) and Rehault et al.
(1985), and the expanding-spread refraction profiles (ESP) of Le Douaran
et al. (1984). A small discrepancy exists in the interpretation of the
ESP 229 velocity structure and nearby multichannel data. At this
location beneath the Var Rise, Rehault (1981) suggests that the basement
reflector i probably deeper than the one chosen by Le Douaran and
others. An additional but minor problem with basement identification is
our inability to discriminate the younger synrift sediment deposits from
older allochthonous subalpine units.
Rehault (1981) has also mapped the thickness of the infrasalt and
Messinian series in the Ligurian Basin. We have reinterpreted some of
the Messinian pinchout locations in Chapter 2. In the central basin,
the middle Miocene (Tortonian) to late Miocene (Messinian) transition is
one of the more uncertain seismic stratigraphic boundaries due to
complications by salt diapirism and uncertain velocity relationships for
the Miocene section. Nevertheless, portions of the flat-lying base of
salt are often observed between diapiric structures in the central
basin; where the salt is flat-lying near the Rhone fan, the top of the
infrasalt series can be traced to the central basin more confidently
(Montadert et al., 1978).
Given the data constraints and nonunique nature of the problem, we
consider only an Airy isostatic model (1-D or local) in our subsidence
calculations. Contrary to the sedimentation effect on surface heat
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flow, thermal coupling between the sediment layer and the basement does
not affect the subsidence by more than a few tens of meters and can
subsequently be ignored (Alvarez et al., 1984). The Airy model is
simulated in a flexural (2-D) model simply by using a small elastic
plate thickness, which is probably appropriate for a young basin with
high heat flow (Watts et al., 1982). Flexure will normally cause the
1-D approach to be especially biased on the margins where the crustal
geometry and bathymetry change most rapidly (Watts and Ryan, 1976).
However, in the deep basin where the sediment and crustal thicknesses
are laterally uniform, the Airy and flexural results are nearly
equivalent (Bessis, 1986).
Additionally, the boundary fault system described in Chapter 2
serves to maintain decoupling between the continental slope and
continental rise, i.e., marginal crust and basinal crust. Despite the
abrupt change in the sediment load from the margin to the central basin,
the decoupling may significantly decrease the overall flexural strength
of the basin.
Listed in Table A4.4 are the TTS calculations for each reliable
heat flow station. The sediment load was removed using two 1-D
methods:
First, the linear relation of Crough (1983) is used in conjunction
with the basement reflector estimate. This method simplifies the
unloading since only the two-way travel time of the sediment tsed is
required for the depth correction dcor = 600 m s1 tsed. The
correction is added to the water depth to give the TTS parameter. The
600 m s-l factor is empirically derived from borehole data in the
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Atlantic Basin and is estimated to have an accuracy of 10% (Crough,
1983). A slightly larger correction factor of 670 m s is suggested
by Crough (1983) for sediment thicknesses greater than 3 s, a thickness
which is approached only in the deepest regions of the Ligurian Basin.
Second, average densities are calculated for each layer using the
empirical relationship of Nafe and Drake (1963), using interval
velocities used for the sediment thickness calculations (cf. Chapter 4),
and are then backstripped similar to the method of Watts and Ryan (1976)
and others. The equation pb=l.6xlO -4Vit+1740 is the
velocity-density relationship employed where Vint is the interval
velocity and Pb is the average bulk density of the layer. The data
are approximately linear for sediment velocities >2000 m sl. Density
-3
deviations from the best-fit curve average about ±100 kg m 3 and are
due mainly to small-scale mineralogical variability (Barton, 1986; Nafe
and Drake, 1963). Western Mediterranean borehole ata for the
Plio-Quaternary sediment generally agree with the Nafe-Drake
relationship (cf. Erickson, 1978).
The main difficulty with both sediment-unloading calculations lies
with the anomalous density of the Messinian evaporites. Schreiber et
al. (1973) have measured density and velocity on DSDP evaporitic
samples. Although salt and anhydrite have similar compressional
velocities, their densities differ with the Nafe and Drake (1963)
predictions. The actual density of anhydrite is about 100 kg m- 3 too
large and that of halite too small by 200-300 kg m 3 (Shreiber et al.,
1973). For the other terrigenous sections, an uncertainty of
±100 kg m 3 in pb gives a depth correction with an accuracy of
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±10%. Crough (1983) did not consider thick evaporite units in his
correction scheme. Thus, depending on the ratio of anhydrite to halite,
backstripping of the Messinian section may cause serious error in the
depth correction. Assuming that the Messinian section is composed of
low-density salt, both the Crough (1983) and Nafe and Drake (1963) depth
corrections are biased to smaller values, making the TTS values minimum
estimates.
TTS values for heat flow measurement locations (Table A4.4) show
that for stations where >4 km of sediments reside (sites B, C, C2, and
D1), the two TTS determinations diverge by up to 400 m, with the Crough
correction giving the smaller corrected depths. This discrepancy is
larger than the 10% error estimated for Crough (1983) depth
correction scheme and may be attributed to the anomalous
velocity-density relationship of the evaporites. Without additional
seismic or deep borehole information, our best estimate of the TTS is
taken as the mean of the two correction schemes.
The depth of compensation determines the density of the matter
displaced by the buoyancy forces of the sediment load. A range of 3200
and 3300 kg m 3 estimates the effect of an asthenospheric and a
subcrustal lithosphere level of compensation, respectively.
Accordingly, the uncertainty due to the level of compensation is <5% of
the depth correction which amounts to a ±50-100 m uncertainty in the
central basin TTS result.
In Table 4.2, the mean TTS for each heat flow group is given.
Errors are determined as the root sum square of the random errors and
systematic error. The random errors associated with combining the
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estimates at individual stations are obtained using the t-test at the
95% confidence level. The systematic error is equal to half the
difference between the high and low correction, plus an arbitrary factor
equal to 10% of the actual depth correction. Steep topography on the
margin sites causes the random component of error to exceed the
systematic error, while for the thickly-sedimented sites in the central
basin, the systematic error is larger. The absolute error in the mean
TTS values is no more than 500 m for any of the groups.
A TTS map (Figure 5.1) of the Ligurian basin is derived from the
basement isochron map of Rehault (1981) and the sediment-unloading
method of Crough (1983). The main control for the basement reflector is
given by multichannel seismic profiles (e.g., Finetti and Morelli, 1973;
Mauffret et al., 1973, 1982; Biju-Duval et al., 1978), shallow
refraction profiles (Recq et al., 1979; Fahlquist and Hersey, 1969), and
deep refraction surveys (Le Douaran et al., 1984). he results for the
deepest portions of the basin (>6.5 s two-way travel time) are
considered a minimum estimate because the basement picks are
conservative.
The plan view of Figure 5.1 illustrates the presence of two
prominent linear troughs separated by a central basement ridge. The
coincidence of the southeastern trough with the NE-SW trending heat flow
maximum in Figure 4.15 is undeniable. Furthermore, the contour patterns
of the TTS and corrected heat flow are fairly coherent. Correlation of
lithospheric thinning implied by heat flow (Appendix 1) with the
basement subsidence suggests that, as a first approximation, a simple
extensional model of basin formation is applicable to the Ligurian Basin.
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Fig. 5.1 Contour map of total tectonic subsidence calculated relative to
sea level assuming local isostasy and the Crough (1983) sediment
correction. The two main NE-SW trending basement troughs and
cross-basin profiles are located. Using the Nafe and Drake (1963)
velocity-density relationship predicts 400 m of additional
subsidence in the the central basin (hachured region).
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Deep seismic data. The seismic velocity distribution indicates that
thin crust lies beneath the central portions of the Northern Balearic
(west of Corsica) and Southern Balearic (west of Sardinian) basins.
From deep refraction experiments in the Northern Balearic (Fahlquist and
Hersey, 1969; Nicolich, 1981; Le Douaran et al., 1984), Moho depths of
13 to 16 km are found associated with 3 to 5 km thick crust. The
crustal structure in the Nice-Calvi transect across the Ligurian Basin
(Figure 5.2) is distinguished from the North Balearic Basin crust by its
thicker two-layer arrangement (Le Douaran et al., 1984).
Seismic data alone cannot discriminate the affinity of the central
basin crust, ie., oceanic or attenuated continental crust. The quality
of the ESP results of Le Douaran et al. (1984) is degraded by the
apparent loss of seismic energy due to diffraction of the deformed salt
layer and the thick sediment layer above the crystalline basement. In
marginal regions where sediments are thin, Whitmarsh et al. (1986) and
Duschenes et al. (1986) find evidence for attenuated crust (<7 km thick)
which lacks a lower crustal layer with a low velocity gradient (similar
to oceanic seismic layer 3), so that they could define crust type on the
basis of the detailed velocity structure constrained by the data. Since
the Ligurian data is of poorer resolution, magnetic anomaly patterns and
basement depth have also been used to delineate the oceanic domain (Le
Douaran et al., 1984; Burrus, 1984; Rehault et al., 1984a).
The Genoa-St. Florent transect of Ginzburg et al. (1986; Figure 5.2)
shows a shoaling of the deeper refractors in the south central part of
the profile. The central basement ridge apparent on the Nice-Calvi
transect (Figure 5.2) and the TTS map (Figure 5.1) continues
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northeastward, dividing the Ligurian Basin into two NE-SW trending
sub-basins. These two basin transects also support an asymmetric Moho
geometry across the basin and are consistent with the nterpretation
that there is an axis of maximum crustal attenuation in the south
central basin, located about 40 km south of and arallel to an axis of
extension and/or accretion confirmed in the north central basin. The
southeastern trough has not been postulated before, but is substantiated
by our TTS map and new data on the Moho structure.
Structure of the other Ligurian Sea margins is more difficult to
quantify simply because of their narrow geometry and steeply dipping
interfaces. Le Douaran et al. (1984) estimate that an approximately
linear relationship exists between crustal thickness and distance from
the coast to the oceanic-continental crustal boundary.
Moho data from both the Corsica and the Cote d'Azur borderlands are
available. A profile along the Cote d'Azur coastline shows crust
composed of two 15 km thick layers (Thouvenot et al., 1985). The crust
becomes much thicker inland toward the cenitral Alps with large
variations due to the presence of the main Alpine belt (Morelli et al.,
1977; Giese et al., 1982), which implies that the borderland crust may
have been attenuated during the Ligurian Basin opening. Corsica
presents a much simpler case due to the generally homogeneous Hercynian
massif. A 30 km crust beneath central Corsica thins to 25 km at the
northeast coast (Hirn and Sapin, 1976; Egger et al., 1985). Gravity
modeling supports a bowl-shaped Moho structure beneath Corsica (Bayer et
al., 1976; Morelli et al., 1977).
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The heat flow and crustal thickness data allow for a detailed
intrabasinal comparison between upper and lower lithospheric thinning.
As with the basement subsidence, the heat flow correlates quite well
with crustal geometry. Overall lithospheric thinning implied by the
heat flow data (Appendix 1) is also supported by the results of surface
wave studies. Berry and Knopoff (1967) and Panza et al. (1980) have
evidence of low-velocity zones located at 40-60 km beneath the central
western Mediterranean basin and 90-120 km beneath the continental
borderlands.
Gravity anomalies. Free-air gravity anomalies across the central
Ligurian Basin are near zero, comparable to those of most ocean basins
(Morelli et al., 1975; Figure 5.3). However, -50 mgal anomalies found
along the Provencal and northwestern Corsica continental slopes create a
100 mgal differential with the shelf gravity anomaly (+50 mgal). A
similar gravity inflection on the easterx U.S. continental slope has
been modeled by abrupt crustal thinning beneath the continental slope
(Grow et al., 1979).
The characteristic gravity inflection is notably attenuated near the
Cote d'Azur Margin (Figure 5.3). It is here where the uplift of the
margin on the landward side of the boundary fault is well-documented by
raised marine terraces, stratigraphic levels, and Messinian
coast-to-pinchout distances (cf. Chapter 2). We emphasize that the
boundary fault is not due to sediment loading in the basin (cf.
"marginal fault" of Turcotte et al., 1977), and is opposite in sense to
the reverse faulting postulated for the Cote d'Azur margin (Mauffret et
al., 1981; Rehault, 1981; Rehault and Bethoux, 1984). We speculate
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Fig. 5.3 Free air gravity contour map from Morelli et al. (1975). The
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that the margin gravity field is modified by the recent margin uplift.
If the margin uplift is uncompensated, as implied by an
erosional-rebound model for the Maritime Alps region, then the normal
margin gravity signature may be reduced. Uplift may be localized to the
region east of the Var Valley as indicated on Figure 5.3. This
coincides with the highest elevated marine terraces on the Cote d'Azur
coastline (Moullade, 1978).
Barton (1986) has noted the drawbacks in gravity modeling when a
seismic velocity-bulk density relationship (e.g., Nafe and Drake, 1963)
is assumed for sandstone or shale. In the sediment-unloading
discussion, we have shown that evaporitic sections are especially
difficult to characterize by linear velocity-density relationships.
Although free-air gravity modeling of the deep structure in the Ligurian
Basin is possible (Lucazeau et al., 1986), the results are probably
quite questionable due to the uncertain sediment density structure for
the Miocene sediments. This lack of constraint especially applies to
models derived from Bouguer anomalies.
Magnetic anomaly patterns. Magnetic anomaly data in the Western
Mediterranean are quite complicated, with low amplitude anomalies in the
central basin and sporadic high amplitude on the lower margins (Galdeano
and Rossignol, 1977; Figure 5.4). Areas of large positive anomalies, up
to +200 nT amplitude and 30 to 50 km in diameter, are located on the
basin edges. These circular structures are most likely due to a 0.5 to
1 km thick basaltic layer (Vogt et al., 1971). Basalts drilled in the
Valencia Trough were dated at 20 to 25 Ma which broadly corresponds with
a magnetic age of anomaly 6 or earlier (Riviere et al., 1981; Ryan, Hsu
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Fig. 5.4 Magnetic anomaly contour map from Galdeano and Rossignol
(1977). Note the weak central anomaly and large positive anomalies
near the margins.
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et al., 1973). Burrus (1984) and Rehault (1981) propose that the
oceanic crustal domain lies to the seaward direction of these large
marginal anomalies where they are found in the Liguro-Provencal Basin.
A discontinuous positive anomaly which trends parallel to the basin
axis may represent the paleo-spreading axis (Rehault, 1981; Rehault et
al., 1984a, 1985; Burrus, 1984). However, the central anomaly is
generally less than 30 nT and thus provides a very weak signal for
interpretation which Burrus (1984) attributes to the large depth to the
magnetic source (-8 km). Arbitrary ages have been assigned to the
central anomaly. Rehault correlates the central anomaly with 5D (18
Ma) whereas Burrus assigns the probable age as anomaly 6 (-20 Ma).
The uncertainties of these magnetic age estimates reflect those in the
regional volcanic radiometric dates, as well as the timing constraints
for the kinematic development of the basin, i.e., did Corsica drift
before, during, or after the rotation of Sardinia? Burrus (1984)
suggests that the rotation of Sardinia took place after Corsica was
essentially in place. Additional signal processing and detailed
three-dimensional modeling of the reduced anomaly may aid in an improved
interpretation of the source structure. However, the low-amplitude
signal does not guarantee a unique solution. The mode of spreading for
the Western Mediterranean Basin probably is not governed by a single
rift system similar to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge since lineated magnetic
anomaly patterns may not necessarily occur during marginal basin
development (Lawyer and Hawkins, 1978; Weissel, 1981).
Since the magnetic anomaly pattern is somewhat unclear, the basement
subsidence (Figure 5.1) is of some help in identification of the oceanic
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domain. Burrus (1984) suggest that a regional change of slope in the
regional basement topography is indicative of the oceanic-continental
boundary; this technique is similar to the TTS approach used on the U.S.
eastern margin by Sawyer (1985). Using this change-of-slope method,
Burrus (1984) and Le Douaran et al. (1984) define a 30-40 km wide
portion of the northern central Ligurian Basin as underlain by oceanic
crust. Alternatively, Rehault et al. (1984b) and Bethoux et al. (1986)
believe that oceanic crust occupies a wider central zone (60-70 km) and
extends farther to the southeast and the northeast. This viewpoint
supports the notion that the central basement ridge of the Nice-Calvi
transect is oceanic. The presence of thick salt and associated
diapirism may tend to coincide with the oceanic crustal domain (Rehault,
1981; Pautot et al., 1984).
Geothermal discrimination of the oceanic-continental crustal
boundary is not practical. The rifted continental crust of the lower
margin is generally highly thinned in the northwestern Mediterranean (Le
Douaran et al., 1984), a situation similar to other margins such as the
Bay of Biscay (Avedik et al., 1982) and the eastern Sardinian margin
(Duschenes et al., 1986). Highly-thinned continental crust which has
been extended >400% (>5) should have lithospheric geotherms nearly
identical to oceanic crust of roughly equivalent age (McKenzie, 1978;
Hutchison et al., 1985). In this case, the only major difference in the
oceanic and continental margin thermal regimes is the higher radioactive
heat production in the continental crust (Foucher and Sibuet, 1980).
The crustal contribution of the radiogenic heat component on the rifted
margin is usually taken as Q/B 3, where Qc is the radiogenic
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component of heat flow in the unstretched crust. If Qc is equal to 20
to 40 mW m- 2, then the heat flow change across the boundary is less
than 4 mW m since a small amount of radiogenic heat probably exists
in the oceanic crust as well (e.g., Sclater et al., 1930). Thus, the
exact placement of the oceanic-continental boundary cannot be determined
from heat flow data alone.
Basin asvmmetry. As surmised by several authors (Rehault, 1981;
Burrus, 1984; Le Douaran et al., 1984; Burrus and Foucher, 1986), the
Ligurian Basin is strongly asymmetric in the following respects:
basement depth and topography, magnetic anomaly pattern, and age of
continental volcanism. Moreover, within the context of the Western
Mediterranean geological evolution, tectonic activity is more recent to
the east and southeast where the paleo-subduction zone occurred and the
northern and southern Tyrrhenian basins formed.
The shallow sediment structure is also asymmetric due to differences
in the postdrift sedimentary and tectonic evolution within tha basin
(cf. Chapter 2). The sediment thickness and bathymetry on the Cote
d'Azur margin reflect the influence of the Var and Roya fan
development. The style of salt structures is also markedly different
between the north central and south central basins. The Plio-Quaternary
uplift is concentrated on the Provencal margin as evidenced by the
Messinian pinchout level, coast-to-pinchout distance, depth to shelf
break, and the elevated marine terraces. We speculate that many of the
asymmetric developments are linked to Alpine structures antecedent to
the Cote d'Azur margin formation.
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Perhaps the clearest indication of asymmetry in the Ligurian Basin
is the environment-corrected heat flow distribution which show a 100%
increase from the Cote d'Azur margin to the lower margin of Corsica
(Figure 4.15). Other heat flow data substantiate this trend (Foucher et
al., 1976; Rehault, 1981; Burrus and Foucher, 1986). The thermal
asymmetry has been attributed to older crust beneath the Var Rise and
Cote d'Azur margin (Rehault, 1981) and to recent sporadic volcanism in
the south central basin (Burrus and Foucher, 1986).
Geothermal measurements and elevation data on the continental
borderlands also support the asymmetric trend (Lucazeau and Mailhe,
1986). Heat flow in the Maures-Esterel region of southern France
(southwestern Cote d'Azur) seems to be typical of most European
Hercynian terrains with a mean of 58 mW m-2. Heat flow in
Hercynian Corsica (northwestern Corsica) is higher at 76 mW m- 2 .
Despite the normal crustal thickness beneath Corsica (Hirn and Sapin,
1976), the average elevation of Corsica is generally in excess of 1000 m
and reaches heights of 3000 m in central Corsica. Maures-Esterel
regional elevation is subdued smaller, being only about 200 to 400 m.
We note that the Maures-Esterel region is decoupled from the mountainous
central Alpine region along the Var fault, west of which is probably
undergoing an erosional-rebound phase since the Miocene with coastal
uplift rates >0.2 mm yr -1 (cf. Chapter 2).
The increase in heat flow on Corsica may be attributed to a higher
crustal heat contribution, higher mantle heat flow, or erosion (Lucazeau
and Mailhe, 1986). Erosion elevates the heat flow above its equilibrium
value, but this perturbation is complicated by the paleoclimatic
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temperature history (cf. England, 1977). Post-Eocene uplift-erosion
rates (0.1 mm yr -1) determined from apatite fission track data
suggest that nominal uplift (6 km including the present day elevation)
has occurred (Mailhe et al., 1986), so that the heat flow on Corsica is
probably not influenced very much by erosion. This is consistent with
the elevation change in the Messinian and Plio-Quaternary benchmarks
limiting recent uplift rates to be about 0.05 mm yr-1 for the northern
Corsican margin (Moullade, 1978). Assuming that the radioactive heat
content of the Hercynian-age crust is uniform, we concur with Lucazeau
and Mailhe (1986) that the high heat flow on Corsica is probably a
result of mantle heat flow which is greater than that beneath southern
France.
High heat flow and elevation serve as an important constraint on the
amount of mantle lithospheric thinning beneath Corsica. The origin of
the mountainous terrain on Corsica, which contrasts with subdued
elevations on the somewhat similar crust of Maures-Esterel, is most
likely related to some thermal mechanism associated with the regional
Oligocene-Miocene extensional tectonics. A possible explanation is that
during the Ligurian Basin opening, Corsica was uplifted several
kilometers due to greater mantle lithospheric thinning beneath Corsica
as opposed to Maures-Esterel. Assuming that about 50% of the
lithosphere was removed, the Oligocene-Miocene doming event occurred
sufficiently long ago that the maximum heat flow anomaly of
~20 mW m- 2 has reached the surface (e.g., Von Herzen et al., 1982).
Conversely, the lithosphere is probably not perturbed beneath the Cote
d'Azur borderland and subsequently may be taken as a reference thermal
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state for the Western Mediterranean (Lucazeau and Mailhe, 1986). This
large thermal and elevation asymmetry has obvious implications for the
tectonic interpretation of the Ligurian Basin geothermics.
Summary of basin structure. There are two axes of crustal thinning
determined from the integrated results of refraction surveys by Le
Douaran et al. (1984) and Ginzburg et al. (1986). The Moho seems to
shallow beneath the northern central basin on the Nice-Calvi line and
under the southern portion on the Genoa-St. Florent transect, with no
apparent crustal root beneath the Central basement ridge (Figure 5.2).
The TTS map (Figure 5.1) also defines two NE-SW lineated troughs (Var
Basin and North Corsican Basin), separated by a prominent basement
ridge. Moreover, the corrected heat flow distribution (Figure 4.15)
indicates that the southeastern half of the Ligurian Basin may be
underlain by an axis of minimum lithospheric thickness. We associate
these parallel trends with the kinematics of the Ligurian Basin
formation, and consequently present two possible explanations based on
dominantly temporal or dominantly spatial discontinuities.
Geometric asymmetry in rifting is exemplified in continental
extension by large-scale detachment faulting of the lithosphere
(Wernicke, 1981, 1985; Lister et al., 1986) and the development of
alternating half-graben systems along the rift axis (Bosworth, 1985).
Temporal asymmetry could be manifested by a progression in the ages of
maximum extension (age of initial thermal anomaly) across the basin.
Asymmetric accretion of divergent plate boundaries commonly occurs in
back arc basins as a result of simple ridge jumps or by asymmetric
spreading at the ridge crest (Barker and Hill, 1980). Some examples of
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this temporal asymmetry are given in the western Philippine Sea basins
(Scott and Kroenke, 1980), the East Scotia Sea (Barker and Hill, 1981).
More recently, heat flow, seismic stratigraphic and Ocean Drilling
Project Leg 107 results indicate a detailed progressive rifting within
the Tyrrhenian Basin (Hutchison et al., 1985; Kastens, Mascle et al.,
1987; Mascle and Rehault, 1988). Mascle and Rehault (1988) suggest that
at least four rifting events occurred in the Tyrrhenian, with the
younger events always migrating toward the active arc-trench line. By
incorporating both aspects of both the geometric and temporal asymmetry
models, it is possible that a single normal detachment fault was
activated during the multiple-rifting (Mascle and Rehault, 1988;
Kastens, 1988). We elaborate on these spatiotemporal models for basin
asymmetry in the following sections.
5.2 Rifting processes and geophysical models
The Ligurian rifting mechanism is an integration of four fundamental
physical processes: crustal thinning, crustal extension, asthenospheric
doming, and melt segregation. Crustal thinning is mainly evident from
the refraction data. It seems probable that the relative importance of
extension, doming and partial melting determines the mode of structural
formation. With reference to the Ligurian Basin, we critique the
extensional models for sedimentary basins (McKenzie, 1978; Royden and
Keen, 1980; Royden et al., 1980), partial melt effects on margin
subsidence (Foucher et al., 1982), and implications of crustal
detachment surfaces (Wernicke, 1985; Lister et al., 1986).
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Crustal stretching. Tectonic extension is the dominant mechanism
for crustal thinning in the Ligurian Basin as indicated by the numerous
grabens. Tilted blocks are seen clearly on the Cote d'Azur margin
(Profile 21, Appendix 5) and on a multichannel line in the North
Corsican Basin (e.g., line MS-84; J. P. Rehault, personal communication,
1985). No mid-level crustal detachment surface underlying the upper
crustal layer, referred to as the "S" horizon on the well-studied
northern Bay of Biscay margin (e.g., Le Pichon and Barbier, 1987), is
resolved from any of the published seismic data.
Sediment-unloaded basement depths (Figure 5.1) indicate that the
conjugate margins are somewhat asymmetric in width. Le Douaran et al.
(1984) define the region "oceanic" crust and find that the northwestern
margin is more narrow (30 km) than the southeastern margin
(~60 km). However, our Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that the
interpretation of the southeastern conjugate margin is complicated by
the presence of the dual trough system and central basement ridge.
Also, we must question the margin width calculations since they are
mainly based on crustal thickness, magnetics, and basement topography,
and not on petrologic samples or detailed crustal velocity structures
Farther west on the Provencal margin (southern France) on a profile
through the Gulf of Lion, rifted continental crust creates 150 km
wide margin (Burrus, 1984; Le Douaran et al., 1984). If normal
detachment faulting applies to the Liguro-Provencal margins, then the
wider margin of the Gulf of Lion and northern Corsica, compared to the
conjugate margins of western Sardinia and Cote d'Azur respectively, may
be due to upper plate margin affinities (cf. Lister et al., 1986).
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It is prudent to temper any structural model of margin formation
with structural weaknesses provided by pre-rift tectonic fabrics and
variations in pre-rift crustal thicknesses. Klitgord et al. (1987)
believes that the Mesozoic shelf platform regions on the eastern U.S.
continental margin are probably controlled by Paleozoic fault structures
which can be traced onshore. Many other rift studies indicate similar
control by pre-rift structural weaknesses. Vink et al. (1984) infer
from lithospheric strength envelopes that an increase in crustal
thickness form 35 km to 45 km leads a 50% decrease in the total
lithosphere strength.
In the Ligurian Basin, we recognize a gross correlation of the
crustal thickness and tectonic fabric of the onland units with the
general width of the margin, but we do not attempt to establish any
specific relationships. The narrowness of the Cote d'Azur margin
coincides with the juxtaposition of the borderland Alpine units, where
most of the folded and thrusted Mesozoic units are oriented
perpendicular to the strike of the coastline (Clauzon, 1978). Here, the
pre-rift conditions of a thicker crust must dictate differences in the
basin structural development. On the Gulf of Lion margin, the onland
Mesozoic structures are generally parallel to the preferred rift
orientation and may facilitate movement on detachment faults. Another
good example of the possible influence of pre-rift tectonic fabrics is
between the northern peninsula of Corsica (Cap Corse) and its western
margin. If traced to central Corsica, the peninsular unit is apparently
soled by a thrust fault, above which an allochthonous unit similar to
the Alpine ophiolitic units has been emplaced. Due to the large
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variation in crustal structure along the margin and borderland, we
suggest that the results obtained for the northern Ligurian Basin may
not necessarily be extrapolated to the other western Mediterranean
margins, e.g. Gulf of Lion.
The thinning of the Ligurian Sea margin crust probably occurs by a
variety of stretching processes (e.g., Brun and Choukroune, 1983).
Thus, to a first order, a passive rifting model is appropriate, best
typified by the uniform extension of the lithospheric plate (McKenzie,
1978; Le Pichon and Sibuet, 1981).
Lithospheric doming. It is generally accepted that the rifting of
the Western Mediterranean Basin is preceded or accompanied by a doming
phase (e.g., Rehault et al., 1985). The actual uplift on the flanks of
the northwestern Mediterranean basin is impossible to quantify and can
only be inferred from erosional unconformities (Mauffret et al., 1973;
Cravatte et al., 1974; Steckler and Watts, 1980), and reversal in
drainage patterns (Stanley and Mutti, 1968). Although there is probably
a strong spatial dependence on the amount of doming, the fact that there
is any synrift uplift at all implies that some mechanism of nonuniform
or modified extension may be necessary (Royden and Keen, 1980; Hellinger
and Sclater, 1983), i.e., the mantle lithosphere has been thinned more
than the crust. Similarly, observations of high thermal subsidence
rates compared to the initial subsidence may also require extra heat
input to the lithosphere (e.g. Royden and Keen; Royden et al., 1983).
Disproportionate thinning of mantle lithosphere may involve either
passive or active forces. Active forces are contrived mainly from hot
spot theory and involve substantial vertical stress at the base of the
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lithosphere due to thermal or dynamic sources. For example,
asthenospheric convective mechanisms that produce thinning and
delamination can easily produce doming and appropriately higher heat
flow (Spohn and Schubert, 1983). Upwelling of an asthenospheric diapir
by thermally-driven or compositionally-driven buoyancy forces could also
cause uplift.
Thinning of the mantle lithosphere beyond the uniform extension
estimates may also take place by passive thermal processes. Lateral
heat conduction is such a process, but theoretically can produce no more
than a few hundred meters of uplift on the rift flanks (Steckler,
1981). Uplift in excess of 1000 m inferred on the Gulf of Suez rift
flanks has been attributed to secondary small-scale asthenospheric
convection induced by large lateral temperature gradients (Steckler,
1985). Buck (1986) has performed numerical experiments which illustrate
that this "passive" small-scale convection is a viable thinning
mechanism.
Additionally, crustal faulting geometries and lithospheric shearing
scenarios may produce passive uplift. Tilting occurs on the main border
faults of many graben systems (Hellinger and Sclater, 1983). This
produces regional upwarping of the lithosphere as a flexural response to
the resulting local mass deficit between the graben and rift flank.
Wernicke (1985) considers a simple shear model for the lithosphere along
a single low-angle detachment. As mantle lithosphere below the
detachment surface is displaced toward the lower plate margin, the upper
plate margin will be uplifted (e.g., Bosworth et al., 1987; Lister et
al., 1986).
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Melt segregation and emplacement. Magmatic processes modify rifted
crust by underplating and dike intrusion. Partial melting beneath
extended lithosphere is also likely to have profound implications on the
transition between rifted margin crust and oceanic crust, since the
processes of melt segregation, melt migration and oceanic crustal
accretion must dominate at the onset of sea-floor spreading (Le Pichon
and Sibuet, 1981; Foucher et al., 1982). The magma source for
underplating or intrusion is segregation of partial melt produced by
upwelling asthenosphere (e.g., Ahern and Turcotte, 1979). Because
liquid basalt is buoyant compared to residual mantle, upward migration
occurs to form typically a 5-8 km thick oceanic crust in mature
mid-ocean ridge regions.
As a result of melt segregation, a discrete petrologic zoning of the
oceanic lithosphere occurs consisting of the following layers: crust
(basalt/gabbro), depleted mantle (harzburgite or lherzolite), and
undepleted mantle (lherzolite) (e.g., Ringwood, 1969; Oxburgh and
Parmentier, 1977; Dick et al., 1984). This layering is compatible with
the vertical stratification of the crust and uppermost mantle observed
in ophiolites (e.g., Elthon et al., 1982) and is supported by gravity
models of active and fossil mid-ocean ridges (Hall et al., 1986).
Partial melt production has been incorporated in the uniform
extensional model by Foucher et al. (1982) and in principle can be
included in the nonuniform model as well. Melting is assumed to occur
when undepleted lherzolite is elevated above the solidus temperature
along an adiabatic trajectory during isentropic ascent of the
asthenosphere. Foucher et al. (1982) and White et al. (1987b) have
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emphasized the role that asthenospheric temperature plays in the amount
of magma generated by partial melting. Depending on the mantle
chemistry, each 100 C warming of the initial upwelling asthenosphere
leads to an additional 8 to 10 km of crust (White et al., 1987b), with a
maximum of 6 km of "oceanic" crust generated for asthenosphere at
1300 C (Ahern and Turcotte, 1979). Lachenbruch et al. (1985) consider
the thermal consequences of underplating and intrusion, but they only
consider a steady-state model representing an active pull-apart basin
(Salton Trough). We investigate the evidence for magmatic processes and
consider the thermal and isostatic consequences.
1) Underplating. Underplating of continental crust results from the
ponding of basaltic magma beneath the thick, high-viscosity crustal
section. Underplating has been identified with 7.0 to 7.5 km s'
velocities found beneath active rifts (Fuis et al., 1984; Bonatti and
Seyler, 1987) and near the oceanic-continental boundary of several
rifted margins (LASE, 1986; White et al., 1987a). Theoretical seismic
velocities of underplated material and calculated thicknesses of crustal
additions are consistent with the underplated structures (Furlong and
Fountain, 1986; Foucher et al., 1982; White et al., 1987b).
In some respects, the central basin of the Nice-Calvi transect can
be considered to be totally underlain by crust intermediate in character
to continental and oceanic crust. The transitional nature is especially
distinguished in ESP 224 in the northern central Ligurian Basin by a
low-velocity two-layer crust (Le Douaran et al., 1984). The present
resolution of the Ligurian seismic and magnetic data leaves open the
question of the precise nature of the thin crust in other regions of
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the central basin. Underplating on the lower margins is unclear as well.
In the Genoa-St. Florent transect of Ginzburg et al. (1986),
intriguing evidence for underplating may be argued. Using ray tracing
techniques, Ginzburg et al. (1986) define a 14 km crust underlain by a
thick 7.4 km s-' layer (Figure 5.2). They attribute the low velocity
of this lower layer to temperature effects on upper mantle material or
very recent intrusion processes indicated by the presently high heat
flow in the region. However, laboratory measurements of peridotite at
600 MPa indicate that there is only a small change in seismic velocity,
from 8.0 km s at 350 °C to 7.7 km s -' at 700 °C (Kern and Richter,
1981). Thus, it is doubtful that anomalously high heat flow can account
for a 0.6 km s-' decrease in mantle velocity implied by Ginzburg et
al. (1986). Neglecting a serpentined allochthonous Alpine unit as a
likely cause, a compositional origin for the 7.4 km s- 1 medium is
consistent with underplating processes near the base of the crust, with
the source of the magma being partial melt incurred from lithospheric
thinning during the Oligocene Miocene basin formation, or perhaps the
middle to late Neogene rifting of the Northern Tyrrhenian Basin and Gulf
of Genoa shelf. In this case, the 7.4 km s -l layer is not necessarily
mantle sensu stricto.
2) Dikes. Mafic intrusions crop out on the southwestern Corsican
margin near the Gulf of Bonifacio (e.g. Bellon et al., 1985) as well as
other locations on the margins (Rehault, 1981). The associated circular
magnetic anomalies also support that significant igneous bodies have
been emplaced by extrusion or shallow intrusion processes.
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The possible profusion of dike swarms accompanying rifted margin
development provided the impetus for Royden et al. (1980) to construe
the dike-intrusion extensional model. This model assumes that the dike
composition within the attenuated crust is peridotitic in composition,
not basaltic. Peridotite is about 300 kg m 3 denser than basalt and
is not a constituent of dikes or sills at crustal levels. Thus, in the
dike-intrusion model, the intruded and attenuated crust is modeled as
being less buoyant than if basaltic dikes are assumed. Consequently,
the initial subsidence is over-estimated if the intrusion factor is
combined with the stretching factor. Moreover, observations of crustal
thinning and tilted blocks within the Western Mediterranean Basin negate
the possibility of extension by dike intrusion alone.
Heat flow implications of the mode of emplacement are probably
negligible for an inactive basin. A gross estimate of the potential
difference may be made from comparing the dike-intrusion and the uniform
extensional models. Royden et al. (1980) show that the differences
between the two models decay rapidly with time. For a 20 Myr old
extensional basin, heat flow is approximately equal, with the
dike-intrusion model providing a slightly higher surface heat flow.
Therefore, shallow basaltic intrusives pose no serious problem for this
interpretation of heat flow in the Ligurian Basin. Additionally, the
effects of the latent heat of fusion in the depleted mantle is small and
can be ignored in the heat flow calculations (Ahern and Turcotte, 1979).
3) Mantle melting and isostasy. Whether the mode of emplacement is
by underplating, pervasive dike intrusions, or extrusives, the basement
subsidence will essentially be the same for a given volume of magmatic
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additions. This elevation change is incorporated as part of the initial
subsidence assuming an Airy model of isostatic compensation for the
crust (Foucher et al., 1982; Beaumont et al., 1982; McKenzie, 1984).
Additionally, the basement subsidence is altered by mantle density
changes incurred by partial melting. Many authors (O'Hara, 1975;
Oxburgh and Parmentier, 1977; Jordan, 1979; Klein and Langmuir, 1987)
suggest that the density difference between depleted and undepleted
mantle in oceanic lithosphere is 1.5-3.0% (a decrease of 40-60 kg m - 3
in the depleted phase), depending on the compositional model and
peridotite samples used for the upper mantle. In their comparison, they
assume that the fertile mantle composition is a garnet lherzolite phase.
On the contrary, the most extensively depleted mantle probably
resides in the plagioclase (<30 km) or spinel (30-70 km) lherzolite
stability field (Elthon et al, 1982). In thinned continental
lithosphere, melt production is also limited to the shallow mantle
(<40-70 km; Foucher et al., 1982) which is within the spinel, not
garnet, peridotite stability fields. Thus, the density contrast due to
depletion may not necessarily concern the high-density garnet phase.
Accordingly, the effect of mantle depletion on the subsidence of major
and marginal basins may be much smaller surmised by Jordan (1979).
To estimate the subsidence behavior of melting-induced density
changes in the mantle, we have used modal compositional analyses by Dick
et al. (1984) and Michael and Bonatti (1985) of "fertile" and "residual"
upper mantle peridotites. These abyssal peridotite samples represent a
range of approximately 0-15% partial melting, so that the most
diopside-rich samples may give an estimate of undepleted mantle and
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relatively diopside-poor samples provide estimates of more depleted
residual lherzolites and harzburgites (Table 5.1). The major element
contents of the abyssal peridotites which have the lowest Mg/Mg+Fe
ratios are similar in modal mineralogy composition and major element
chemistry to the most fertile xenolith lherzolites inferred to be
representative of undepleted upper mantle (Hart and Zindler, 1986; J.
Casey, unpublished data, 1988). Moreover, a value of 15% is thought to
represent the average degree of partial melting beneath axial mid-ocean
ridge systems (e.g. Klein and Langmuir, 1987). Because garnet is not
present in the shallow mantle (Ringwood, 1969), its density contribution
can be neglected, the most-depleted residual mantle is therefore less
dense than its fertile counterpart by 0.3% (Table 5.1) than the 3%
difference estimated by Oxburgh and Parmentier (1977) and others.
This simple density scheme is applied to water-loaded subsidence of
young oceanic lithosphere in Table 5.1. A 40 km thick depleted upper
mantle will decrease the water depth by less than 0.2 km, while a 6 km
thick basaltic crust increases the lithosphere elevation by 1 km. Thus,
the isostatic effect of chemical zonation in the upper mantle due to
partial melting processes is only about 10% of the total elevation
change, the remaining 90% due to the low-density crust. In comparison,
the petrologic model estimated by others would have the mantle depletion
effect account for levels of subsidence about 50% of the crustal loading
(Klein and Langmuir, 1987). We suggest that the isostatic term for the
depleted mantle may be neglected in the formulations of Foucher et al.
(1982) and Beaumont et al. (1982) without serious error. Thus, an
important point is that the mantle isostasy in extended lithosphere is
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Table 5.1 Mineralogy, Density, and Isostasy of the Uppermost Mantle
Densities of abyssal peridotite component mineralogies (in kg m-3)A
O1 ivine Orthopyroxene Clinopyroxene
Forsterite Enstatite Diopside
Foioo 3220 Enloo 3210 Diloo 3220
Foo 4390 Eno 3960 Dio 3560
Foogi 3325 Eng 3270 Dig4 3240
Fog,.s 3343 Engo 3285 Dig2 3247
Representative depleted and undepleted samples of uppermost mantle s
Sample Approximate modal composition Density.
All 93-5-9 70 Fo8s.s : 22 Engo : 8 Digz 3323 "fertile mantle"
CIRCE 93 81 Fog, : 18 Engz : 1 Dig 4 3314 "residual mantle"
Decrease in subsidence due to mantle depletions
Residual Mantle Crustal production System
thickness elevation change thickness elevation change elevation change
(km) (m) (kin) (m) (m)
10 42 1.8 318 360
20 84 3.5 619 703
30 125 5.3 937 1062
40 167 7.1 1255 1422
50 209 8.8 1555 1764
A End members of solid solution series from Deer et al. (1966)
B Modal and chemical data from Dick et al. (1984)
C Assuming 15% partial melting, an asthenospheric level of compensation,
asthenospheric density = 3180 kg , and crustal density 2800 kg m 3
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insensitive to the partial melting process.
Since isostatic effects of mantle depletion are small, the
nonuniform extension model may accurately mimic the subsidence caused by
uniform extension of the lithosphere with magmatic additions to the
stretched crust. McKenzie (1984) suggested the same, but he did not
address the isostatic contribution of the residual mantle. Our estimate
of crustal extension is made by seismic measurements of crustal
thickness, so that magmatic additions will lead to an underestimation of
the extension. We feel that this fundamental process has been
overlooked in most continental margin evolution studies. In theory,
crustal addition is also a passive mechanism to produce uplift during
the rifting phase (McKenzie, 1984; Lachenbruch et al., 1985). We have
no geophysical evidence which disproves underplating or intrusion in the
Ligurian Basin crust. Therefore, the ramifications of a discrepancy
oetween crustal thinning and crustal extension is included in our
analysis.
5.3 Central basin evolution
Central basin heat flow values (sites C, C2 and D1) are in
accordance with geologic estimates for basin formation, assuming
one-dimensional cooling of an initially isothermal half-space
(boundary-layer model). The asymmetric heat flow distribution suggests
that a rift jump occurred between the rifting and drifting stages of
basin opening. An intrabasinal rift jump to the SE is consistent with
the two NE-SW trough formations, volcanic ages in the region, and an
arc-trench system migration scheme typical of back arc basins. Lateral
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heat loss predicted for small marginal basins is not apparent,
suggesting that mantle thermal properties and initial conditions assumed
in two-dimensional models may be inappropriate.
We evaluate the residual depth anomaly using recent studies on
mid-ocean ridges as well as back arc basins; back arc trends indicate
that the anomaly is created at the ridge axis (zero-age). We revise the
interpretation that little variation exists in the thermal structure of
back arc basins compared to the major oceans (Anderson, 1980; Louden,
1980). Instead, we recommend that a cooler mantle structure is
accompanied by an overall higher mean mantle thermal conductivity; this
model satisfies the heat flow and subsidence data for most back arc
basins.
Cooling of oceanic lithosphere: an overview. The simplest
expression for the thermal evolution of oceanic lithosphere is given by
the cooling half-space or boundary-layer model. Using reasonable
physical parameters, the boundary-layer model fits observed subsidence
and reliable heat flow data for crust at least 60 Myr old (Davis and
Lister, 1974; Lister, 1977; Parsons and Sclater, 1977; Cochran, 1986).
Gravity, geoid, flexural, surface wave and teleseismic data also support
a lithospheric cooling model for the major ocean basins. The subsidence
and heat flow history of oceanic crust is derived from the temperature
solution of a cooling half-space for an initially isothermal,
homogeneous material with a zero degree boundary condition at the
surface. Both the surface heat flow and the thermal subsidence are
given by (age)"' laws (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982); we term
the inverse relation age estimators.
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With the parameter defined in Table 5.2, the age estimators are
expressed as
Q(t) = Q (t)- '2 (5.1)
s(t) = So + S1 (t)1 ,2 (5.2)
where the rate coefficients are defined as
Q = KTi(in) - "' (5.3)
S1 = 2T,(/1r) M'2 (5.4)
and the isostatically modified thermal expansion coefficient is
ax = poa(po-pw) -1 (5.5)
where K=KpC. The constant S is identical to the subsidence
parameter C in the notation of Parsons and Sclater (1977).
As opposed to the boundary-layer model, the plate model appears to
better characterize the thermal state of lithosphere older than about
60-80 Ma (see Parsons and Sclater, 1977, and references therein).
Beyond these ages, the oceanic depth-age curve tends to shallow
suggesting that the lithosphere thickness is maintained at a nearly
constant level by steady heat input from the asthenosphere. The extra
source of heat could be due to organized small-scale convection in the
asthenosphere (Parsons and Sclater, 1977) or the relatively disorganized
interaction of moving plates and hot spots (Heestand and Crough, 1981;
Schroeder, 1984). Asthenospheric heat ,input is generally not important
in marginal basins because they are typically <80 Myr old.
In terms of the plate model, the ridge depth So represents the
difference in the final depth of the plate (S.) and the theoretical
ridge crest
So = S - aaxT 1/2 (5.6)
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Table 5.2 Lithospheric Constants
Q1 heat decay rate
So initial ridge depth
Si thermal subsidence rate
SI final depth of plate
Dc depth of compensation
Ti asthenospheric temperature
K average thermal conductivity
ICs average thermal diffusivity
pO density of mantle ( °C)
pa asthenosphcric density
pc crustal density
pw density of water
a coefficient of thermal expansion
a final plate thickness
tc crustal thickness
- -
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The quantity So-So is the total thermal subsidence of the oceanic
plate and is equivalent to the subsidence parameter C3 of Parsons and
Sclater (1977); S is observed to be about 6400 m. An analytical
expression for So in the boundary-layer model is not readily available
because a reference level is lacking. In principle, the ridge crest
depth is related to the crustal thickness (to), depth of compensation
(Do) and density structure of the upper mantle. Variations in the
ridge depth may be obtained by using the simple mass column
approximation
M = pa(Dc-So-tc) + pctc + wSo (5.7)
where the asthenospheric density is
pa = (-cLTi )po (5.8)
with other parameters defined in Table 5.2. Klein and Langmuir (1987)
give a more complex treatment of the ridge depth approximation assuming
an isostatically distinct residual mantle layer, partial melting
relationships, and adiabatic temperature gradients.
Published values for the boundary-layer coefficients show a moderate
degree of regional variability (see Table 5.3); basement depths are
generally much better resolved than heat flow due to the higher
variability in superficial heat flow measurements (e.g. Sclater et al.,
1980). However, important small-scale residual depth anomalies occur
along-axis and off-axis of the mid-ocean ridges. Intermediate and
fast-spreading ridges have ridge crest axial depths which are generally
deeper than predicted by about 200 m (Davis and Lister, 1974;
Cochran, 1986). The ridge crest topography at slow-spreading ridges is
additionally complicated by the formation of a deep axial valley. On
additionally complicated by the formation of a deep axial valley. On
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Table 5.3 Heat Flow and Depth-Age Relations <80 Myr Lithosphere
Depth-Age Relation:
Location So (m)
S = S + S t/ 2
S1 (m/Myr1/ 2)
North Pacific:
11°S to 22°S
f
South Pacific:
33°S to 55°S
North Atlantic:
South Atlantic:
15°S to 200S
i'
21°S to 29°S
t'
35°S to 45°S
of
Southeast Indian:
130°E to 137°E
.f
1200E to 127°E
it
111°E to 119°E
major ocean basins:
back arc basins:
_____
2500±200
2967
2700
..
2681
2400
2500±350
2700
2150
3000
2875
2825
2200
2300
390
354±30
305
375 (E)
215 (W)
337
385
342±65
295
370
270
300
330
290
380
2650
2600
3200 *
3450 *
3000
3050
2500
2700
3500
473
380
338
287
300
290
(E)
(W)
(E)
(W)
(E)
(W)
(N)
(S)
(N)
(S)
(N)
(S)
350
300
290
Davis and Lister (1974)
Parsons and Sclater (1977)
Schroeder (1984)
Cochran (1986)
#I
Schroeder (1984)
Cochran (1986)
Parsons and Sclater (1977)
Heestand and Crough (1981)
Hayes (1988)
of
t!
..
9'
9,
..
Hayes (1988)
of
of
f!
..
..
..
9'
Parsons and Sclater (1977)
Hayes (1988)
this study
Heat Flow-Age Relation: Q = Q. t - 1'/ 2
Method Q1 (mWMyrl/Z/m 2 ) Reference
derived from depth-age data 473 Parsons and Sclater (1977)
and lithospheric constants 500 Lister (1977)
back arc basin heat flow 512 this study
data for ages >10 Ma
* Australian-Antarctic iscordance
Reference
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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the ridge crest, the extrapolated value of So determined by the
subsidence rate generally best fits the rift mountain elevation, not the
rift valley floor depth. The average rift valley wall height is about
1500±1000 m in the North Atlantic (Le Douaran and Francheteau, 1981),
illustrating that a large discrepancy exists for zero-age depth
interpretations on slow versus fast spreading ridges.
Regional variations of over 3000 m in ridge crest depth (So) are
mainly attributed to differences in local mantle temperature,
composition, or crustal thickness (Watts and Daly, 1981, Le Douaran and
Francheteau, 1981; Bowin et al., 1984; Klein and Langmuir, 1987). For
example, the average ridge crest depth for the Australian-Antarctic
Discordance "cold spot" is greater than 3700 m (Hayes, 1988) whereas the
Azores and Iceland "hot spots" have elevations above sea-level. In
comparison, the zero-age depth of normal seafloor is usually taken to be
about 2500 to 2700 m. The average ridge axis depth also may be
influenced by the proximity of hot spots or triple junctions where deep
mantle flow may dynamically support the topography. The relationship
between anomalous ridge depth (So) and final depth (S.) is
unclear; advocates of the plate model address variation in S in a
planform sense but do not consider the consequences of anomalous ridge
crest elevation. As may be inferred from Table 5.1, the crustal
thickness is an important variable in regional topographic anomalies,
with 1 km of crust causing 200 m difference in water depth. Crustal
thickness is taken into account in the initial subsidence of the
continental extensional models, but not in the standard oceanic models.
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Individual bathymetric profiles for crust ranging from 2-5 Myr to at
least 60 Myr old approximate the square root of age law quite well, but
variations in the subsidence rate (Si) are evident between different
mid-ocean ridge segments (Table 5.3). Rough average values of S are
estimated to be about 350 m Myr- 1/2 by Parsons and Sclater (1977) and
300 m Myr - 1/2 by Hayes (1988). However, variations in S of 200 to
over 400 m Myr - 1"2 occur independent of the variations in ridge depth
and spreading rate. For example, subsidence rate is fairly constant in
the North Atlantic Basin whereas ridge depth varies by over 1500 m
(Sclater et al., 1975; Le Douaran and Francheteau, 1981).
The discrepancy between variations in subsidence rate S and ridge
depth So suggests a nonthermal component to the total subsidence.
Besides the asthenospheric temperature, the crust and residual mantle
thickness and composition are the most important effect on the depth
(e.g., Klein and Langmuir, 1987). However, within some "tectonic
corridors" of the ocean floor, Hayes (1988) and Cochran (1986) observes
significant asymmetry in the subsidence rate of conjugate flanks, while
adjacent corridors have symmetric spreading. They suggest that the most
likely cause for this asymmetric subsidence are small lateral
asthenospheric temperature gradients which produce temperature
differences of 100 C. Although boundary-cooling processes explains
the first-order variations of the seafloor evolution, hot spot phenomena
or other heterogeneous mantle phenomena (small-scale convection?) may be
required to explain the detailed subsidence history for some sections of
ocean floor.
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The lack of unperturbed heat flow measurements for young crust
((20-40 Ma) of the major ocean basins does not allow us to assess the
heat flow decay rate (Q1) accurately. Regional heat flow measurements
for mid-ocean ridges are almost always minimum values due to the
convective heat loss by hydrothermal circulation. In practice, the
value of Q is derived from constraints on the rate of subsidence and
by guessing an appropriate mantle thermal conductivity. For instance,
Lister (1977) declares that values of Q from 350 to
800 mW Myr ' 2 m 2 are amenable with possible mantle rock properties
although a value near 500 is generally accepted (Table 5.3). A small
crustal contribution (4 mW m-2) to the heat flow may be necessary
due to radiogenic sources (Sclater et al., 1980).
Heat flow data on old lithosphere (>110 Ma) have reliable averages
which are about 47 to 52 mW m-2 and maintain values which are 10 to
15 mW m '2 above the plate and half-space cooling models (Davis et al.,
1984; Detrick et al., 1986; Louden et al., 1987; Von Herzen et al.,
1987; Cordery, 1988). No satisfactory resolution to the heat flow and
depth-age disparity for old lithosphere has been found (cf. Davis,
1988). These perplexing results do not necessarily have immediate
bearing on young oceanic lithosphere, where a half-space cooling law is
readily apparent for both heat flow and subsidence.
Thermal age estimates. The thermal evolution of marginal basins may
be represented by the boundary layer model if the initial geotherm is
similar to that of mid-ocean ridges. We feel that the thin crust of the
central Liguro-Provencal Basin represents such a situation. With good
age constraints, the boundary-layer model may predict heat flow through
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time. Conversely, when precise dates are not available, we can estimate
the lithospheric age from heat flow and depth. We show that, for
several reasons, heat flow is a better age estimator than depth. The
Ligurian and other appropriate marginal basins provide a heat flow-age
test of te boundary-layer model.
1) Sensitivity of age estimators. The sensitivity of the heat flow
and depth-age relationships (Equations 5.1 and 5.2) are obtained by
differentiating the age estimators with respect to time:
_ = (-Ql/2) t-3/2 (5.9)
at
as = (-si/2) t - ' 2 (5.10)
at
The age estimators have resolutions which decay with time, with heat
flow decaying more rapidly than depth. The sensitivities (Equation 5.9
and 5.10) are a minimum for the actual age resolution of the data given
a regional lack-of-fit for the age estimators and some parameter
dependence on the rate coefficients. The ratio
a = (Q1/Si) t (5.11)
as
defines a function for which the age resolution of the corrected values
of the heat flow and depth are equivalent. This sensitivity ratio
aQ/8S is plotted against heat flow in Figure 5.5. Taking Q and
as as the uncertainties in the site mean values for the corrected heat
flow and depth, respectively, we can compare the potential resolution of
the age predicted by heat flow and depth (Equation 5.1 and 5.2). Sites
in which the heat flow is a better age estimator than the calculated TTS
plot below the sensitivity curve.
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Sensitivity of Age Estimator
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Fig. 5.5 a) Ratio of uncertainty of the heat flow to the depth values
for the Ligurian Basin sites versus heat flow. The sensitivity
ratio from the boundary layer model is shown as the solid curve,
with heat flow being a better age estimator for points below the
curve. Sites are as given in Table 4.2. b) Boundary layer model
heat flow vs. age curve. Age estimation is made by assuming an
oceanic geotherm, which is appropriate for the probable oceanic
sites.
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We are able to determine the central basin age more accurately by
using heat flow data than subsidence data. For sites C1 and C2 of the
northwestern basement trough and site D of the south central basin, the
age estimate using heat flow is roughly twice as well-resolved as the
prediction of the central basin subsidence. The large depth corrections
from sediment-loading (70%) compared to the sedimentation correction to
the heat flow data (30%) accounts for this significant result. Since
the Ligurian Basin is most likely a back arc basin with an associated
depth anomaly (see below), a serious bias in the depth-age relationship
exists and degrades the utility of the depth-age estimator for the
marginal basins compared to the major ocean basins.
2) Heat flow vs. age. To test the boundary-layer model for back arc
basins, we compare heat flow means of marginal basins of various ages
(Table 5.4). Previously, Lister (1977), Anderson (1980) and Sclater et
al. (1980) have shown that Equation 5.1 is an extremely effective
predictor of the heat flow-age relationship. From their work, in
addition to the western Mediterranean study presented here and by
Hutchison et al. (1985), we are able to improve the age range for which
reliable heat flow means are available (Figure 5.6). Some marginal
basins for which heat flow data are available are not included because
of tectonic or environmental disturbances. The Bering Sea or Aleutian
Basin (>100 Ma) has good heat flow measurements but there is evidence
that the basin has been thermally rejuvenated during the Tertiary
(Langseth et al., 1980). Similar to mid-ocean ridge environments, the
very young (<5 Ma) Mariana Trough has overall low and scattered heat
flow values due to hydrothermal processes (Anderson, 1975; 1980). Heat
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Table 5.4 Reliable Mean Heat Flow Estimates of Marginal Basins
Location Age Range Heat FlowA Reference
(Ma) (mW m-2)
S. C. Tyrrhenian 3 - 6 171 ± 14 (26) Hutchison et al. (1985) B
S. W. Tyrrhenian 7 - 12 155 ± 13 (18) Hutchison et al. (1985)"
Ligurian 18 - 24 112 ± 16 (19) sites C1 & D1 (this study)
Parece Vela 18 - 32 95 ± 7 (6) Sclater et al. (1976b)c
Caroline 28 - 34 103 ± 7 (6) Anderson (1980)c
West Philippine 38 - 50 76 ± 7 (6) Sclater et al. (1976b)c
Coral Sea 56 - 64 74 ± 6 (7) Anderson (19 80)C
A Corrected mean, standard deviation, and number
8 10 mW m added to correct for the effect of glacial temperatures
C Nominal +5% correction made for effect of sedimentation rates of
~20 m Myr-l in these basins
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Fig. 5.6 Corrected mean heat flow vs. age for marginal basins in the
western Pacific and western Mediterranean with the theoretical
(age) relation. Data are given in Table 5.4 including the
south central Tyrrhenian (CT), west central Tyrrhenian (WT),
Ligurian (L), Parece Vela (PV), Carolina (CA), western Philippine
(WP), and Coral Sea (CO) marginal basins.
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flow of the youngest site in the Tyrrhenian Sea is also probably
affected by hydrothermal effects (Della Vedova et al., 1984; Hutchison
et al., 1985).
The assumption of purely conductive heat transfer is crucial to
accurate thermal age determinations. Convective heat loss due to
hydrothermal circulation should be arrested when the sediment thickness
covers the seafloor topography (Anderson et al., 1977). The earliest
these conditions are met on mid-ocean ridges is about 6 Myr on the
Galapagos Ridge (Green et al., 1981). In the Ligurian Basin,
hydrothermal circulation is minimized by the ubiquitous early Miocene
sediment cover. The average sedimentation rate in the central basin for
the early Miocene is >300 m Myr -1 (Chapter 4), thus the potential for
entirely conductive heat transfer occurs extremely early.
Overall, marginal basin heat flow data indicate that the square root
of age law is a good estimator of relative (if not absolute) age.
Considering sites greater than about 5 Myr in age, the best value for
Q1 is 512 mW Myr'/2 m- 2, with the values of 400 to 600 serving as
a well-constrained envelope for the theoretical heat flow. In contrast
to the findings of Burrus and Foucher (1986), our results confirm that
the corrected heat flow in the Liguro-Provencal Basin is in excellent
agreement with boundary-layer cooling predictions for two main rifting
events within the central basin.
Rift jump model. Our best estimate of the average thermal age is
about 21 Ma. This is consistent with the the absolute age estimates
determined from volcanic and sedimentary data on land and on the margins
(see Chapter 2). However, environment-corrected heat flow pattern and
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other geophysical evidence strongly suggests an asymmetric
spatiotemporal development for the basin. We use the heat flow-age
estimator to outline basin evolution resulting from a temporal variation
in rifting across the central basin. Not only does the consistency of
the thermal and chronologic data suggest a half-space cooling mechanism,
but the heat flow trends reflect the distribution of lithospheric
thinning across the basin. Therefore, we also consider an alternative
model based on an asymmetric lithospheric thinning mechanism (see
Section 5.4).
Using Equations 5.1 and 5.9 and a heat flow decay rate Q of
512 mW Myrl z2 m2, the north central basin (site Ci1) has an age of
25±5 Myr and the south central basin (site D) is younger at
18±4 Myr (Figure 5.5). For a lower Q of 473 mW Myrl /2 ra2, the
north and south central basins have ages of 21.5±5 and 15±4 Myr,
respectively. Assuming that each sub-basin maintained an itial
geotherm similar to the mid-ocean ridges, we assert that an age
difference of approximately 7±5 Myr exists between the north central
trough and south central trough. Because of the uncertainty in Q, we
place a higher degree of confidence in the relative age rather than the
absolute age determinations.
One shortcoming of using heat flow to define a minimum age fr the
southeastern trough (site D) is that the sedimentation rates become
much higher than that used in our corrections, since we must increase
the age of oldest Miocene sediment assumed to be 21 Myr everywhere in
the original results (Appendix 4). If we forward model the heat flow
and incorporate an appropriately younger initial lithosphere, the higher
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sedimentation rates depress the heat flow by a larger amount so that a
younger initial age is required. This results in a 2 Myr decrease in
the age estimate from 18 to 16 Myr ago. Although this shift in age is
within the 4 Myr resolution calculated for site D heat flow, the
calculated sedimentation rates appear to be excessively large. If the
mean corrected heat flow is 5 mW m 2 too high due to perhaps
disequilibrium compaction or bottom water changes, etc., the forward
modeling converges to the minimum age of 18 Myr.
Corroborating evidence for later rifting on the Corsican margin than
on the Cote d'Azur margin is given by comparing volcanic ages in the two
regions. Volcanics off southwestern Corsica are dated at 17±2 Myr
(Bellon et al., 1985) and graben formation in the Gulf of Bonifacio
occurred on the northwestern Sardinian margin roughly 17 to 19 Myr ago
(Thomas and Genneseaux, 1986). In contrast, a calc-alkaline volcanic
unit drilled in the basement of the Valencia Trough dated at
23.8±1.2 Myr (Riviere et al., 1981) is associated with the Gulf of
Lion margin formation. The Valencia Trough opening may correspond to
the latter stages of rifting on the northern margin of the
Liguro-Provencal Basin. Thus, volcanics on the Corsican margin probably
postdate the main spreading episode and are definitely later than
evidence for rifting on the southern French margin.
The preferred temporal model is that a punctuated rift jump rather
than a gradual rift migration occurred within the central basin. The
south central basin formation probably coincides with the final stages
of drifting of Corsica and Sardinia (18 Ma). The north central basin
is a deep trough that formed coicurrently with the Valencia Trough
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(~24 Ma). This late Oligocene to early Miocene event represents the
transition between continental rifting on the European margin and the
main spreading phase in the Balearic Basin. Stratigraphic evidence for
this transition is demonstrated by an Aquitanian and lower Burdigalian
(24-21 Ma) marine transgressive series recorded in the Sardinia
continental rift (Cherchi and Montadert, 1982) and on the western
Balearic and Gulf of Lion margins (Hsu, Montadert et al., 1978; Cravatte
et al., 1974).
The hypothesis of progressive rifting within the Liguro-Provencal
Basin is impossible to disprove on the basis of the magnetic anomaly
lineations (Figure 5.4). We suggest that the interpretation of magnetic
data by Burrus (1984) and others is in need of revision. We do not
support the idea that the central positive magnetic anomaly in the
Nice-Calvi transect is associated with the main spreading center,
especially since the fine structure of the magnetic signal is probably
highly attenuated by the thick sediment cover and consequent large
basement depths. In fact, the asymmetric trends in thermal, Moho, and
basement structures are more easily explained by two distinct trough
formations within the central basin.
The mechanism by which rift jumps occur is poorly understood. Rift
jump mechanisms may be similar to those invoked for asymmetric spreading
(Barker and Hill, 1980). Wood (1983) suggests that the magnitude of
rift jumps are determined by lithosphere thickness; short jumps of 6-26
km occur on the Galapagos Ridge which has a thickness 10 km (Hey et
al., 1980). The proposed rift jump in the Ligurian Basin is on the
order of 30 km, which is proabably in good agreement with the
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lithosphere thickness at that time.
In the context of a back arc basinal setting, rift jumps may be a
consequence of the episodic migration of the arc-trench system due to
"local" (active) or "global" (passive) forces (Taylor and Karner,
1983). A "rollback" model is one such "passive" mechanism in that back
arc extension occurs as a result of the subducted plate retreating from
the overriding plate (e.g., Dewey, 1980). After a short period of back
arc spreading, the regional axis of minimum lithosphere strength may be
transposed from the quasi-extinct back arc spreading center to the
active island arc. When extension due to trench migration occurs again,
the new rift relocates near the island arc volcanic line. This type of
basin to arc jump accurately describes the relationships of the Parece
Vela Basin and Mariana Trough in the Philippine Sea (Karig, 1971), and
probably between the Balearis and Tyrrhenian Basins. The fact that the
new rift axis always relocates toward the island arc is consistent with
a component of "active" mantle diapirism perhaps induced by the
subducting plate (cf. Karig, 1971), with the locus of main
asthenospheric upwelling controlled by the subducted slab geometry.
An intrabasinal rift jump, instead of a rift jump from the central
basin to a mature island arc, is required to explain the heat flow
distribution within the Ligurian Basin. By "intrabasinal" rift jump,
we cannot include the possibility that the new rift was superimposed on
an immature island arc which may have been forming at the base of the
back arc basin margin closest to the trench. Although Sardinia is
considered the representative volcanic arc throughout the
Liguro-Provencal Basin opening (Montigny et al., 1981), it is possible
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that an immature island arc may have existed at the base of the north
and western margin of Corsica where the rift relocated. Intrabasinal
rift jumps are inferred for the Mariana Trough (Bibee et al., 1980) and
Tyrrhenian Basin (see below). The transient stress regime and short
spreading histories experienced by many back arc basins (Weissel, 1981)
may promote intrabasinal jumps, which in turn may cause apparently
diffuse spreading centers observed in some marginal basins (Lawver and
Hawkins, 1978). A good indication of a distinct regional stress change
in the Western Mediterranean is given by the transition from
translational to rotational movement of the Corsican-Sardinian
continental block (Rehault et al., 1984; Burrus, 1984). Thus,
asymmetric heat flow in a young back arc basin may be symptomatic of
marginal basins involved in a migrating arc-trench system.
Recent findings from Ocean Drilling Project Leg 107 in the
Tyrrhenian Basin (Kastens, Mascle et al., 1987) provides insights into
possible models for the Ligurian Basin development. The Tyrrhenian and
the Ligurian Basins are similar since both have asymmetric margin
widths, a back arc setting (probable), rift duration on the order of
-10 Myr, and two major oceanic-type sub-basins with the younger basin
near the island arc and the older near the remnant arc block. Moreover,
the asymmetric heat flow distribution in both basins is consistent with
NW to SE intrabasinal rift jumping (see also Hutchison et al., 1985).
The main difference is the basin geometry and width; the linear,
-150 km wide Liguro-Provencal Basin contrasts with the triangular,
600 km wide Tyrrhenian Basin. Also, the disposition of prerift crustal
lineaments may facilitate detachment faulting in the Tyrrhenian as
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opposed to the Ligurian region (Mascle and Rehault, 1988).
To explain the Tyrrhenian Basin evolution, the preferred model of
Mascle and Rehault (1988) and Kastens (1988) evoke both crustal
detachment faulting and rift jumping. The main evidence for detachment
faulting is given by the Sardinian margin (200 km) being wider than the
Calabrian margin (100 km), with the Sardinian margin possessing numerous
tilted blocks. In the asymmetric margin development model of Lister et
al. (1986), the Sardinia margin is the lower plate margin above which
the breakaway zone occurs. Drilling results indicate that the Sardinia
lower margin was actually higher-standing than the upper margin during
the Messinian, since relatively thick evaporite deposits are found on
the upper margin and an erosional unconformity is found on the lower
margin. Perhaps due to a new phase of rifting, movement on the
detachment surface proceeded faults was abandoned and tilted blocks were
left behind up-dip on the lower plate margin and the locus of main
extension is transferred to a position farther down-dip. Eventually the
crust thinned to a point where magmatic processes became important and
the first oceanic sub-basin, the Vavilov Basin, formed in Pliocene
time. Upper mantle rock is exposed in the Vavilov Basin and its
emplacement is thought to result from the latter stages of simple
shearing of the lithosphere. A formal rift jump accounts for the
formation of the Marsili Basin, the Pleistocene oceanic sub-basin.
Since we are unable to resolve such a detailed structural
progression in the Ligurian Basin, the role of detachment faulting and
simple shearing of the lithosphere in the formation of asymmetric heat
flow pattern remains ambiguous. Using heat flow results and crustal
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thickness estimates for the continental margin sites (Table 4.2) and
preliminary calculations of the ratio of subcrustal to crustal thinning
using the nonuniform extension model (Royden and Keen, 1980; Hellinger
and Sclater, 1983), we infer that some asymmetric structural thinning of
the lithosphere has taken place. Since the duration of rifting is
<10 Myr, the rifting/drifting event is essentially instantaneous and the
simple extensional models may be employed without producing large errors
in the heat flow calculations (Jarvis and McKenzie, 1980). Comparisons
of the heat flow and crustal data in the central basin are complicated
by certain magmatic additions to the thin crust so that the extension
estimates derived from the crustal thickness alone are poor. Since the
two structural sub-basins have oceanic-type crust and some constancy in
heat flow, we assume that the boundary layer model is appropriate. The
rift jump model characterizes their relationship quite well.
In terms of age variations which are consistent with the two
sub-basins, the heat flow suggests that the Cote d'Azur margin is
younger than the Corsican margin. We speculate that the following
sequence of thermotectonic events may have occurred in the Ligurian
region:
a) 35 to 30 Myr: graben formation took place on the present
upper margins,
b) 30 to 22 Ma: rifting of the lower margins and development of the
deep northwestern trough off southern France,
c) 22 to 20 Ma: transition from translational to rotational movement
of the Corsican block, rift jump made to Corsican lower margin,
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d) 19 to 17 Ma: development of North Corsican Basin (southeastern
trough) and rotation of Corsica to its present position.
Assuming a rift age of 20 Myr, the mantle lithosphere beneath the
Cote d'Azur margin (e.g., region B) had thinning factor about half that
of the crust implying signigicant nonuniform extension. For an older
formation age of 32 Myr, uniform lithospheric extension is appropriate
(cf. McKenzie, 1978). Conversely, 20 Myr old uniform extension is
compatible with the lower Corsican margin data and an older formation
(>25 Myr ago) requires excessive mantle thinning. Perhaps the best
evidence for asymmetric margin development is given by the Corsican
continental borderland where the heat flow suggests that about 50% of
the mantle lithosphere has been removed during the Ligurian Basin
opening. Although we have little structural evidence for a low-angle
normal detachment fault and are somewhat uncertain in the age of margin
formation, the heat flow-crustal thickness relationships of the Ligurian
margins are consistent with some degree of asymmetric subcrustal
thinning, similar to that predicted by the simple shear model (cf.
Wernicke, 1985; Lister et al., 1986). The Cote d'Azur margin is the
lower plate margin above which the "breakaway" takes place, and the
Corsican block served as the upper plate.
Lateral heat loss. The good fit of the marginal basin heat flow
with the simple half-space cooling model (Figure 5.5) strongly contrasts
with the theoretical results predicted by two-dimensional lithospheric
heat conduction models. Alvarez et al. (1984) and Cochran (1983) have
modeled small basins (100 km wide), and conclude that the heat flow
may be reduced by up to 50% of the one-dimensional case; the lateral
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effect is dependent on the basin width, extension factor (), and
duration of rifting. Alvarez et al. (1984) also suggest that lateral
heat conduction prevents normal oceanization due to quenching of the
partial melting process.
It is difficult to reconcile the overall high heat flow with the
narrow geometry of the Ligurian basin. Also, lateral heat flow
gradients indicated by the surface measurements are high at 1 mW m- 2
per kilometer. The asymmetric distribution with lower heat flow on the
European side of the basin (NW) is consistent with the structure of the
borderlands. The thicker and cooler European continental block should
theoretically extract more heat from the NW trough than Corsican block
conducts from the SE trough. Horizontal heat flow is also ascribed as
an important effect on the subsidence of the Gulf of Lion shelf
(Steckler and Watts, 1980). However, the NW basin heat flow should be
reduced by more than 50% of the one-dimensional solution due to the
abrupt crustal thinning across the Cote d'Azur margin: this large
thermal depression is not observed. We present three possible
explanations for the apparent lack of lateral heat loss in the Ligurian
Basin: regionally thin lithosphere, anisotropic thermal conductivity in
the upper mantle, and an improper one-dimensional solution.
Alvarez et al. (1984) show that an important factor in the amount of
lateral heat conduction is the ratio of lithospheric thinning to the
basin width. If the marginal lithosphere is anomalously thin before or
during rifting, the mean horizontal temperature gradient at the depth of
the newly-formed oceanic lithosphere is minimized. Therefore, a thin
equilibrium lithosphere prior to rifting or a regional lithospheric
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thinning during rifting are plausible mechanisms by which low horizontal
heat flow is maintained in the central basin.
Evidence for regional thinning of the mantle lithosphere is
consistent with observations of doming and uplift on the Ligurian
borderlands (Chapter 2). Alternatively, a thin equilibrium lithosphere
(100 km or less) would aid in restricting lateral heat loss from the
oceans to the continents. A thin lithosphere for the Maures-Esterel
region would suggest that the radioactive contribution of the crust is
much smaller than that estimated by Lucazeau and Mailhe (1986). They
guess that the heat flow due to radioactivity is 40 mW m- 2 which
implies a 165 km lithosphere. A much smaller radiogenic component of
15-20 mW m-2 would be consistent with 100 km thick lithosphere below
southern France. This value is also compatible with surface wave
studies in western Europe (Panza et al., 1980).
The apparent lack of lateral heat loss may also be explained by an
anisotropic thermal conductivity structure in which the preferred
direction is the vertical. No directional conductivity data for the
upper mantle material is available in the literature, but anisotropy of
the appropriate sign may be inferred from related studies. Velocity
(±5%), grain, and crystallographic anisotropies are indicated by
structural petrologic studies of ophiolites and by seismic refraction
and surface wave studies of the upper mantle (e.g., Salisbury and
Christensen, 1985; Forsyth, 1975). Anisotropic conductivity of olivine
crystals is inferred by large discrepancies (-100%) in values for
single crystal measurements versus ceramic samples (see Lister, 1977,
and references therein). The olivine a (100) crystallographic axis,
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which may be taken as the low conductivity direction, is preferentially
oriented in the direction of spreading at the mid-ocean ridge. The c
(001) axis, the high conductivity direction, is probably subvertical in
the upper mantle. Thus, the higher gradients and conductivity would
minimize lateral heat conduction in the upper mantle, making the
one-dimensional solution an adequate model of the central basin.
A third possibility is that lateral heat flow does exist, and that
the observed heat flow-age relationship agreement with the
one-dimensional solution (Figure 5.5) is coincidental. If the actual
heat flow decay rate (Qj) is about twice as high (1000 vs. 500 mW
Myr m ), then the observed heat flow in the Ligurian Basin would
agree with two-dimensional predictions. As suggested by Lister (1977),
values of up to 800 mW Myrl'2 m- 2 may be compatible with mantle
properties. However, this high heat flow decay rate requires a large
systematic decrease of heat flow for each marginal basin, implying that
processes such as convective heat loss due to hydrothermal circulation
and lateral heat loss are more pervasive than previously thought.
However, it is doubtful that the heat flow-(age)-1 ' 2 data for marginal
basins are arbitrarily linear due to these effects.
Thus, our preference is that an anisotropic upper mantle
conductivity together with an anomalously thin lithosphere generally
suppresses the effects of lateral heat flow in small oceanic basins.
The most likely sites for significant lateral heat conduction are
pull-apart basins such as the Los Angeles Basin (Sawyer et al., 1987)
which are not largely influenced by regionally upwelling asthenosphere.
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Residual depth anomaly of back arc basins. On the basis of the
observed calc-alkaline volcanism and reconstructed kinematic development,
the Liguro-Provencal Basin is considered a result of back arc extension.
Assuming one-dimensional cooling applies as suggested by the heat flow
data, the depth-age relationships for back arc basins are fundamentally
different from that of the major ocean basins. Typically, the
subsidence of the western Pacific marginal basins is on the order of 1
km deeper for similarly-aged normal crust, while the heat flow remains
nearly normal (Sclater et al., 1976b; Watanabe et al., 1977; Anderson,
1980; Louden, 1980). Since oceanic crust is a quasi-end member in
continental lithospheric stretching models (infinitely-thinned
continental crust with melt segregation), back arc margins may also have
abnormal subsidence behavior compared to passive margins of the major
oceanic basins.
The residual depth anomaly is the difference between sediment-
unloaded basement depth and the predictions of thermal models. In
Appendix 1, we establish that the central basin subsidence was over
several hundreds meters deeper than predicted from an ocean basin
model. We suggested that the depth anomaly could be accounted for by
the back arc setting and by the thin crust (6 km). Negative depth
anomalies are also observed throughout the central Balearic Basin
(Rehault et al., 1984) and on the Gulf of Lion margin (Burrus and
Bessis, 1986). Explanations for the depth anomaly in the
Liguro-Provencal Basin include the following: dynamic forcing of the
topography, thin crustal loads, anomalous composition of the upper
mantle, or a low average upper mantle temperature.
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Since the observed heat flow is apparently normal, the general
consensus among geophysicists is that the depth anomaly is generated by
mantle composition differences in back arc versus major ocean basins.
Likely causes are a dense slab at depth (e.g., Louden, 1980) or
subduction-related chemical changes in the upper mantle (Yoshii, 1973).
Anderson (1980) points out that the good match of the marginal basin
heat flow to the half-space model (Figure 5.6) precludes the thermal
structure being substantially different from normal oceanic 
lithosphere. On the other hand, geochemists have suggested that a
relatively cool mantle is consistent with the petrology of back arc
basin basalts (BABB). Dick (1980; 1982) proposed that hydrous melting
of the subducted and overriding plates is consistent with the high HO
content of BABB. Dick (1980; 1982) also inferred that the residual
depth anomaly is a consequence of relatively cool mantle associated with
convection induced above subduction zones as opposed to mantle derived
from the passive upwelling of asthenosphere at mid-ocean ridges. The
major element geochemistry of BABB (e.g., high A1203, low FeO, high
SiOz) are further evidence for substantial melting (8-20%) of a cool
convecting mantle (e.g., Sinton and Fryer, 1987). Modal studies of
peridotite (Dick and Fisher, 1984) indicate that the extent of melting
in ophiolites with probable back arc affinity are similar to those of
major ocean mantle, so that one may speculate that back arc regions are
slightly more depleted in iron-bearing phases (olivine = low forsterite
content; pyroxene = diopside-poor). We use the back arc subsidence and
heat flow data to establish a back arc thermal evolution model which is
consistent with geochemical and mineralogical data.
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Many interacting forces are involved in subduction. Suction due to
downwelling of the subducted slab or flexure due to in-plane stress
generated at the trench are two possible elements which may maintain a
bathymetric low. We exclude dynamic support as being important because
the depth anomaly generally persists, for inactive basins far removed
from the subduction zone, as is the case for the Ligurian region.
Moreover, negative gravity, negative geoid, and residual depth anomalies
in the Philippine Sea back arc basins are adequately explained by an
isostatically compensated mass excess located 25-100 km in the upper
mantle (Bowin, 1981). External forcing or deep slab sources for the
depth anomaly cannot account for both the total subsidence and the
gravity/geoid data. We pursue anomalous crustal loading or high upper
mantle density as possible mechanisms in the Ligurian Basin.
We use the deep refraction data of Le Douaran et al. (1984),
Nicolich (1981), and Fahlquist and Hersey (1967) to investigate the
sediment and crustal-loading effect on the subsidence. According to
their results, a total of 23 stations detect Moho in the central
Liguro-Provencal Basin and are accompanied by negligible free air
gravity anomalies (20 mgal). The two methods applied to the seismic
stratigraphy data in Section 5.1 are used to calculate the
sediment-unloaded depths: the Crough (1983) method for sediment
travel-times, and the backstripping method using the Nafe and Drake
(1963) velocity-density relationship. As in the calculations using
seismic stratigraphy, we find that these two methods give results which
are mutually exclusive assuming a l10% uncertainty in the depth
correction. Depending on the unloading scheme, the corrected basement
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depths are about 500 to 1000 m greater than normal oceanic crust, with
an average crustal thickness of 4 km in the Northwestern
Mediterranean (Figure 5.7).
The possibility that the back arc depth anomaly is a result of thin
crust has been hypothesized by a number of investigators (Karig, 1971;
Sclater et al., 1976b; Watanabe et al., 1977). However, it has not been
demonstrated conclusively that back arc basin crust is in fact thinner
(cf. Louden, 1980). As shown in Table 5.1, a crust which is 1 to 2 km
thinner than normal can account for at most several hundred meters of
additional subsidence. To remove the effect of crustal variations, a
"free mantle" depth-age curve for back arc basins is constructed (Figure
5.8). For consistency with other back arc data (see Louden, 1980 and
references therein), the Nafe and Drake (1963) relationship is used to
derive crust-unloaded mantle depths.
After accounting for crustal loading, an anomaly of about 500 to
750 m still remains for the Liguro-Provencal Basin. The south central
Tyrrhenian Basin crustal section of Duschennes et al. (1986), with age
constraints provided by recent borehole studies in the Vavilov Basin
(Kastens, Mascle et al, 1987), has a depth anomaly of similar
magnitude. Thus, the subsidence trends are consistent with a back arc
origin for the western Mediterranean basins, as are the increasing heat
flow (Hutchison et al., 1985) and the general decrease in volcanic ages
from west to east (Bellon, 1981).
The depth-age curve (Figure 5.8) indicates that back arc basins
maintain a subsidence rate (S1=290 m Myr-l'z) that is not significantly
different than normal ocean floor (Table 5.3). Moreover, the depth and
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Fig. 5.7 Sediment-unloaded basement depths vs. oceanic crustal
thickness of Northwest Mediterranean seismic refraction profiles
(see text). Both the Nafe and Drake (1963) and Crough (1983)
corrections for sediment loading are given. Error bars are standard
deviation of the data. Theoretical value for the plate model is
also shown.
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Fig. 5.8 Unloaded mantle depths vs. (age)L/ 2 for the northern Pacific
Ocean Basin (stippled region) and the marginal basins of the
Philippine Sea (dots), the Liguro-Provencal Sea (hachured) and south
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heat flow-age trends do not require abnormal cooling histories, i.e., a
two-stage thermal evolution (Watanabe et al., 1977) or steady-state
boundary condition at the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (Louden,
1980). Assuming a 6 km crustal thickness for back arc basins, the
extrapolated ridge depth (So=3500 m) is about a kilometer greater than
that calculated for normal mid-ocean ridges (Parsons and Sclater,
1977). Thus, as suggested by Watanabe et al. (1977) and Anderson
(1980), the depth anomaly is attributed to a ridge crest offset, not to
abnormal subsidence rates.
We can document the zero-age depth for only a few back arc basins.
The active spreading center of the Mariana Trough maintains a ridge
depth of about 3400 m despite a normal crustal thickness (Karig et al.,
1978; Bibee et al, 1980). The Tyrrhenian Basin has no actual linear
spreading center, but the Marsili Basin is probably no older than 2 Myr
and also has a similar residual depth anomaly. Exceptions to the
marginal basin depth anomaly are the Okinawa Trough and Lau Basin
(Kobayashi, 1984). The Okinawa Trough is a very young back arc rift and
cannot be considered as a well-developed back arc basin similar to the
Mariana spreading center. The Lau Basin is a site of disorganized
spreading with triple junction complications (Weissel, 1981); triple
junctions are normally sites of anomalously shallow ridge depths (Le
Douaran and Francheteau, 1981).
In the spectrum of axial depths ranging from "hot spots" on the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Azores and Iceland) and a "cold spot" on the
southeast Indian Ridge (Australian-Antarctic Discordance; Hayes, 1988),
back arc basins would lie near the colder extreme. Thus, we hold that
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the back arc residual depth anomaly is explained by the same mechanisms
by which the deeper segments of mid-ocean ridges are formed.
Ridge crest depth, geochemistry, and mantle temperature have been
correlated in the major ocean basins (Bowin et al., 1984; Klein and
Langmuir, 1987). Using Equation 5.6, we relate the ridge variation to
the reference mantle density (po), the asthenosrpheric temperature
(Ti), and the depth of compensation (Do). For the reference mantle
density to account for the depth increase, an increase of
100-200 kg m 3 acting over a depth range 100 to 200 km is required.
If we assume that back arc mantle tends to be more depleted than
average, as suggested by chemical data for some ophiolites in island arc
settings (Dick and Fisher, 1984), we would expect the ridge depth to be
more shallow due to the slight decrease in the residual mantle density
upon partial melting (Table 5.1). Thus, geochemical changes within the
back arc mantle are not a likely mechanism to cause denser upper mantle.
We propose that the mean mantle temperature beneath the back arc
basin is lower than similarly-aged normal lithosphere. With reasonable
estimates of depth of compensation, temperature anomalies of the order
of -125±50 °C in the asthenosphere give an appropriately denser mantle
(Figure 5.9). This difference in temperature is consistent with the
compositional and mineralogical character of back arc mantle (Klein and
Langmuir, 1987; Sinton and Fryer, 1987; Dick 1980, 1982), and is not
unreasonable given estimates of global asthenospheric temperature
variations (Klein and Langmuir, 1987; Hayes, 1988). A cooler upper
mantle in back arcs is created by the restricted exchange with the deep
mantle due to the proximity of the subducted slab and associated
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counterflow processes. The slab itself may serve as a heat sink to the
overlying back arc mantle.
With this 10% temperature anomaly, the theoretical heat flow in back
arc basins would be expected to be about 10% lower than that of the
major ocean basins (Equation 5.3). We acknowledge that the heat flow is
not. Instead, we propose that the apparent lack of low heat flow is
reconciled by a higher effective thermal conductivity (10-20%) compared
to the major ocean upper mantle. This resolves the paradox of cooler,
more dense lithosphere with near normal levels of heat flow.
Higher mantle thermal conductivity is predicted for back arc basins
as depleted (i.e., Mg-rich) mantle has higher conductivity than
relatively undepleted mantle. Partial melting increases the forsterite
content of the residual olivine and the Mg# of orthopyroxene while
decreasing the percentage of diopside in the mantle. From the work of
Schatz and Simmons (1972), we infer that each of these compositional
changes will increase the conductivity. In addition to the properties
of depleted mantle, the overall lower temperatures will also increase
the back arc mantle thermal conductivity. As a semiquantitative
estimate, we can interpolate a change of about 0.5-1.0 W m - K-l
between the olivine phase of the "fertile" versus the "residual" mantle
of Table 5.1. Thus, to increase the conductivity by 10%, an increase of
1% in the forsterite content of olivine may be sufficient. Although the
conductivity estimates for the upper mantle are not very good, the
agreement between geochemical and geophysical observations suggest that
our model is internally consistent and not unrealistic.
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In terms of compositional variations in the upper mantle, thermal
properties are largely overlooked; instead, geophysicists generally
consider mantle density (e.g., Jordan, 1979). This bias is a result of
the tools which are largely used to look at upper mantle structure,
seismic velocity and gravity/geoid anomalies. The problem of estimating
upper mantle thermal conductivity has been recognized for some time
(Lister, 1977; Parsons and Sclater, 1977). Parsons and Sclater (1977)
state in their final conclusions, " . . . it should be noted that
knowledge of thermal conductivities is critical in many ways to the
arguments and calculations of this paper. Repeated measurements to
verify the presently accepted values . . . and to check the degree of
variation possible in the upper mantle would reduce further any
uncertainties". Suprisingly, little laboratory work on upper mantle
thermal properties have been performed in the last decade. It is the
correlation of heat flow, depth, crustal thickness and age which points
to regional variations in thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity,
with anisotropic upper mantle fabrics possibly affecting thermal
structure in small basins. With the continued collection of reliable
heat flow data in regions of anomalous mid-ocean ridge crest elevations,
the geophysical interpretations of lithospheric thermal structure are
sure to change.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
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Geophysical data has been collected and analyzed in order to
constrain simple models of marginal basin formation. For young basins
(<30-50 Ma), heat flow measurements provide a direct test of
lithospheric cooling models. In addition to new sediment-unloaded
basement depth map and extant crustal structure determinations, heat
flow patterns indicate that the Ligurian Basin evolved by an asymmetric
lithospheric thinning mechanism. Detailed environmental studies have
elucidated the precise nature of geothermal variations, and hold promise
for heat flow applications in other well-sedimented marginal basins.
If thermal gradient data are combined with in situ thermal
conductivity measurements, piston core physical property data, 3.5 kHz
echo reflections and detailed bathymetry, reliable heat flow trends may
be estimated. Reliability is subjectively defined by the local data
scatter as well as the sedimentary environment and shallow subsurface
structure given by seismic reflection profiles. The most favorable
seafloor setting for consistent heat flow measurements in the Ligurian
Basin is the upper continental rise between the lower canyon channels.
Heat flow values on the continental slope are complicated by
microtopography, with the regions of thicker sediment (>100 m) giving
more consistent heat flow. Despite the large variability on the upper
margin, the mean heat flow does not appear to be biased. In the
thickly-sedimented (5 km) central basin, erosive channels, shallow
faulting, and diapiric structures cause isolated high values of heat
flow. This contrasts with heat flow in relatively sediment-starved
marginal basins (e.g., Tyrrhenian Basin and Mariana Trough) in that
basement outcrops tend to create high scatter due to sediment/basement
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conductivity contrasts and hydrothermal circulation, but generally bias
the mean to low values (Hutchison et al., 1985; Anderson, 1975).
Systematic lowering of the surface heat flow in the Ligurian Basin
is incurred due to the sediment thermal blanketing and paleoclimatic
temperature changes. Sedimentation varies laterally leading to
corrections of 15 to 30% in the central basin and 0 to 15% on the
margins. Modeling of the thermal history is complicated by the pore
pressure evolution during deposition of the Messinian evaporite
sequence. In the unlikely event that the infrasalt Miocene shaly unit
is overpressured since the beginning of the Messinian, the central basin
heat flow correction would be 10% higher due to the overall higher
basement burial rate and lack of upward pore water advection. Messinian
phenomena such as erosion on the margins and surface temperature
variations have a negligible effect on the present heat flow. However,
a -4 °C late Glacial bottom water temperature change is inferred from
amino acid racemization, faunal assemblages, and oxygen isotopic data in
the Mediterranean Sea. This requires paleoclimatic corrections of
8-10 mW m-2 for all Mediterranean Basin heat flow data. Uncertainties
in the environmental corrections are generally <10%, which is about
equal to the data variability in most cases. Combining random and
systematic uncertainties in a root-sum-square fashion results in a 9-14%
accuracy for regional equilibrium heat flow estimates which is
adequately small to test thermal models of asymmetric lithospheric
thinning. 
A well-defined heat flow versus age relationship exists for the
Mediterranean and western Pacific marginal basins which, in turn,
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potentially allows heat flow to be a good age estimator. Based on the
heat flow of two "oceanic" structural sub-basins within the Ligurian
trough, a rift jump from the northwestern to the southeastern margin is
suggested to occur just before the rotation of Sardinia 21 Myr ago
(Montigny et al., 1984). The rifting age for the two margins differ by
>5 Myr as a result of the southeastward migration of the extensional
center. This transposition of rifting is consistent with the back arc
evolution for the western and central Mediterranean (Rehault et al.,
1984b) and has a direct analogy with the intrabasinal rift jump between
the Vavilov and Marsili sub-basins in the Tyrrhenian Sea (Mascle and
Rehault, 1988),
Although rift jumping is in agreement with heat flow and subsidence
patterns, the previous kinematics cited for the western Mediterranean
assumed a symmetric opening (Rehault et al, 1984a; Burrus, 1984). These
reconstructions are constrained by the low-amplitude magnetic anomalies
which are attenuated by the large (>8 km) basement depths. Due to the
unresolved nature of the magnetic anomalies, more confidence may be
placed on tectonic models derived from heat flow. Furthermore, the
corrected heat flow in the central Ligurian Basin is too high according
to theoretical two-dimensional studies of basin formation (Cochran,
1983; Alvarez et al, 1984), so that the effect of lateral heat loss in
narrow basins may be over-estimated. Possible factors which may enhance
one-dimensional cooling are a regionally thin prerift lithosphere and
significant anisotropy-for the upper mantle thermal conductivity.
Total tectonic subsidence within the Ligurian Basin generally
supports the uniform extension model (McKenzie, 1978). However, two
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anomalous features are apparent: Plio-Quaternary uplift of the margins
(postrift) and a negative residual depth anomaly in the central basin
(synrift). High-resolution seismic reflection records show a
circum-base-of-slope basement fault which has been reactivated in a
normal sense, opposite to that predicted by the regional compression
(e.g., Rehault et al., 1984a). This "boundary fault" is the main
dislocation surface in the flexural system composed of the basin and
borderlands. On the basis of Messinian and Glacial paleostrand line
positions and elevations, and the sediment-unloaded fault displacement,
the Cote d'Azur margin has been uplifted by almost one kilometer. The
uplift is consistent with a passive erosion-isostatic rebound phase
within the Alps. Alternative mechanisms may be invoked to explain the
smaller uplift ( 200 m) observed on other Mediterranean margins.
Seaward of the boundary basement fault, the subsidence is affected
little by the borderland uplift with the upper Messinian
sediment-unloaded depths relatively undisturbed by basement faulting.
The total tectonic subsidence versus age data for back arc basins
are anomalously deep by 500 to 1000 m compared to the depth-age
relationship for the major ocean basins (Louden, 1980; Anderson, 1980).
The Ligurian central basin subsidence is consistent with this back arc
subsidence trend, and cannot be accounted for by the thinner-than-normal
crust (4 km). The depth anomaly is attributed to anomalous zero-age
depths incurred in the back arc setting as a result of higher density
upper mantle. Geochemical changes in the probably highly depleted
mantle will only create lower densities. A high density upper mantle is
probably a result of an anomalously cool thermal structure maintained by
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the limited influence of deep asthenospheric upwelling bhind subduction
zones. Since the "cold-spot" regime maintained in back arc settings has
"normal" heat flow and subsidence decay trends, the processes of plate
recycling and hydrous melting incurred in marginal basins (Dick, 1982;
Dick and Fisher, 1984) may promote the formation of upper mantle rock
with a higher thermal conductivity, i.e., less diopside and more olivine
with an enriched forsterite component.
The amplitude of the thermal asymmetry on the conjugate margins and
borderlands in the Northwestern Mediterranean Basin (Lucazeau and
Mailhe, 1986; Burrus and Foucher, 1986) requires some rift mechanism
other than a simple rift jump in the central basin. The relationship of
crustal thinning to the heat flow suggest that the margins have
undergone discrepant nonuniform lithospheric extension, with the
northeastern margin having substantially thicker (50%) mantle
lithosphere than the southeastern margin. The margin uplift and the
central basin depth anomaly degrade the utility of subsidence in
constraining lithospheric extension processes. Lithospheric extensional
models for margin formation which are consistent with the heat flow
distribution are the simple shear (Wernicke, 1985; Lister et al., 1986)
and asymmetric pure shear models (Martinez, Buck et al., 1988).
In summary, heat flow and subsidence of the Ligurian Basin show that
that the uniform extension model is a good irst order approximation to
the margin evolution. However, due to proposed spatiotemporal
variations in the basin formation, significant geothermal asymmetry in
the deep thermal structure is found which requires a revision in
previous kinematic schemes for the basin opening based on the magnetic
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anomaly pattern. In reality, the subsidence and shallow geomagnetic
source of the central basin basement are more perturbed by the thick
sediment cover than the heat flow, making geothermal measurements a very
good geophysical prospecting tool. The most significant discrepancies
between the observations and simple stretching model are the following:
1) Recent margin uplift due to passive isostatic rebound mechanisms
within the borderland.
2) Excessive sediment-unloaded basement depths in the central basin
due to the back arc basin affinity and regional "cold spot" affinity.
3) For a given crustal thickness, the mantle lithosphere has been
thinned more for the Corsican margin than the Cote d'Azur margin.
4) Asymmetric heat flow in the central Ligurian Basin is consistent
with a rift jump which created to "oceanic" sub-basins.
Future work concerning the tectonics of the Northwestern
Mediterranean include basement drilling to substantiate the progression
of rifting ages to the southeast. Subsequent geothermal mapping in
other well-sedimented marginal basins (e.g, North Algerian Basin) may
suggest similar asymmetric evolutionary models. On a global theme, the
heat flow and subsidence data for back arc basins suggest that there is
a regional dependence of upper mantle thermal parameters associated with
geochemical heterogeneities. More physical property data for upper
mantle rock are required to establish the importance of mantle depletion
on the depth variations of zero-age crust.
-268-
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Al.l Abstract
We present preliminary results of 78 new heat flow measurements
collected on a transect across the central Ligurian Basin (South France
to Corsica margins). The basin-wide flux has an average of 79 
21 mWm- z with significant local and regional variability. Correction
for the deposition of up to 5 km of postrift sediment gives a mean value
of 102 mWm -2 which is similar to values for normal. oceanic crust of
the same age (21 Ma). The total tectonic subsidence (TTS) calculated
for the region with probable oceanic crustal structure is comparable to
or somewhat greater than 21 Ma crust of the major ocean basins. The
heat flow data overall are compatible with the observed TTS in showing
substantial lithospheric thinning, but do not tightly constrain thermal
models of continental extension and rifting.
A1.2 Introduction
The concept that continental margins and marginal basins result from
simple tectonic processes was quantified by McKenzie (1978) in the
uniform extension model. According to the model, the tectonic
subsidence includes two components, (a) an initial elevation change due
to extension of the crust during rifting, and (b) a postrift thermal
subsidence due to lithospheric cooling. When the crust has been
stretched, or thinned, by a factor () greater than 5, accretion of
oceanic lithosphere is probable. Subsequently, the subsidence and heat
flow will behave as predicted by the oceanic plate model (e.g., Parsons
and Sclater, 1977). More elaborate models have since been developed
mainly to fit subsidence history derived from well data (e.g., Royden
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and Keen, 1980). For young (< 30 Ma) margins and basins, additional
important constraints may be derived from measurements of heat flux. In
this paper, we present surface heat flow measurements from the 21 Ma
Ligurian Basin (NW Mediterranean). Existing seismic data allow
calculations of sediment-corrected heat flow, sediment-unloaded basement
depth, and crustal thinning beneath the central basin and adjacent lower
margins (Figure Al.l). We compare these observations to values
predicted by the uniform extension and oceanic plate models.
A1.3 Geologic setting
The Ligurian Basin is best explained as a marginal basin generated
by a north to northwest subduction of the Africa-Apulia plate beneath
the European plate (e.g., Biju-Duval et al., 1978). The separation of
Corsica-Sardinia from Southern Europe is part of the Oligocene and early
Miocene rifting of the Western Mediterranean following the Eocene
collision of the French Maritime portion of the Alpine chain. The
crustal structure of the Ligurian Basin is interpreted as follows: (a)
a relatively narrow (30-70 km) band of oceanic crust in the deep central
basin, where the Moho discontinuity is 12 to 14 km beloG sea level, and
(b) rifted continental crust in the 60-110 km wide zone between the deep
basin and the present shoreline, with crustal thickness increasing
landward (Fahlquist and Hersey, 1969; Le Douaran et al., 1984). This
interpretation is consistent with a 200 mgal positive Bouguer gravity
anomaly in the central basin (Morelli et al., 1975) and distribution of
magnetic anomalies (Burrus, 1984). The best estimate for the timing of
the main phase of basin opening is between 21 and 18 Ma, constrained by
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Fig. Al.1. Map (Mercator projection) of Ligurian Sea with heat flow
measurement locations. Inset gives location of study area
in northwest Mediterranean. Depth contours are 120, 1000,
2000, 2500m isobaths. Filled circles are new heat flow
sites, filled triangles are locations of cores recovered for
thermal conductivity measurements. Open circles and open
triangles are previous heat flow and piston core stations
(Rehault, 1981). Outlined lettered regions are those given
in Table Al.l. Heavy straight line oriented NW-SE is
section of Figure A1.2. Dotted lines centered on circled +
symbols are expanding spread profiles of Le Douaran et al.
(1984). Conventional reversed refracti n profiles of
Fahlquist and Hersey (1969) are located between circled +
symbols.
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paleomagnetic data from Tertiary volcanics on Sardinia (Montigny et al.,
1981).
The sedimentary facies inferred from various seismic profiles
reflect the tectonic subsidence since the main rifting phase (Rehault et
al., 1984). A sedimentary sequence 5 to 6 km thick has been deposited
in the central part of the deep basin (Figure A1.2) and is subdivided
into three main nits: the 3 km thick Miocene section (Burdigalian to
Tortonian, 22 to 6.1 Ma); a 1 to 2 km thick Messinian evaporite sequence
including a salt layer (6.1 to 5.0 Ma); and the Pliocene/Quaternary
turbiditic sediments up to 1 km thick (5.0 Ma to present).
A1.4 Heat flow and subsidence results
The new heat flow measurements were obtained between the Nice-Monaco
margin and Corsica (Figure Al.l). Values were calculated from
measurements of vertical thermal gradients, and from measurements of
thermal conductivity either on cores or in situ. Thermal gradients were
obtained with up to 7 outrigged thermistor sensors mounted on a
bottom-penetrating probe ranging in length from about 3.5 to 5.5 m.
Thermal conductivity was determined by the needle-probe method on 7
sediment cores retrieved during our field work. A scaled-up version of
this technique was also developed to measure conductivity in situ with
the same thermistor probes utilized for thermal gradient measurements.
In-situ values were obtained on 39 of the penetrations and compared well
with nearby sediment core values. Some locations showed considerable
vertical variability in conductivity with standard deviations up to 20%
of the station mean. All measurements were made in water depths greater
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Schematic section of Ligurian Basin between margins of
southern France and Corsica located in Figure Al.l.
Sedimentary sequences depicted are Plio-Quaternary (PQ,
stippled), Messinian evaporites (Me, white with salt layer
in black), and Miocene section (Mio, stippled); layer depths
controlled by seismic data, Moho depths interpolated from
nearby refraction data. Centroids of heat flow regions
(Figure A.l) with mean values and ranges (Table Al.l) are
projected normal to section line; value for Corsica from
Lesquer et al. (1983). Dashed line is theoretical heat flow
for sea floor formed 21 Ma (Parsons and Sclater, 1977).
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than 1 km, and were located as closely as possible to existing seismic
reflection profiles in an attempt to avoid areas with salt diapirs and
other structural or tectonic complications which could perturb the mean
heat flux. Coarse sediments in the deepest parts of the Ligurian basin
associated with turbidite deposition occasionally limited bottom
penetration to 2 meters or less. From heat flow measurements in Western
Mediterranean drill holes (Erickson and Von Herzen, 1978) and the
general linearity of our measured thermal gradients, there is little or
no evidence of recent water temperature fluctuations affecting the
surficial heat flow values. The 78 measurements have been subdivided
into seven different regions (Figure Al.l, Table Al.l) based on the
distribution of the values obtained, as well as depth and basin
structure.
The basin-wide heat flow average is 79 ± 21 mWm-2. The regional
heat flow means (Table A.l) show significant variability across the
basin (Figure A.2), ranging from 56 mWm-2 on the lower French
continental slope to 105 mWm- 2 near the lower Corsican margin. For
comparison, previous scattered values for the Ligurian Basin range
between 32 and 180 mWm-2 (Foucher et al., 1976; Rehault, 1981); on the
Hercynian-age (280 Ma) Corsica terrain, the mean of 8 values is 76 ± 6
mWm- 2 (Lesquer et al., 1983).
The sedimentation rates in the Ligurian Basin are sufficiently high
to cause the measured surface heat flow to be up to 30 percent lower
than that expected without sedimentation. For each region, we have
corrected the measured flux using a formulation developed by Hutchison
(1985), assuming that the sediment has been deposited at a uniform rate
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Table A.1 Ligurian Heat Flow and Subsidence Data
Region K QM QE TTS QT
(Wm-'K-1) (mW m-2) (mW m-2) (km) (mWm-2 )
A 1.20 + .13(11) 65 + 24(11) 77 2.4 74- 91
B 1.26 _ .04(9) 56 + 7(10) 73 3.4 91-101
C 1.30 _ .10(14) 71 ± 13(15) 103 4.0 98-105
D 1.29 ± .15(7) 78 ± 13(14) 95 3.4 90-100
E 1.15 ± .10(4) 103 ± 3(5) 121 3.0 84- 97
F 1.28 ± .09(5) 105 + 21(11) 147 4.1 99-105
G 1.09 ± .02(11) 86 + 11(12) 104 2.8 80- 95
Region locations in Figure Al.1
K = mean thermal conductivity S. D. of
number)
all in situ and core values, (total
QM = mean measured heat flow ± S. D., (total number)
QE = mean heat flow corrected for sedimentation effects
TTS = mean sediment-unloaded basement depth
QT = range of theoretical heat flow (see text).
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and has thermal and compaccion properties appropriate for a shale
lithology. Corrected regional mean values range between 73 and
147 mWm- 2, and the estimated basin-wide equilibrium heat flow is
102 mWm-2, similar to values expected for normal 21 Ma sea floor
(e.g., Parsons and Sclater, 1977).
In our subsidence analysis, we define total tectonic subsidence
(TTS) as the present basement depth corrected for sediment loading
(Sawyer, 1985). For refraction profiles where Moho depth is determined
(locations in Figure A.l), the TTS parameter is obtained using
Crough's (1983) correction for sediment loading. Only profiles
associated with free-air gravity anomalies of 20 mgal (Morelli et al.,
1975) are considered as local isostatic compensation is assumed.
Although the occurrence of salt was not studied by Crough (1983), its
relatively low density would tend to make the depth correction a
minimum. The stretching factor for each profile is determined by
dividing the observed crustal thickness by an estimated prerift crustal
thickness of 30 km, which is the depth to Moho beneath Corsica (Hirn and
Sapin, 1976).
We compare these observed data with the theoretical TTS for a 21 Ma
basin as predicted by the models (Figure A1.3). The uniform extension
model parameters are as follows:
initial lithospheric thickness 125 km
initial crustal thickness 30 km
thermal expansion coefficient 3.28 x 10-50°C-1
asthenospheric temperature 1333°C
asthenospheric density 3.22 gcm 3
crustal density (C) 2.80 gcm 3
thermal time constant 62.8 My
The above parameters are chosen so that the initial continental crust is
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Fig. A1.3. Tectonic subsidence vs. crustal thinning, y = - 1/.
Data from refraction profiles located on Figure Al.l. Open
circles are probable oceanic crust values of the central
basin; solid circles are sub-oceanic or highly stretched
continental crust of the margins. Error bars are 10% of
sediment unloading correction. Solid lines are theoretical
values of the uniform extension model (see text). Dashed
line is 21 Ma theoretical oceanic subsidence (Parsons and
Sclater, 1977).
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in isostatic balance with the estimated crustal structure of the deep
basin (2.9 km zero-age depth, 3.4 km crustal thickness, and 2.8 gcm 3
crustal density) and are taken mostly from Parsons and Sclater (1977).
The smaller effects of flexure, lateral heat conduction, finite rifting
and thermal blanketing by the sediment are not considered since the heat
flow and subsidence observations are only approximately corrected.
The TTS parameter for each region (Table Al.l) is obtained from the
basement two-way travel times given by Rehault et al. (1984), using the
procedure of Crough (983). The regional crustal thinning is then
estimated from the TTS parameter using the uniform extension model at
21 Myr (see Figure A1.3). According to the extension model, the heat
flow is the sum of three components; the equilibrium heat flow from the
mantle (33.5 mWm- 2 from Parsons and Sclater (1977)), the transient
heat flow depending on the amount of extension (), and the heat flow
due to the radiogenic elements in the stretched crust (Qc/B3). By
simply adding the radiogenic heat contribution from the crust, we have
ignored the smaller effect of the vertical distribution of the
radiogenic elements on the temperature structure of the lithosphere, and
the radiogenic heat production in the sediments. The Qc is estimated
to be 17 to 55 mWm - 2 from the measured range of radiogenic heat
production in the Hercynian-age granites, 1.76 - 5.3 Wm- 3 (Lesquet
et al., 1983). Therefore, the heat flow predicted by the extension
model (Table Al.l) is dependent on the crustal thinning of each region.
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A1.5 Discussion
Geothermal heat flux in the Ligurian Basin is similar to that of the
Balearic portion of the Western Mediterranean (Hutchison et al., 1985)
and reinforces other geophysical evidence for a young opening of the
Western Mediterranean. Crustal radioactivity probably accounts for some
of the regional variability. Local variability within each region is
attributed to thermal conductivity uncertainties, sedimentary processes,
topography, and perhaps thermal refraction due to basement and sediment
structure. Region F (Figure Al.l) encompasses an area strongly affected
by salt diapirism (Rehault, 1981) with the probability of some high
values caused by nearby undetected salt domes. Regions B and E, with
lower and higher than expected heat flow, respectively, will be further
analyzed with additional seismic, sedimentologic, and geothermal data
collected since this study was completed.
The TTS data of Figure A1.3 have good agreement with that predicted
by the uniform extension model. However, the TTS calculated for the
oceanic crust f the central basin appears to be several hundred meters
greater than predicted by the depth-age relationship of the major ocean
basins. Although the thin crust may account for some of the depth
anomaly, the depth and heat flow signatures of the Ligurian Basin are
not unlike that reported for the Western Pacific marginal basins
(Louden, 1980) and Tyrrhenian Sea (Hutchison et al., 1985).
In summary, the heat flow in cnjunction with the observed
subsidence generally supports lithospheric stretching as the mode of
basin formation for the Ligurian Basin. Further study is underway to
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determine what extent the regional variability in heat flow reflects
actual variations in the sub-basement thermal structure.
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A2.1 Abstract
A multipenetration heat flow instrument featuring outrigged thermal
probes has been modified to include in situ thermal conductivity
measurement capabilities using a transient heating technique similar to
the needle-probe method used on sediment cores. Due to the small radial
dimension of the outrigged probes, simple analytical approximations can
be used for predicting probe temperatures at relatively short times (2
minutes), which allows accurate equilibrium in situ temperature and
thermal conductivity measurements to be made in less than 15 minutes of
recording time. The largest instrumental error is incurred in
estimating the sediment thermal diffusivity from empirical relationships
between conductivity and diffusivity. Although the diffusivity is less
certain for sediment of high conductivity, the fractional uncertainty in
conductivity is only 2% for nearly all marine sediment. The total
instrumental uncertainty for the single probe design is estimated to be
3%. A biaxial probe design, which has the heater and temperature sensor
housed in separate steel tubes, has an additional 3% uncertainty due to
the imprecise nature of the effective probe radius used in the
calculation of the probe time constant. Field calibration of the in
situ conductivity measurements was made by comparing the mean
conductivity of in situ stations to needle-probe measurements of nearby
piston cores. For ten selected sites, in situ and laboratory means show
agreement to within 6% with no systematic differences. Significant
differences in such field comparisons can be attributed to the discrete
sampling of the sediment section. Realistic synthetic conductivity
profiles are obtained from gamma ray attenuation (GRAPE) logs of
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sediment cores in conjunction with water content and needle-probe
conductivity measurements. Such profiles illustrate that the potential
error in mean conductivity determinations may exceed 10% if large
amplitude vertical variations in conductivity exist at a characteristic
wavelength which is small compared to the probe separation.
A2.2 Introduction
By increasing the areal density of thermal gradient measurements via
pogo-probing (nultipenetration stations) and by use of digital
recording, the quality of marine geothermal surveys has been greatly
improved. Regional heat flow trends are better defined since the random
component of small-scale environmental effects may be averaged out. If
the marine heat flow system includes capabilities of thermal
conductivity measurement in situ, fewer core samples may be necessary
and the efficiency of the pogo-probing technique is preserved. A more
accurate evaluation of the local heat flow may also be made when in situ
conductivity is measured in the same interval as the thermal gradient
measurement.
A pogo-probing heat flow system composed of a cylindrical strength
member to facilitate penetration, outrigged thermal probes designed for
rapid response to sediment temperatures, and acoustic telemetry to
monitor instrument operation aboard ship has been employed by the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) since 1969 (Von Herzen and
Anderson, 1972). The design of the WHOI outrigger heat flow probe
(Figure A2.1) has recently been modified to include the
continuous-heating method of measuring in situ thermal conductivity at
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points in the sediment where temperatures are determined for thermal
gradient calculations. Previously, thermal conductivity values were
only obtained on sediment core samples using the needle-probe technique
(Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959).
In situ techniques have the following advantages over the
widely-used needle-probe method: 1) The needle-probe conductivity
values from the cores are accurate within 5%, but require a correction
for the ambient temperature and pressure conditions of the ocean bottom
(Ratcliffe, 1960). 2) Measurements on the core may not correspond with
the sediment intervals sampled in the temperature gradient stations due
to lateral and vertical sediment variability. 3) To varying degrees,
the piston coring process can disturb mass physical properties such as
water content or porosity of the sediment sample (Ross and Riedel,
1967). 4) Additional ship time is required to retrieve piston cores.
5) Shipboard monitoring of temperature data allows the determination of
in situ conductivity and heat flow values in real time.
A drawback of the in situ technique is that the horizontal conduction
rather than the vertical conduction is measured. Although anisotropy in
sediment conductivity is not generally observed, conductivities 2 to 3%
higher in the horizontal direction have been found (B. Della Vedova,
pers. comm., 1984). Additionally, when significant detailed
conductivity stratification exists, the density of measurements on the
core sample can readily be increased whereas the number of measurements
in situ is limited by the thermistor arrangement.
An alternative pogo-probing heat flow instrument which has had much
success in measuring conductivities in situ is the violin-bow probe
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(Eyndman et al., 1979; Hutchison, 1983). In situ conductivity is
obtained using a heat pulse technique (Lister, 1979) which has generally
been used in conjunction with the relatively large diameter (0.78 cm)
violin-bow temperature sensor and heater tube. Although the
pulse-heating technique clearly has improved battery energy efficiency,
we show that the accuracy of the conductivity values is generally
comparable to that of the steady-heating techniques. The violin-bow
probe can easily be configured to house a multipoint averaging
thermistor chain along the probe length. An averaging sensor, instead
of point sensors, is particularly useful in determining the mean
resistivity of vertically heterogeneous sediment (Lister, 1970).
Adaption of the WHOI outrigger pogo probe and digital heat flow
(DHF) electronic instrumentation to include the continuous-heating
method of in situ conductivity determination was rather straightforward
because both the durable design of the outrigger fins (Figure A2.2) and
the relatively low voltage output of the DHF battery pack (nominally 18
volts regulated to 5 volts) were retained. The pertinent hardware
designs and the basic theory of heat conduction in cylindrical regions
for the in situ transient-heating technique are presented. Instrumental
uncertainties, including those associated with the use of a biaxial
probe design, are determined analytically and are found to be similar to
the needle-probe method (Von Herzen and Maxwell, 1959) and the
violin-bow with pulse-heating (Hyndman et al., 1979).
Laboratory conditions simulating ambient conditions of marine
sediment in situ are difficult to reproduce. Thus, the results of field
experimentation are important in calibrating the in situ technique.
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Numerous in situ conductivity data from the Ligurian Basin in the
Western Mediterranean Sea (Jemsek et al., 1985a) and Bermuda Rise
(Detrick et al., 1986) are compared to needle-probe measurements
obtained on nearby sediment core samples. Considering the probable
vertical and lateral variability in sediment properties, very good
agreement between the measurements is found. Additionally, the
reliability of the mean in situ conductivity is evaluated in light of
the discrete sampling problem of the outrigged point thermistors. Core
data such as needle-probe conductivity, water content and gamma ray
attenuation logs (GRAPE) are used to assist in calibration of in situ
measurements.
A2.3 Measuring Thermal Conductivity In Situ With Continuous-Heating
The continuous-heating method for applications in situ can be
considered as a scaled-up version of the needle-probe method (Von Herzen
and Maxwell, 1959) which has proved successful in the accurate
determination of thermal conductivity of marine sediment retrieved with
piston and gravity corers. The needle-probe method involves the
insertion of a thin cylindrical thermal probe into a sediment core
sample. The probe is then heated continuously along its length at a
constant rate. The rise in temperature against time approaches a
logarithmic asymptote whose slope is equal to (Q/4rK) where Q is the
heat input per unit length per unit time and K is the thermal
conductivity. The rate at which the asymptote is approached depends on
the radius of the probe. For a needle probe of 0.1 cm diameter the
asymptote is reached rather quickly (< 20 s) which allows for an
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Table A2.1
Characteristic Time Constants for Thermal Probes
probe type radius, r r2K-l*
(cm) (s)
needle probe1 0.04 0.5
WHOI outrigger probe 0.16 8.5
violin-bow probe2 0.40 53
Bullard probe 3 1.0 330
*Assuming a sediment diffusivity of 0.3 x 10- 6 m2 s-
References: Von Herzen and Maxwell (1959)
2Hyndman et al. (1979)
3Bullard (1954)
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accurate conductivity measurement in only a few minutes.
Until recently, the continuous-heating method has only been applied
to in situ measurements for a single sliding outrigger attached to a
Bullard probe (Sclater et al., 1969) and to the active length of the
Bullard probe (Lister, 1970). The latter probe has a large radius (see
Table A2.1) and can require up to 30 minutes of measuring time for a
single heat flow station. As the probe radius increases, longer times
are required to approximate the theory formulated in detail by Jaeger
(1956) in which the probe is treated as a perfect conductor. If the
conductivity measurement is made in a shorter time period it is also
less likely that the measurement will be affected by a mechanical
disturbance due to drift of ship position and a subsequent increase in
tension of the trawl wire. The Bullard probe is not a multipenetration
probe so that the above designs have been superceded with the increased
usage of pogo-probing.
Outrigger probe instrumentation and data acquisition. The WHOI heat
flow system consists of up to 7 outrigged thermistor sensors mounted to
a 8 cm diameter probe barrel whose end is sealed with a solid nose cone
(Figure A2.1). Several different configurations have been used. A
robust version has a 3.5 m long probe barrel with 4 thermal probes
attached at .65 m spacing. A probe barrel of 7 m length with as many as
7 outrigged thermistors has also been used. However, this configuration
tends to be susceptible to bending when partial or no penetration in
hard bottom occurs, or during pullouts which apply high bending moments
to the barrel.
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The thermal probe is mounted at a radial distance of 8 cm from its
mounting base (Figure A2.2) to insure that there is no measurable
thermal effect of the probe barrel sensed by the thermal probes. Each
thermistor probe is secured by two fins separated by an axial distance
of 10 cm, with the actual thermistor being centered between the two fins
in the middle of the tube. Several outrigged thermal probe designs have
been used, each with slightly different thermal properties (see Figure
A2.3). For the thin-walled probe, the heat capacity per unit length m
is found as 22 J m K from: steel 54%, pC = 3.88 MJ
m 3 K- ; probe internal contents 46%, pC = 1.54 MJ m- K- .
The thick-walled version has m = 25 J m- 1 K-' with the probe being
70% steel. A procedure for the construction of the thermal probe is
presented by Jemsek et al. (1985b). An earlier version of the in situ
probe was of a biaxial or double probe design (Figure A2.3c) which
consisted of a steel tube housing the thermistor adjacent to the same
size tubing containing a heater wire.
The heating power per unit length, Q, determines the relative
temperature rise of the heating urve. Q is calculated as I2(R/L)
where I is current and (R/L) is resistance of the wire per unit length.
The heater current is normally maintained at a value near 250 mA D.C.
(depending on the instrument used) by a constant current regulator of
maximum 15 V output powered by a battery pack. The resistance of the
heating wire is about 35 m-" giving the value of Q as about 2 W
m
-1
. After 10 minutes the temperature rise for the in situ probe in
sediment is generally less than 1 K.
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The electronic circuitry for the heat flow instrument together with
the digital tape recorder, acoustic transponder and battery pack are
housed in a single pressure casing located within the weightstand at the
top of the probe barrel. Inputs are sequentially sampled at 2 s
intervals and include a pressure transducer, continuous tilt meter,
heater current, time counter, and two reference resistors in addition to
as many as eight thermistors. Thus, each variable is typically measured
each 28 s. The thermistors and heater system are connected to the heat
flow instrument by a cable, plug, and socket assembly, with the heaters
being in a series circuit to assure uniform heating of each probe.
The digital data is recorded on a magnetic tape cassette as well as
being telemetered to the sea surface for real-time monitoring of the
recorded data. The digital data is normally analyzed as it has the
highest resolution (0.5 mK). The graphical record is used for
real-time monitoring of instrumentation, but can also be used for
detailed analysis if the digital tape record is absent or faulty. If
the telemetered data is preset for approximately 1 K full scale, the
potential resolution is 2 to 3 mK. Thus, at a much lower resolution,
the graphical data can be digitized with reasonable accuracy and
processed in the same way as the cassette tape record.
Pogo-probing usually maintains a 1 to 2 km spacing between
penetrations, with the DHF instrument battery power allowing up to 25
penetrations for a single heat flow profile. A typical temperature
record for each heat flow penetration can be divided into four sections
(Figure A2.4): 1) the 2-minute period before initial penetration when
the probe is held steady a small distance (50 to 100 m) above the
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bottom, 2) 5-minute period for the temperature decay after the initial
penetration, 3) the 10-minute period of continuous heating and 4) the
2-minute period holding above bottom after pullout of the instrument.
The temperatures before penetration and after pullout are used to
calculate any temperature drift during the penetration and also
determine the relatively uniform near-bottom water temperature recorded
by each thermistor as a reference temperature. Thermistor calibrations
may not fully account for the lead resistance of the cables and contact
resistance at the plug/socket connections. Thus, the equilibrium
temperatures are determined relative to the water temperatures and are
not necessarily accurate absolute values. The thermistors usually
reproduce each other within 0.1 K; offsets of this magnitude are
inconsequential for either temperature gradients or in situ conductivity.
The equilibrium temperature is estimated from the smooth decay of
the frictional heating event, and the temperature versus time record
after the heater current is activated constitutes the in situ
conductivity data set (Figure A2.4). The heater current is normally
programmed (by a microprocessor) to turn on after 5 minutes of stable
pressure readings and is applied for 10 minutes. The pressure
transducer has a range of 0 to 8 km and is converted to a digital value
with a resolution of about + 0.3 m. A stable pressure reading is
usually specified to be + 3 m. After penetration of the instrument into
the sea bottom, the pressure normally does not change until data
acquisition is complete and the instrument is pulled out. With rough
seas or in a region of large current drift, when the instrument is
susceptible to being disturbed prematurely by an increase in the trawl
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wire tension, a preset time delay heater turn-on program can be used as
an alternative.
Analytical development of the in situ technir _e. The analytical
derivation and data analysis of the in situ continuous-heating line
source method has been described by Sclater et al. (1969). As they
note, the reduction of the in situ time-temperature record is slightly
altered from that of the needle-probe data. An asymptotic solution
cannot be readily used because of the longer time constant of the in
situ probe. Also, the frictional heating effect of the heat flow probe
penetrating the sediment must be removed from the in situ heating curve.
1) Temperature history of a probe subjected to frictional heating.
As discussed by Bullard (1954) and Jaeger (1956), the probe is idealized
as an infinitely long, perfectly conducting cylinder of radius r and
heat capacity per unit length m embedded in homogeneous sediment that
has an equilibrium temperature el, thermal conductivity K, thermal
diffusivity , specific heat C and density p. Due to the frictional
heating along the probe surface during penetration into the sediment,
the probe is at an elevated temperature e0o at time t = 0. The
subsequent temperature of the probe, , is given by
= + 0 F(a,t) (A2.1)
where F(a,t) is the decay function derived by Bullard (1954) as
F(a,T) = 4 exp (--cx2 )dx (A2.2)
o xa(x)
where
A(x) = [xJo(x) - aJl(x)]2 + [xYo(x) - aYl(x)] 2
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and JN(X) and YN(X) are the Bessel functions of order n of the first
and second kinds, respectively. The nondimensional quantity is the
probe thermal time constant, given by
= t/r2 (A2.3)
The nondimensional probe parameter, , is given by
a= 2rzpC/m (A2.4)
and is equal to twice the ratio of the thermal capacity of the sediment
to that of the probe. The value of for most steel probes is near
2.0 but varies slightly depending on the sediment thermal properties.
The exact solution to the F(c,T) decay curve has been tabulated by
several investigators (Bullard, 1954; Jaeger, 1956; Huppert and Sclater,
1968). For > 4, the approximation (Blackwell, 1954)
F(a,T) 1/2a - 1/4x-rz - (-2) (ln2.246T-1) + 0 lnt
4Zxz ~T
is within 1% of the exact value. The asymptote is given by
F(a,) 1 = m
2a-c 4rKt
and is a simple function of reciprocal time.
In practice, equilibrium temperatures are determined using Equation
A2.1 and the asymptotic expression for F(a,t), fitting the observed
temperatures versus time since penetration to
= 1 + b t (A2.5)
in a least-squares sense. Since F(a,z) tends to zero as t
approaches infinity, 01 is simply the intercept of the regression
line with the coefficient b as the slope (Figure A2.5). Equation A2.5
is not valid for small t so that the temperatures recorded immediately
after the initial penetration must be disregarded in the computation of
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Table A2.2 Values for G(a,z) with a = 2.0
Exact Blackwell
Xt Solution* Approximation Asymptote
1 0.09768 0.10416 0.06437
2 0.13804 0.13942 0.11953
3 0.16459 0.16505 0.15179
4 0.18445 0.18462 0.17468
5 0.20033 0.20039 0.19243
6 0.21357 0.21357 0.20694
7 0.22491 0.22489 0.21921
8 0.23484 0.23480 0.22983
9 0.24367 0.24362 0.23920
10 0.25161 0.25156 0.24759
11 0.25884 0.25879 0.25517
12 0.26546 0.26541 0.26209
13 0.27158 0.27152 0.26846
14 0.27725 0.27720 0.27436
15 0.28255 0.28250 0.27985
16 0.28752 0.28747 0.28498
17 0.29220 0.29215 0.28981
18 0.29662 0.29656 O.29435
19 0.30080 0.30075 0.29866
20 0.30478 0.30473 0.30274
24 0.31897 0.31895 0.31729
32 0.34144 0.34143 0.34018
40 0.35895 0.35894 0.35794
* data from-Huppert and Sclater (1968) and Sass (1965)
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e1. To check the validity of Equation A2.5 for early times,
synthetic temperature data have been generated using the exact solution
of the F(a,T) decay curve (Equation A2.1) assuming 0 = 1 K and
thermal properties appropriate for b = 1.7 K s. Applying the above
linear regression and neglecting temperatures generated for < 10
(within 80 to 90 s of penetration for the WHOI probe), an equilibrium
temperature is obtained that is within 0.5 mK of the true value. Thus,
accurate equilibrium temperatures can be determined with only a few
minutes of in-bottom recording time.
2) Applying the transient line heat source. The thermal
conductivity is determined by applying a heat input Q at a constant rate
along the length of the cylinder. Assuming the cylinder to be at zero
initial temperature, Jaeger (1956) gives the solution
e = Q/K G(m,T) (A2.6)
where K is the thermal conductivity. The function G(a,t) is given by
G(a,T) = 2 2 f 1 - exp (--x2 ) dx (A2.7)
o 0 x3A(x)
where A(x) is as given in Equation A2.2 and and from Equations
A2.3 and A2.4. Equation A2.7 has been evaluated by Jaeger (1956) and
Huppert and Sclater (1968), and tabulated for almost all useful values
of by Sass (1965) (see Table A2.2). The Blackwell (1954)
approximation
G(a,T) = 1 {ln 2.246T + 1 + (-2) ln 2.246X} (A2.8)
4w I2 2xac
is within 1% of the exact solution for > 3 and the asymptote
G(a,T) = 1 In 2.246x
4w
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is within 1% of the solution for > 14 (Table A2.2). As previously
mentioned, the asymptotic result is used in the needle-probe method.
In the application of the continuous-heating method with the in situ
probe, the thermal transient due to the frictional heating event must be
removed since the probe is not at an equilibrium temperature of zero as
assumed in Equation A2.6. Both Equations A2.1 and A2.6 are solutions of
linear differential equations and therefore can be combined as
= + o F(a,Tl) + Q/K G(a,t) (A2.9)
where refers to the time since the instant the heater turns on and
T1 is given by
= (t+tl)/rz
where the heater is known to turn on a time t after penetration.
Since solutions for both e1 and e0 have been previously
obtained, K can be determined by fitting the modified temperatures in
Equation A2.9 (Figure A2.6). However, to establish and a the
sediment diffusivity must be known and an iterative routine using an
empirical relation of to K must be used. The effect of the
uncertainty of on the computed K is discussed later in the chapter.
The Blackwell approximation for G(a,T) (Equation A2.8) is
applied because, compared to the asymptotic solution, much earlier times
of the heating curve can be used with nearly the accuracy of the exact
solution. For the WHOI probe, temperatures are typically retrieved from
T = 7 to = 50 (about 60 to 450 s). For this range in and for
= 2, the Blackwell approximation gives a differential of G(a,T)
that is within 0.1% of that given by the exact solution and so generates
negligible error in the K determination. If the asymptote is used in a

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similar range, G(c,t) will be underestimated by 1.0% at = 14
and 0.4% at = 40. This discrepancy will cause a bias of 2.3% higher
conductivity estimate and is readily verified by analysing the same data
set with both the Blackwell and asymptotic solutions.
The formal error in K calculated from the regression analysis is
quoted at the 95% confidence level using the student's t-test. This
curve fit error is generally less than 1 to 2%; a conductivity with a
statistical error > 5% suggests that the value is unreliable. Large
curve fit errors are attributed to the following: 1) premature pull of
the attachment cable, 2) settling of the instrument subsequent to the
initial penetration, 3) poor extrapolation of the frictional heating
decay, or 4) instrument malfunction or noise.
A factor in the level of confidence that can be assigned to the K
value is the number and frequency of the digitally recorded temperatures
used in the regression. For example, the seven data sets plotted in
Figure A2.6 do not show any apparent nonlinear trends in the recorded
temperatures and have a low average curve fit error of 0.6% using
the 18 total data points measured in the time range of 90 to 600 s after
the heater is activated. If only the 9 temperatures at earliest times
are used, the average fit error increases to 3.4% whereas if every other
temperature is used (9 total) the average error is only 1.0%. Thus, in
order to minimize the statistical error for a given sample size, a
greater range of time sampled is probably more important than the sample
frequency.
For the outrigger probe configuration (Figure A2.2), the useful
measuring time is limited by the proximity of the fins to the
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thermistor. Lister (1963) uses an experimental approach to show that
conduction from a heated fin to the probe may cause error in the
calculation of equilibrium temperature. Conversely, Blackwell (1953)
has analyzed the diffusion problem of a heated probe which is bounded by
isothermal surfaces perpendicular to the axis of the probe. According
to the results of Blackwell (1953), there is less than a 1% difference
to the radial heat flow solution for a probe with a length (fin to
thermistor) to radius ratio of 32 for times up to = 75, which is
equivalent to 10 minutes of heating for the WHOI probe. This result is
consistent with our field measurements. No discernable departure from
theory has been noted in the later part of the heating curve which could
be attributed to thermal perturbation by the fins (see Figure A2.6).
A2.4 Analysis of Instrumental Error
The in situ continuous-heating method is evaluated in light of the
analytical approximations and possible instrument uncertainties. The
errors incurred in the G(a,T) estimate are mainly due to the
uncertainty of the sediment thermal diffusivity value in the and 
parameters. Minor random errors are also attributed to the uncertainty
of the heater turn-on time as well as the calibration of the heater
current itself. The overall mean uncertainty caused by these factors is
about 3% for the WHOI probe. A double-probe design (Figure A2.3c) has a
greater uncertainty because the heater and thermistor are separated by
several millimeters, each being housed in its own probe.
Effect of heater output. A small uncertainty in K is attributed to
the heater output Q. The current is calibrated in the lab to known
_I
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standards with an accuracy of 0.1 ma. The relative value of the
current is also known to better than 0.1 ma of a total 250 ma during in
situ measurements, and is monitored every record. If the heater current
falls below its regulated value due to low battery voltage, the
temperature versus G(c,t) curve shows significant lack of fit and
the measurement may be disregarded. The heating wire is a copper-nickel
alloy with a uniform resistance per unit length (39.17 0.10 Q
mn') and temperature coefficient on the order of 10 5 K-'. Thus,
the uncertainty in conductivity due to Q is 0.5%.
Effect of heater origin time. The initiation of the heating period
is critical in the determination of conductivity. For the
continuous-heating method, a shift of one in the heater origin time
can lead to a 3% error in K. Therefore, the small-diameter needle probe
(Table A2.1) is more sensitive than the larger diameter outrigger probe
to equivalent errors in the heater timing. The heater for the DHF
instrument is programmed to turn on at the beginning of the 2-s cycle
whereas temperatures assigned for each cycle are approximately recorded
during the middle of the cycle. Considering the timing of the data
written on the tape and finite conductivity of the internal probe
components, there is probably less than a 1 s uncertainty in heater
origin time. Figure A2.7 illustrates that for shifts in the assigned
time of up to one t (8 s) there is a fairly linear change in K.
Accordingly, the fractional uncertainty in K due to the heater timing is
± 0.5%. We note that a time shift of a few seconds can affect the K
value, but it does not produce an appreciable lack of fit (nonlinearity)
in the temperature versus G(m,t) plot.
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Fig. A2.7. Variation in conductivity due to uncertainty in time since
the heater is active for the WHOI probe.
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Effect of thermal contact resistance. Somewhat analagous to the
effect of a start time delay is the existence of a thermal contact
resistance in the form of disturbed sediment or even water between the
steel probe and sediment. Such a boundary zone of different
conductivity, if not accounted for, could produce nonlinearity in the
predicted heating curve as discussed by Jaeger (1956). The possibility
of a deviation from the predicted curve emphasizes the value of
utilizing the entire temperature vs. time record rather than determining
its slope only from the end points. It has been assumed that the
thermal decay in the pulse-heating is less sensitive to contact
resistance than the continuous-heating method (Hyndman et al., 1979;
Lister, 1979). However, this is probably true only in that, in presence
of a contact resistance, the net change in the probe temperature would
be greater throughout a continuous-heating experiment than a
pulse-heating one. The shape of the temperature/time curves would be
about equally distorted in both cases (see Jaeger, 1956; Figures 2 and
5).
No systematic evidence for the inclusion of a contact resistance
parameter in the data reduction scheme is suggested by the in situ data
obtained with the WHOI outrigger probe. Apparently, the small probe
diameter and the outrigger fins angularly separated around the axis of
the probe barrel (see Figure A2.1) ensure intimate thermal contact at
the sediment/probe interface.
This is not necessarily the case with the violin-bow design. For
example, Hutchison (1983) found that since the uppermost section of the
thermal probe pulls through the same sediment disturbance created by the
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lowermost section, a water-filled gap between the uppermost violin
string and sediment can sometimes occur (see Hutchison and Owen, this
volume). Having sections of the violin bow outrigged at different
azimuthal positions down the length of the probe would ensure a smaller
"pull-through" disturbance on the sediment surrounding the probe. The
internal probe configuration and contents of the in situ probe may also
be closely related to the problem of contact resistance since the heat
conduction theory for cylindrical probes assumes the probe to be an
infinitely good conductor. As indicated by numerical experiments
(Hyndman et al., 1979), a probe in which the thermistor is in good
thermal contact with the metal housing can improve the response time of
the probe to the sediment temperature.
Effect of estimating thermal diffusivity. The largest uncertainty
in determining K lies in the estimation of the thermal diffusivity .
Since is incorporated into the a and parameters, its value can
significantly alter the G(a,t) variable determined for the specified
times during the continuous-heating period. In practice, for marine
sediments is found using an empirical relation with K such as
= (3.66K - .70) x 10- 7 (A2.10)
given by Von Herzen and Maxwell (1959) where units are in W m K-'
for K, and m2s- 1 for . A similar relation
= K (A2.11)
106(5.79 - 3.67K + 1.016 K)
has been established by Hyndman et al. (1979). Both relations
(Equations A2.10 and A2.11) are derived by using measurements of K and
water content W, and by assuming thermal capacities and densities for
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the liquid and solid components of the sediment. The theoretical
relationship used to determine is
1 + 1-W PM
K= K W Ps (A2.12)
PWCW 1 + 1-W Cs
W Cw
where W is the water fraction by weight, Pw and ps are the
density of the water and solid components, and C and Cs are the
heat capacities of the water and solid, respectively.
Water content can be either measured directly, as was done above, or
estimated using the empirical relation of Bullard and Day (1961)
K = (aW + b)- (A2.13)
where a and b are constants. K vs. W plots for marine sediments
generally have considerable scatter. As noted by Davis et al. (1984),
the thermal conductivity of the constituent mineral grains accounts for
some variability. Sediment grain shape, intergrain contacts and
anisotropic properties also play a role in the conductivity values and
in their subsequent relationship to water content. The variability of W
with respect to K implies a similar uncertainty in the thermal
diffusivity estimate.
Two published K - W relations (Equation A2.13) for marine sediment
are that of Bullard and Day (1961) and that of Lachenbruch and Marshall
(1966). These relations have proved to be useful extremes for the ocean
floor; the Lachenbruch-Marshall relation was derived for Arctic Ocean
sediment and typifies sediment with a moderate terrigenous input, and
the Bullard-Day relation is sampled from Pacific and Atlantic pelagic
regions. The field studies considered in this chapter, the Bermuda Rise
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and Ligurian Basin, are located near an island and continental margin,
respectively. Consequently, the overall sediment grain thermal
conductivity and density can be expected to be higher than typical
deep-sea sediment (Langseth and Von Herzen, 1971). The water content
data in the study regions substantiate that high grain conductivities do
exist for these two regions. Figure A2.8 illustrates that the Ligurian
Sea sediments have overall low water content values (< 45%) and follow a
moderately high conductivity relation similar to Arctic sediments. The
water content data are from four different piston cores for which bulk
density data also exist. Data points for which calculated grain
densities were two standard deviations from the mean had physically
unrealistic values and so were excluded from the data set (16 deleted
out of 92 total). Physical property data southwest of Bermuda (Davis et
al., 1984) also support a K - W relationship similar to the Ligurian and
Arctic sediment.
To investigate the maximum and minimum bounds for the vs. K
curves, we have used the Bullard-Day relation (with p = 2500 kg
m -3 ) and the Lachenbruch-Marshall relation (with Ps = 2600 kg
m 3) of Figure A2.8 in conjunction with Equation A2.12 (see curves a
and c, respectively, Figure A2.9). The K - W relations are appropriate
for in situ temperature and pressure which required a 4.5% decrease in
the laboratory K values. We have assumed a value of Pw = 1030 kg
m
3
, with C = 3930 J kg -l K - l and C = 770 J kg -' K-I
(from Bullard13). A decrease in the assumed density of the solid
component from 2600 kg m - 3 to 2500 kg m - 3 will increase the 
values by 3%. Also shown in Figure A2.9 are the empirical relations of
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Fig. A2.9. Plot of thermal diffusivity versus conductivity K curves
derived from empirical relations. Curves a and c use
Equations A2.12 and A2.13 (see text), curve b is from
Equation A2.11, and curve d from Equation A2.10. Curve d is
extrapolated for K values > 1.1 W m-' K-1.
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Equations A2.10 (curve d) and A2.11 (curve b). In practice, Equation
A2.10 has been implemented for the WHOI data reduction scheme which is
closely related to the K - W derived curve c of Figure A2.9.
Considering the envelope produced by the uppermost and lowermost curves,
the uncertainty in scales with increasing K, such that the
uncertainty in values of are about 1% for K = 0.7, 8% for K = 1.0,
and 20% for K = 1.4 W m K- 1 .
Values of (Equation A2.4) for a range of conductivities are
shown in Figure A2.10a. The uncertainty of is on the order of 10%
depending on the - K relation chosen. Figure A2.10b indicates that
assuming an arbitrary value of = 2.0 would give rise to a small 
0.5% error in the computed value of K. The fractional uncertainty of K
due to is isolated by choosing a constant value of and examining
G between t = 100 and t = 400 s. From Figure A2.11, it is apparent that
K uncertainty increases from about 10% for small (K = 0.7 W m'
K- 1 ) to 20% for larger (K = 1.4 W m- 1 K-1 ). Therefore, we
have constructed two curves suitable for a low (0.7 W m K -') and
high (1.4 W m- K) conductivity to investigate the error in K due
to (Figure A2.11). The K determination is more sensitive to
uncertainties in X at low conductivities, but our knowledge of is
also more accurate for small K. If the total error in a and t that
arises from the probable inaccuracy in is considered (Figure A2.12),
then the fractional uncertainty in K is less than 2% which is comparable
with that found by Hyndman et al. (1979) for the pulse-heating method.
Thus, the fractional uncertainty in K due to is small but could be
reduced by calibrating the - K relation with water content and
-350-
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piston core K data in the specific survey area.
Use of a biaxial probe design. The double-probe design (Figure
A2.3c) was a consequence of a simple conversion of the already existing
temperature probe into assemblies capable of measuring conductivity in
situ. The single-probe design (Figure A2.3a) closely approximates
analytical theory because the heater wire and temperature sensor are
located near the center of a probe that has a good conducting wall of
cylindrical geometry. The more complicated geometry of the biaxial
probe results from the placement of an externally mounted heater wire
probe adjacent to the thermistor probe. The two probes will sometimes
separate slightly during field use and consequently have variable
thermal contact along their lengths. However, at sufficiently long
times, the biaxial probe must approach the behavior of an equivalent
single probe since temperatures will only be a function of the asymptote
(logarithm time) as a result of the radius of the heating front in the
sediment becoming large compared to the probe dimensions.
Since we are interested in using as early times as possible to
recover the conductivity data, the finite heat capacity of the double
probe is taken into account (see Equation A2.8). The thermal capacity
of the biaxial probe has approximately doubled, as has the volume of
sediment displaced by the probe. Thus, is similar to that of the
uniaxial probe.
In the case of the double probe, the radius r is uncertain so that
the relationship of r to G(a,x) must be analyzed. The biaxial probe
is approximated by assuming an effective radius which lies between the
radius of the uniaxial probe (r = 0.16 cm) and the distance between the
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axes of the heater and thermistor probes (r = 0.32 cm). Thus, with a
larger uncertainty than the single probe, the actual conductivity can be
bracketed between high and low estimates. An analytical test of the
double probe is made to determine the range of times for which Equation
A2.8 is an adequate approximation.
The Blackwell approximation (Equation A2.8) for the probe model is
compared to an off-axis model described by Jaeger (1958) in which
temperature is recorded a distance d from an infinite line heat
source in an infinite medium of thermal diffusivity and conductivity
K. The medium is initially at = 0 and at time t > 0 heat is
supplied at a rate Q per unit length per unit time. For t > , is
given by
E = _Q Ei -d (A2.14)
4kK 4Kt1
where -Ei(-x) is the exponential integral whose series expansion is
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965)
OD
-Ei(-x) = -y -ln x - 2 (-x)
n=l nn!
y = 0.57721 is Euler's constant. For the double probe, d is analogous
to the distance between the heater wire and thermistor located in the
adjacent cylindrical probes. The main inaccuracy in the off-axis model
is that the high conductivity and possibly different heat capacity of
the steel probes are not taken into account; instead, the model assumes
that the sediment is the material between the heater and thermistor
sensor and is a relatively poor conductor, which is the extreme case for
two probes in contact. Equating the probe radius r with d, K/Q of
the Blackwell approximation (Equation A2.8) is compared to the off-axis
-354-
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model (Equation A2.14) in Figure A2.13. At t = 7 and (x=2.0, K
calculated for the uniaxial probe is about 1% higher than the off-axis
model with the solutions converging for large . Accepting = 7 as
the minimum -r for Equation A2.8 to become valid for the double probe,
= O.3XI-6 M2S-1
the minimum time is 60 to 235 s for sediment of = 0.3x10 6 m2s -
depending on the value of the effective radius being 0.16 or 0.32 cm,
respectively. Accordingly, if temperature data recorded later than 200
s are successively omitted, little change in the computed K is found,
regardless of the radius used. However, if temperatures recorded < 100
s after the heater turns on are utilized, the computed K will be
underestimated by a few percent and will have a larger curve fit error.
When using high and low estimates of the probe radius in the K
determination, the small radius case produces a higher K value. In
Figure A2.14, the increase in K computed with r = 0.16 cm rather than r
= 0.32 cm is plotted against the K value using r = 0.32 cm. The
theoretical curves are dependent on the minimum time value utilized.
When short times are considered, there is a larger discrepancy between
the computed K for the two radii. For a delay time of 150 s, a change
of about 0.04 - 0.05 W m K in K can be expected.
Due to the variable thermal contact of the double-probe
construction, a "proper" value of radius cannot easily be found using
minimization techniques in the curve fit error or using a numerical
modeling approach. In practice, the final K value is obtained either by
averaging solutions to the low estimate (r = 0.16 cm) and high estimate
(r = 0.32 cm) or by using an intermediate value for the radius (r = 0.23
cm). A 0.03 W m - K uncertainty is generally attributed to
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Fig. A2.14. Conductivity K obtained using r = 0.32 cm is plotted with
the increase in K found using r = 0.16 cm. Curves show the
relation that the initial time considered in the
temperature record (50, 100, 200, 400 s) has on the
difference in the computed K for the two radii.
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uncertainty in the effective radius, making the total instrumental error
for the double probe about 6%. The single-probe design is a physical
system more easily quantified by analytical theory for heat conduction
in cylindrical probes, and therefore has a greater precision compared to
the biaxial probe design.
A2.5 Field Testing
An independent check on the accuracy of the in situ thermal con-
ductivity values is made by comparing the in situ data with available
physical property data of sediment core samples. Since the in situ
measurement determines K only in the horizontal direction, bias in the
in situ K values may occur if significant anisotropy exists.
Conversely, some mass physical properties of the sediment core may be
prone to a sampling disturbance caused by the piston coring process
(Ross and Riedel, 1967; McCoy and Von Herzen, 1971; Stow and Aksu, 1978;
McCoy, 1980). It is reasonable to suspect some bias in the needle-probe
values will result from core disturbance phenomena. Therefore,
irreversible changes in the sediment due to core recovery techniques
places a special emphasis on the applicability of in situ measurements
over shipboard measurements. Furthermore, corrections of the core data
for the ambient pressure and temperature on the seafloor (Ratcliffe,
1960) may also be in error, but probably to a lesser extent than the
coring effects.
Comparison of in situ measurements to core sample values. Field
calibration of the in situ K measurements is performed by comparing them
to needle-probe values obtained from nearby piston cores. Sites are
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located in the Ligurian Basin and Bermuda Rise (Table A2.3). Each site
includes 1 to 3 pogo-probing stations located within 3 km of a single
piston core station. For each station, the average K is determined as
the harmonic mean (reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the 1/K
values). A data set with a standard deviation (SD) of 20% produces an
arithmetic mean with a systematic error of 3% above the harmonic mean.
The in situ and core values are restricted to roughly the same depth
interval such that needle-probe values below the upper 7m of the piston
core are not generally considered.
In Figure A2.15, the harmonic mean for each site as determined by
the in situ values is plotted against that determined by the core
values. The deviation between the core and in situ values is 6% which
is within the instrumental techniques; no systematic difference between
the in situ and needle-probe values is apparent. The biaxial probe
performance seems to be similar to the uniaxial design. In a geothermal
survey of the Tyrrhenian Basin site, the biaxial probe instrumentation
has been compared to the pulse-heating method on a violin-bow instrument
(Hutchison et al., 1985). Both in situ methods gave K values within 2%
of each other in a region with a homogeneous sediment distribution.
Good agreement exists for individual conductivity-depth profiles of
the core stations (corrected to in situ conditions) compared to in situ
pogo-probe values (Figure A2.16). These comparisons are made in
sediments of different mean conductivity. Where sediment conductivity
is uniform with depth, the agreement is most clear (Figure A2.16a). If
significant conductivity stratification occurs, missing upper core
sections are evident (Figure A2.16b-d). A better fit of the
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Fig. A2.15. Plot of the harmonic mean conductivity from all
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(single-probe design, closed circle) and D - D4
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Selected Piston Core and In Situ Pogo Stations
Mean K
Site' Stationz Latitude Longitude N3 (W m-K' l)
Sl B83PC04
B83S6B.4
B83S6B.5
S2 B83PC05
B83S10.8
B83S10.11
S3 B83PC06
B83S9.5
B83S9.6
B83S9.7
S4 B83PC07
B83S11.4
B83S12.1
30°12.5N
30°12.3N
30°12.2N
31°08.0N
31°08.3N
31°09.8N
31°12.1N
31°12.6N
31°12.5N
31°12.2N
31°01.5N
31°02.1N
31002.3N
69°47.8W
69°48.3W
69°47.4W
68°08.1W
68006.5W
68°07.3W
68°03.8W
68°04.8W
68°03.3W
68°01.8W
66°29.7W
660 27.8W
66 0°31.6W
15
5
5
19
7
7
19
5
5
5
18
7
6
0.898
0.918
0.918
0.946
0.909
0.935
0.937
0.923
O. 905
0.893
0.890
0.961
0.959
AK4
(W m I K- ' )
0.008
0.036
0.036
0.022
0.031
0.028
0.028
0.087
0.053
0.022
0.009
0.072
0.033
S5 L84PC03
L84S5.6
S6 L84PC04
L84S5.9
D1 L82PCOl
L82S9.1
D2 L82PC05
L82S16.9
L82S16.10
D3 B83PC09
B83S14.2
B83S14.4
D4 B83PC13
B83S21.1
B83S21.2
B83S21.3
43°38.3N 7°28.4E
43038.2N 7028.6E
43041.6N 7028.4E
43041.6N 7°28.2E
42°49.9N 8°40.8E
42049.9N 8040.8E
43°31.8N
43°32.7N
43°31.8N
31032.8N
31°32.6N
31°33.3N
33044.0N
33°43.ON
33043.1N
33°42.7N
7048.2E
7046.8E
7°48.2E
65042.1W
65°41.9W
65041.7W
67027.7W
67029.6W
67029.0W
67°28.0W
I site Sn has in situ data using single probe, Dn using double probe
2 piston core stations (nnnPCnn), pogo stations (nnnSnn.nn)
3 number of measurements
4 uncertainty derived from 95% confidence level using student t-test based on
N measurements
Table A2.3
27
7
27
7
18
4
12
4
4
18
6
6
21
7
7
7
1.098
1.120
1.200
1.251
1.090
1.085
1.331
1.413
1.178
1.045
1.069
1.150
0.900
0.864
0.911
0.955
0.035
0.088
0.031
0.108
0.038
0.039
0.124
0.300
0.144
0.036
0.104
0.052
0.019
0.023
0.034
0.031
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needle-probe and in situ profiles is clearly obtained if the piston core
depths (as determined as distance from top of core) are increased by up
to 1 meter. The upper portion of the piston core may be lost frequently
because of the uncertainty of the piston coring process (McCoy and Von
Herzen, 1971). Heat flow measurements allow for an estimation of actual
in situ depths by extrapolation of the geothermal gradient to the
sediment surface. Consequently, the core conductivity profiles have
been shifted to greater depths to best align with the conductivity
stratigraphy indicated by the in situ conductivities and depths.
Reliability of mean conductivity estimates. The reliability of the
field comparison depends on the variability of the sediment
conductivity. Langseth and Von Herzen (1971) discuss the conductivity
patterns in the deep-sea and tendency of variability to increase with
the average conductivity. Regions of more uniform conductivity are
generally associated with pelagic clays of high water content where
normal (0.75 to 0.95 W m- K- 1) and below normal ( 0.75 W m- 1
K-l) conductivity is found. Overall higher than normal conductivity
(> 0.95 W m K - 1) exists near continental margins due to the
proximity of terrigenous sources. Data presented in Table A2.3 is
consistent with higher mean conductivities associated with larger
variability. High conductivity layers with low water content can be
associated with quartz-rich abyssal turbidites or with carbonate-rich
deposits; the occurrence of both type of deposits can be greatly
influenced by global climate changes.
To a large degree, discrepancies in mean K values between the in
situ and core data probably reflect actual heterogeneities in the
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sediment composing each site. Horizontal variability seems to be
significant in the 30 km2 area delimited by site D4 (Table A2.3).
Each of the four stations has < 3% uncertainty in the mean so that site
D4 may have lateral variation in mean sediment conductivity of up to
5%. For site D2, which has the highest mean K of all sites, the
discrepancy between the core and in situ values is significant with the
mean K of one in situ station being 11% less than the core value and
another being 6% higher. In this case, vertical heterogeneity in
conductivity is implied by the magnitude of the variance or error
assigned to the mean.
If there is no net linear change in K with depth, the mean
conductivity is usually taken at face value and the error is of little
concern in the calculation of the heat flow. Since the in situ mean K
is calculated from discrete measurements (up to 1 m spacing) in sediment
of nonuniform conductivity, more accurate mean conductivity can only
result from increasing
the density of measurements with depth or analyzing the effect of extant
small-scale conductivity layering. Below, the discrete sampling problem
is investigated using synthetic conductivity stratigraphy.
1) GRAPE-derived conductivity data. Gamma Ray Attenuation Porosity
Evaluator (GRAPE) logs (Boyce, 1973) obtained in the Ligurian Sea are
analyzed to estimate continuous conductivity profiles. The basic
procedure is as follows: a) From the GRAPE records, 4 cm intervals on
the core section are identified that are relatively uniform in bulk
density (3%) and so are suitable for accurate needle-probe
measurements. b) The GRAPE log is digitized at 1 cm intervals and
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converted to bulk densities in a manner similar to that described by
Boyce (1973) for the Deep Sea Drilling Project. c) Water content is
measured at positions coincident with the needle-probe measurements for
direct comparison of grain density and porosity to conductivity.
The bulk density p and water fraction of bulk weight W are used to
determine the grain density pg
pg = p(l-W) (A2.15)
1 - (pW/pw)
where Pw is the density of the pore water (1030 kg m 3). The
porosity is estimated as
= - (A2.16)
Pg - Pw
and is basically a function of the bulk density. The Woodside and
Messmer (1961) relation is used to model the conductivity of the
water-saturated sediment. It is given by the geometric mean equation
K = K K * (A2.17)
where Kw and Kg are the thermal conductivity of water (0.61 W m'
K-') and of the sediment grains, respectively. From Equations A2.15,
A2.16 and A2.17, the grain conductivity can be represented as
Kg = exp [(p-Pw) n K - (Pa - p) n Kw]
P - Pw
Substituting densities for porosity in the Woodside-Messmer relation,
the bulk thermal conductivity is related to the bulk density according to
K = exp(ap + b) (A2.18)
where the coefficients a and b are mainly determined by the average
values for pg and Kg.
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Using the same sediment samples plotted in Figure A2.8, conductivity
as a function of bulk density is shown in Figure A2.17. The empirical
curve is of the form of Equation A2.18 with coefficients a = 1.02 and b
- 3
= -1.54, and is based on the average values of pg = 2430 kg m 3
and Kg = 2.55 W m - K . There is a 10% variation in K about
the formulated curve, and it can be quantitatively demonstrated that the
scatter is attributable to the variability in both pg (SD = ±120
kg m ) and Kg (SD = 0.27 W m K-l).
For appropriate cores, synthetic conductivity profiles can be
generated from the GRAPE-derived bulk density log using the p - K
relation found above. Figure A2.18 illustrates the predictive nature of
the synthetic profile for a piston core composed of an abyssal turbidite
sequence deposited near a channel of the Var deep sea fan in the
Ligurian Sea. The core is particularly useful in showing high interval
conductivity contrasts which are substantiated by the needle-probe
data. The conductivity maxima are characterized by a 30% greater grain
conductivity and 20% smaller water content than the minima. The
synthetic data appears to be a good predictor of the observed
data and can be used as a reliable indicator of detailed variability
along the core length.
2) Effect of thermistor spacing. One of the concerns of the
outrigger pogo probe with a 0.6 to 1.0 m distance between thermistor
sensors is that the in situ data may not be of sufficient density to
adequately sample the conductivity profile. Obviously, by decreasing
the thermistor separation and increasing the density of sensors, more
confidence can be placed on the calculated mean. The overall
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conductivity variability given by the sediment structure will also be an
important factor in determining the accuracy of a particular outrigger
spacing, such that a turbiditic deposit requires a higher density of
sensors than a homogeneous pelagic deposit.
Synthetic data have been generated by sampling the GRAPE-derived
conductivity profile of Figure A2.18 at discrete intervals analogous to
probe spacings. An autocorrelation with respect to the harmonic mean is
made by the following procedure: a) From the GRAPE log, a continuous
conductivity profile (equally spaced at 1 cm) is obtained using the p
- K empirical relation. b) The true mean is calculated using all points
of the conductivity profile. c) A hypothetical thermistor array is
defined as extending the length of the core with a particular spacing
between sensors. d) With the uppermost sensor of the array positioned
at the top of core, the mean conductivity is calculated and compared to
the true mean. e) In a sequential manner, the array is offset by 1 cm
and the new mean is again compared to the true mean; the total number of
lag positions is determined by the thermistor separation.
Correlograms are shown for core L84PC05 in Figure A2.19 for two
different cases of thermistor separation. A 64 cm spacing is analogous
to the distance'between thermistors for the outrigger pogo probe from
which the in situ measurements of this study were made. For this
spacing, 45% of the runs had conductivity means which deviated more than
±5% from the true mean with some values differing by over ±10%.
Thus, the relative mean differs by over 20% between some lags. Where a
smaller thermistor spacing of 16 cm is employed, the accuracy of the
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Table A2.4 Maximum Difference to the True Mean Conductivity
Sample spacing
(cm)
Maximum deviation (in percent)
Nonlayered sediment Layered sediment
core L84PC03 core L84PC05
1 0.0 0.0
4 0.1 0.4
8 0.3 1.5
16 1.1 4.3
32 2.5 9.8
64 3.7 13.2
_ _
-371-
mean conductivity improves and only a 4% maximum deviation from the true
mean occurs.
One should note that core L84PC05 which is also illustrated in
Figure A2.18 has unusually large amplitude fluctuations in the synthetic
conductivity profile. The dominant wavelength of the conductivity
layers is on the order of 10 to 20 cm which suggests that optimal
sampling of this particular core should be performed with a thermistor
spacing of 10 cm or less. A comparison of the maximum deviation in mean
K to the true mean for the layered core of L84PC05 and the relatively
unlayered L84PC03 core (see site S5, Table A2.3) is given in Table
A2.4. The unlayered core has a relatively structureless conductivity
profile and is more typical of hemipelagic and pelagic sediment
deposits. For such cores, the 64 cm spacing poses no serious discrete
sampling problem in the determination of the mean K.
Improving heat flow estimates with in situ conductivity. The
acquisition of accurate thermal conductivity measurements made at exact
points where equilibrium temperatures are measured in situ can reduce
the uncertainties in heat flow for individual stations (penetrations).
Additionally, the pogo-probing technique can increase the accuracy of
the regional heat flow estimate, especially if conductivity is
determined in situ. For example, the suite of measurements plotted in
Figure A2.20 indicates that there is slightly less scatter in heat flow
values than in the thermal gradient. The individual heat flow values,
calculated as the product of the gradient G and mean in situ
conductivity K, have a 3-4% variability within the 400 km 2 site. The
-372-
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uncertainty range of each heat flow value is generally calculated as
AQ = KAG + GAK (A2.19)
where AG and AK are the uncertainties in the gradient and
conductivity, respectively. These uncertainties are determined at the
95% confidence level using the t-test parameter. For the data in Figure
A2.20, the two terms on the right-hand side of Equation A2.19 are equal
which suggests that the fractional uncertainty of the mean in situ
conductivity is comparable to that of the gradient determination. The
average AQ of the measurements is 5 mW m - 2 and is slightly larger
than the heat flow variations of the site.
To reduce the statistical uncertainty in the mean conductivity as
well as the thermal gradient determination, the number of thermistors
for the given measurement interval can be increased. With increased
resolution of temperatures and sediment thermal properties with depth,
the important problem of vertical porewater movement as indicated by
nonlinear temperature profiles (Noel, 1984) may be better understood.
To identify the effects of temperature nonlinearity when conductivity
K(z) varies with depth z, an appropriate heat flow equation to determine
the temperature-depth profile T(z) is (Bullard, 1939)
D
T(z) = To + Q f dz
z=O K(z)
where To is the surface temperature and Q is heat flow. An outrigger
probe design which includes either more point thermistors or an
averaging thermistor array would increase the number of conductivity
values per penetration and consequently allow for more accurate heat
flow measurements.
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A2.6 Summary
The outrigged thermal probes of the WHOI multipenetration marine
geothermal instrument have been adapted to measure thermal conductivity
in situ by the continuous-heating line source technique. The transient
heating applied to the outrigged probe is essentially a scaled-up
version of the needle probe used for core measurements. The main
attribute of the outrigger design is the thermal probes of small radial
dimension mounted on fins offset azimuthally about the central strength
member. Because of the small diameter, simple analytical approximations
are attained for predicting probe temperatures at relatively short times
(< 2 minutes), and accurate equilibrium in situ temperature and thermal
conductivity measurements are made in less than 15 minutes of recording
time. This short measurement time reduces the risk of temperature
perturbations due to probe disturbances.
Instrumental uncertainties due to the heater output and effective
heater origin time are small compared to the possible errors in
estimating the thermal diffusivity. Although the diffusivity can be
estimated with less certainty for sediment of high conductivity, the
fractional uncertainty in conductivity due to diffusivity is no greater
than 2% for practically all marine sediments. A biaxial probe design,
which has the heater and temperature sensor housed in separate steel
tubes, is bounded by a minimum and maximum estimate of the effective
radius which produces an additional 3% uncertainty in the conductivity.
The total instrumental uncertainty in applying the analytical theory to
the single probe and double probe configurations is found to be 3% and
6%, respectively.
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Thermal conductivity measured in situ at several hundred marine heat
flow stations in the Ligurian Basin and Bermuda Rise has assisted in the
field calibration of the continuous-heating method. For ten selected
sites, the mean conductivity of in situ and needle-probe measurements
show agreement to within 6% with no systematic differences. The
conductivity profiles of associated in situ and core data indicate that
the piston coring process frequently does not retrieve the upper meter
of surficial sediment.
Lateral variations in conductivity between stations can account for
some of the differences found in the field comparison. However,
vertical variability can give rise to large errors in the mean
conductivity determination by causing a relative undersampling of the
sediment section by the discretely spaced thermistors. Using GRAPE data
combined with water content and needle-probe conductivity measurements,
realistic synthetic conductivity profiles are obtained which indicate
the degree of conductivity stratification in the survey region. Using
such profiles, possible differences of up to 25% in mean conductivity
for nearby in situ stations or about 10% from the true mean for
individual stations have been found for sediment with large amplitude
vertical variations in conductivity.
In sediment of homogeneous conductivity, significant improvements in
local heat flow determinations are possible if the in situ thermal
conductivity measurement is employed with the pogo-probing technique.
Heat flow surveys may be improved by using sediment core studies to
calibrate the diffusivity-conductivity relationship and estimate the
effect of vertical variability on the mean conductivity determination.
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For regions with small-scale conductivity layering, an outrigger probe
design with a high linear density of thermistors may be desired.
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Appendix 3
Equilibrium Temperature Estimation Using the Golden Section Search:
Numerical Simulations of Probe Thermal Response
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A3.1 Abstract
Marine geothermal data reduction using the Golden Section Search
optimization routine (cf. Press et al., 1986) is evaluated in order to
ascertain the accuracy of equilibrium temperature estimates. The
adjustable variable is the origin time of the probe impact and the
criterion is the linearity of the postimpact temperature-reciprocal time
(T-t-') data. T-t-1 plots, which should ideally reproduce the
linear asymptotic results of the F(a,t) cylindrical decay function,
are observed to be systematically nonlinear in a convex-upward sense in
both outrigger and violin-bow probe data. In the outrigger probe data,
the convexity produces an optimal origin time which precedes the actual
impact origin time by up to 60s. Simple changes in the probe thermal
parameters ( or ) do not atisfy the magnitude of the convexity.
Also, contrary to previous notions, thermal contact resistance at the
probe surface will only cause concavity in the T-t-1 plot.
To address the nonlinearity problem and the time-advance results,
one-dimensional numerical experiments are performed which vary the
sediment temperature structure adjacent to an outrigger probe. Probe
temperature decay is generally only sensitive to thermal properties
within a 6 probe radii annulus. An initial thermally "disturbed zone"
in an annulus of 2 to 3 probe radii produces results similar to the
observed time-advances. Typical optimized results have an accuracy
~1 mK, or 10% of the net temperature change from the zero-shifted
case (usually 10 mK). In the unlikely event that the thermally
disturbed zone is water rather than sediment, the accuracy is reduced to
50% of the net temperature change. In general, The Golden Section
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Search gives improved equilibrium temperature estimates and may be a
viable component of automated heat flow data reduction schemes.
A3.2 Introduction
Formulas derived from the analysis of a cylindrical heat source in
an infinite medium are extensively used in heat flow data reduction
schemes. The essential problem in the determination of marine
geothermal gradients is the infinite-time extrapolation of the
temperature decay of a probe penetrated into seafloor sediment. The
theoretical function F(a,-) (Bullard, 1954; Jaeger, 1956; see
formulae below) characterizes this observed decay to high accuracy,
predicting probe temperatures T to decrease rapidly at early times after
penetration, and at large times (>10), to decrease linearly with the
reciprocal of time t. For the WHOI outrigger probe (see Appendix 2),
the t-1 asymptote is an adequate expression for F(a,t).
With heat flow instrumentation capable of obtaining time-temperature
records of high resolution (0.5 mK), the main obstacle to automating the
reduction of noise-free data is the selection of the origin time of the
probe penetration or impact. Optimization of the effective origin time,
using the Golden Section Search method, is achieved by maximization of
the linear correlation coefficient of the T vs. t-1 relation. The
results show that significant and consistent shifting of the origin
times are necessary to obtain the most linear t-1 decays. The sense
of time-shifting is a time-advance i.e., the origin time of the impact
heating event appears to occur prior to the actual penetration using the
F(c,T) model. Herein, the feasibility of using the GSS method on
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the impact-heating temperature decay is discussed in the light of the
Ligurian Sea heat flow results and numerical simulations of radial heat
conduction.
A3.3 Cylindrical decay function theory
Thermal decay of the probe frictional heating is simulated by heat
conduction theory for a medium with a possible contact resistance to an
infinitely long, perfectly conducting cylinder of radius ro, at an
initial temperature To above that of the initially uniform medium
temperature T. The solution for the probe temperature is
T = T+ToF(h,a,T)
(A3.1)
where F(h,a,T) is the decay function given by Jaeger (1956, eq. 6,7)
as
co
F(h,a,T) = 4 exp (-Tx2 )dx (A3.2)
ir 0 x(x)
where
A(x) = [xJo(x)-(a-hx2)JI(x)]2+[xYo(x)-(a-hx2 )YI(x)]2
and JN(X) and YN(X) are the Bessel functions of oder n of the first
and second kinds, respectively. Time is nondimensionalized with the
parameter
T=ct/ro (A3.3)
and is twice the heat capacity of the sediment divided by that of
the probe
o=2ipCro/S (A3.4)
where , p, C, and K are the medium thermal diffusivity, density,
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heat capacity, and thermal conductivity, respectively, and S is the
probe heat capacity per unit length of the cylinder. The nondimensional
thermal contact resistance is
h=K/roH (A3.5)
where H is the surface conductance or coefficient of surface heat
transfer which is defined as the skin conductivity divided by the skin
layer thickness (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 19).
The above result (Equation A3.2) is obtained by the Laplace
transformation method as in Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, Ch. 13). For the
case of perfect thermal contact h = 0, the solution simply reduces to
the F(a,T) equation of Bullard (1954). Equation (A3.2) is solved
numerically, but for large times, convenient approximations can be made
which simplify the calculation of T. For large , the Blackwell
(1954) approximation given by Jaeger (1956) is
F(h,a,t) = (2aT) -l (A3.5)
+(4xzz z )- [(4h-x)-(a-2){ln(4T/C)-1}]
and is accurate to within 1% of the exact value for > 4. The
asymptotic expression is
F(h,m,T) = (2ct)-1 = S(4-rKt)-1 (A3.7)
To find the equilibrium temperature T, the data may be fit to the
equation
T = a+bt- 1 (A3.8)
using standard least-squares techniques of linear regression. The
y-intercept 'a' represents T and the slope 'b' equals
ToS(4irK)- 1. Data plotted as T-t-1 pairs should theoretically
lie close to a straight line after about 10 . Using an ideal data
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set derived with no contact resistance, the bias in implementing the
asymptotic expression (Equation A3.8) to determine T is
5-10- 4 To too large or on the order of < 1 mK for most outrigger
data.
The sediment thermal conductivity may be found using the same F,
t) theory. This type of conductivity measurement has received
widespread application with the advent of the pulse-heating method
introduced by Lister (1979). Heat is emitted along the probe length at
a known rate for a pulse duration of 0.2 - 1 , so that a quantity of
heat per unit length Q is produced in the probe. According to the
model, the initial temperature rise To is equal to Q/S. Thus,
substituting Q/S into Equation A3.1 and assuming the asymptotic
expression of F(c,t) (Equation A3.7), the estimate for the
conductivity is
K = Q/4irTt (A3.9)
where T is the residual temperature of the pulse-heating event corrected
for the frictional-heating effects of the penetration and t is the time
since the center of the heat pulse. Therefore, the pulse-heating method
essentially consists of noting at least one temperature at a known time
after the pulse, performing a correction to achieve an
asymptotic-equivalent temperature (see Lister, 1979; Hyndman et al.,
1979; Villinger and Davis, 1987), and calculating K with Equation A3.9.
Equilibrium temperature measurements are simple for the small radius
WHOI outrigger probe. The probe has a 1.6 mm radius and consequently
has a characteristic thermal time constant, given by r/K, which
is about 6-10 s for most oceanic sediment. Due to the small time
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constant, asymptotic times are achieved in a little over a minute after
the probe entry. One must only know the origin time of the penetration
heating which is generally assumed to be the point at which the probe
thermistor senses its highest temperature.
In practice, there are several problems with the origin time
assumption. First, the penetration is not instantaneous because the
probe enters the sediment at a finite speed. The mean entry speed is
usually about 2 m/s, but this rate is undoubtedly affected by
oscillation generated by cable elasticity and surface waves/ship
interaction. Second, there is uncertainty in the origin time due a data
acquisition rate limited to 2 s per variable. Thus, the accuracy of the
assigned impact time defined as the maximum probe temperature is at best
2-6 s due to the presence of household variables in the data sequence
(record label, calibration resistors, etc.). Additional information on
the penetration may be obtained from acoustic telemetered data. Third,
contrary to the model, the probe is not isothermal at all times. The
actual probe has finite conductivity, such that nonideal probe structure
exists which is reflected in the time delay at which the thermistor at
the center of the probe senses perturbations at the probe surface. The
time delay of the pulse-heating method is the inverse situation in which
the heat must spread from the center of the probe to the outer surface
(see Hyndman et al., 1979). This time delay for the WHOI outrigger
probe is likely to be no greater than 1 .
Additional complications may arise by assuming that the sediment is
of uniform temperature. Since the frictional heating occurs at the
probe surface, a boundary layer in the sediment maybe formed where drag
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due to shear stress was experienced during penetration. This
hypothetical 'disturbed zone' would occur only in sediment that has been
in the vicinity of the rigid outrigged probe and fin assemblies and
would be expected to be asymmetric due to the fin position. The
boundary layer might be expected to be greater in thickness for the
uppermost probe section where the stress leading to sediment deformation
has operated for a longer period of time. Depending on the kinematics
of probe entry, significant sediment deformation may occur during
penetration behind the leading edge of the central barrel and fins.
Effects indicated above may manifest themselves by simple
nonlinearity (convexity or concavity) in the T-t-l plots. Careful
observations of the Ligurian Sea impact decay data indicate that
nonlinear T-t-' plots are quite common and that in almost all
instances the curvature is convex upward. Both the single and double
outrigger probe (see Appendix 2) are equally affected. A review of the
marine heat flow literature shows that the convex upward impact-heating
decay plots are not limited to the outrigger probe but occur frequently
with the the larger radius violin-bow (Bullard probe) instrument
(Hutchison, 1983; Davis et al., 1984). In such instances, the best
estimate of the equilibrium temperature has been made by using a
least-squares polynomial fit or by extrapolating the best-fitting line
determined by the latest points of the T-t- 1 data.
Although a theoretical proof has not been formulated, it has been
demonstrated that simple shifts in the effective origin time can remove
the convexity or concavity of the pulse-heating method temperature decay
(Hyndman et al., 1979). Recently, Villinger and Davis (1987) and Fang
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et al. (1987) have implemented minimization routines for finding optimal
origin times, thus setting the stage for automated heat flow data
reduction.
A3.4 Golden Section Search method
An optimization technique (Golden Section Search) is used to
determine an effective origin time which produces the maximum linear
correlation coefficient to the impact-heating decay data. This
time-shifting of temperature data may provide some physical insight into
the possible causes of the nonlinear decays as well as more accurate
equilibrium temperature estimates. The use of the Golden Section Search
(GSS) in heat flow data reduction has previously been suggested by Fang
(1985).
We wish to maximize a function of one variable, ie., R(At,),
where R is the linear correlation coefficient of the N data points
(xi,yi) defined by x=(tj+At,) - 1 and y=Ts (Equation
A3.8). The GSS presents itself as an excellent algorithm for
optimization problems in which the maximum can be bracketed in the first
place. The GSS for one-dimensional maximization is essentially the
analog of the bisection method for root-finding in that the process of
iterative 'bracketing' without calculation of a derivative is used to
find the desired result (Press et al., 1986). The requirements of the
GSS method are that the maximum of the function R(At,) must lie
within the range Atsmn, < Ats < Atsmax and that R(At$)
must be monotonically increasing from At = tsmin to the
maximum position and then monotonically decreasing to At. =
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Atmax (Hill, 1979). Otherwise, the user may obtain only a local
maximum. If the search converges at one of the original endpoints, the
search must be revived with a new bracketing interval.
After the initial bracketing interval for the time shifts is
selected, the function R(At$) is evaluated at both endpoints
according to standard statistical formulae (e.g., Bevington, 1969). The
endpoint with a larger R(At,) is retained and the revised endpoint
is determined by decreasing the bracketing interval to 0.618 times the
preceding interval (0.618 is the Golden Section of the ancient
Phythagoreans, coined "golden" because of the aesthetic qualities of the
ratio). In other words, if R(Atsmin) < R(Atsmax) then
Atsmin must be changed to
Atsmin' = Atsmin + 0-382(Atsmax-Atsmin) (A3.10)
Conversely, if R(Atsmin) R(Atsmax) then a new value for
Atsmax is required
Atsmax' = Atsmin + 0.618(Atsmax-Astmin) (A3.11)
The primes are dropped and the procedure is repeated until the distance
between Atsmin and Atsmax is sufficiently small according to
predetermined criterion. Starting with an 80 s window, the optimum time
shift is known to within 1 s after 10 iterations.
A3.5 Heat flowapplications
Examples of T-t-1 plots for two heat flow stations are given in
Figure A3.1, illustrating the improvement in the linear fit achieved
with time-shifting. For all 8 decay plots shown, the sense of the
nonlinearity is convex upward and the net shifting results in a
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time-advance, ie., the initial conditions assumed for the F(a,t)
solution seem to have occurred at a time prior to the actual impact.
Station L82S8.1 has linear decays and small time shifts. On the other
hand, a station in the same pogo profile, L82S8.6, has obvious nonlinear
decays which consequently require larger time-advances. Depending on
the particular thermal decay, the changes in the intercept values
without time-shifting are less than mK for L82S8.1 but range from 1 to
8 mK for L82S8.6. Note that the T estimate (given by the intercept
value) is decreased for all GSS results in which there is a time-advance.
For a given time shift, thermal decay data with a large slope will
have a correspondingly large change in the T estimate. In Figure
A3.2, we have examined whether there might be, in turn, a correlation
between the time shift and slope. The data from the 24 stations
indicate the following: 1) Nearly all thermistors have time-advances
(negative time delays, Ats 0) with a range of 0 to 60 s bracketed
by the standard deviation of he data. 2) There is a general tendency
for the time-advance to increase with the amount of frictional heating
(given by the slope value, b). In fact, 13 of 14 of the decays with b >
10 have a time-advance over 30 s. 3) No clear relationship exists
between the time-advance and normal instrument tilts in the range of 0°
to 20°.
To investigate the possible causes of the time-advance, independent
variables such as probe position, subseafloor depth of penetration,
sediment type, and probe entry speed have been investigated. The GSS
results of a suite of five stations are given Table A3.1. The data set
was chosen because they compose a sequence of pogo stations made in a
_ 
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region of uniform sediment as suggested by 3.5 kHz and piston core
data. All had full penetration, small tilts (< 10°), and mean entry
speeds of about 2 m/s. It is apparent that the lowermost outrigger (T4)
has the smallest time shift, which is consistent with the upper probes
coming to rest in sediment that is only slightly disturbed by the
passage of the lower section of the probe.
An example of the influence of the impact velocity on the frictional
heating is clearly given by station L82S8.15. With an entry speed of
7-9 m/s, the lowermost probe had a T-t - 1 slope b of 55 K s, a 40 s
time-advance, and a consequent infinite time temperature that was over
50 mK lower using the GSS. For comparison, other stations in the
profile are those of Table A3.1. The impact speed of L82S8.15 was made
high (nearly free fall) because the hard bottom prevented successful
penetrations in the three previous attempts in the pogo profile.
Generally, rigid sediments of the turbiditic abyssal plain have larger
time-advances than hemipelagic sediment, but measurements in the rigid
sediment are also associated with higher-than-normal entry velocities
and partial penetrations.
Two other factors that could explain the variability in the
time-shifting are 1) the relative directions between the outrigger fin
azimuths and the tilt bearing (this could account for the randomness),
and 2) the horizontal drift of the instrument. Horizontal movement,
caused by the drift of the ship or by swinging of the instrument wire to
a vertical alignment, is suspected because of the nature of the first
station of each of the three pogo profiles presented in Figure A3.2.
The Ats for these stations only range from -2 to 20 s with an
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Table A3.1
GSS Results for Individual Outrigger Probes*
Probe Depth Time Advance**
(m) (s)
Slope**
(K s)
Temperature**
Shift (K)
Temperature Error
(mK)
T1 1.22 28±16 3.7±2.1 -3.2±2.3 1.6±1.2
T2 1.85 24±15 5.0±2.4 -3.4±2.5 1.9±0.7
T3 2.50 34±26 6.6±2.3 -5.2±4.1 1.4±0.6
T4 3.13 7 4 6.0±1.3 -1.4±1.3 1.2±0.2
* Data from pogo station L82S8,
** Standard deviation shown
penetrations 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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average of 7 s, whereas the average of the subsequent stations is 34 s.
Exceptionally small wire angles are possible on the first station
because the instrument is simply lowered from the ship to the bottom so
that any appreciable horizontal displacement would be unlikely.
Application of the GSS method is only valid if the R(Ats)
function is unimodal. As illustrated in Figure A3.3, this is precisely
the case, with the shape of the observed curves being similar to the
theoretical result. The asymmetry produced by the more gentle curvature
for the positive limb is an outcome of the time-shifting operating on an
inverse function. In other words, larger time-advances can cause the
maximum t- I value to increase rapidly and essentially affect the
regression as an 'outlier' point would. Noisy data can create problems
for the GSS method by creating local minima in R(Ats) or by
flattening the peak of the global minimum. Therefore, appropriate
precautions should be taken in application of the algorithm.
Reasonable variations in the dimensionless parameters of a and 
can only account for ±0.5 in the time shift. This falls extremely
short of the observed amplitude of time-shifting illustrated in Figure
A3.2 (0 < < 5). Moreover, one would expect that nonideal probe
structure would have a time delay effect (Ats < 0) on the
temperature decay by causing the probe to retain heat longer than
according to the physical model.
Another factor is the inclusion of a thermal contact resistance
(Equation A3.5). We find that a contact resistance will only produce
concavity and a time delay instead of the observed convexity and a
time-advance. This result directly conflicts with that surmised by
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Hutchison (1983) and Villinger and Davis (1987). They observed
convexity in the impact heat decays in almost all of the violin-bow heat
flow measurements (Hyndman et al., 1979) and attribute it to contact
resistance phenomena. In Hutchison's case, the frictional-heating
curvature was only fit by eye and the convexity was incorrectly
associated with the time delay required by the pulse-heating technique
with the violin-bow instrument (Lister, 1979; Hyndman et al., 1979). In
an effort to automate the data reduction, Villinger and Davis (1987)
present impact decay data with time-advances. They have minimized the
regression errors but do not attempt to explain plausible physical
mechanisms for the time-shifting or the apparent discrepancy between the
impact-heating data (net time-advances) and pulse-heating fits (net time
delays).
Since systematic convexity does not appear to be limited to the
outrigger probe, one would not expect it to be instrumental in nature.
Nevertheless, if the fins were to influence the probes as an 'end
effect' (Blackwell, 1954), they would have to act as a heat sink to
cause the convexity. The general rule of thumb to limit the effect of
axial heat conduction is that the probe design should have a 20:1 length
to diameter ratio; the outrigger probe has a 16:1 ratio and so generally
satisfies this criterion. Also, the fins should experience frictional
heating on the same order of magnitude as the probe sensor, which would
help maintain a null axial temperature gradient. However, since the
fins have a smaller surface/mass ration (1/2) than the probes, a small
axial gradient undoubtedly exists.
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Evidence that the convexity is produced by excess heat outside the
probe comes from data at station L82S8.2. This station had the
continuous-heating operating when the instrument penetrated. The heater
remained on for about one minute thus elevating the temperatures outside
the probe. That the time-advance mechanism is due to initial heat
outside the probe is indicated by the GSS results for this station.
Assuming the penetration origin time was the heat turn-off time, all
four thermistors had Ats of 70 to 80 s. Although the excessive
heating may bias the individual equilibrium temperatures determined by
the GSS, the relative temperatures and thermal gradient compare well
with nearby stations.
A3.6 Numerical model
The purpose in modeling the probe impact-heating decay is 1) to
elucidate the physical mechanisms responsible for the convexity of the
T-t-I plots, and 2) to validate the GSS method results as being an
improved estimate of the equilibrium temperature. The discussion is
limited to the parameter range delineated by Figure A3.2.
The above observations indicate that the time-advance depends
heavily on the dynamics of the probe entry. The inability to explain
the convexity using the analytical formulation suggests that the initial
conditions and/or the medium properties are inadequately represented.
Using finite differences, we have modeled the initial temperature
anomaly to extend to a broader region in the sediments around the
probe. In addition to perturbation of the temperature structure beyond
the probe, the presence of a water layer is also examined. Analytical
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solutions to these problems can probably be contrived using formulae
given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959), but the flexibility desired in the
initial conditions inhibit their utility.
Exp'cit finite difference formulation. The governing equation for
transient, one-dimensional heat conduction in cylindrical coordinates is
represented in its conservative form as
pC T = 1 (rK) T (A3.12)
3t r r 8r
where p is density, C is specific heat capacity, and K is thermal
conductivity of the medium and T, r, and t are the temperature, space,
and time variables, respectively. In the case of thermal decay in
regions of uniform thermal properties, Equation (A3.12) may be written as
pC T = K T + K 82T (A3.13)
at r r ar
For the purposes of the cylindrical heat decay problem, it is useful to
cast the variables as the following dimensionless quantities:
p=pop' C=CoC'
K=KoK' r=ror' (A3.14)
T=ToT' t=rZKlt' (t' = x)
Ko= Kopo Co1 (thermal diffusivity)
where p, C, and Ko are reference values for the medium which
is internally bounded by the cylinder of radius ro and initial
temperature To above that of the medium. Substituting the
nondimensional expressions (Equations A3.14) into Equation A3.12 and
dropping the primes gives a nondimensional form of the heat equation
which is identical to the original formula. Unless otherwise noted, the
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Table A3.2
Reference states of physical parameters used in numerical solutions
probe radius, ro = 1.5-10- 3
initial temperature of probe above medium, To = 1 K
density*heat capacity of medium, poCo = 3106 Jm-3K- 1
thermal conductivity of medium, Ko = 1.0 Wm-1 K -'
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values of T, p, C, and K will be given in dimensionless quantities
using the reference values of Table A3.2.
An explicit finite difference approximation to Equation A3.12 is
made to examine the cylindrical decay problem. It was found that
preserving the conservative form of the heat equation is essential to
the analysis of heterogeneous media. The temperature and space
variables are Ti,n and ri, respectively, where i is the spatial node
and n is the time level. The difference approximation of the space
derivative is centered on the i node of a grid of dimension M and
spacing Ar (Figure 3.4). Forward differences requires that the time
derivative expression is relative to time level n using a time step
At. Upon making the appropriate substitutions, the finite difference
equation employed is
Ti n+l=
B[y1Ti+l,n-(yl+y2)Ti,n+y2Ti-l,n]+Tin
where B = At(4piCiriAr2)- : (A3.15)
yi =(r+ri+l)(K+K+l)
y2 = (ri-l+ri)(Kjl-+Ki)
pi, Ci and K are density, heat capacity and conductivity,
respectively, and are assigned as the average values about node i for
the interval [r±-Ar/2,rj+Ar/2].
At the axis, the expression for uniform media (Equation A3.13) can
be applied with a no heat flow boundary condition, 8T/8r = 0. This
is satisfied by forcing symmetry about the axis, T+l,n = T-l,n at
node i = 1 (r = 0). However, at r = 0 the first term of the RHS of
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Equation A3.2 is singular. Applying L'Hopital's rule at r = 0, the
substitution
lim (Kr-1 T/ar) = K 8 2T (A3.16)
rO0 8r2
(Arpaci, 1966) is made so that the finite difference equation at the
boundary i=l becomes
Tin+ = 4AtKi(Ti+l,n-Ti,n)(piCiAr 2 )- +Ti,n
The outer boundary is prescribed to be constant temperature so that for
the case of M nodes, TM,n = 0.
Although the finite difference calculations should converge to the
exact solution as Ar and At approach zero, the solutions given above
are sensitive to the nodal spacing and time step choices. For the
one-dimensional transient situation, the choices of At and Ar are
dependent on the modulus of stability
K1At(piCiAr2)-l < 0.5 (A3.17)
(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 471). Accordingly, since At and Ar
are constant, the modulus is calculated using the maximum value of
Ki/p1 Cj in the grid matrix. If the modulus is not sufficiently
small, as defined above, then the errors due to the approximation will
become larger as the solution progresses with each time step.
Simulation of analytical solutions. The numerical model (FATDIF) is
compared to known analytical solutions. Three cases are considered (Al,
A2, and A3 models), all of which concern a medium of zero initial
temperature bounded internally by a cylinder of elevated temperature T =
1. The Al model is the uniform medium case (pC=l and K=l for r=0, ®)
and has the solution at r = 0 given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 260)
T = 1-exp(-1/(4t) (A3.18)
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Because the model does not have a high conductivity probe, the
temperature solution of Equation A3.18 is significantly higher than
F(a=2,T) at = 1 (30%), but at = 16 the two analytical
models are within 2% of each other. This shows the insensitivity of the
large time temperatures of the cylindrical decay models to the details
of the probe structure.
With the model Al, FATDIF was run with different grid spacings to
test the convergence of the solution. Excellent agreement (<1% at
T=4) was found for r = ro/3 and At = 0.005 (modulus of
0.25). However, the probe radius is effectively a half grid spacing
beyond the outermost node of initial temperature anomaly, ie., the model
radius must be redefined as ro = 3Ar + Ar/2 (Figure A3.4). A
denser grid spacing of Ar = ro/12 gave results within 0.01% at =
4.
The F(a,T) function was then modeled using a high conductivity
cylinder designated as models A2 (K = 4) and A3 (K = 16). Modeling
nonuniform media has its pitfalls since heat flow may not necessarily be
conserved across boundaries if poorly conceived finite difference
schemes are used. We find that implementing the conservative form of
the heat equation A3.1 minimizes the problem.
Wkile these models fall short of the assumption of a perfectly
conducting probe as in the analytical derivation, they are sufficient in
representing the F(a,r) solutions. Model A2 is appropriate for a
composite probe of steel and oil. With the effective radius determined
as Ar/2 beyond the outermost node of the probe, the solution at =
4 for Ar = ro/3 is only 1% above the exact solution. Using the same
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numerical setup, the higher conductivity model A3 has a solution 2%
lower. On the other hand, halving the grid spacing increases the
numerical accuracy of the solution. Accordingly, the numerical solution
is guaranteed to converge to the F(a,T) results, at the expense of
of additional computer time, as Ar goes to zero and the K of the probe
becomes larger. For > 10, where the pertinent data of the outrigger
probe lies, the differences between the analytical and numerical
solutions are insignificant.
The A2 probe model successfully reproduces the GSS time-advance
results of the analytical solution. As illustrated in Figure A3.3 the
solutions are unimodal, but the maximum correlation is shown to be
dependent on the resolution of the temperatures. Best results are
obtained when data has a resolution of 10- 4 To, or 0.5 mK for most
outrigger data. Thus, for low levels of impact heating or with noisy
data, the GSS method may give spurious results. Note that the
theoretical data of high resolution has a 0.5 (4 s) time-advance
due to the convexity of the exact solution in T-t - 1 space.
Physical models of the time advance. For the temperature decays to
behave as if the penetration occurred tens of seconds before actual
(Figure A3.2), the initial temperature perturbation may extend well
beyond the probe surface. The temperature structure of model A2 at
selected times, shown in Figure A3.5, suggests specific forms of the
initial temperature structure that could account for the prescribed
time-advance.
We have developed this argument by modeling the region near the
probe as a "disturbed zone" with arbitrary temperature structure and
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Fig. A3.5. Nondimensional plot of radial temperatures for selected
times of probe thermal decay using the model A2
(Table A3.2). Curves are labeled with the value of .
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Initial Conditions for 'Disturbed Zone' Models
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Fig. A3.6. Initial temperature distribution, heat capacityedensity
and conductivity in dimensionless values for three models
Bl, B2, and B3. ro is the probe radius and r is the
outer radius of the initial disturbance. Model B includes
temperature effects in the "disturbed" sediment zone, model
B3 contains water-equivalent properties simulating sediment
deformation within this zone, and model B2 has both effects.
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thermal properties (Figure A3.6). The outer radius of the disturbed
annulus is varied to simulate a temperature perturbation (B1 model), a
water layer (B3 riodel), or a combination of the two (model B2). For
simplicity, a radial step function in the initial temperature condition
is chosen (Figure A3.6). In scaling the initial temperature anomaly
with r 2 , the total heat input is kept constant (Q = ToS when
ri = ro). This has been done in order to check the slope results of
the GSS method for studies of the significance of time shifts used in
conductivity determinations. The heat capacity per unit volume pC is
appropriate for a probe with = 2; pC of the water layer is 33%
larger than the rest of the medium. The conductivity of the probe is
400% higher than the sediment and the water 40% lower.
The GSS time-advance results of the sediment disturbance models are
shown in Figure A3.7. As expected, larger radii of disturbance are
consistent with larger time-advances. For models B and B2, the GSS
solution diverges, changing rapidly when the initial temperature anomaly
has a radius of r > 4 -6ro. An associated water-laden zone
coinciding with the initial temperature disturbance (model B2) enhances
the magnitude of the time shift. However, a subtle feature of very thin
water layers (ri < 3ro) is that they decrease the time-advance in
comparison .to the temperature anomaly in absence of water (model B).
This feature is related to the contact resistance effect caused by a
thin skin of water (see model B3). The effect of the water-equivalent
value of pC in model B2, as opposed to the homogeneous case where pC
= 1, is to slightly increase the time-advance.
 __
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Fig. A3.7. Nondimensional plots showing effect of an increasing
disturbed zone radius on the axial temperature data set
using the Golden Section Search. a) Time advance for three
distrubed zone models of Figure A3.6 with curves representing
models B, B2, and B3. b) Accuracy of the equilibrium
temperature solution assuming a medium of zero temperature.
The absolute values of temperature are scaled to Q/S where Q
is the initial heat per unit volume in the disturbed zone
and S is the probe thermal parameter (see text). To apply
the curves to the data of Figure A3.2 with mean b = 6,
simply multiply the temperature quantity by 3 and read as mK.
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A water layer without the temperature anomaly (model B3) has a
relatively small effect on the magnitude of the time shift. Model B3 is
appropriate for the thermal contact resistance boundary condition of the
probe surface heat flow and, as discussed later, generally does not
agree with the predictions of analytical model formulated by Jaeger
(1956). Contrary to assertions by Hutchison (1983) and Villinger and
Davis (1987), the numerical results show that contact resistance causes
t- plots which are convex downward instead of convex upward.
A3.7 Discussion
Time shifting has no dependence on the quantity of heat input.
Instead, it is the radial geometry of the initial temperature and/or
physical property anomaly that controls the time-advance. The trend of
higher time-advances with larger slopes (Figure A3.2) is probably a
result of a broader physical disturbance correlated with greater
frictional heating. We have only modeled a single annulus of
temperature perturbation. A more appropriate model may have multiple
annuli with the inner cylinder at a higher temperature than the outer
annuli, similar to the distribution of Figure A3.5. Other more
physically plausible models may be derived from studies on deformation
and frictional heating effects of solid cylinder (probe) or slab (fin)
penetration into a viscous medium.
Equilibrium temperature estimation. As mentioned previously, the
temperature estimate is more sensitive to changes in origin time for
larger T-t-1 slopes or greater values of initial heat input.
Referring to Figure A3.7, if the time-advance is due to temperature
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effects alone, then the GSS-derived infinite-time temperature is quite
accurate. With the time-advance range for the outrigger probe is 0-5x
corresponding to a disturbed radius of r to 6ro, the GSS result may
be an order magnitude closer to the actual equilibrium value compared to
the zero-shifted value.
Problems with the GSS method occur mainly with the introduction of
water into the disturbed zone. Both models B2 and B3 illustrate that
water complicates the GSS results and in some instances gives poorer
estimates of the equilibrium temperature than the zero-shifted
intercept. Thus, the danger in using the GSS method is that it may
'overshoot' the time shift that would generate the true equilibrium
temperature. With water alone (model B3), the GSS result is actually a
time delay. According to the data of Figure A3.2, this suggests that
model B3 is atypical of the situation encountered in most
penetration-heating examples of marine heat flow surveys.
The only evidence available that gives an independent check on the
presence of water at the probe surface is to compare the time shifts of
the impact-heating decay to the pulse-heating decay. To do so, 1986
Hawaiian swell data obtained with the new WHOI microprocessor-controlled
heat flow instrument with continuous- or pulse-heating options (Von
Herzen and Fang, 1987) is utilized. Using basically the same data
reduction procedure as above (Fang et al., 1987), it is found that the
time shifts are almost an order of magnitude less for the pulse-heating
event. This suggests that the large time-advances which are experienced
in the impact-heating decays are due mainly to an entry-induced
temperature perturbation around the probe and fins. Being a transient
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effect, the temperature disturbance deteriorates enough in the five
minute postimpact period so that it is a negligible effect when the
pulse-heating cycle commences.
Thermal contact resistance. As illustrated by model B3 in Figure
A3.7, a water layer produces a distinct maximum in the temperature
resolution curve at r = 5ro (h=6), which for the WHOI outrigger
probe is equivalent to a water layer 6 mm thick. Beyond that point, the
GSS slope reaches a somewhat constant value, appropriate for a medium
conductivity equal to that of water, so that the probe essentially
senses the water layer as the medium. The water layer loses its contact
resistance qualities, as characterized by an increasing time delay at
r = 2ro (h=2), which is about 2 mm from the probe surface for the
outrigger probe.
For marine geothermal applications, there should be a practical
upper bound associated with the nondimensional contact resistance
parameter h (Equation A3.5). Above this upper limit, F(h,a,t)
ceases to be an adequate representation to the cooling of a thermal
probe with a surface layer of water. The tacit assumption of the
surface resistance 1/H as defined by Jaeger (1956) is that there is a
linear thermal gradient across the contact. This becomes impossible as
the contact thickness becomes large compared to the probe diameter.
Limiting values of H have never been considered in marine geothermal
studies simply because the heat transfer at the probe surface has always
been treated in a qualitative sense.
Further investigations of the thermal contact resistance theory
should be made, with special emphasis on the accuracy of the Blackwell
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(1954) approximation (Jaeger, 1956). We note that the differences in
the GSS results for the finite difference model and the analytical model
with a contact resistance is quite large. In fact, the Blackwell (1954)
approximation, as derived by Jaeger (1956), is probably applicable only
for values of h < 2. For values of h > 20, the value of F(h,,T) is
apparently over an order of magnitude too small using this approximation
(see Jaeger, 1956, Figure 2).
Probe thermal response: evidence from continuous-heating. An
optimization routine for the continuous-heating method for thermal
conductivity determination (Appendix 2), as suggested by Fang et al.
(1987) and Villinger and Davis (1987), has not been tested. However, in
examining the applicability of the GSS technique, a prominent
discrepancy was found for the G(a,t) vs. Tred regression line
intercept, where Tred is the reduced temperature corrected for the
effect of the frictional heating of penetration and G(a,T) is the
theoretical probe testing function. According to theory (Jaeger, 1956),
the intercept should be equal to the equilibrium temperature. This is
not the case for the outrigger probe in that the biaxial probe design
(Appendix 2) has an intercept value about 200 mK less than equilibrium
value, whereas the uniaxial probe, with the heater directly in contact
with the thermistor, has an intercept that is 100 to 700 mK above
equilibrium.
Disagreement among uniaxial and biaxial data intercept values and
the theoretical results may be explained by effects of finite probe
conductivity and nonideal probe structure. The intercept seems to be
consistent from station to station for a particular thermistor probe
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which suggests that it is a systematic effect resulting from the
particular probe. The uniaxial probe is warmer than predicted because
the finite conductivity of the composite probe maintains high internal
thermal gradients instead of transferring the heat instantaneously as a
'perfect conductor' would. The temperature offset seen in the uniaxial
probe undoubtedly occurs to some extent in the needle-probe measurements
as well. The biaxial probe has relatively poor thermal contact between
the heat source and temperature sensor so that the temperature rise at
early times is less than in theory and, consequently, the intercept
attains negative values. Thus, depending on the relative position of
the thermistor to the heater (uniaxial versus biaxial design), the
thermistor temperature will be higher or lower than the average probe
temperature.
Steady-heating using the needle-probe method has been calibrated to
within 1% of standard values for fused silica glass (Goldberg et al.,
1980). Since the outrigger probe is essentially a scaled-up version of
the needle probe, the in situ K determinations are probably unaffected
as well. Therefore, the intercept temperature shift associated with the
continuous-heating technique is probably due to short-time phenomena of
the heated cylindrical probe. Valuable constraint on the probe thermal
properties and response characteristics may be provided by further
investigations of the intercept offset generated during steady-heating.
A3.8 Summary
The temperature decay of marine geothermal probes has been
accurately quantified by cylindrical heat conduction theory put forth by
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Bullard (1954) and Jaeger (1956) in the F(a,t) function. When
displayed as temperature vs. the reciprocal of time since impact
(asymptotic expression for the F(a,T) function), the data should
theoretically plot on a straight line. In reality, most thermal probe
T-t- data plots are slightly nonlinear in a convex upward sense.
Time-shifting of the effective origin time can correct the
nonlinearity. We have employed the Golden Section Search routine to
optimize the time shift according to a linear correlation criterion.
All time shifts are time-advances, ie., the temperature data suggest
that the penetration occurred 0 to 5 before the actual impact.
Depending on the net amount of frictional heating experienced by the
probe, the time-advance decreases the equilibrium temperature estimate
by 0 to over 15 mK. If noise-free data is available, the Golden Section
Search is found to be an accurate and efficient algorithm to
automatically find the effective origin time.
Simple variation of the parameters used in the F(c,t) analytical
model cannot explain the convexity of the temperature decays. Also, the
effect cannot be directly attributed to the outrigger probe design or
nonideal probe structure. An analysis of the experimental conditions
indicates that the magnitude of the time shifts may instead depend on
the kinematics of probe entry. Penetrations with high impact velocity
and probably large concurrent lateral movement promote large time
shifts, and the lowermost probe generally is the least affected by the
nonideal conditions of probe entry.
Numerical modeling was used to investigate the validity of the
equilibrium temperature results using the Golden Section Search
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time-shifting routine. This proof is deemed a critical step in the
application of automated heat flow data reduction schemes. The convex
upward temperature decays are reproduced if initial heat is present in a
thermally disturbed zone of sediment located adjacent to the probe. The
magnitude of the time shift is dependent on the outer radius of the
disturbance and is independent on the net amount of heat in the system.
Outrigger temperature data suggest that the disturbed zone is on the
order of several probe radii beyond the probe surface. According to the
model, the Golden Section Search equilibrium temperature estimate is
accurate to within mK if the radius of disturbance is less than 7 to
10 Limes the probe radius.
If excess water is introduced into the disturbed zone, the Golden
Section Search result may be seriously degraded and the accuracy may be
comparable to a normal zero-shifted data reduction procedure. However,
independent observations of the probe thermal response to a calibrated
heat pulse suggest that an appreciable increase in water content of the
sediment surrounding the probe does not occur and that the sediment
disturbance is mainly thermal in origin.
Thermal contact resistance is simulated if a water layer about the
probe is included without an associated temperature perturbation. The
numerical model results suggest that the analytical formulation for skin
resistance of marine geothermal probes is only adequate for thin water
layers, perhaps with a thickness of less than 50% of the probe radius.
Numerical models demonstrate that contact resistance alone cannot
account for the observed time shifts. The decay of heat from the probe
is generally only sensitive to the thermal properties of the region
-414-
which is located within 5 probe radii of the probe, so that a water
layer of a given thickness will have more serious consequences for small
radius probes. Additional modeling of pulse-heating phenomena will
establish the sensitivity of thermal conductivity determinations to
various configurations and states of sediment disturbance.
-415-
Appendix 4
Heat Flow Data Tables and Plots.
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Ligurian Sea 1982-1984 heat flow data
The heat flow data for each station is given in Table A4.1. As
described in Chapter 3, all errors are determined at the 80% confidence
level (two-sided t-test). Plots of the data are divided into two
formats, dependent on whether in situ thermal conductivity data is
available. Figures A4.1 - A4.17 show the 102 heat flow stations which
have in situ conductivity and Figures A4.18 - A4.21 illustrate the 74
thermal gradient stations without conductivity information. In situ
conductivity is obtained using the steady-heating method (Appendix 2).
Most equilibrium temperature data were improved using the Golden Section
Search optimization routine (Appendix 3).
Piston core thermal conductivity data
Table A4.2 presents the results of the piston ore data. A summary
of conductivity measurements made using the needle-probe method and the
semi-automated procedure implemented is described in Von Herzen et al.
(1982, Appendix B). Correcting to the in situ temperature and pressure
(Ratcliffe, 1960), the values have been slightly reduced to about 97% of
the actual laboratory measurement. The harmonic means have
uncertainties assigned at the 80% level of confidence (two-sided
t-test). Plots of thermal conductivity versus depth for piston cores
are given in Figures A4.21 - A4.24.
Other Ligurian Sea heat flow and piston core data
All data collected by other investigators which coincide in the
general region of the Nice-Calvi transect is compiled in Table A4.3, and
-417-
grouped according t regions described in the text. Positions are
plotted in Figure 2.8.
Sedimentation, subsidence and sediment-corrected heat flow
The simplified stratigraphy for each reliable heat flow station is
given in Table A4.4. Sediment thicknesses are used to determine the
sediment-unloaded basement depths and sedimentation rates used to
correct the heat flow values. 500 m of erosion is assumed to have occur
in Regions A, E, and F and is not reflected in the sediment thickness
tabulation. Paleoclimatic corrections are not included in Table A4.4
but range from 8 to 10 mW m 2 for each station (See Table 4.2). See
Chapter 4 and 5 for further discussions of methods and uncertainties.
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Fig. A4.1 - A4.17. In situ temperature and thermal conductivity versus
depth for pogo stations of the 1982 and 1984 Ligurian Sea geothermal
surveys. The best-fitting linear thermal gradient is also shown.
Temperature is relative to the measured (or inferred) bottom water
temperature (BWT). The depths below seafloor are found by adjusting
the depths so that the BWT extrapolated from the thermal gradient
equals that actually measured by the water thermistor located within
the weightstand. Due to large discrepancies between measured and
extrapolated BWT, stations L84S1.l, L84S1.2, and L84S2.4 have depths
appropriate for full (normal) penetration to the bottom of the
weightstand. The temperature error bars represent the confidence
limits using the two-sided 95% level t-test. To optimize the linear
gradient value, the uppermost thermistor of 13 stations, marked "d"
on the plot, were not included in the least-squares fitting
calculation. The conductivity points are plotted using a variable
offset scale for each penetration, and are shown with 95% level
confidence limits. The uncertainty associated with the off-axis
heater element of the double-probe design (Appendix 2) is included
in the 1982 in situ conductivity data.
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Figs. A4.18 - A4.21. Temperature versus depth plots and linear
regression results for pogo stations without in situ conductivity.
Adjacent station plots have temperatures offset by a multiple of
0.05 K. See Figure A4.1 for further explanation.
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Table A4.2 Ligurian Sea Piston Core Stations
Station Site Location Water Core Thermal Conductivity
Number Lat.(N) Lon.(E) Depth Length K AK NK
(m) (m) (W m-'K-')
REGION A
L82PC06
L82PC07
L84PCO1
L84PC02
L84PC03
L84PC04
A3 43°33.3'
A4 43°37.4'
A4 430°33.2'
A4 43°36.6'
A4 43°38.3'
A4 43°41.6'
7°21.2'
7028.8'
7°31.1 '
7°29.1 '
7028.4'
7028.2'
1890
980
2130
1450
1080
505
2.66
3.06
3.78
3.25
4.37
4.37
1.09
1.14
1.03
1.07
1.10
1.20
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
9
9
25
21
27
27
REGION B
(none taken)
C2 43031.8 ' 7048.2 ' 2150 2.66
D3 42056.9'
D1 42057.0'
D3 43 ° 9.3'
D2 43°10.1'
E2 42°49.9'
E3 43014.0'
E3 43017.0'
8033.7'
8°19.0'
8027.3'
8°11.9'
8040.8'
8°36.0'
8039.0'
2560
2600
2565
2525
2360
2555
2535
1.67
1.46
1.87
1.40
2.75
2.96
2.47
1.33 0.07 12
1.05
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.09
1.07
1.02
0.04
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.03
9
9
8
15
18
29
22
REGION F
(none taken)
REGION C
L82PC05
REGION D
L82PC02
L82PC03
L82PC04
L84PC05
REGION E
L82PC01
L84PC06
L84PC07
-448-
Figs. A4.22 - A4.24. Plots of thermal conductivity versus depth for
piston cores obtained in the Ligurian Sea during the 1982 and 1984
heat flow surveys. Depths are from the top of the core, although
these depths may have to be increased by 0.5 to 1 m to represent in
situ depth below the bottom (see Appendix 2). Locations and the
harmonic means are given in Table A4.2.
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Appendix 5
Seismic Profiles and Heat Flow Results
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During an 8-day expedition in 1985, 18 high-quality single-channel
seismic profiles were obtained on the R/V Catherine-Laurence in order to
resolve the shallow structure and stratigraphy near the heat flow
stations. Although nearby seismic data were originally available for
the heat flow surveys, the heat flow variability made it imperative that
complementary seismic profiling be made. The source employed was a Bolt
10 in3, 2000 psi (140 bar) airgun. Firing occurred every 5 s while
the ship maintained a speed near 5 knots. The receiver was a 200 m
streamer with a 50 active length composed of 48 pairs of hydrophones
and was designed to reduce noise caused by longitudinal strain. Data
were recorded on an analog system and stored on magnetic tape. Two
hardcopies were produced in real-time: a 1 s recording window filtered
at 100 to 300 Hz, and for deeper penetration a 2.5 s record with a 50 to
200 Hz filter. Using this system, excellent resolution was obtained
with the s record giving especially fine definition. Little useful
information was obtained beyond 1.5 s of penetration using the 2.5 s
window length. The LORAN-C coordinates were noted every 15 minutes and
were graphically transformed to values of latitude and longitude and
plotted on the ship track map illustrated in Figure A5.1. Supplementary
profiler data (Profiles 19 - 29) are also shown in Figure A5.1, and the
DELTARHO II survey tracks are displayed in Figure A5.2. The profiles
pertinent to the heat flow data are illustrated in Figures A5.3-26 and
plotted in Figure 2.8. The heat flow sites, stations and their
positions on the profiles have been cross-referenced in Table A5.1.
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Table A5.1 Heat Flow Stations and Sites Presented in Seismic Profiles.
Physiographic Profile Figure Heat Flow Measurements'
Region (Site: Stations)
16 A5.3 A2: L84S12.3, 4, 5; L84S4.7
A3: L84S5.2; L84S3.4, 5
A4: L84S2.5; L84S5.5
15 A5.4 Al: L84S4.15, 16, 17, '8, 19
B: L84S12.1, 2
Cote d'Azur 29 A5.5 A2: L84S4.14, 5, 2, 3, 1
Upper Margin
21 A5.6 A3: L84S2.2, 3; L84S3.1, 2, 3; L84S5.1, 2, 3, 4
24 A5.7 A3: L84S3.4, 5, 6
25 A5.8 A4: L84S5.8, 7, 6; L82S2.1
27 A5.9 A4: L84S5.5; L82S2.5, 4, 3
18 A5.10 A4: L82S16.1, 2, 3, 4
C2: L82516.5
14 A5.11 B: L82S17.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Cote d'Azur Cl: L84S11.6
Lower Margin
IN A5.12 B: L84Sl.l, 2, 3, 4, 5
Cl: L84S11.6
iS A5.13 Cl: L84S11.8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
17 A5.14 C2: L82S16.6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; L82S3.1, 2
North Central 
Basin 13N A5.15 C2: L82S4.1; L82S5.1, 2; L82S4.2; L82S5.4, 5
D2: L82S5.6, 7, 9
3 A5.16 DI: L82S15.1; L82S14.3, 2, 1; L82S13.15, 14, 13, 12
South Central 8 A5.17 DI: L82S13.13
Basin
123 A5.18 DI: L82S12.8, 11, 12
13S A5.19 D2: L82S6.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
7 A5.20 Fl: L84S7.6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
4 A5.21 El: L82S13.7, 6, 5, 4, 3
F2: L82S13.2, 1
6 A5.22 El: L84S8.1, 2, 3, 4
F2: L84S8.5, 6, 7, 8
Corsican Margin 9 A5.23 D3: L82S7.1; L82S9.9, 8
E2: L82S9.7, 6; L82S9.4, 3, 2, 1
10 A5.24 E2: L84S9.1, 2, 3; L84S9.5
F3: L84S9.6, 8, 9; L84S10.1, 3, 2, 4, 7, 8
11 A5.25 F4: L84S10.16, 14, 13, 12
12 A5.26 D3: L82S8.18, 15, 14, 11
E3: L82S8.6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
Heat flow stations are listed sequentially as read from left to right on the
respective figure
-464-
Figs. A5.3 - A5.26 Seismic sections of the profiles used in heat flow
analysis. Vertical scale is in two-way travel time. Locations of
profiles are given in Figures A5.1 and A5.2. Table A5.1 lists the
heat flow sation labels used for each profile. The following
labels have been used:
M = Messinian reflector of upper evaporites or erosional surface
SS = salt structures ranging from pillow formations to small
intrusive domes
MePO = Messinian evaporite pinchout locations
BF = boundary fault or fault zone found at the base-of-slope on the
margins
SF = shallow faults affecting the Plio-Quaternary layer
BR = pre- or synrift basement reflectors sometimes referring to
tilted blocks on the Cote d'Azur margin.
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